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in Size of Work Due to Type of 

Gage. 
SCHLESINGER 

Variation 

BY GEORG 
rhe 

xperiments 

following is a summary of som 
made in connection with a 

imit gage system shown in Fig. 1 whicl 
was called 

Austrian 
range from 6 millimeters ( 

upon to lay 
iron works 

decided 
plug 

250 millimeters (10 inches), but | 
to replece the heavy and expensive 
gages, Fig. 2, with the cheaper flat bar 

gage, Fig. 3, in 
and with the spherical end rod gages, 

sizes from 2'% to 6 inches 

4, in sizes from 6 to 10 inches. 
Grown cautious by experience in the 

shop, I made trials of 22-inch holes with 
all three kinds of gages after the following 
plan: 

Three holes of nominally the same siz« 
commercially made: 

hole 2 to 
—2'% inches—were 
Hole 1 to a plug gage, Fig. 2: 
a flat gage, Fig. 3; hole 3 to a rod gage, 
Fig. 4. Hole 1 was so made that the go-in 
end of the plug gage passed with a good 
sliding fit, feeling friction all over. It is 
generally assumed in such cases that the 

must be at least millimeter hole 0.005 
(about 0.0002 inch) larger than the gage 
When the same hole 1 was tested by the flat 
gage, the go-in end of this gage fell easily 
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0.02 millimeter in the case of Fig. 4 large 
an the corresponding plug gage 
The gage system show hig. I ow 
1 que y da 
id gage dimen | ( ed eterencs 
) le plug g ( : 
ite d Vv the TOKE | starting 

FIG, 4 Spheri 
Rod Gage Amervan Machinist 

< SOQ 

) I t | 

t \“V 
‘ 

lo P| A »> &@E i 
, | end 

rig j 1 (I] by 
Gar Iris l ri 

(1\ ) AL | 
1 cvlinde iri l 

the touch of each group IV, III, I, 
tively to III, II, I, 

must 

1 I, must go back respe 
0; for it 1s obvious that each gage 
be at any rate smaller than the hole to be 
tested, and consequently the two circles of 
Oi and gage are eccentric and reduce the 

*h surfaces to lines, and so forth. And 
this must be or the Whitwort! 

We all know by 
it is to 

11 OU 
true even f 

plug and ring 
difficult 

ring of the same size, say 2 

experien 
how insert a plug into a 

inches 
is necessary to grease both with the best 
vaseline, and if we succeed in entering 
the plug without using the general tool 
maker's trick of talking to the observer 

warming the ring in the meantime 
vy the hand, we always see afterward the 

1 1 nterference coiors in the grease an e@v1 

thru it, and the rod gage passed still easi point for the system in question was the dent proof that there was no metallic, but 
er, whereas the small end of the plug gage standard s/aft; it was decided to provide a grease touch between plug and ring, 
did not enter at all the holes 2 and 3, nor hole gages oniy for running fits and for which means that the ring was larger than 
did the small end of the flat gage go into push fits or those that could be entered he nlug N putting the 
hoie 3—an absolute proof that the dif- by hand or by a wooden block, that is, a gether drily; th 1 doubt the s1 
ference between a plug gage and its hole good sliding fit There was very littl f ‘ Il se é ther at onc I g gag g it 
must be greater than is generally sup ed f keving and fo fi | v. I inspected t tandard ring 
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FIG. I. A COMPOSITE GAGI TEM 

posed. To be sure, larger new gages Figs \t the same time I found by sharp in- the « d, \ was exactly <z 
3 and 4 were made, till I felt the same  spection by the flat and rod gages that  inche 1 diamet nd f da much ea 
friction by putting them by hand thru hole almost all holes were oblong—i. e¢., they er fit than wit lard (grease 
2, and found that they ought to be made _ had different diameters in different planes lug. I concluded quently, that in 

0.012 millimeter in the case of Fig. 3 and This cannot be discovered by a plug gage, general manufacturing the irregulariti I 



holes are so great that in reality for 2! 
inches diameter we get holes of about: 0.02 

inch) larger than we millimeter (0.007 
upposed. This additional factor is smaller 

‘or small and greater for great diameters 
Because we started with the Whitworth 

ylug and ring, we tried to design an in 
for measurements, 

vhich is illustrated in Fig. 5. The tool is 
manufactured by the Loewe company, Ber 

strument internal hole 

lin. The flattened balls a which serve to 
bring the pressure of the wedge b without 
pinching to the small rods c which are 
very carefully fitted to their rods without 
play, are only intermediate pieces to secure 
4 correct connection of the different parts. 
The two thumb-screws serve to fix the 
end pieces for testing snap gages, ex- 
plained later on. The inclination of the 
wedge is I to 100, the pitch of the screw d 
is I millimeter, and the micrometer head 
has 100 divisions; thus we can read 0.0001 
inillimeter change in the distance of the 
two measuring The original dis- 
rance is adjusted by a measuring machine 

ends. 

ind then the instrument is put into the 
A 

d 

ME | = 

b| a) 
ee ~—— 

B 

— 

FIG. 5. INTERNAL 

hole and readjusted, until the inspector 
feels the touch. At the end the increase 
is read on the scale and supervised by the 
measuring machine. These trials affirmed 
the first conclusions. For measuring holes 
the pieces c have spherical ends instead 
of flat ones. The diameter of the sphere 
to which the ends are ground corresponds 
to the smallest hole to be measured. Be- 
cause the holes are always larger than this 
the inside walls of the hole are always 
touched by the center and never by the 
corners of the pieces c. The spherical 
rounding with great diameter has 

done for convenience to superinspection 
ym the measuring machine. With flat end 
rods inserted, the instrument is very use- 
ful to replace in the toolroom very ex- 

been 

pensive sets of end pieces or combination 
rods for testing snap gages of limit sys- 
tems having different allowances but the 
same nominal size. Of course the measur- 
ing machine is an indispensable comple 
ment to this sort of gage. 

Charlottenburg, Germany 

MEASURING 
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The Point of View in Engineering. 
The following we abstract from the bril- 

liant, epigrammatic address by Walter C. 
Kerr to the 1904 graduating class of Ste 
vens Institute of Technology: 

The liberal education 
ways been highly academic. 

so-called has al 
Trade school 

engineering has been strictly non-academic. 
The two have joined hands fortuitously in 
our modern institutions. The liberal edu 
cation has become less and the technical 
more academic, with advantage to both. 
There 1s, however, danger of engineering 
education growing too academic, for sev 
eral One is the disposition to 
include in technical training a liberal edu- 
cation, which of itself is not undesirable 
Another is that engineering 
often lean unduly toward academic views 
and and thus touch with 
the spirit of the engineering world. Great- 
er than either of these is the tendency of 
all things to move in the line of least re- 
sistance, and all learning which depends 
upon the more easily 
acquired than that which 

reasons: 

professors 

processes, lose 

alone is 
depends upon 

intellect 

Ame-ican Machiniat 
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other sources. The proof of this need go 
no further than to remember that no liter- 
ature is finer than that written two thou 
sand years ago; no philosophy has funda 
mentally improved upon that of the an- 
cients; the highest flights of intellect and 
mathematics were reached during the ages 
in which the 
composed of four elements—earth, air, fire, 

world was observed to be 

and water. 
I hope for the time when the spirit of 

engineering as found in practise will form 
a more definite part of engineering educa 
tion. This, I think, must come thru the 
professor keeping in close practical touch 
with the engineering world. There are 
various ways in which this may be accom 
plished, but I know of none better than by 
each professor doing a reasonable amount 
of practical work for commercial purposes. 
Under some conditions this may be con- 
sistently accomplished during a portion of 
his time, but I am inclined to think that 
eventually our profesors will devote all 
their time to instruction while they teach 
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and will go periodically into the world, a 
Thus 

the professorial life would not be so ex 
tew years at a time, for practise. 

clusively educational, and our growing e1 
gineering institutions may be enabled t 
enlarge their faculties by the devotion t 
teaching of a portion of the time of met 
who are primarily engaged in commercia 

work. 
We hear much about opportunities. The 

Remember that 
one that lie 

are everywhere plentiful 
is the little 

squarely in front of you, not the large one 
which find further 
Many a man is surrounded with opportu 

one. There are 

your opportunity 

you hope to along 

nities who never seizes 
traditions that Adam, William Tell, and 
Sir Isaac Newton each had an affair witl 
an apple, but with different results. 

Your first duty is always to that whicl 
The only step which 

vou can take in advance is the next one 
This leads to a simplicity of action which 

Don’t ramble. 

lies across your path. 

is commendable. 

The refinement of thought which is apt 
to follow high training often leads the 
mind to overlook simplicity and to even 

The wealth of modern 
appliances tends likewise; and it is thus 
seek complexity. 

easy to acquire that over-refinement, often 
termed theoretical, as against the simplicity 
which is called practical. 

You will soon find that knowledge hasn't 
It is neces- 

sary, only as words are essential to the 
expression of thought. You find 

a good tool, but not the vital 
You will 

much to do with effectiveness. 

will 
knowledge 
force with which you perform. 
tall back upon human effort and action, and 
find that 
the knowledge-engine that does the work 

Cultivate purpose. This 
is more important than you may think. It 
is intuitive with the comparatively igno- 
rant, and often absent in the highly trained 
We are frequently surprised at the great 

it is the human-engine and not 

singleness of 

competency of the ignorant contractor or 
often 

passed by saying that he is a practical man 
foreman, on whom judgment is 

and gets results. Analysis will show that 
his best quality is singleness of purpose. 
which leads him to vigorously do the one 
thing before him, without distraction fol- 
lowing from knowing or thinking about 

The broadening 
power of education and training increases 
too many other things 

the range of contemplation, but unless the 
power of concentration is cultivated there 
follows a tendency to scatter instead of to 
acquire that singleness of purpose which 
leads to effective action. Much more than 
a little knowledge may be a dangerous 
thing. The highly-trained man therefore 
needs, as a complement to his training, 
unusual powers of concentration, in order 

that the virtue of singleness of purpose 

may not be lost. This faculty a man must 

have or acquire himself. It is not in the 

It cannot be taught. 

be suggested by precept and example. 

books. It can only 

From directness of purpose naturally 

follows diligence in getting what you go 
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after, and not being easily turned aside 
When you are getting what 

far as 
by resistance. 
you go after, get it all. Just so 
ducation, assisted by concentration, con 

tributes to singleness of purpose, it is use 
ful, but where by length, breadth or depth 
t dilutes human effort, it lacks value. It 
s, therefore, not so much the question how 
much educational training you have as it is 

little 
great effect, because their point of 
is right; others scatter so badly that 
cannot 

how use it. Some can use a 
with 
view 

you 

they use their knowledge at all; 
while some distorted minds seem to have 
1 faculty for misapplying a large amount 
of acquired knowledge thru complicated 

To be right, you 
nust be one hundred per cent. right. Char- 
orocesses full of error 

ty may pardon human nature its percent- 
ige of delinquency, but this is a human 
matter. The laws of nature, mathematics, 
ind engineering do not pardon anything. 
[he man may therefore be absolved from 
‘ensure, but this work must stand the rigid 
test of inviolable law. Nor is it too much 
to say that you must be right the first time. 
Much of our engineering is only done once 
ind it must be done right that once. A 
man who has learned by experience to do 
1 thing deserves no credit for doing it 
right. He is then only a repeating ma- 
-hine. Real power is characterized by abil- 
ity to perform right the first time that 
which a man never did before. 
Clearness of thought is an essential often 

acking. 
tration and singleness of purpose. 

This, too, follows from concen- 
Many 

ninds confuse themselves with a wealth 

f ideas, grading from the well formed to 
lazy; indistinct conceptions. You can clear 
vour mind by proper habits of thought. 
[rain yourself to separate essentials and 
non-essentials and to 
sideration to the essentials; to distinguish 

what 
only vaguely surmise, clearly eliminating 
pinion from facts. Nothing is more help- 
ful than conference with yourself, in which 
you determine what you think of your own 
thoughts. This is aided by the moderate 
cultivation oi system—thinking in an or- 
derly manner, beginning at the beginning, 
ending at the end, and being sure to have 
a middle. With 
slavery to system, but let each find his own 
ogicai way. 
Besides what are commonly known as 

confine your con- 

between what you know and you 

this there should be no 

ideas, men have intuitions—sometimes 
‘alled impressions or opinions—which they 

These I believe are 
that 

reason is composed of a sequence of dis- 

‘annot readily prove. 
identical with reason, except while 

tinct ideas, each capable of expression, in- 
of the 

human mind to integrate small ideas and 
small to 

tand alone, or to be readily expressed, but 

tuitions follow from the capacity 

mpressions, each of which is too 

which integrated form a concrete mental 
mpression, called an intuition, and which 
s of exactly the same character as reason, 
xcept that it is composed of smaller and 

Do not, therefore, 
liscard intuitions as inferior to reason 
ilmost intangible units. 
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\ point of view 1s involved in the power 
to rationalize. This again is a thing which 
each man does for himself in his own best 
way, and its asking consists in 

} hing 
essence 

one’s self whether the t is reasonable 
It is a great check upon error. It applies 
equally to nearly everything of which en 
gineering is composed. It is the power of 
the human mind, after performing in more 
or less systematic and conventional ways, 

off and 
whether 

to stand look at results and ask 
one’s self they are reasonable 
One man will figure that certain material 
weighs two hundred tons, and believe It 
Another will say that there is something 
wrong in that, for it all came on two cars. 

Another point of view concerns engi 
neering expression. This may be thru de 
signs, drawings, mathematical determina 
tions, or words, and finally by work done. 
The lamest of these is words. All engi 
neering is so non-literary in character that 
the use of language is too much neglected, 
leading to expressions that do not properly 
convey thought. 
thetoric but diction that makes expression 

In engineering it is not 

clear, and diction is best learned from the 
dictionary. It is well for a young engineer 
to cultivate his vocabulary, and learn to 

They are 
those 

use words in their right sense. 
then 
who have less knowledge 

A word of 
assuming that a lack of facility of expres 

usually understood, even by 

caution, however, against 

sion can cloak an absence of knowing what 
Engineering documents, speci- 

State 
you think 
fications and letters are full of mis 
ments due to the careless use of language 
Conciseness cannot be overestimated. Brev 
ity is desirable, but not at the expense of 
clearness. Conversely, a certain degree of 
facility should be acquired in reading the 
words of others. Some seem incapable of 
understanding plain language when spoken 
or written. Anyone persistently failing to 
understand the language of others has lim 
itations needing correction. 
One of the worst attributes in engineer- 

ing, and which is fundamentally born of 
conceit, tends to fasten error, censure and 
responsibility on others. There are times 

a man needs to 
himself and 

matter with me? 

when stand himself up in 
ask: What is the 

The capacity of any man 
front of 

to admit his own error and frailty of judg- 
ment is a measure of strength rather than 
cf weakness 

Perhaps no personal attributes are of 
greater importance in the conduct of the 
business affairs of an engineering life than 

Not 
only because these are right and agreeable, 
good cheer and non-contentiousness 

but because they enable a man to work 
hetter, to be better understood, and they 
add weight to his opinions. There is a 

certain reasonable optimism of manner 
which makes a man and his ideas welcome, 
even tho they must of necessity sometimes 
be critical. To vote aye and believe that 
things can be done makes a man helpful to 
others and to enterprises. Discontent is 
not a sign of progression. 

Each of you probably has a preconceived 

; 

ion of following s e of enginee! 
ng Be « tu r self-analysi 
Che tie d ~ 2 I I I n for ( 
the vat 5 ype I ime som t who 

¢ t ct t CTIV eration otne 
TOW ve vi » the conten 
plative \ga within all these divisions 
some tend ward p ressi i] id othe 
trade w < N e «< ady what 
best for yo Chis y must find out fo 
yourself. I cannot help, however, a certat 
predilection in favor of a young man being 
just an engineer, and not any particular 
kind of an engineer—not specializing while 
too young, but developing along versatile 
li -eadv to turn his 1 1] 1] lines, ready to turn his hand equally we 
to any task within his general scope. In 
this, there is a good deal in the point of 
view, and the man who believes he car 
apply himself in one direction about as 
well as another will come nearer doing it 
than one who thinks he cannot 

Change in British Patent Law. 
Frank W. Mahin, United States Consu 

at Nottingham, England, sends the follow 
ing copy of the latest act of Parliament 
relating to British patents which goes int 
effect January I, 1905 

“Where an application for a patent has 
been made, and a complete specificatior 
has been deposited by the applicant, the 
examiner shall, in addition to the inquiri 
which he is directed to make by the pat 

and trade marks act of 1883 ents, designs, 
make investigation for the purpose of as 
certaining whether the invention claimec 
has been wholly or in part claimed or de 
scribed in any specification (other than 
provisional specification not followed by 

published before 
ion and deposite: 

complete specification ) 
the date of the applicat 
pursuant to any application for a patent 

made in the United Kingdom within fifty 
years before the date of the application 

“If as the result of this official search 
that the 
has been 

appears invention sought to be 
patented wholly or in. part 
claimed or described in any such specifica 
tion the applicant will be informed, and 
will have the opportunity of amending hi: 
specification so as to confine it to so mucl 
of his supposed invention as he may desir¢ 

i specification t 
alled by the 

to patent in view of the 
which his attention has been c 
comptroller of patents 

“The 
trade-marks act which regulate the 

sections of the design: patents, 

and 
time for depositing a complete specification 
shall have effect as if references there: 
to the period of nine months were refer 
ences to the period of six months.” 

[A literal reading of the above 
no suggestion as to whether a patent will be 
withheld if Ed. ] 

carrie 

not shown novelty is 

It seems that upon the average we each 
now annually “consume” about our weight 
in cement. In 1850 the average consump 
tion per head was 6 pounds; in 1860, 10 

1880, 13; 1890, 34 
and in 1902, 119 pounds; so that 

pounds; in 1870, 12; 

1900, QI, 
the gain now going on is very rapid. 
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The Herstal National Armory. 
the Herstal National 
considered one of the 

The works” of 

\rmory, 
most important establishments of its class 

which is 

in Europe, consist of three distinct parts 
for 

for bicycles and 
There is a manufactory for arms, one 
cartridges and another 
motor cycles. These three parts represent 
the successive growth of the works. At 
first and for some time limited to the sup 
plying of arms for the Belgian Army, 1t 
has since been considerably extended in 
lines which may be said to provide em 
ployment either peaceable or warlike. It 
thus can produce per day 200 sporting ri- 
fles, 190 carbines, 150 army rifles, 100,000 
cartridges, and 100 automatic revolvers of 
a special model, etc. This large output, 
with a working small 
(1,500 to 2,000 men and women), is prin 
cipally due to the extensive use of im- 

force relatively 

proved and largely automatic machine 
tools, which reduce the amount of manu 
al labor and lower the cost of the product 

The bird’s-eye view of the works in 
Fig. 1 shows them to be decidedly original 

the 
tooth roof is employed being perhaps grear 
in design, the extent to which saw 

er than can be found elsewhere. The in 
the magnificent 

that is secured and the large vistas of un 
obstructed space. 

terior views show light 

The portion of the works used for the 
manufacture of arms is divided up into a 
great number of workshops. Those for 
the working of wood comprise a_ store 
room, which can accommodate 290,000 
stocks of army rifles; two drying cham 
bers; a workshop for shaping the stocks 
by special machinery and for the finishing, 
which is done by hand 

In the departments for working the met 
al pieces of the gun, nearly all the ma 
chines are operated by female workers 
Fig. 2 shows the shop where the boring of 
the 
Fig. 
ation, the foreground being occupied by 
those of the | The Lincoln 
view thru these shops seems almost limit 

rifle barrels is carried on, while in 
3 various other machines are in oper 

miller type 

less. 

The different 
separated, there being special departments 

operations are distinctly 

for polishing, bluing, bronzing and tem 
pering. 

The forge shop, Fig. 4, contains twenty 
six drop or power hammers, with six rapid 
stroke hammers of the Bradley type for 
forging the barrels. The bars are brought 
to a red heat and are then roughed by one 
hammer and finished by another at the 
same heat. 

The works contain extensive testing de 
partments, a shooting range of 200 meters 

a storage for the 

Fig 5 

for adjusting sights, etc., 
finished arms, offices, etc is a view 
in the cycle shop 

Electricity is employed for power trans 
mission throughout the works. There is a 

central station wherein is installed a Cor 

liss engine of 500 horse-power, and two 
450 horse and Willans engines of 350 
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power, respectively, all direct connected to 
generators. The feed water is drawn from 
the river Meuse and is purified and filtered 
by being passed thru a mass of wood shav 

The the 
central station and the power is conveyed 
ings. switchboard is located in 

by overhead or underground cables to the 
various shops where the motors drive in 
dependent lines of shafting. 

Echoes From the Oil Country — A Country 
Mechanic at the Exposition. 

St. Louis, out there by the greatest of 
our American rivers, has been acting like 
a wonderful magnet this year and has 
been drawing people that way who be 
fore only knew there was such a place 
“on the map.” 

Stories of bad water, 
hotel rates that were 
the air ships were likely to get, heat that 

railroad wrecks, 
away above where 

highlander, and 
attending 

were some of the things that stood in the 

melt a northern 
which 

would 
business needed to, 
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into the secret of how nice the show wa 
hut at the hotel I heard a man describu 
this show to some friends: “It 

thing | 
shrieked 

ever 

and 
The lightning flash 

wonderful inost 
wind moaned and whist 
thru the building. 

the 
could 

rolled and crashed 1 
fairly feel 

and thunder 
you the building shal 
Everything was dark and still, and all 
once it began to get light, and the lig! 
just came from nowhere, and you coul 
see the waves dash against the rocks 
His eyes glistened and his voice trembl 
as he continued his account of what h 
had seen. We were both there, but I ha 
not seen the show that he had, for al 
that. The show that he saw would hay 
been cheap at a dollar. 

If I had ever seen it stated that th 
buildings of the exposition were frame 
of wood, it had not fastened itself int 
my memory, and I was surprised to se 
wood built up into such struc 

It took bolts enough to fasten th: 
limmense 

tures. 

FIG. I. BIRD'S-EYE VIEW OI 

way; but at last the attraction got too 
great, and not wishing to be the victim 
of vain regrets when it was too late, | 
went. The editors of the AMERICAN Ma 
CHINIsT have told of the fair which they 
saw, and it was fine, and their stories 
made the turning point with me. 

There is one very nice thing about a 
fair so big, and that is that every fellow 
can go and see a fair for himself, and 
each one sees a different one. 
tion as to whether it go so 
and spend so much time to see what is 

The ques 
pays to far 

seen, depends entirely on what is seen 
and how it is seen, and who is seeing it. 
I dropped into a place on the “Pike” one 
evening and paid 50 cents to see some 
moving scenes, accompanied by the noise 
of someone shaking a piece of sheet tin, 
while some views that were supposed to 

flashes 
felt that 

the 

represent clouds and_ lightning 
were displayed on the wall. I 

had been another sucker 
man with the megaphone who had let me 

landed by 

HERSTAL NATIONAL ARMORY 

wood together to make work for some 
iron workers, and the bolts seemed to in 
dicate that the future value of the wood 
had also been considered in making the 
plans. The 
looking buildings on the inside as stee 

wood did not make as nice 

7 would have done, but it was still a ] oO good 

illustration of what can be done wit! 
wood. Perhaps the man who designed 

the 
the 
territory 

wanted to make them ot 
that 

was celebrating its won 

buildings 
material was a product of thx 

which 
derful growth. 

It hardly needs to be said that Machin 
Hall would be the chief attraction t 

increase hi 
did not tak 

that 

ery 
wished to 

and it 
to find 

a machinist who 
stock of knowledge; 
that machinist long out on 
of his deficiencies was in the line of abil 
ity to extract desired information fro 
others. Before me was a beautiful dis 
play of tools. Everything was here th: 
was told of in the catalog of the make 
apparently, and much more real looking 
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At sight of them a shop experience came 
to mind. Once we had to make some 
pieces 6 inches in diameter, and after a 
time it became evident that the 6 inches 
of one man might not be the 6 inches of 
some other man, and to keep things uni- 
form we made a gage, using a new 6-inch 
scale as a standard. After that we felt 
happy for a while. Now all our 6 inches 
would be 6 inches. We could hold up 
our heads and say that we knew that a 
piece that was made to that gage was 
right. One day a piece was made that 
was too large, and inquiry suggested that 
the man had not used the gage. 
“We must keep these pieces all of the 

same size, and you must use the gage on 
them,” 

“T was told to make them 6 inches, 
he was told. 

and 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 

thing that you are particularly interested 
asked. 
I would like to know how close 

=) 
in?” he 
we 

these scales are made alike.” 
With a look of polite surprise at the 

ignorance displayed, came the reply: 
“They are made alike.”’ 

“T understand that they are very good, 
as good as any in the market, but it would 
be very hard to make them exactly alike, 
and it is sometimes convenient to know 
how near perfect it is reasonable to ex- 
pect a tool to be.” 

There was pity in his look and conde- 
scension in his tone as he replied (and 
surely it was too bad to need to waste 
time with one who did not bow down 
and worship before the perfection to be 
found in a scale that is made to sell for 

December 1, 1904. 

able variation in these goods.” He did 
really seem to realize a perfect perfectior 
as being a little better than just perfect 

“IT am to understand, then, that an in 
spector in the factory where these scales 
are made has no limit of variation to work 
to, but must not pass them if there is any 
variation. Is that right?” 

“You are now trying to find out some 
of the secrets of the shop. Every once in 
a while someone comes along and tries 
to do that. They should go to the head 
of the firm with such questions. I am not 
here to give away what has taken them 
years of hard work to get.” 

Altho the theys and thems were slightly 
mixed, it was not hard to see that as an 
information extractor I had not been 

FIG. 4. 

was 6 inches it 1 did so. If 
would fit on them.” 

your gage 

Here was treason in the camp for sure, 
but careful measurement showed that the 
pieces were right according to his scale, 
and it also showed that there was a very 
easily measurable difference in the 
lengths of the 6-inch scales in the shop. 
From this the discussion arose as to how 
close such things were intended to be 
made by the makers, and it was a ques 
tion that had never been answered. Here 
was a chance to get the information first 
hand. 

As I appeared interested, peering into 
then another, an first showcase and 

attendant came forward 

one 

“Ts there some 

POWER AND DROP HAM MERS-——HERSTAI 

“You will find that these goods 
This 

not make them any other way. 

605 cents), 

company would 
When a 

are exactly right 

thing leaves their hands it can be de 
pended on. You may have had some 
tocls of poor make; but you will find 

every one of these perfect.” 
“Well, well. Is that a fact? I have 

dreamed of such a condition of affairs, 
but I did not know that it had been 
reached. In most places it seems to take 
considerable work to keep the variations 
within reasonable limits, let alone reach 
ing perfection.” 

“While I don’t mean to say that we 
have reached absolute perfection, we are 
so near it that there is not any discover 

NATIONAL 

success, and I passed on. 

-* hf 
: 7 

ARMORY 

Some time afterward I stopped before 
another exhibit of tools, and as the at 
tendant was interested enough in my being 
there to come forward and call my atten 
tion to things that he thought might be 
of interest I tried him on the same sub- 
ject. 
“We have never had any trouble as t 

the accuracy of your tools, but have been 
interested enough to wonder how close 
they were supposed to be in the length 
over all.” 

“IT can only answer that in a genera 
Unfortunately I am not a mechani 

u salesman, but in handling anc 
way 
but only 1 
selling these tools I have never had any 
‘omplaint on that line. From that I should 
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think that the limit was very small, and 
well within the degree that would be need 
ed in a toal of this kind.” 
A disreputable looking cold chisel lying 

with some good looking scales, squares, 
etc., caught my attention at a small bu t 
attractive exhibit, and almost before I had 
begun to wonder how it had been 
there a tnan was showing me how hi 
scales would shave chips from it. 

lef t 
S 

He had 
been so busy doing this that not only had 
he rounded up the center of the chisel, bu t 
he had also reduced it considerably below 
the original size. 

After listening to the good points he wa Ss 

explaining I ventured to remark, pointing 

[ bought a set of them I suppose I coul 
to a set of scales in a wooden case: f 

1 
depend upon them as being exactly the 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 

and if there is any way of making them 
better or cheaper I want to know it 

Che steam turbine that had been running 
constantly for a long time was very inte 

for 
told me som things 

esting, and standing by it a few min 
utes that reading 
had not 
own, and is notac 

It has sounds and speeds of its 
ympetitor in our field, 

and is not likely to be, neither is the mon 
ster engine that is made for hard work 
that picked up from 18 revolutions to 75 
and then took on a load of 5,000 hors« 
power wh:le I was standing on the upper 

As the 
“The 

bigger the load the quieter she runs.” A 

deck watching the valve motion 
man on y up there remarked, 

week of talk would not have been half as 
convincing as the minutes spent up where 
every part was talking its own language, 

ar] ; ; ae 

. 

; 

right leneth. You would guarantee them 
to be perfect, of course.” 

“T never claimed perfection for any tool 
ever sold. I know better, and so do vou 

The best we can do is to keep the varia 
tions down. In these scales I believe you 
will not find any of them more than a 
thousandth long, and you will not find any 

short. If f them for son re son you 

want a set closer than that We would 
watch the length a little more carefully 

! 
vould be more than a quarter of a not 
thousandth out.” That information was 
definite 

If there anything coming along that 
is likely to knock cornshellers and such 
out of business I want to know it in time 

Over 

and 
I don't 
\ 

inter? 
business 

ery 

You 

clearly that he does 
upted unless I really h 
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nywhere about, he is well concealed 
across e€ Way that me has all he 

Dit < the vil e is joilying 
is useless to st p here at present 

like to interrupt a man who shows 
wish to be 

ive some 
with him, especially where there 

much to see and so many who are 
willing to enlighten 

see, | know a whole lot of firms 
have been telling for years about 

the things they are 
see a big 

‘hey 
and when |! 

Gisholt, I 
Making, 

sign out, Say sort o! 
naturally go that way. They are the fe 
lows who think their lathes the very best 
on earth to use for making cornshellers 
and other thi 
not 

5. CYCLE SHOPS—HERST NATIONAI RM 

ind where it ild be bot heard and 
eit 

This thing of getting into actual toucl 
with the real thing itself is one of the 
trong points in favor of going to an ex 

position When comes getting a 
good idea of the use 1 new machine 
would be to a man, a very few minute 
pent in watching in peration w 
ften bring out points that no amount of 
eading or talking could make clear 

It’s pretty near being a liberal edu 
1 n itself to see how the different ex 

tors show their machines Here is 
xh that | ny ntere g 

lg ere ne nvwihie 
i \ ri A eT le 

r 

dal 
WwW 
Ne 

1¢ 

nh 
is 

ing 

asleep If I didn’t learn 
The man over there ts ings 

anything 

I I new g no 
t nd fore | | | d see the 

Jone & La veeckoning t 
t t irge, g King youn 

es t t Sit¢ imi 
n round - 4 l a ip na 

tor r vel | rt { 
1 ( é W ¢ i 

¢ ve i ft Tie 

? H w what he 

‘ 
the g t Ne 

id¢ e was 
1 1 «} ; 

j rt 
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ing part the entire exhibition was s 
iw the different arrangements to attra 
tention, and the treatment that visitor 

ived. In some cases they were sin 
illowed to go around as they pleased ply 

nd see what they could without atte 
n and without interference. In othe 

places the attendants took it for granted 
that those who stopped were interested 

tarted right in to explain things, and 
topped when they saw that such 

not the case In a few cases a pel 
was made to teel that he was not 

nted unless he knew enough to sin 
ply look without touching and without 

King questions 
.ou will understand that this applies 

to Machinery Hall. The people wh 
were selling things at the numerou 
tands did not show any hesitation. Th 

knew what they were there for, even if 
the visitor did not, and the people w 

re doing bus.ness over on the ‘Pike 
care not to overlooked by anyo! 

that way. 
most people 

did s 
would be of 

ho chanced to wander 
| | { L Suppose that who wen 

exhibitor » because they t Tc) h6USS 
benefit to them 

tried to 
had re 

yught it 
l as I 

ink over the 
rived, I 

re repaid 
that 

bout in various directions on a still day, 
nd 

the Manufactures 

looked over it all and 

that | 
many of them 
trouble. Th 

1mpressions 
wondered how 

for their 
salloon managed to move slowly 

a bright-colored mechanical snake in 
Building, each seemed 

attention from the 
did the 

that 

{ attract more gen 
il public than latest develop 

ment of machinery was making the 
present civilization of the world possible, 
nd vet they were of no practical bene 

fit to the world 
While I saw many things that fully re 

paid the 
going. I feel that 
ime from contact with other people who 

W 

me for trouble and expense of 
the greatest benefit 

there OSsBporN} were 

A Record in Fuel Saving. 

The Key West Electric Company, own 
ing the electric light and trolley franchises 
f the West, re 

ports a remarkable and gratifying 
rience in changing their 

city and island of Key 
expe 

from coal plant 
steam engines to internal com 

The fuel 
mpany has been reduced from over $2 

consuming 
hustion oil engines bill of the 

000 per annum to under $6,000. This com 
pany is said to have been the first corpora 
tion to make use of the internal combus 
tion engine in operating a trolley line 
The enormous gain from the use of the 

partially explained by the previous 
ivagant or wasteful use of fhe « 

| plan nsumed upon a iverage 5 
ids of co per k watt | 1 ind 

st $5 per tor The wat supply 
vet ad and the maintenancs f 

ind ndensing apparat 
t thlesome and expensive The ol now 

sts 3 cents a gallon, the consump 
> pound per kilowatt hot 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 

The Electric Locomotive of the New York 

Central & Hudson River Railroad. 
The designers have secured in this ma 

chine the best mechani il features of the 
gh-speed tean ocomotive combined 

vith the grt pow nd simplicity in 
control made po e by the use of tl 
lecti ct Phe succes r the ria 

il Schenect idy, Novembet him Indic: ed 
that the steam locomotive as encountered 
1. most formidable rival in a field of which 
t has heretofore held undisputed posses 

sion, and it is the general opinion that in 
the new locomot: ound a type 

| itures May be accepted whose distinctive fe 
is a basis for future standardization 

The locomotive, Fig. 1, consists of four 
driving axles o1 ach of which, Fig 

mounted without intermediate gearing 
the armature of an electric motor having 

normal rating ot power 
total rated capacity locomotive is 

200 horse-pow , altho fot rt periods 

l considerably greater power may be de 

Dex mber 1, 1 

between the armatures being carried by 
heavy steel transoms bolted to the side 
frame and forming part of the magnet 

rcuit as well as cross braces for the 
ick The field coils are wound upon 

etal spools which are bolted upon the 
ribution and div 

ion of the weight of the locomotiv: 
een accomplished by 

ispending the main frame and_ super 
tructure from a system of half-elliptic 

springs and equalizing levers of forged 
1 1 

steel, the whole being so arranged as to 
ross-equalize the load and to furnisl 

This 
nd 

repairs and renewals as 
‘ 1 1 1 1 

construction, besides being strong 
design, greatly facilitates simple in 

an armature with 
be removed by 5 Whee and axle 

wering the complete element without l 
disturbing the fields or of 

lement inserted 
any other part 

he locomotive and a new ¢ 
n its place All 

1,1 -, ¢ iT inspec ion 
parts are also especially 

and cleaning 

SneRene, 

FLECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE FOR THE NEW 

veloped, making it more powerful than 
the largest steam locomotive in existence 

Hitherto gearless locomotives have been 
built the F 
motors mounted 

with armature of the electric 
on quills and spring 

suspended from the driving wheels In 
the new locomotive the use of. spri 
suspended quills is dispensed with, the 
armature being mounted rigidly upon the 
ixle, thus reducing the bearings to thos« 

f the pony trucks and the main journals, 
the latter being outside of the driving 
wheels [The motor has two poles with 

nearly flat faces, Fig. 3, so as to permit a 
large relative vertical movement between 
rmature and poles as the latter move up 
ind down with the riding of the frame 
upon the springs 

The ma fi e, Fig. 3 r cas eC 
d forms n only the me¢ | fram 

f the locomotive but also part of th 
nagnetic circuit of the electric mo 
Phe armatures are irranged 1 tal dem 
he end pole pieces being cast Ss p I 

nd frames and the double pol pieces 

YORK CENTRAL & HUDSON RIVER RAILROAD 

the 

means of 
The pony trucks are of radial type 

bars 
The 

frame of the locomotive immediately above 

and are pivoted by radius 
to the end frame of the main truck. 

the trucks is supported by means of suit- 
able links so that the truck is free to swing 
about its center and is self-centering on a 
traight track This design is similar to 

the standard construction adopted by the 
New York Central & Hudson 
road Company for its steam 

l he 

River Rail- 
locomotives 

brush-holders are mounted on in 
sulated supports attached to the spring 
saddle over the axle journal, thus main 
taining a fixed position of the brush 
holder in relation to the commutato 
hese brush-holders are made adjustable 
o as to allow for wea f the commuta 

r and 1 eoTin 

The dead we { l ( Kit not ma 
erially greater than is stomary with 
team comotives, and in addition there 

no unbalanced weight to produce vi 
bration witl ttendan n ries oO rac 
nd 1 1 he constructio The actual 
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is self-starting from the alternating-cut 
rent end, thus requiring no synchronizing 
or other complications when throwing ma 
chine into service. The step-down trans 
formers are provided with taps giving one 
third, two-thirds and full voltage for start- 
ng the rotary converter, these voltages 
heing applied successively by means of 
double-throw lever switches. The machine 
starts freely and easily without sparking 
and without drawing more than full load 
current from the line. 

The apparatus in the substation, the lo- 
cation and arrangement of same, the width 
and dimensions are in general as proposed 
for the substations to be built within the 
electric zone at the New York city ter- 
minal, so that practical experience with the 
plant may be obtained while the locomotive 
tests are being made and in advance of 
construction. 

This transmission line, 
substation equipment and of 
track is undoubtedly the most complete 
testing plant ever provided for trial of 

power, and with 

power station, 
six miles 

electric railroad motive 
the facilities afforded in addition to tes- 
ing the new locomotives, much interesting 
ind valuable electric railroad information 
will unquestionably be obtained. 
The general dimensions and data apply- 

ing to the locomotives are as follows: 

Number of driving wheels—Eight. 

Number of pony trucks—Two. 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 

Normal rated horse-power of locomo 
tive—2,200. 
Maximum horse-power 
Normal draw-bar pull—z2o0,400 pounds 
Maximum starting draw-bar pull—32, 

coo pounds. 
Speed with 500-ton train—6o miles per 

3,000. 

hour. 
Voltage of current supply—6oo 

= 

FIG. 4. THIRD-RAIL SHOE 

Normal full-load current—3,050 am- 
peres. 
Maximum full-load current—4,300 am- 

peres. 
Number of motors—Four. 
Type of motor—GE-84-A. 
Rating of each motor—550 _ horse 

power. 

December 1904 

in a general way what may be expected 
n regular ser of the locomotive running 

vice. Curve sheets, Figs. 5 and 6, are 
here shown, giving speed, current input 
and voltage at the all 
time basis, with an eight-car train weigh 
ing 336 tons, and a four-car train weigh- 

locomotive, on a 

ing 170 tons, both exclusive of locomo- 
tive. The total weight, including loco 
motive and passengers, was 431 tons, and 
265 tons for the eight-car and four-car 
trains respectively. 

Figs. 5 and 6 give 
running tests reaching as high a 
mum speed as possible with the length of 
track available, and Fig. 7 gives results 
from two sets of starting tests showing 

results from two 
maxX1- 

the more rapid rate of acceleration pos 
sible with the higher maintained voltage 
available near the substation. The maxi- 
mum speeds reached were 63 miles per 
hour with an eight-car train, and 72 miles 

It will 
acceler 

per hour with a four-car train. 
be noted that the trains were still 

ating at these speeds, but the length of 
track so far equipped did not permit at 
taining higher speeds. 

The New York Central locomotives are 
not designed for abnormally high speeds 
at intervals, but rather to obtain a high 
average schedule, due to their ability to 
accelerate more rapidly than is possible 
with the present steam locomotives. 

In the starting tests a speed of 30 miles 
per hour was reached in 60 seconds with Total weight of locomotive—95 tons. Owing to the fact that only a portion 

Weight on drivers—69 tons. of the track to be used for testing is an eight-car train weighing, including the 
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FIG. 5. AMPERAGE, VOLTAGE AND SPEED OF FOUR-CAR TRAIN FIG. 6. AMPERAGE, VOLTAGE AND SPEED OF EIGHT-CAR TRAIN 

Rigid wheel base—13 feet. 
Total wheel base—27 feet. 
Length over buffer platforms—37 feet 
Extreme 
Hight to 

width—1o feet. 
top of cab—14 feet 4 inches 

Diameter of drivers—44 inches. 
Diameter of pony truck wheels—36 

inches. 

Diameter of driving axles—8 feet 5 
inches 

available as yet, no complete locomotive 
tests have been made. Records have been 
ebtained from the recording instruments 
ir the 
runs 

cab of some of the preliminary 
the bearings and run 

Altho 
care 

made to test 
ning qualities of the locomotive 
these records will be superseded by 
ful tests made on the full length of track, 

and 
minimize 

bonded with sufficient feeders sup 
plied to the drop, they indicate 

locomotive, 431 tons, corresponding to an 
acceleration of one-half mile per hour 
per second. During certain periods of 
the acce'eration the increase in speed 
amounted to .6 miles per hour per secon 

g for a tractive effort of approx 
the 

This value 
‘ly 27,000 pounds developed at 

rim of the locomotive drivers 
with the four somewhat exceeded 

car train, whe re a momentar nput of 
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4,200 amperes developed a tractive effort 
of 31,000 pounds at the drivers with a 
coefficient of traction of 22.5 per cent. of 
weight on drivers. The average rate of 
acceleration with the four-car train, 
weighing, including the locomotive, 265 
tons, was 30 miles in 37% seconds, or .8 
mile per hour per second, calling for an 
average tractive effort of 22,000 pounds. 

The maximum input recorded, 4,200 
amperes at 460 volts, or 1,935 kilowatts, 
gives an output of the motors of 2,200 
horse-power available at the wheel. With 
4,200 amperes and a maintained potential 
of 600 volts there would have been an in- 

put to the locomotive of 2,520 kilowatts, 
corresponding to 2,870 horse-power out- 
put of the motors. This output is se- 
cured without in any way exceeding the 
safe commutation limit of the motors and 
with a coefficient of traction of only 22.5 
per cent. of the weight upon the drivers, 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 

This gain is especially noticeable 
at the high speeds, the efficiency curve 
remaining above 9o per cent. even at the 
free running speed of the 
alone, in contrast to the 85 per cent., or 
less, which would be a good showing for 
a locomotive provided with geared mo- 
tors. The simple construction and high 
efficiency made possible with this design 
of gearless together with the 
minimum cost of repairs attending such 
a construction, makes the direct-current 
gearless motor type of locorrotive a dis- 
tinct forward step in electric locomotive 
construction. 

type. 

locomotive 

motor, 

At the last meeting of the New York 
Railroad Club, the topic under considera- 
tion being Ferry Transportation, the fol- 
lowing was told by one of the speakers: 
On a ferryboat belonging to one of the 
big railroads, the president of the road, 
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FIG yf STARTING TESTS WITH BETTER MAINTAINED VOLTAGE 

thus placing this electric locomotive in 
advance of steam yet 
built. No capacity temperature 

runs have been made as yet, and the pre- 
liminary tests have not shown any appre- 
ciable warming up of the motors suffi- 
‘ient to take thermometer readings. 
Throughout both the starting and run 

ning tests the electric locomotive shows 
ts remarkable steadiness running, a 
listinct this respect to the 

steam especially should the 
atter be forced to the work 
here to be accomplished the 
electric locomotive. 

The elimination 
osses permits of 
of the locomotive. 
tor characteristics shows a maximum eff- 
ciency of approximately 93 per cent., this 
value being fully 4 per cent than 
is possible motors of 

any locomotive 
service 

in 
contrast in 

locomotive, 
perform 

shown by 

and 
a very high efficiency 
of gear bearing 

Reference to the mo- 

better 
with the geared 

standing by the captain as the boat was 
entering the slip, said: “Captain, captain, 
why is it you stop in the mouth of the 
slip and then back your engine? Why 
don’t you go right up to the bridge and 

’ The pilot answered, “Mr. 
damned 

then stop?’ 
President, this is no wheelbar- 
row.” 

The following is from the claim of a 
recent patent. It is of course all in Eng- 
lish, and it the of the 
language and is a sample of the hetero- 

illustrates reach 

genous burden which the language is com- 
petent to carry 

‘The process of converting acyclic or 
aliphatic homo-ionones into cyclic isomers 
which treating acyclic 
ketones with dilute acids, forming crude 
alpha-cyclic homo-ionones and treating said 
crude alpha-cyclic homo-ionones with con 

consists in such 

centrated acids.” 

Legal Notes 
BY E. P. BUFFET, LL.B 

STATUTORY REQUIREMENT TO GUARD MA 
CHINERY—-FOUNDRY\ DROP—ASSU MEI 

MACHINE—CON 
-RAILROAD SHO! 

RISK——DEFINITION 
rRIBUTORY 

OF 
NEGLIGENCE 

A MANUFACTURING ESTABLISH MENT- 
DUTY RESTS ON EMPLOYER. 

Certain statutory 
guarding machinery have been enacted in 
the State of Indiana, the provision which 
chiefly concerns us here being as follows 

regulations as t 

“All vats, pans, saws, planers, cogs, gear 
ing, belting, shafting, set-screws and ma 
chinery of every description therein [s. e 
in manufacturing or mercantile establish 
ments, mines, quarries and others named} 
shall be properly guarded, and no person 

shall remove or make ineffective any safe 
guard around or attached to any planer 
saw, belting, shafting or other machinery 
or around any vat or pan, while the same 
is in use, unless for the purpose of imm« 

making thereto, and all 
safeguards be re- 

[wo rather instructive decisions 

diately repairs 
such shal promptly 
placed 5 
construing this law have recently been 
handed down by appeal courts in the 
State 

In Green vs. American Car & Foundry 
Company (71 N. E. Rep., 268), the plain 
tiff had been in the employ of the com 

with a foundry drop for pany at work 
scrapping car wheels. It was alleged that 
the hammer weighed about 1,500 pounds 
was operated by compressed air and was 
surrounded by an incasement of heavy 
boards, 8 feet high, but which was entirely 

The 
Green was based on the ground of being 
open at the top action brought by 

struck on the head by a flying fragment 
The jury specially found that when the 
descending hammer struck a car wheel 
broken pieces weighing 4 or 5 pounds 
sometimes flew over tl 
to a 
turned a general verdict in favor of Green 

1e top of the casing 
distance of 15 to 25 feet hey re 

but the court rendered judgment against 
him on certain of the special findings. He 
appealed and ha ecured a reversal of 
the judgment 

In this reversal the Supreme Cou: 
For 

harp distinction is made be 
brings out few interesting points 
one thing, a 
tween Common Law liability and statu 
tory liability [To the ordinary run of 
negligence cases, based on Common Law 
rules, there is applicable a well-known 

principle of “assumption of the risk,” 
where an employee who is at work in a 
dangerous place with full knowledge of 
the circumstances may thereby waive his 
right to recover damages in case he gets 
hurt. But, points out Hadley, J., “when 
the Legislature has prescribed specifi 

measures for the proper fitting of a work 

ing place, it 1 1 duty which the em 

ployer owes to | loyee to provide 

the very means pointed out. Nothing dif 

ferent will exone e, however bette 

may seem to |] The W predicated 

upon the inter he State has in prese 
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ng the health, bodies and lives of its citi- 
zens. Hence the workman has no power 

to bind himself with an agree- 
ment to assume the risk of non-compli 
ince.” The rule here laid down ts an 1m 
portant one for employers to consider, 
ince the practise of setting men at dan- 

gerous work with the understanding that 
they assume the risk is doubtless very 
‘ommon, and the different effect of Com 
mon and statutory law can _ hardly be 
known to the average layman. It may be 
questioned, however, whether this particu 

ir distinction would be made in all States 
Che Indiana Supreme Court holds, fur- 

ther, that a foundry drop is a machine 
within the meaning of the statute. There 
is quoted a definition framed by the fed- 
ral Supreme Court, to wit: “The term 
machine’ includes every mechanical de- 
vice or combination of mechanical pawers 
ind devices to perform some function and 
produce a certain effect or result.” 

\ final question passed upon was 
vhether the machine had been in fact 
roperly guarded This question is not 
udicially determined by the court or spe- 
ally by the jury, but it is held that under 
he general verdict we must assume the 
ury to have decided that it was not prop- 

rly guarded. The complaint alleges that 
the top of the enclosure might have been 
overed except 3 feet in the center. 

Altho the doctrine of assumed risk 
would not apply in the case just discussed 
it seems that the defense of “contributory 
negligence’ might still be raised against 
in employee who should sue for damages 
under this statute. In fact Comstock, J 
(Appellate Court, Division 2), so inciden 
tally asserts in a another recent case where 
the same statute is construed. (B. & O 
S. W. R. Company vs. Cavanaugh, 71 
N. E. Rep., 230.) 
The latter case involves some other 

features of note. It was grounded on in 
jury from a circular saw in a railroad 
shop and turned on the question of keep 
ing the saw guarded as required by the 
statute \ question arose whether the 
shop was a “manufacturing or mercantile 
establishment,”’ etc. These words are in 
terpreted by the statute itself to mean 
“any mill, factory, workshop, store, place 
of trade or other establishment where 
goods, wares or merchandise are manu- 

factured or offered for sale . . . and 
persons are employed for hire.’ The 
court cites Anderson’s Law Dictionary to 
the effect that to manufacture is to modify 
or to change natural substances so that 
they become articles of value or use. It 
holds that a railroad shop where rolling 
stock is built must therefore be regarded 

is a manufacturing establishment, alth: 

its products are not offered to the public 
market. The Appellate Court is of opin- 

ion that the statute is not of necessity 

ubstantially complied with where six o1 
eight different sizes of saws are used on 

the same table, and guards corresponding 

to them are kept at the table for the em 
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ployees to put on, and where failure to 
keep them on when the saw is in_ use 
might, furthermore, seem to be excused 
by the loss of time involved under these 
conditions. ‘‘The statute,’ says the court 
‘makes it the duty of the employer, and 
not the employee to properly guard the 
machinery.” 

In this case judgment had been ren 
dered on a verdict for Cavanaugh, and the 
Appellate Court sustains it. 

’ 
A Case of ‘Keeping the Money at Home.’ 

The London County Council is procur 
ing new steamboats to be used on the 
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warding the victors in a healthy compe 
tition, administration that should be con 
ducted imperially degenerated into sent: 
mentality. Local conditions obscured a 
clear vision as to sound economics and 
precipitated them on a course that might 
have an issue far wider than they could 
contemplate. As a nation, they were 
claiming a fair field and no favor, and if 
in one of the great entities of a nation 
they disregarded that proposition, then 
they gave the lie to the faith that was in 
them. For if they felt that they could 
equip themselves under these conditions 
to hold their own in the vanguard of 

oO 

B 
& 

F 
SS 
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THE CASTING, THE PATTERN 

Thames, and has decided to award the 
contracts for them to London firms, tho 
lower bids were received from others. 

ly resented, This action is very natural 
and Sir John Primrose, Lord Provost of 
Glasgow, in referring to the subject in a 
recent speech,: said that the London 
County Council had violated one of the 
sound economic conditions that should 
direct every administrative body When 
a public body from sentimental influences 
departed trom the sound and solid line 

of inviting healthy competition and re 

AND THE MAKING OF THE CORE 

commercial strife, let not a representa 
tive body representing the very focus and 
center of the Empire violate a conditio1 
so fundamental in the gospel they ac 
cepted 

\ column of water I square inch area 
and 1 7-10 inches high weighs I ounce 
This is the standard for measuring gas 
pressures, the pressures being ( 
ir tenths (sometimes called lines). A pres 
sure which sustains a column 1 inch high 

10 tenths, or 10-17 of I ounce 
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Molding and Core Making for a Long Steam 
Feed Cylinder. 

BY R. H. 
Fig. 1 shows a long cylinder to be cast, 

the foot A 
ends being 

PALMER 

being in the center and both 
The bolt 
Fig. 

alike. holes in the 
cored. 

tern, which also is alike on both ends 
flanges are 2 shows the pat 

The core box, Fig. 3, is used without 
the loose piece 4 to make two cores which 

the cope 
Two more cores are made with the loose 
piece A in, and these are used in the drag. 
It will be seen that the cores have round 
projections C on them which are to core 
the bolt holes in the flanges. These pro- 
jections must be well nailed or wired. The 

are to be hung in with wire. 

core box also has the semicircular recess 
B which is to form chipping projection B 
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from the sides toward: the center The 
mold is well blackened, and a slight coat 

cope Ss de, as ing of soapstone is given the 
} it ett the iron lies to er, avoiding cold 

shuts. 
The a cylinder 

of gray iron having tits or pegs BB 
these helping to hold the sand on it, 

core barrel, Fig. 4, is 
cast 

on it, 
and between the tits holes C are cored for 
vent. The ends are bored taper and loose 

section at the right of 
after the 

The 
heads are tightened in place by a key, as 

heads, shown in 
Fig. 4, are pushed on to bar / 
bar has been passed thru the barrel. 

shown. As sometimes iron gets thru the 
vent holes in the barrel to the inside, the 
key is easily knocked out and the head 
is slid off. not made for 
such barrel 

If provision is 
cases, sooner or later a new 

on each end of the casting. The lower will be needed. It is to be remembered 

= — — B f 
eee th 

== : 

A 

= c | ] 

7 | | | | | 
FIG.6 DRAG WITH CORI 
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FIG.7 TOPO! 

MOLD 

half of the pattern is laid on the mold 
board and the drag half of the flask is 
placed over it. The ends of the flask are 
turned out to the 
at AA, Fig. 4, so that the 
located exactly in the center of the cast 
ing. The to the 
same size, so it is absolutely necessary for 

size of the core arbor 
core may be 

also is turned pattern 

the molder in placing the flask on the 
board to see that the end of the flask bears 
firmly on the proper place on the pattern, 

as if it does not the core is thrown either 
up or down in the mold 

The drag being rammed up and turned 
over, the cope half of the pattern is placed 
ind the cope, with gatesticks in place, is 

When the mold is parted and 
feet B 

rammed up 
the Fig. 2, are drawn in finished 

oy a 

—} gi N = hie 

DRAG AND CORI 

7 
FIG. 9 

Ams icin M:chiniat 
AND CORI 

that after pouring the casting will co1 
tract and the core barrel will expand, 
therefore leave enough room between the 

tits and the casting to allow for this 
The core barrel being ready, it 1s hoisted 

by a chain around the center and rings A 
These 
swept 

4, are pushed on to the ends 
rings are gages, and the 
to the same diameter as the 

Fig 
core is to be 

outside of the 

ring. The barrel is now placed on horses 
as in Fig. 5. The molder clay-washes the 
barrel, then takes the tempered sand and 
with his hands places it on the barre 
pressing it firmly or helper turning the 
barrel as the molder directs. Let the sand 
be as coarse as can be used, if the cor: 

» be greensand, as e coarser and 
opener it 1s the easier the vent will escpae 
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Atte i 1 ( 
the core ed t the str cing 
pushed ag t nti t ears 

g I € gag I 2 
Che mold I 

in the box, | lrag 
those made w e | va 
eft | Fig 
These ¢ 5 ar ‘ ck y nails 
pushed thru hole e cores, as at ¢ 
] g. 0 The cores e witl it piece 1 
Fig Ss. ON hung ( ype \ voke s 
now placed on the crane hook with sling 
on each end, these catching the ends 
the core shaft, and the core host 
from the horses and blacked The gage 
rings are slipped off the core barrel, passed 
along the shaft, turned the end, up over 
the slings and hung on the ends of the 

The core is then 
Figs 

2) and cores / 

yoke lowered into thx 
mold, as seen in 6 and Gates / 
also are seen making the 
bolt holes and chipping pieces. The cope 
is next tried on and hoisted off The 
joint is then pasted and the cope re 
placed 

The quantity of flour used by the mold 
er is generally small, while to many it 
looks large Flour at $22.50 or so pel 
ton is cheaper than bad castings Part 
ng sand in ny es will causé¢ 
crush when paste w n 

The mold ther amped inners and 

risers are built and the risers covered 

8 give le view the closed m 

nd Fig. 9 end view without ( um] 

making ( I u uall finds i 

little troul first he ipt to get 
ri i d ( In 1 iki 
e larg é 8 ‘ 1 [ would 
. drv ; 

In maki ( 

I itior Clg 
t rigging wv ( h good suces 

for 28-inch cv le t the works of t 
Wm. A. Har Steam Engine Compat 
ind for oth ( ynlv the mi 

e of nd ( he dried in the 
ve n the mrav-iron arbor or barrel 

\ de rendered by tl 

United State missioner of patents t 
the effect that an inventor who has con 

pleted the inventive act by reduction of 
his invention to practise may lose his right 
to obtain a pate f r of a subsequent 

nvento ry cea nd delay in ap 
plying for a paten \ person who refuses 
to instruc the n the art and seek 
o protect himself in the use of the invert 

tion by ( t et, t ipparently 
( no ( held t en m vacant 

timulate en ty of other inventor 
cannot ecure patent n the f ce of the 
clain f ntor who has given 
the j ventior ( he pu 11 SO far iS 

erned. e field truly as vacant s 
he w ed it ppear, and he forfeit 
| richt n favor f his whetl 
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Simple Methods in Warship Design. 
The cut of A Modern Battleship which 

appears as a supplement with the present 
issue of the AMERICAN MACHINIST might 
be taken as a most pertinent illustration 
and enforcement of the long paper with 
the above title read by George W. Dickie, 
of San Francisco, at the recent meeting 
in this city of the Society of Naval Archi- 
tects and The paper 
was a striking and notable one in many 
respects. The account of the 
‘auses of the complications of the modern 
battleship and the methods of their rapid 
development are good examples of his 
forceful and direct way of putting things. 
He says, in part: 
“The modern warships, and I think also 

the men who design them, may be classed 
as complicated combinations of compro- 
mises that have come to be so involved in 
structure and function as to be quite in- 
comprehensible even to the experts them- 
selves, whose desire to leave nothing out 
that could possibly be brought into the 
design, obliges them ever after to be in- 

such ever 

Marine Engineers. 

writer’s 

venting reasons why devices 
found a place in the design of a warship. 
“The reasons I gave in 1899 for the com- 

plicated conditions on war vessels apply 
with equal if not greater force now. These 
are: 

“First: Uncontrolled growth of new de- 
vices for doing the many things for which 
mechanism is required on these vessels, 
without the new devices being considered 
reliable enough to the old. 
Hence duplication, and, in many cases, 
triplication of apparatus for doing one 
thing for which one good device alone 
should be used. 
“Second: The system of divided control 

over the work renders it 
have a homogeneous design to begin with 
that would enable the ship and all that is 
required of her to be treated as one ma- 
chine, and provision made at the start for 
every function being considered with rela- 
tion to every other function. 

“Since 1899 additional causes of com- 
plication have been brought into play. 
Special experts in certain lines of work 
have been given charge of the work in 
which they are expert, thus bringing about 
a struggle for room to place all the devices 
the experts think to be necessary to make 
their specialties complete. To make this 
possible, specifications have been prepared 
and cleverly worded to cover the unknown 
requirements of the future, which, when 
finally worked out, produced two results 

a tangled mass of complications on the 

supersede 

impossible to 

ship and a financial complication to the 

contractor. This further increase of com 

plication has developed so rapidly during 

the past three years that shipbuilders have 
suffered very great losses in consequence 

Ships now building, or in the last stages 

of completion, and which were supposed 

to be duplicates of those already built, 
the specifications and original plans having 

been identical, have been made much more 
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expensive, more complicated, and, I fear, 
less efficient, by this process, most of which 
has been brought about at the shipbuilder’s 

thru and 
non-elastic Boards on Changes. 

“The item of ventilation on ships now 

expense, elastic specifications 

building and recently completed has cost 
on an average about three times what it 
cost on similar vessels completed three or 
four years ago, the specifications being 
worded the same. This one feature in the 
increasing complications has involved the 
shipbuilders in a loss on all the ships 
building when the change was effected of 
somewhere near one million dollars with- 
out any corresponding benefit resulting to 
the vessels thus hampered with a network 
of air ducts and electric fans. The con- 
dition on these ships has now reached such 
a stage of complication that a large num- 
ber of experts is found necessary to get 
the thousands of intricate devices turned 
up for inspection so that everything will 
function as specified, and to keep them in 
that condition, is, I am afraid, a task be- 
yond the ability of the officers and men 
in charge of this modern puzzle, and this 
notwithstanding the great ability of these 
officers and those under them. It is the 
duty of the naval architect and marine 
engineer to set about unraveling the tan- 
gled mass of intricate contrivances on 
board our modern warships, doing away 
with all that is unnecessary, and arranging 
what is absolutely necessary in such order 
that it can all be understood by the men 
who have to work it and keep it in order, 
and so that anything needing repair can 
be gotten at without destroying everything 

surrounding it to do so. 
“T am taking this matter up again, not 

because I like the subject, for to me it is 
a painful one, but because no one else ap- 
pears to care to do so. It has given me 
much work and considerable personal ex- 
pense to get my ideas into anything like 
presentable form. I have also been urged 
to it by many naval officers in every posi- 
tion of responsibility on our warships. 
These men feel that the increasing com- 
plication and multiplying diversity of func- 
tion sought to be reached by mechanical 
contrivance have become a positive dread 
to the officer who is held responsible for 
it all operating in the proper way, and at 
the proper time, just as its designer said 
it would do if kept in proper order. 

“T am also under the impression that my 
active participation in the building of war- 
ships is drawing to a close, and am, there- 
fore, desirous of presenting this subject, 
which has occupied much of my thought 
for the past twelve years, as my final con- 
tribution on the subject.” 

The body of the paper is given up to 
an elaborate discussion of present arrange- 
ments and to suggestions for general sim- 

plification. One feature insisted upon is 

“to incorporate into the structural features 

of the ship a central passage, thru which 
would be carried on all the business of 

managing and controlling the many im 
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portant operations that are continually be 
ing carried out on a war vessel.”” The 
paper concludes as follows: 

“T asked an officer the other day, who 
had had considerable experience as execu 
tive on the largest warships, to mention 
some of the unnecessary things now fitted 
on these vessels that would better be left 
out. He replied that he could prepare such 
a list, but it would be such a lengthy one 
that I would be more surprised than in 
structed when I got it. 

“T have tried in this attempt to find sim 
pler methods for reaching the desired re- 
sult on warships, to omit nothing that 
really needs to be done. The methods 
propose have received much thought dur- 
ing the past ten years. All matters that | 
have connected with the central passage 
idea I have worked out in detail and know 
that they can be successfully incorporated 
into the design of these ships without in 
any way detracting from the fighting qual- 
ities of the ship or curtailing in any way 
the space needed for engines, boilers, mag- 
azines, etc., under the protective deck. | 
do not expect that many will concur in 
the innovations I propose. I have come 
to my present position in regard to the 
subject matter of this paper thru long and 
hard battling with the problems presented. 
but I do expect that the subject I have 
endeavored to present will be thoroughly 
discussed by the many members, whom ] 
know to be well qualified to express opin- 
ions on the matters I have endeavored to 
bring before the Society. There can be 
but one opinion in regard to the import- 
ance of the subject, and all are alive to 
the necessity of finding simpler means of 
reaching desired results on our modern 
ships of war.” 

Discussion of Motor Driven Machine Tools by 
the Franklin Institute. 

After an interval of three years the 
Franklin Institute has again taken up the 
discussion of motor-driven machine tools. 
the discussion having been taken up by 
Mr. Charles Day and continued by Messrs 
Gano S. Dunn, F. B. Duncan, H. B. Emer 

F. M. Kimball, R. T. Lozier, James 
Christie and W. Cooper. The develop 
ments of the past three years were dwelt 
upon and interesting illustrations 

were given of the progress in motor-driven 
lathes beginning with the first lathe to 
have an individual motor in the Crocker 
Wheeler works, and ending with the ele 
gant Pond lathe shown at St. Louis and 
illustrated by us at page 1088. 

son, 

some 

The largest ferryboats in the United 
States are those which ply between Oak- 
land and San Francisco. The first of these 
was built by the Union Iron Works in 
1898. She is propelled by triple-expansion 
engines, is 284 feet long, 64 feet beam, 17 
feet depth of hold, 1,945 gross tons dis- 
placement and has seating accommodations 

for 1,700 persons. She has a dining-room, 
smoking cabins and bar 
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Letters From Practical Men. 

An Extension Tool for the Shaper.’ 
Machinist : 
got the contract to build 

Editor American 
Some time ago | 

i large number of small printing presses 
The bed of one of these pre shown sses 1S 

in the illustration in position for shaping 
[here were four sizes in all, two smaller 
and one larger than that shown, requir 

ret POL ng either tools of various lengths or 
ting the same amount of spring of the 
tool on all sizes. I at first used an ot 

tool, but, what dinary goose-neck 

\N EXTENSION TOOI 

the scale on the castings and the spring 
»f the tool, I got a very poor job. It was 
also necessary to take many light cuts, in 
stead of one heavy roughing and a light 
finishing cut. I had only two shapers in 
the shop, and found that the other work 
mn the presses was getting away ahead of 
the shaping, so something had to be done 

I designed and built 
tool-holder the half-tone 
tool-carrying clapper block 

fitted to a 
this 

to even matters up. 

the 
The 
of machine 

shown in 
(made 

steel ) 
The 

was gray- 
head rear of head was iron 
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€ l snal y I l VIVE ed to 
nv angle and was « ned nosition by y ang! l ped ti 1 
set-screw with a brass shoe on the end 

yf it Immediately behind e head is a 
1 hine steel Ch et t the shaft 

] } 1 g and split 1 p lengthwise of the 
bore \ rectangular piec« f machine 
steel is secured to the clapper block oft 
the shaper by means of a special bolt 

passing thru it and the tool-post hole in 

the clapper | f the shaper Phe 
] +1 Sa - lower part of the rectangular piece 1s 

bored to fit the shafting, which passes 

FOR THE SHAPER 

thru it and is secured in it by means Of a 

set-screw (not shown) There are two 
inch tapped holes on the upper part of 

the rectangular piece The 

fastened to 
the sides of 
upper ends « f two braces are 

screws passing thru it by two inch cap 
them and into these tapped holes Che 

lower ends of these braces are fastened 

by means of a thru bolt, which binds the 

collar shaft and braces firmly together, 

thus making a very rigid tripod. By 
slackening the bolt thru the split collar 
and the set-screw in the rectangular piece 
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eith orward backward and _ thet 
clamped tig he bent piece bearing 
upon the clapper block of the shaper 1 
heavy spring to prevent it litting Chi 
ool wa y satisf ry, and I foun 

it with it | uld do as much of this 
work re is | could on tw 

thout DIX 

Working Hour Thoughts and Education 

Editor American Machinist: 
A few ye 

‘1 a : 
small tool shop near the 

ars ago while employed in a 
front in 

tol 
water 

Brooklyn, I one day overheard the 
} lowing conversation between the boss and 

one of the men, who had evidently made 
some mistake on the job he had been 
working on: 

Machinist- 
aw 1 | } noht way, anc thought it 
30ss—Well, you 

think; if you were getting paid for think 

Well, I thought it went this 

business to have no 

ing you'd be getting more money 
About two weeks after that, I heard 

the same parties at it again; this time it 
was as follows: 

Machinist—Well, I didn’t think it made 
iny difference 
Boss—You didn’t think! Well, why 

lidn’t What do 
I am paying you for, anyway 

you think you suppose 

I was much amused by this contradictory 
ifterward from the 
that 

reasoning I learned 
the real trou 

that he 
and the second 

machinist in question 

ble the first time was not thought, 
Lut that he thought wrong, 

did not think at all 
and 

t'me he 
Much good, 

from earnest, concentrated thought; it is 
very little bad, results 

not necessary for a man to stop work 
while thinking; think and work at the 
same time There oftentimes work to 

ine which requires purely man 
take advantage of such times; 

say, for instance, when the job in the lathe 
or planer has a cut on, good for from five 
minutes to an hour, and concentrate your 

mind upon something which will be use 
ful to you; consider the job you are work 
ing on, and see if there is not some other 
way of doing it more quickly, or if there 
is any other way at all. Let your thinking 
help you to turn work in the shortest 
possible time; by doing this you will he 
helping not only your employer but al 
yourself, If you doubt it, just for a mo 
ment imagine yourself in the foreman’s 
hoes, and you will find you care more for 

the man who hustles work out for you 
in you do f the fellow who is always 

fraid he will do t much 
If your brain needs assistance, get paper 

nd pencil and make sketches of your me 
chanical ideas, or work out mathematical 
nroblems; try to accomplish something 
which will be helpful to you in your busi 

some future time if not 

it present 
You say you cannot accomplish much 

I will tell you what I accom 
cuts on the lathe and planer 

in that way 
plished during 
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in the course of a year, during which time 
1 worked on nothing else but round and 

dies: I found that 
much use to 

square combination 
geometry would be of sO 
me in die work, in finding blanks for dif- 

he Ils, that l 
niyself acquainted with it 

ferent shaped undertook to 
make during 
shop hours. I succeeded, and when I had 
accomplished that much I was so much 

I mastered 
trigonometry; both of these have been so 
interested in mathematics that 

useful to me in die work since, that I 
sometimes wonder how it is that other 
fellows get along on die work without 
their use. I have seen diemakers who 
have been years in the business spend two 
whole days turning up a combination 
punch, only to discover when finding their 
blank that the outside of the punch was 
1-32 inch small in diameter at the start. 

By the use of geometry and a little al 
lowance for what I have observed, I have 
heen able to save much time on my work. 
You may ask what good this saving of 
time did to me? 
enabled me to obtain an increase in wages 
three times in Make it your 
business to think, and if you do not get 

Well, for one thing, it 

one year. 

paid for it now, you will some day. 
Bos 

A Non-Repeating Clutch. 
Editor American Machinist : 
The clutch is a essential very part of 

any machine where the power is thrown 

Shaft 

Fulcrum 
*1 

F Ml Fulerum 
G 

American Machinist 
NON-REPEATING POWER CLUTCH 

the will of 
with punching 

on and off at intervals or at 
the operator as is the case 
and blanking presses. 
aware, the majority of presses are pro 

As most of us are 

vided with a clutch which, when once 
tripped, allows the press to run until the 
foot is raised from the treadle, or, in 
other words, until the release finger re 

With this form 
the 

engages the draw-in key. 
of clutch it is necessary to 

the foot 
revolution has been completed, to prevent 

press 
treadle and remove before one 

second stroke 

The disastrous results that so often fol 
this second stroke are well known to 

the 
low 
anyone familiar with handling of 
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presses The accidental loss of a finger 
or so, the spoiling of expensive punches 
and dies and the extra holes punched 
where they are not wanted might be done 
away with by the adoption of some form 
of non-repeating or single-acting clutch 
tho a provision uuld be made in the 
clutch construction for running the pres 
continuously when required 

The following is a description of a1 
attachment that I have designed for use 
upon any machine equipped with the old 
tyle clutch. Referring to the drawing 

is a clutch of the draw-in key type, the 
pulley hub revolving in front of same in 
the the ) direction of arrow B is a key 
inserted against a coiled expansion spring 
and is he!d in check by the release finge1 
C. Dis a flat spring holding the latch / 
in position, and F is a contraction spring 
holding the release finger in the position 
shown. G is a tipping lever attached by 

rod H to the foot of 
the machine. 
the treadle at the 

To throw in the power, it is necessary 
to depress the treadle, which in turn 
draws the nose of the tipping lever ove 
the face of the latch, throwing the release 
finger back, thus allowing the key to slide 

out and engage a stud in the hub of the 
The release finger immediately as 

the 
up stroke of G the latch is pushed back 

The key 
(the clutch is 
the 

rel ased 

pulley. 
sumes its normal position, and upon 

without disturbing the finger C 

engaged carries the clutch 
shaft of 

and 1s 
keyed upon the machine | 
around once again upo 
completion of the revolution 

It is obvious from the above deserip 
that but 

and that a full stroke 
tion one revolution is possible, 

of the treadle is ab 
solutely necessary for each single rota 

the shaft 
simple and may be of 
tion of This arrangement is 

some interest t 
those feeling the necessity of such a de 
vice. FARINGTON 

The Really Practical Man. 

Editor American Machinist: 
I would like to say a 

to that of Mr. Moorrees at 
word in addition 

page 1479 on 
the “‘practical” man. The “purely prac- 
tical man,’ as Mr. Moorrees styles him, 
is as much out of place in the management 
of the modern shop as is the one who is 
a technical nothing els and 
The right kind of practical 

graduate 
man when he 

comes to a place where technical know! 
edge is needed will do his best acquire 
it the same as a technical man who has 
the right stuff in him will acquaint himself 
with what is necessary in the practical line 
rhe 

Is passing, 
“ent-and-try,”” old-style practical man 

and m one can blame the manu 
facturer who prefers the one who can give 
him exact figures to the one who “will get 
it out somehow 

Citing extreme cases, as has lately been 
done by correspondents on both sides 
proves nothing except that both practical 

1 ’ ° and technica men of the proper sort 
, vers bal that p ‘ based valuable to empk 
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m mutual respect, rather than an armed 
truce should obtan Lmong men natura 

upplementing the work of each other. 
JOHNSI 

Centering Pattern Work. 
editor Ameri \lachinist 

There are many thing vhich dist: 
guish the finished patternmaker from 
rough workman, among them being t 
are which he uses wu entering wi 
which is to be turned up in halves. ¢ 
course if the job ts simple piece Ww 
out branches, it may not mat 
as getting a 
if the 

correct casting 1s ci mcernce 
center is I-32 or even I-16 inch 

one side of the parting; yet if one is care 

less on such pieces, he is very likely 

forget himself at times when the correct 
the 

illustrated in 
centering of work is of importanc: 
This is Fig. 1, showing 
pattern of a valve stem with a squared 
place for the hand-wheel. Here the work 
man, neglecting or forgetting to take 
proper precautions in centering his work 
made a bad job of it on the square; mak 
ing it necessary, in order to have a true 
square, to have the corners not coincident 

Now if, 
centering 

with the parting line as one whi 

would be careless in such 
11 

piece would be likely to do, he should as 
sume the parting of the pattern was ce1 

and should make the 
y. he 

tr corners accord 
! ] + + - a on’? ing] would gt or a “square 

more of tl shape which would require 
machinist’s time every time he fitted 

\ 4 
4 SA, 

— FIG, 1 
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CENTERING P. 
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ATTERN WORK 

wheel than it would stem to a have taken 
the patternmaker to have centered his 
werk correctly. In work having branc] 
ing parts, especially if it is small work 
be cast in brass and to be subjected 
heavy pressures, like small valve work and | 
plumbers’ fittings, the correct centering of 
the work is very important; for any ert 
made would be doubled in its results 

1¢ workmat shou 1 continue to be Care 
less, and should get the thin part of the 
branch joined on to the thick part of t 
ody 

The simple expedient, shown in Fig. 2 
{ making gage irks he ends of 
eces before fast t rether— 
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gaging, of course, from the inner surfaces 
—affords a ready means of testing the 
parts with compasses before the work is 
down to size. 

It may seem to some as tho all this is 
unduly magnifying trifles; but, as has 
been said before, “‘Trifles make perfection, 
and perfection is no trifle.’ Of course, 
one should use judgment as to the class of 

F. L. S. work he is on. 

Keyway Cutting on the Planer 
Editor American Machinist: 

While visiting a friend in a jobbing 
shop some time since, I noticed a job of 

. O 

- oem 
American Machinist 

FIG. I. RELIEVING KEYWAY CUTTER. 

keyseating being done, the method being 
new to me. 
Anyone who has had keyways to cut in 

long hubs or sleeves, etc., on the planer, 
using a tool fastened in the end of a pro- 
jecting bar without support at its outer end 
will agree that it’s a rather trying propo- 
sition, as the tool at times acts in a very 
erratic manner, sometimes slipping over 
the work for a few strokes, and then per- 
liaps at the next there is something doing, 
as the tool takes what it neglected before 
and a lot more to make it interesting. 

The work of keyseating to which refer- 
ence is made was the cutting of %4-inch 
keyways in several steel castings, these 
castings being long sleeves with a flange, 
the bore about 3 inches by 18 or 20 inches 
long. These sleeves were bolted to V- 
blocks on platen of planer. 
The keyseating bar was a piece of steel 

shafting as large as could be used in the 
bore of the sleeve and allow the tool to 
project sufficiently for the depth of the 
keyway. This piece of shafting was jour- 
naled slightly, leaving a shoulder on the 

0 

Or/ 

a | \ 
CX “= / \ 

| | 
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FIG. 2. KEYWAY CUTTING ON THE PLANER 

end that was fastened in the holder in the 
tool-block and held in place by a set- 
screw; the tool-block was fastened to pre- 
vent lifting during the return stroke. The 
tool used was of the style common in 
shops unable to boast of a keyseater and is 
shown in Fig. 1, little explanation being 
necessary. The tool swings on the pin 
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during the reverse and clears itself during 
the stroke; the back of the tool bears 
against the end of the mortise in the bar. 

The outer support (Fig. 2) was the full- 

swing rest from one of the lathes. To 
fastened a box with a 

rather short bearing on the shaft. The 
rest was bolted to an angle-plate and that 

this was securely 

to the pianer platen. A narrow stocking 
tool was first used to take out most of the 
stock, then the full-width in- 
serted. The handle of the down feed on 
planer and handle of the rest were cf 
course turned at the same time. The re 
sults were excellent keyways and the cost 

tool was 

very reasonable, as the entire outfit was 
what was in general use in the shop, no 

oe special parts being made. 

A Milling Attachment for the Lathe. 

1005 

true and with F. G is a screw 
which goes thru to the base B and is used 
to adjust F to the correct hight for the 

A piece of work 

square 

required depth of cut 
is shown clamped in position; H is the 
surface milled out. 
Avery 

plished with the fixture and it is now used 
satisfactory job was accom 

for a variety of purposes. 
A. J. DeLILie 

Some Things About a Gasoline Engine Not 
Found in the Maker's Catalog. 

Editor American Machinist: 
It is pretty well known that those who 

have anything to do with the running of 
gasoline engines experience var 

It has been my misfor 
troubles 

ied and peculiar 
tune to have to depend on one to furnish 

power for the pattern shop for over a year 

Editor American Machinist: past. It has given us mental chills and 
As the milling machine was a missing fever from the first. Perhaps the trouble 

tool in a small shop in which I worked, a is with us, because, as stated in the in- 
milling fixture was rigged up to be used structions, “it is mechanically correct and 

in the lathe. ought to go”; but it wouldn’t until the 
An arbor with a taper shank was made agent came and reset the cam for oper 
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A MILLING ATTACHMENT FOR THE LATHI 

to fit the lathe spindle and then turned to ating the spark at the proper time for 
fit a plain, straight milling cutter; a key- ignition. Next the pump gave out and 
way was cut in and a nut put on the end 
to hold the cutter. 

The pieces A to be milled were flat tool 
steel 1 inch wide, 2 inches long and % inch 
thick for a comb die; they had to be fin- 

To 
mill the second side, a piece of steel was 
lapped to the proper thickness and inserted 
for a the 
milled. 

ished on the two sides very accurately. 

support under side already 

The slide B was planed and fitted to 
the cross-slide of the lathe carriage, and 
the upper surface finished parallel to the 
slide. The casting C was bored out 
straight and smooth, then slotted a little 
more than the side and 
thru the clamping lug for the key D. The 
surface which rests on B of course had to 
be perfectly square with the bore. E and 
F are one piece with F turned to a good 
sliding fit in C and the surface E planed 

half way down 

had to be taken apart. We found plenty 
of drill chips which cut the valves and 

After that it 
agent 

they had to be reground 
ran first the well 
away from town, then it quietly stopped, 

rate until was 

and we had to do a lot of guessing as to 
the cause, which no one here could tell; 
but after letting it stay for an hour or so 
and then starting up, it would possibly 
run the rest of the day without a hitch 
Another perplexity was, that quite often 
explosions would take place in the base of 
the engine instead of in the compression 
chamber, and to-day we are no wiser than 
at first as to their cause. So the agent gave 
us a second call, and after examining this 
and that about it, told us that there were 
only three things about it: admission, com 
pression, and explosion 
settled it; and 
poor thing has fits 

Very well, that 
since then whenever the 

(which it does quite 
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hunt around the three elements 
Sometimes we find it and 

One result is, the 

often) we 
for the cause. 
sometimes we do not. 
electrodes, which are supposed to be plati- 
num and originally projected about 5-16 
inch from the castings, have been bright- 

project 
A short 

time ago it manifested other strange symp- 

ened so much that they scarcely 
at all, still we have a fair spark. 

toms, viz., when starting with the cam set 
for late ignition, it would run, but would 
not rise to above half speed; if we stopped 
the side shaft long enough to reverse the 
cam, placing it for early ignition, it would 
assume its normal speed at once. That 
gave us more food for thought. At last I 
remembered that as the electrodes were 
shorter we frequently had to readjust 
them, so I loosened the set-screw that 
holds the cam sleeve in place, gave it a 
slight turn forward, and that proved to be 
what was the matter, for it starts all right 
and keeps that is 

The poor thing still continues to 
have sinking spells and sometimes com- 

far as con- right, as 
cerned, 

has heart 
NEWTON 

be it 
Wm 

plete prostration, It may 
disease 

Practical Drilling of Square Holes. 
Editor 

Despite the efforts of designers to elim 
American Machinist: 

inate square holes from machine construc- 
tion, they are still 
Where a hole goes right thru the part, as 
(to take simple cases) in traverse handles, 
washers, etc., the inherent objection to that 
hole being square is somewhat nullified. 
Thin washers can be punched fairly clear- 

drifted with 
comparative ease from the round hole 

I at one time had a large number of 
small keys or socket wrenches, as shown 
in Fig. 2, to handle. 
entirely on the turret—or, as we call it in 
England, lathe. The half-tone, 
Fig. 1, shows a set of the experimental 
tools for the square hole, consisting of the 
tool or drill in its holder B and the former 

used, tho sparingly. 

ly, and deeper ones can be 

This key was made 

capstan 
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size of the square hole; which in the case 
in point was % inch. 

The former A was slipped on by hand, 
the machine having to be stopped until the 
screw C was fastened, this stoppage being 
of course a great drawback. The former is 
a plain shell of hardened tool steel, and no 
further explanation other than the sketch 
is required. 

The tool-holder B is made roughly after 
the fashion of a floating reamer, the clear- 
ance being much magnified in the drawing. 
Of course, for a special tool, the spherical 
end system would be adopted. The move- 
nent at the business end of the drill should 
be no more than .o2 for the length 

The cutting end of tool D de- 
inch 

shown. 
mands a little explanation. 
the drill is equilaterally triangular of .250 
inch sides. The end of the drill and the 
edges for about 1-16 inch back are the only 

clearance 

The section of 

cutting portions, the necessary 
being given, first, by reducing the drill 
body as shown at D1 and, secondly, by the 
trihedral cavity, which, for the small tool 
we are discussing, was primarily punched 
in the end when hot by a punch with a 
pyramidal end. The sharper the angle of 
the punch, the greater the “backing off’’- 
if we may term it so—of the three cutting 
edges. This punch angle should of course 
be varied according to the material the 
drill has to cut. In the larger drills, a 
hole can be drilled down the center and 
this backing off may be done by a milling 
cutter, the hole being used to convey lubri 
cant to the work as usually done with in 
ternally lubricated tools. 

Referring again to the half-tone, Fig. 1, 
and to the pieces of work shown thereon at 
W1, We, W3, all of which are detailed in 
Fig. 2, 1, the key or wrench previously 
referred to, is of mild steel and the half- 
tone shows the corners to be _ perfectly 
sharp, these having been untouched by any 
drift. The depth of this hole is approx- 
imately 3 the drilled diameter is 
about .248 inch. With the tools previously 

inch, 

FIG. I, EXPERIMENTAL TOOLS 

A, these being shown also in detail in 
Fig. 3. 

In the first place, the tool was held fast 
in the turret of a small lathe, and the work 
or stock had the round hole drilled by thie 
previous tool a little deeper, and about 
.003 inch smaller than the required finished 

FOR DRILLING SQUARE HOLES 

described, these were turned out from bar 
stock on the turret lathe ready for the 
cross hole to be drilled for the handle at 
the rate of seven or eight per minute. And 
one drill did about 400 without grinding. 
A similar tool did 750 brass washers like 
We2 and JV3 without grinding. 
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The foregoing makes one wake up some- 
what to the fact that square holes are by 
no means to be avoided on account of cost 
of production, provided the length is not 
excessive. I had heard for years, and under- 
stood vaguely, that there had been a com 
plicated machine once invented for drilling 
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FIG. 2. DIFFERENT EXAMPLES OF SQUARE 
DRILLING. 

square holes and that it reposed in the 
South Kensington Museum, England, to- 
gether with calculating machines, perpetual 
motion devices, and other uncommercial 
curiosities. This system of drilling square 
holes, was, I believe, used by Messrs. Ran- 
some, Sims and Jeffries, Ipswich, England, 
in 1897, and was there used for drilling 
square holes in the ends of the screws used 
for their universal chucks. I believe also 
that the almighty German has made an 
attempt to solve the square-hole problem 
and I have seen the products of several 
curious machines of presumably German 
origin, but in no case was the result to be 
compared with the work produced by the 
simple and inexpensive tools which I have 
just described. 

Later on, when the success of drilling 
square holes had been established, I made 
a tool for a small size automatic screw ma- 
thine, which too was entirely self-acting; 
doing away with the troublesome remova! 
of the former. In all these cases the tool 
has been stationary, and the former has 
rotated. I would just like to say that this 
is by no means necessary, and that work 
can be tackled with the former bolted down 
to a jig (or otherwise) on the drill-press 
platen with the tool rotating. 
We turn now to the self-acting tool 

shown at Fig. 4. This consists of a sort 
of box tool of either steel or malleable cast 
iron, fitting the turret in the usual manner, 

the floating-reamer triangular drill J and 
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holder H being secured to the box tool 
by the headless screw G. The former C 
appears in the shape of a hardened tool 
steel spring chuck, resting in a phosphor- 
bronze bearing, and prevented from with- 
drawing by the small plug screw L, the 
phosphor-bronze bush E pressing directly 

Chuck 

Stock 

UU 

on the ball bearing B and being kept in 
position by the tangent pin P, The body 
dovetailing into the box tool, coming to 
rest against the stop K and carrying the 
former, etc., is of gray iron. The holes 
D1, D2 and D3 are to get the cuttings 
away. This tool will drill a square hole 
nearly an inch long, with one inch inter- 

nal travel plus the positioning travel of 
the turret. In the sketch the stock is 
shown with the turret advancing, the 

necessary positioning travel being until the 
nd of the stock strikes the inward face 
f the former. The pressure then causes 
former and bush to rotate together and 
the hole is quickly drilled during the re- 
mainder of the turret travel, the spring 
returning the fixture back into position 

] 

FIG. 3 DETAILS IN SQUARE DRILLING ON THE URRET LATHI 
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ady for the next cycle Che sketch Fig 
4 is as nearly like the original tool de 
signed as I can remember. Unfortunately 

| have no data in dollars and cents of any 
particular saving effected by the forego 
ing, but I think the advantages of this 
system to anvone requirit 9 squat holes. 

Turret 
Vy Tape. Pin 
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ethciently and cheaply produced, will be 
apparent 

Going into the theory of this matter, it 
would appear that any hole of angular or 
polygonal shape or section, can be thus 
produced with a “former,” the hole in = 
which is an exact duplicate of that re 
quired in the work in combination with a 
drill of a regular section and having one 

side less than the number of sides to the 
hole of the aforesaid former Thus the 

-Tapp. for Oiler 

the gu produced 
ist as easily Cuas. V. RAPER 
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Automatic Angular Feed for the Compound 
Rest. 
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the series of | drilled in the ratchet 
handle of the pou res 

As the lathe pil cle rotated, the eccen 
ric rocked the square shaft overhead and 

the slideable lever actuated the chain 
onnected with the ratchet lever on the 
mpound rest 
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FIG. 4 TOMATIC TURRET LATHE TOOL FOR SQUARE I 

square-hole former has four sides, there 
fore the drill has three; a pentagonal form 
er would work with a square drill, and a 

former for octagonal holes would of 
‘ourse have a seven-sided drill. I regret 
that my experiment began and ended with 
the square hole, but I have no doubt that 

| dmerwan” Machynust / 
j 

A 

IRILLING 

With a reversible pawl, or by taking 
the ratchet arrangement off the com 
pound rest rew and reversing it, the 
feed could easily be reversed also 

I fitted this arrangement to a Hendey 
16-inch lathe, mounting the eccentric on 
the stud. Instead of a square shaft I 
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used a round one with a spline in it over- 
head, and had a key in the sliding lever. 
This lever could be moved along with a 
stick to bring it over the rest. By hook- 
ing the chain in near the shaft, or out 
near the end of the lever, the advance of 
the compound rest was decreased or in- 
creased at will. DAMASCUS. 

Strange Case of a Stuck Shaft. 

Editor American Machinist: 
What appears a very strange case of a 

stuck shaft happened to a 120”x120"x36’ 
planer in our shop the other day. B is 
a heavy bracket bolted to the side of the 

A is a long brass bush forced 
is a loose pulley that 

OOO are oil holes 
there 

housing. 
tight into place. C 
revolves on the bush. 
with dust-proof oilers; were also 
spring grease cups on the pulley which I 
think filled the oil grooves and hindered 
the oil from flowing fast enough. The 
pulley ran about 850 revolutions per min- 
ute. The planer was thoroughly oiled be- 

American Machinist 
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STRANGE CASE OF A STUCK SHAFT. 

before starting. It ran about two hours, 
when the loose pulley became hot. The 
machine was stopped and, tho it slowed 
down naturally enough, it was found that 
the loose pulley had been cutting. We 
washed it out with coal oil, got it working 
freely and tried to start up again, but it 
would not budge. The shaft was stuck 
tight in the brass bush. We took the cast- 
ing B off and with the help of two 1-inch 
bolts, a couple of heavy straps and an 18- 
inch wrench, we got the shaft out. We 
found that there was not a scratch on the 
shaft. 
Now the strange part of it is, that there 

was clinging to the shaft and inside the 
bush large, tho very thin, flakes of metal 
looking just like light tinfoil. It could be 
lifted off with a penknife blade. What 
puzzled us all was, where did this tinfoil 

Nobody could guess or had 
just like it before. 

in the parts any- 

come from? 
anything 

holes 
ever seen 
There were no 
where that had been pluzged with any 
kind of metal and only oil and grease had 
been used in oiling the parts. 

The bush was squeezed together a good 
deal where the pulley had been cutting on 
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the outside and had to be reamed out be- 
fore the shaft would go in. One trouble, 
I think, was that the bush being but % 
inch thick was too light and the pull of 
the belt sprung it and made it bind on the 
shaft H. L. CAMERON. 

Cutting an Internal Double Thread. 
Editor American Machinist: 

I had a job, when I was in my appren- 
ticeship, to chase a 114-inch double right- 
(also left-) hand mongrel thread four 
turns per inch, ™% inch pitch, in several 
castings. I made a bar as shown in the 
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The slot should be the same length as 
the pitch, thus for %-inch pitch there 
should be two 14-inch pieces to equal the 
slot; for 34-inch pitch the slot should be 
3% inch long, und use %-inch square steel 
for the tool and block. 

Chasing on the outside could be done 
in the same way, except one would have 
to have a different tool-holder, as shown 
in the sketch at B. F. G. 

A Punch and Die for a Box Partition. 
Editor American Machinist: 
The die shown assembled in Figs. 1 and 

2 is for making the box partition, shown sketch A, using a piece of I-inch-square 

% Set Screw 
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Tool 
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Set Screw 
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TOOLS FOR CUTTING DOUBLE THREADS. 

key steel turned down on one end to % 
inch diameter and long enough to go thru 
the piece. I then cut a %4-inch slot % inch 
long thru the center of the bar and about 
¥% inch from the end for the tool and fill- 
ing piece, with a %-inch set-screw in the 
end of the bar to tighten the tool. Fora 
tool I used a piece of %4-inch-square tool 
steel 1 inch long, ground to suit a tap. I 
also had an extra piece % inch square by 
3%4 inch long for a filling piece. I put the 
tool next to the set-screw and the 44-inch 
block back of the tool, which just filled 
the %4-inch slot. After chasing the first 

in Fig. 3, out of pasteboard about 3-64 inch 
thick. It has three slots and twenty de- 
pressions, as shown in the sectional view. 
The die A is made of steel, tempered and 
ground, and with depressions, as shown, 
with a little larger radius than the ends 
of the punches. The die has a slight taper 
on one side so as to drive into the gray- 
iron die bed B, which in turn is mounted 
in a sub-press carrying the plunger C. The 
gray-iron block D is held to C with pins 
and screws, not shown. Into C are driven 
the tempered steel blades E shown in de- 
tail in Fig. 4. These blades are also held 

FIG, 2 

PUNCH 

thread in this manner, I simply slackened 
up on the set-screw and put the tool back 
and moved the packing block to the front, 
thus changing the position of the tool 4 
inch. I then chased the second thread. 
After chasing them all in this way, the 
tap went in as nice as you please. 

— © =)ts 

FIG. 5 

FIG. 4 Ameri is + 

AND DIE FOR BOX PARTITION. 

in place by the plate F, which is fastened 
to C with screws. The knife G is tem- 
pered and ground and both that and E 
are given a slight shear. The tempered 
steel punch. s, Fig. 5, are driven into the 
steel plate H, which also acts as a siripper 

Considerable trouble was experienced in 
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getting springs that were satisfactory, but 
after some experimenting, springs were 
secured that did the work for a long time 
without breaking. The sub-press contain- 
ing the die was mounted in a power press 
with an automatic feed and turned out the 
work at the rate of over 100 per minute. 
The stock was cut the right width and fed 
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bushings. Its principal parts are an outer 
shell containing a disk which may rotate 
within it and a ring which is attached to 
the disk by three studs and nuts. The 
outer shell, shown in Figs. 1 and 2, is a 
casting, the double base of which forms 
an angle of 120 degrees, and the use of 
which is obvious. This casting was first 

Ui ii 
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ARBOR FOR SHELL END MILLS. 

from 2 large rcll, thru guides fastened to 
the bed. Thus the press would run all 
day without any attention. 

W. H. Warwick. 

The Arbor for Turning Shell End Mills. 

Editor American Machinist: 
I notice at page 1347 an article by Y. K 

in which he describes an arbor for shell 
end mills. The collar with the square hole 
and the square on the arbor wo ld be 
expensive to make. Suppose an arbor was 
made like the sketch, the hole in the collar 
being round and the collar being held from 
turning by the cross pins, these being rivet- 
ed a little to keep them in. This would 
be equally good for either right-hand or 
left-hand cutters, except that the end screw 
would be apt to work out, and it would 

seem that a right-hand end screw would 
still be needed for right-hand cutters and 
a left-hand screw for left-hand cutters, or 
two arbors instead of one. TOOLMAKER 

Ara Indexing Drill Jig. 
Editor American Machinist: 
The jig here shown was designed to 

drill and tap a special kind of nut, on a 
two-spindle sensitive drill press. The nuts 
are just 3% lengths cut from round stock 

Drill bush 

bored to size for the disk and the center 

hole bored in the lathe. The bases were 
faced and the holes for the drilling and 
tapping bushes were drilled on a milling 
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the movement of the ring necessary to 
cover and uncover the work pockets or 
holes in the disk. Thus one turn of the 
nuts is sufficient to secure or release the 
work; the ring is then moved by means 
of the handle and the work dropped out 
The small holes in the ring allow for the 
nuts not always being cut off quite flat 
The work disk is hollowed out to allow 
the chips to fall clear. Also the holes in 
the disk are grooved at the bottom to al 
low for any roughness left from the drill 
or tap, which might cause the work to 
stick. G. H 

Wolverton, England 

A Planer Gage. 
Editor American Machinist: 
The sketch, Fig. 1, shows a gage which 

is perhaps a little out of the ordinary; it 

is used to gage the width of planer beds 
the top rails being planed to a similar 

A PLANER GAGE 

machiwe. The disk for holding the work 
is held in place by a bolt, which is tightly 
fixed on the outer shell. The nut is 
screwed up to a shoulder, and is just clear 
of the disk. The steel ring, Fig. 3 (not 

the back 

of the disk and the holes for the locating 

shown in Fig. 1) is screwed t 

3-16 inch, the holes being perpendicular to 
the axis, which explains the necessity for 
the jig. 

are drilled and tapped in rotation, by 
bringing each in turn in place under the 

This holds twelve nuts, which 
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AN INDEXING DRILL JIG. 

by an automatic machine. They aretapped plug are drilled thru a hardened bush 

placed in the holes of the disk. The outer 
ring, Fig. 4, is of mild steel. It has twelve 
holes thru which the nuts will easily pass. 
The holes thru which the studs shown in 
section in Fig. 1 pass, are slotted to define 

gage, and the object being to jig the side 
screw holes in the top rail 

The main casting A floats in the blocks 
B which rest in the V’s of the planer bed 
These supports are about 6 inches long 
and serve to keep the gage square with 
the tracks 

C and D are hardened and ground steel 
disks, held in position by flat-head screws 
Opposite these disks are two holes thru 
the casting A, fitted with 
ings and plungers F and / 

hardened bush 
The outer 

ends of the plungers and bushings are 
ground flush when the gage is set to the 
standard size, or 224 inches 

The method of getting this size may be 
of interest, the available tool being a 12 

[wo pieces G and H, Fig 
2, were turned and fitted to a bushing, the 
inch verniet 

ends squared to 11% inches, and tw 
pointed screws used to draw the ends to 
gether, as show This measuring rod 
was used between the points C and E and 
D and F, first getting C and D square 
with the inside of the gag¢ 

The general dimensions of the casting 
A were as follows: Main web and cross 
ribs, % inch thick; outer rim, %4x1% 
inches; inner rim, 34x1 inches, except 
at supports, where it is 4x2! 

W. E. Wiper 
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Rapid Mechanical Developments. 
Editor American Machinist: 

The extract, at page 1466, from the ad- 
John R. dress of Freeman, in which he 

well-known Cleveland 
engineering concern which finished equip- 
alludes to a once 

ping an extensive plant just at the time 
the product it was designed for became 
bsolete, brings to mind an experience | 

had. 
special machine which was to exceed in 
once It fell to my lot to design a 

capacity and output anything then known. 
\s soon as we had decided on the largest 
product the machine would probably ever 
be called upon to handle, this being based 

that time, the 
and from. that 

the machine 
covered a period of about eight months. 

on the state of the art at 

drawings were started, 
fime to the completion of 

In that short time things had progressed 
that the first run off 

double the which was 
when drawings 

so. fast job was 
the 

were 
size 
the 

nearly 
maximum 
started. 

A 20-ton electric crane was installed to 
handle the product, and this was thought 
to be in power far in excess of any pros- 
pective requirements, but that crane now 
frequently has to handle loads of nearly 
30 tons, this being accomplished by lift- 
ing one end at a time, which, fortunately, 
the nature of the work permits 

l HEODORE 

A Threading _Tool —A Driller for Home Use. 
Editor 

Fig. 1 is a 
American Machinist : 

circular thread tool which 

may have been made and used many times, 
but I 
pose in making such a tool was to save 

have never seen but one. My pur 

grinding and setting the thread tool which 
we commonly use 

This tool was designed for cutting taps 
only, and has proved very satisfactory 
Ihe points are all the same distance from 
the center, so when one point is dull the 
next one may be used, and so on, setting 
to hight by swinging the hight gage about. 
When all of the points are dull, the tool is 
taken off and six tools are ground instead 

FIG, I. 

of one, as is the case with an ordinary cir 
cular tool 

The 
60-degree mill, first one si 

tool was milled on an arbor with a 
of each tool, 

then the other side. 
By the purchase of a two-dollar breast 

drill one can easily rig up an upright drill 
for home use. The breast-drill is attached 
to a slide as in Fig. 2, and fed downward 

THREADING 
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by pressing the foot on a treadle connected 
A heavy 

the 
to the drill by two small rods 
spring for the return is better than 

h weight shown in the photograp 

Breaking in New Tools—Oiling Arrangements. 

Editor American Machinist: 
Being much interested in the 

Mr. Osborne at page 1186 and also in the 

article by 

FIG. 2. UPRIGHT DRILL FOR THE HOME WORK 
SHOP 

Haley at 
‘pushing a 

response by Geo page 1339, 
and believing in good thing 

here try to do my share of thi 
New should be 

placed in charge of competent men, and 

they 

along,” | 
pushing machine tools 

to run them, 

my 

should be lett 

\ 

rool 

until the danger of their chafing is greatly 
the 

“rough up,” in 
reduced. But in spite of all care 
some of the machines will 
which case usually either the oil hole ts 

ton small or it is not in the right plac: 
We have a drill 

make whose spindle roughed up 
As this always occurred at 

press of a well-known 
several 

the 
ta L axen 

times 
same place, the drill was. fin 
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apart, and the trouble was located in a 
misplaced oil hole. At A in the sketch 
will be seen the oil hole and the corre- 
<ponding oil groove; the latter was cut 
clear down into the chamber of the sleeve 
Che oil would naturally flow down the oil 
groove right into the chamber; getting 
the oil on the spindle above the oil hole 

left to capillary attraction which 
proved inoperative. A second oil hole B 

drilled blind oil 
cut, which at once removed the trouble. 

Another case, like the above but more 
expensive, is that of a lot of turret lathes, 

was 

was and a groove was 

of which we have quite a number in the 
shop. These turret lathes are double back 
geared, the gears being under the head- 
stock. 

tinual source of trouble by getting stuck. 
There are oil tubes for conveying the oil 
to the bearing, but the oil has to travel 
such a roundabout way that it seldom gets 
there. The result is that the headstock 
has occasionally to be lifted off with a 
block and tackle. The this 

operation many for a 
self-oiling bearing in this particular place 

As to Mr. 
dust-proof oil cups, I would say that the 
nickel-plated oil cups are put on in most 

The second back gears are a con- 

expense of 
would times pay 

Haley’s experience with 

cases just because they give the machine 
a neat appearance. They will catch the eye 
of the purchaser, and the rest of the ma 
chine will profit by it. The oil cups were 
certainly out of place on the countershafts 
of a lot of wet tool grinders we recently 
purchased. The oiler had to climb a step- 
ladder to oil them. 
have been taken off and he now can oil 

The caps of the cups 

them the same as the rest of the counter 
shafts with a shafting oiler 
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OILING A DRILL SPINDLE 

With all the effort that is being made 
to get dust-proof bearings, there is one ma- 
chine bearing that has not been benefited, 

sliding bearing of the planer 
had occasion 

planer ways will 

and that is the 
platen. Anyone who has 
to examine the average 
agree with me that they are sorely in need 

That im- 
could be 

of some protection. such an 
portant bearing made partially 
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dust-proof I have no doubt; it only re- 
mains with some manufacturer to make a 
start and the rest will follow. I could 
tell how the ways of a large, new planer 
came te grief after it had been run only a 
few As the planer was large, it 
was installed on the ground floor, and 
back of the planer was the shipping door, 
level with the yard. The first job to be 
planed was short, leaving the back half of 

The weather being 

days 

the ways uncovered. 
warm, the shipping door was left open, 
nd the wind blew the fine grit and sand 

from the yard into the shop, and it caught 
readily in the sticky oil the ways 
When the short job was finished, the 
‘_perator ran the platen on to the back 

part of the ways without first cleaning 
them. The belt ran the platen back all 
right, but it was impossible to return it, 
and it had to be lifted off and scraped to 
get the worst part of the roughness off; 
but the ruts that were plowed into both 
the upper and the lower surfaces will be 
there as long as there is anything left of 
the machine. That accident is only one 
out of many that are occurring right along 
and which go to show that the planer 
ways ought to have some kind of protec- 
tion more than they have ON ite 

on 

Positive Action Screwdriver. 
Editor American Machinist: 

Every day, on a certain class of ma 
chines, I had a whole lot of headless % 
inch set-screws to tighten up. They were 

two long rails, one of which was usu 
ally from 4 to 6 inches from the floor, so 
that it was rather an unpleasant job to have 
to make them good and tight with an or- 
dinary screwdriver. 

To remedy this, I made the tool in the 
sketch, 

satisfactory, as it required but little exer 
accompanying which was very 

American Machinist 

POSITIVE ACTION SCREWDRIVER. 

tion to use and never slipped or spoiled 
the slot in the head. 

The bar was forged so that its center 
ame level with the screw when dropped 
nto position. The nut keeps the screw 

driver always in place and should be free 
enough to work with the fingers. A small 
bush is threaded and turned to work free 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 

as a bearing 
Use 

and us¢ 

in the hole in the bar and act 
to keep the thread from injury 
wrench on the screwdriver head 

a safety valve with it 
Roperick Du 

Chuck for Holding Long Bushes While Bor- 
ing. 

Editor American Machinist: 
The chuck here described will be found 

very handy when boring long brass and 
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CHUCK FOR LONG BUSHES 

gun-metal bushes. For this job 
sesses points of advantage over the 

chuck 

pos 

ordi 

nary four-jaw usually supplied, as 
ver are 

liable to 
inches long and 
latter 

when bushes 12 
gripped in thx they are 
spring when being bored, as the chuck 

jaws grip them only on the extreme ends, 
while the one described grips them nearer 
the center of the body and keeps them 
much steadier under heavy cuts 1 is the 
chuck body and is a hollow-ribbed casting 
B being the strengthening ribs; at C are 
ribs projecting on the boss to give addi- 
tional bearing surface to the screws D 

These are eight in number, %4 
eter, with square ends, as shown, tightened 
up by a box key inserted thru holes in the 

inch diam 

holes 

ing the 
manner 

for mount 
usua 
the work are 

gripping a 

bush DANUM 

Finishing the Ends of Square-Thread Screws 
Editor American Machinist 

How to finisl e ends of square screw 
threads in a neat and satistactory vy ha 
long been problem t ( problen 
which I venture to think I have now pret 
ty well solved. I was taught dress the 
top of the thread down at the end, as indi 
cated by the spiral line a, Figs. 1 and 2, 
and this had to be done by hand with 
file, and l have never met inyone whi 
knew a better way. We had a number to 
do a few days ago and tried a new scheme 
which proved very satisfactory Fig. 1 
shows an ordinary lathe tool ground so 
that it can be set as far above the center 
as possible, which gives smooth work 
Fig. 2 shows the tool upside down. The 
tool is a flat-ended tool a little wider than 
the thread. The lathe is geared up to the 
correct pitch and the tool is set to lead 
central with the thread. Of course the 
thread cannot be all taken off at one cut 

but a few turns back and forth will do the 
business, feeding the tool] in by hand as the 
point of the thread is approached and with 
drawing it everv time f the turn back 
The ill right for the 

ind screw, while 

FIG. 1 
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athe wly ve fine b « be done 
Set the stop that the tool can only 
fed to the bottor f the thread 
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The Placing of Boring Cutters. 

Editor American Machinist: 
Just an opinion as to the setting of 

tools in cutter heads, as queried by Mr. 
De Leeuw at page 1474. The tools may 
be set either in the same plane and to cut 
the same diameter or in different planes 
and to different diameters and be me- 
chanically correct. The other ways of 
setting are incorrect, as in either of those 
cases one tool would have either more or 
less work to do than the others. If the 
tools are in the same plane and to the 
same diameter, then after one-quarter of 
a revolution each tool wiil have revolved 
to the position previously occupied by the 
one ahead of it, and will have advanced 
longitudinally one-quarter of the feed per 
revolution of the machine, which is its 
longitudinal depth of cut. Where the 
tools are set at different diameters, be- 
ginning with the shortest tool, the planes 
of the other tools should be each a quar- 
ter of the feed per revolution back of that 
of the preceding tool, so that it will just 
come up to the cut of that tool, but will 
enlarge the diameter of the cut. 

The latter method of setting should be 
employed only where there is a _ large 
amount of stock to remove end where 
there is liability of chattering, as with the 
former method four times the feed per 
revolution can be carried, with a conse- 
quent saving of that much time. 

JOHNSE 

Editor American Machinist: 
In reply to Mr. De Leeuw’s letter at 

page 1474, and his boring bar problem 
which he terms a “riddle,” I wish to say 
just a little. A careful reading of Mr. De 
Leeuw’s letter fails to change the ideas I 
have as to the proper setting of cutters in 
a boring head. As a toolmaker I have had 
not a little experience in this line. 
We will note the four sketches which 

Mr. De Leeuw submits and assume the 
cutters in each case to be entering a hole 
in work which has been already faced off 
true. We assume that the work is rotating 
in each case and that the head is fed into 
the work; it is obvious also that the rela- 
tion of the cutters to the others of the 
same set must remain constant. 

In Fig. 1, with the cutters of different 
radial lengths and the faces of the cutters 
striking the work simultaneously, it can 
readily be seen that the longest cutter will 
have the broadest cutting surface, and so 
on down to the shortest. This of course 
brings a greater cutting strain to bear on 
one side of the bar than on the other, and 
therefore, whether the bar is piloted or 
not, will tend to spring the bar toward 
the side presenting the least resistance and 
it will result in a hole smaller than de- 
signed in proportion to the yielding of the 
bar where the cutters are all set to the 
same diameter, but in different planes. 

In Fig. 2 the most forward cutter will 
enter the work first, and if the following 
cutters are each set back one-quarter of 
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the feed the result will be that they must 
each follow in the wake of the preceding 
cutter, and tle first thus deprived of as- 
sistance must remove all the stock, with 
the same tendency to spring as with the 
longest cutter in Fig. 1. 

Now we will skip to Fig. 4. Assuming 
that the cutters are extended radially so 
that each is to remove one-fourth of the 
stock and each one is set back from the 
other, beginning with the shortest, one- 

quarter of the feed then, under conditions 
which absolutely stop any yielding of the 
bar, each cutter removes the same amount 
of stock, or, more correctly, takes a shav- 
ing of the same size. To get the results 
right along, even with these ideal condi- 
tions, it would be necessary to always 
have the same feed and also to always 
have the same stock to remove. Assuming 
that we can have these two impracticable 
conditions, but that we cannot have a per- 
fectly rigid bar, we will watch the effects. 
Each cutter having the same resistance at 
the end and each being of a different 
length, each would give a different torque 
at its individual one-quarter of the bar. 
Admitting this we readily see the imprac- 

| - Notch in top half 
only for removel of clamp 
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I believe I have expressed the belief held 
by the majority and also by Mr. De Leeuw. 

DILIGENT STUDENT. 

Holding a Small Split Pulley on the Line Shaft 

Editor American Machinist: 
The accompanying sketch portrays a 

rather novel method of overcoming the 
difficulty of fastening a small split pulley 
to the line shaft. The halves are held 
together by pieces A and the necessary 
grip on the shaft is obtained by the grub 
screw B. Cuas. V. RAPER. 
Lymm, England. 

“Continuation’’ Public Schools for Shop Ap- 
prentices. 

Editor American Machinist: 
The question of the proper training of 

the young men who are to form the future 
rank and file of workers in the shops of 
this country is at the present moment one 
of vital importance. The old form of ap- 
prenticeship has died a natural death. A 
return to the old way is not practicable 
nor desirable; but, is not a revival of an 
apprenticeship in a modified form possible? 

fe) 

a 

At the present time, many well-known 
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SMALL SPLIT PULLEY FOR LINE SHAFTS. 

ticability of Fig. 4. Under these condi- 
tions the bar would spring away most from 
the greatest resistance, and to set the cut- 
ters all to have an equal torque would 
involve fine mathematical calculation for 
each job and would be too expensive for 
practise. 
Now considering Fig. 3, where the cut- 

ters are all the same length radially and 
all in the same plane, the objections to 
Figs. 1, 2 rhe cutters, 
having each the same width of cutting face 
and entering the work at the same time, 
each cutter must remove a quantity of 
metal in width equal to the radial thick- 
ness of the metal to be removed and in 
thickness or depth to one-quarter of the 
feed. The cutters all working at the same 
time and at the same the 
bar, the bending strain is done away with 

and 3 disappear. 

distance from 

Now, whatever the amount of metal to 
be removed or whatever the feed may be, 
Fig. 3 remains the same in action, and 
therefore is the one which truly and prac- 
tically answers the question, “How should 
the tools be placed so as to make each of 
them do an equal share of work?” 

shops have well-organized apprentice sys 
tems which differ greatly from the old 
and discarded form. In the shops which 
have best worked out this new form of 
apprenticeship the young worker is given 
two distinct kinds of instruction—shop and 
school. The shop furnishes the practical 
training, such as can be given properly 
only in a commercial plant, while the 
school supplements and broadens the effect 
of the work in the shop. Thus, thru the 
co-operation of the two, a more skilled 
and more efficient grade of workers can be 
trained for the future. In the shop a fore- 
man of apprentices is employed whose duty 
it is to see that each boy is shifted at 
proper intervals from one kind of work 
to another, and to act as his guide and 
advisor. 

Neither shop training alone nor school 
training alone can produce the well- 
rounded, skilled, resourceful and efficient 
mechanic. The new system of apprentice- 
ship recognizes this fact, and requires the 
apprentice to enroll as a student in a 
night or correspondence school. Any con- 
siderable extension of the modern system 
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vill, therefore, necessitate the extension of 
school facilities to properly care for these 
young workers. Manufacturers should be 
jeeply concerned in the building up of an 
ficient system of night schools, in order 
hat we may maintain our present rank as 
in industrial nation 

The majority of the future skilled work- 
rs and other shop employees will leave 

the public day school, as they do now, 
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schools are not doing their duty public 
with respect to this class of would-be stu- 

Sch O01 dents. buildings are standing idle 
in the evening, and the additional expense 

school is small in of night comparison 
with the value of such training. The new 

form of apprenticeship cannot become ex- 
tensive and important without the co-oper- 
ation of the public school. Surely, our 
working youths are of as much importance 

FIG, I BORING AND THREADING THE 

between the ages of fourteen and eighteen 

lo-day, with few encouraging exceptions, 
uur great public school system, of which 

the American public are justly proud, has 
nothing to offer these young men afte? 

Private 
but 

they enter upon their shop life 
something, they 

too 

f there is to be a marked increase in the 

gencies are doing 
vill prove inadequate and expensive 

The public school 
must be utilized 

number of 

the institution 
ts doors should be thrown open evenings, 

apprentices, 
which 

nd competent instructors and suitable ap 
varatus should be provided to give our 
ung shop workers, and all others who 

; esire it, instruction which will round out 
nd broaden the experience which they 
‘eive in the shop. 
Mathematics, science, applied mechan 

s, drawing, and English, supplemented 
semi-popular lecture courses, should 

mstitute the framework for the curricu 
m of the 
etails must, of course, be modified to suit 
‘al requirements and conditions. The 
m of the continuation school work should 
practical as well as purely educational. 

ear to the 
manufacturer and of the 

methods of pre- 

“continuation” schools. The 

he teachers must lend an 
lvice of the 
1rkman. The teachers’ 
ntation must always be fashioned with a 

1 *w to the character of the class of stu 

nts before him, and to their particular 
ly work and experience 
The time is now ripe for the considera- 

this The and agitation of question 

END OF A BENT PIPE ON THE LATHE 
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to take the initiative and prod the educa- 
tors and the general public. Let us make 
the shop and the school co-workers, or at 

least neighbors, and thus build up a mod 
efficient apprenticeship system ern and 

adapted to the requirements of the shop 
of to-day. Let us supply the demand for 

skilled 
men trained in our own shops and schools 

T. CARLTON 

workers with native talent, with 

FRANK 

Two Unique Lathe Jobs. 

Machinist 
jobs shown in the illustrations 

Editor American 
The two 

were done in the shops of the Garvin 
Machine Company, New York. Fig. 1 
shows plainly how one of those jobs 
which test the resourcefulness of the shop 

he 
end 

foreman was accomplished pipe, of 
cast brass, had a bend near the to be 
operated on. It was set in position on 
the carriage and clamped The com 
pound rest tool-slide was bolted to the 
Tace plate of the lathe and a suitable tool 
holder was put where the tool-post goes 

\t the time when the photograph was 
taken, the external turni ind thread 
ing had been done und the ring tool 
was in operatior Che feeds f turning, 
boring and threading were from the car 
riage Che feed tor facing y obtained 

of a star wheel mounted on the 
ynmpound rest screw, striking 

to the bed il each 
being 

(clamp d 

revolution, the carriage of cours¢ 

FIC CUTTING HALF NUT 

ind as justly entitled to scho training 
as those having leisure time The day 
high school is only available for those who 
are not obliged to work; and, moreover, 
the curriculum is not well adapted to the 
needs of the future workers in shops and 
factories The continuation night school 
is to be the workers’ high school, and must 
be adapted to the needs of the working 
‘lasses Employers and workingmen ought 

4 MII ‘ M H I 

| ] 1, ; cKked n p ice ad ng ( Taciny pera 

Fig. 2 shows how t half nut (which 
S the enter of tl inde side of a 

Garvin milling n ] ‘ was cut 
This particular table f extra length 

yng t t in the usual 
vay lr} reaches from end to end 

f the table The te rrying bar was 
nounted on the live spindle of the lathe, 
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as shown [he steadying guide thru 
which the cutter bar extends is box 
shaped, the cutter being on the inside of 
this box There are also two collars on 
the inside of the box to prevent end play 
of the the cutter bar. The box 
was fitted to the V’s, a sliding fit being 

gib. The bed of the 
lathe was not long enough to accommo 
date the 
the extra length was taken care of by the 

box on 

maintained by a 

long milling machine table, so 

surface plate shown in the half-tone. One 
end of the milling machine table was of 
course secured to the lathe carriage, and 
the required pitch of the half-nut was ob- 
tained by means of the lead screw and 
~hange gears. The feed of the cutter for 
depth was attended to by the operator. 

DIxtt 

Packing Experiences on 
Shipboard. 

Editor Machinist : 
As experienced engineers know, the 

length of time that a set of fibrous steam 

Steam and Water 

American 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 

The packing of a 
these 

as supplementary feed 
rod g inches diameter, run under 
conditions, was no light task in the ex 
hausting temperature and confined space 

As an 
additional aggravation, the accumulation 
of salt 
the 
and long iron wedges to force the glands 

out of the 
schemes were tried by the engineers to 
lengthen the life of the and 
eventually they attained their object by 

of an engine-room in the tropics. 

around the glands necessitated 
use of slice bars, quarter hammers 

down stuffing box Several 

packing, 

adopting the suggestion of one of the as- 
sistants. He took a piece of old copper 
pipe, about 4 inches diameter by % inch 
thick, and split it and flattened it into a 

He then bent over a strip along 
equal 

sheet. 
ene edge of the sheet with breadth 
to the diameter of the packing and to an 
angle corresponding to that of the 

Into this lip he 
the hacksaw, 

inner 
end of the stuffing box. 
cut a number of slits with 
and made the length of the sheet equal to 
the circumference of the piston rod, less 

awe, 

—_—_—. | _f 

FIG, 2 

Stuffing-box packing will last depends 
greatly upon the amount of water en 
trained in the steam. I note the case of a 
hip sailing to the East Indies, where the 

piston-rod packing was in a deplorable 
condition on account of the wet steam 
this resulting from the defective design 
of the boilers and the arrangement of the 
steam pipes, which tended to trap any 
water passed over with the steam in the 
lower section of the pipe (see Fig. 1) 
The piston-rod glands leaked very badly 

so much, in fact, that it was necessary 
to stop every six days to repack the high 
pressure piston rod. The engines were 
compound, working at 85 pounds, and the 
boilers were run entirely with sea water 

FIG. 3 

EMERGENCY PACKING ON SHIPBOARD 

'g inch, and the breadth of it equal to, 
say, half the depth of the stuffing box 
On the opposite edge of the sheet to that 

had 
filed the sheet to a fine edge, 
on which he formed the flange he 

the bevel all 
Next 

stopped to repack the rod this 
on the same side as the flange. 
time they 
sheet was folded around the piston rod 
with the flange end uppermost and in 

serted into the stuffing box, as in Fig. 2, 
thus forming a collapsible bush around 
the rod and leaving an opening of about 

side of the The 
angle of 

lg inch down the bush. 
ends of the sheet were cut at an 
about 45 degrees, so as to leave the open- 
ing in the bush running helically 
the The 

around 
packing was then put in rod a number oT 
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place as usual, the upper turns enclosing 
the bush, and these kept the bush a snug 

the There very little 
experienced with packins 

was 
the 

fit on rod. 
trouble 
afterward. 

While 
will give two instances of packing und: 
difficulties on work peculiar to shipboar« 
In these cases the part requiring r« 

upon the subject of packing, 

pac 

ing was the propeller shaft where it en 
ters the stern tube, generally known a 
the stern gland. As these shafts were | 
to 20 feet under water when the shi 
was afloat, the practise followed was t 
refill the stuffing boxes when the shi 
was in the dry dock, and the packing 
then fitted usually sufficed to keep th: 
shaft reasonably water-tight till the nex 
time of dry-docking. In the first instance 
I refer to, the packing was leaking rather 
badly, and the engineers estimated, by 
the proximity of the gland flange to the 
bulkhead, that there could not be much 
packing left in the box, so they decided 
to attempt to insert some more while the 

SUT 

FIG. 4 

ship was atloat alongside the quay, before 
the task became risky owing to the exces- 

the the 
water in the stuffing box 
that the 
eter. A common method of reducing the 

sive leakage and pressure of 

I may mention 
shafts were 20 inches in diam 

amount of water leaking into the ster: 
tube when working at this packing under 
water, is to wrap flax gasketing aroun: 
the shaft 
construction of 

idea | 

outside the stern tube, but the 
the stern tube prevente 

his eing used present in 
Stance 

of plates were made of % 
Fig. 3, 
of the 

braces, F BR. we 

\ number 
one edge 

shaft, and 
re made 

iron as at P, inch sheet 
being made to the circle 

force 
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from iron studding and tubing. The stern 
gland was then slacked back until it was 
1 inch clear of the box. The plates were 
then placed one between each pair of studs 
and driven between the first and second 
turns of the packing until the inner ends 
rested on the shaft. The force braces 
were then put in to hold the plates in place 
The gland was now slacked further back 
and at the same time the force braces were 
tightened, thus retaining the old packing 
in the box by means of the plates. It 
should be remembered that the old packing 
was being forced to follow the gland by 
the water pressure in the stuffing-box 
while the above work was going on. When 
the gland was far enough back to permit 
of this being done, a turn of packing N P 
was put around the shaft and the gland 
was screwed up, the force braces being 
slacked away at the same time until the 
packing began to enter the box. The 
braces and plates were then removed and 
the glands were screwed home. This pro 
cedure was repeated with each turn of 
packing, until there was enough in the box 
to insure the shaft remaining water tight 

In the second case the packing was leak- 
ing owing to the shaft being too slack in 
the bush, and when the ship encountered 
some very heavy weather the packing 
leaked so much that the gland was screwed 
right home without reducing the inflow of 
water, and as it would have been danger- 
ous to stop the engines the engineers had 
to devise some arrangement of packing 
which could be carried out while the ship 
was under way, to supplement that in 
the stuffing-box. They made two flanges, 
each in halves, of elm one inch thick, see 
Fig. 4, the inner side next the shaft being 
beveled off to contain one turn of packing; 
this was to form an extra stuffing-box 
After making openings in one of the 
flanges to clear the nuts on the gland and 
boring holes in the other to suit the studs, 
the two flanges were put over the shaft. 
with the divisions at right angles, o1 
breaking joints, and the four halves wer: 
fixed together with wood screws. The 
gland was then slacked back about half 
an inch, and several turns of flax gasket 
ing were passed around between the gland 
flange and the end of the stern tube. The 
gland was then tightened up, the flax gas 
keting making it water tight around the 
body. Then a turn of packing was put 
around the shaft into the recess in the 
wooden flange, and the flange was screwed 
up by additional nuts on the studs. This 
made a water-tight joint around the shaft 
and enabled the ship to make port withou 
much further trouble MANU Fort! 

Tools for Forming Magnets of Nonintegrating 
Watt Meter. 

Editor American Machinist: 
The sketches shown illustrate how tw 

sets of simple tools were gotten out for 
bending pieces A and B. The company 
for whom they were made had gone int 
the electrical instrument business, and a 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 

man was sent away to find out all he 
could about instrument making and the 
tools for manufacturing them. Samples 
of the two magnets to be made were sent 
to the 
hand bending tools would follow The 

smithy, with instructions that 

smithy foreman, a thoroughly up-to-date 
man, had a horizontal hydraulic press at 
his disposal, of 20 tons capacity After 

magnets for some studying the sample 
time, he had an idea he could do the job 
in this machine and dispense with al 
hand bending 

He immediately got sketches prepared 
to his ideas, and sent them up to the 
superintendent for his approval. Here 
there was trouble. A set of drawings of 
elaborate hand benders (duplicates of 
those in use elsewhere) had just been 
finished. The foreman was promptly told 
that the company had no money to throw 
away on experiments and that he must 

aaa 

rOOLS FOR FORMING MAGNETS 

take the hand benders \ glance at the 
drawings of the hand benders sufficed to 

would be 

1 working 
convince the foreman ther¢ 
trouble in keeping them in goo 

t He argued hi order in his departmet 
case so well that he was allowed to go 

ahead, as his tools would cost compara 
tively little, so long as he produced mag- 

{ ; nets in no way inferior to 1¢ Samp 

[The former for magnet A was gotten 
ut first. C is a mild-steel piece fixed on 

o a gray-iron plate D with two tap bolts 

E is a guide and stripper plate (removed 

n plan ) [ s a mild-steel center piec 

nd slides in the slot G. H is a key for 

withdrawing ri er piece fro the 19 

€ nd S ws ito the } P ; centel 

of the piece J | the moving torme 

fixed into a tool-holder on the hydraulic 

nachine 
The action follows About forty 

\ 

strips \ 1 

ength are | d 

furnace and brought 

The cents ec" 

I G A #@ 

piece ij and 

machine et 
center piece /* rig 
See along the 
with it, and wall 
sketch The gray 
then removed and 
moving up 
The key H whicl 

omplete the 

ol Like necessary 
a onvenient gas 

i bright red heat 
Pp ed at the end 

d up against 
face KK Phe 

( s thet 
ce I the cent 

iw former / Phe 
nm pushing 
the fixed forme: 

} ¢ rrying the strip 
pear as shown 
m distance piece 1s 
he formet 

t] operati 

center piece | , on 

being screwed downward, strips the mag- 

net A, which ts then 
ation being repeated until 

lifted out, the ope 
; the turnace 1s 

empty, when it is again recharged 
Phe mild-steel 

found that the har 
1 4] formet marked ie I 

magnet had 

torme! ind center 

} he first part of the 
buckling took plac 

neet, and 

er { wi } 

rate and id 
i | irance I 

t \ then got 
‘ p te iré | 

ai 
‘ 

} V¢ 1 il 
| co eT l 

1 tr I 
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the center piece in the same manner as 
magnet A. There was no trouble with 
this one. The first strip bent left noth- 
ing to be desired. It will be noticed in 
magnet B that the limbs are unequal and 
that one of the radii is larger than the 
others. YANKEE. 

A Gear Cutting Job on the Miller. 

Editor American Machinist: 
It was required to cut four pinions on 

a 14-foot shaft, shown in section at A. 
These pinions were to have their teeth in 
line, as they were to run in racks. The 
job was done on a Garvin milling ma- 
chine. We took a pair of V-blocks B, 
the tongues on which fitted the T-slot in 
the milling machine table. We _ then 
made a division plate of gray iron, bored 
it a snug sliding fit for the shaft and 
divided it to the required number of teeth 
with a cutter the same width as the T- 
slot. The diameter of the division plate 
was such that it just cleared the milling 
machine table. It was slipped on the 
shaft, the position of the first pinion was 

located, and the index plate was then 
secured to the shaft by means of a set- 

D 
Cc 

American Machinist 
A GEAR CUTTING JOB ON THE MILLER. 

screw F. The clamps on top of the V 
blocks down just tight 
enough to be sure the shaft was held in 
the bottom of the “V.”’ The index plate 
was then turned till one of its notches 
coincided the T-slot in the table. 
It was then locked in place by means of a 
piece of steel D, shaped to fit the notch 
and _T-slot The clamps were then 
screwed down tight and the operation of 
cutting the teeth begun. After the first 
pinion was cut, and before the V-block 

were loosened, the index plate 
was taken off and slipped on the other 
end of the shaft up to the position it 
would occupy for cutting the next pinion. 
This position allowed of the locking piece 
being inserted in the T-slot and division 
plate. The set-screw F was then tight- 
ened, securing the division plate to the 
shaft. The clamps were slackened off 
and the shaft lifted along to position for 
cutting the next pinion, and so on. In 

were screwed 

with 

clamps 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 

the illustration A is the shaft; B, one of 
the V-blocks; C, the milling machine 
table; D, the stop in the T-slot and notch. 
E is the division plate. F is the set-screw 
in the division plate for securing it to the 
shaft. DIxIE. 

The Slide Rule as a Simple Tool. 

Editor American Machinist: 
Among other good things that I have 

to blame the AMERICAN MACHINIsT for in 
my practise is thé use of the slide rule. 
Having heard it spoken of (in print that 
is) by one whom I believed to be thor- 
oughly practical as being a good labor- 
saving device, I got one, and it has been 
a great satisfaction. I do not think they 
are used to nearly the extent they might 
be by people who only figure when they 
have to, and to whom figuring is a very 
small part of their work. 

I believe that most people look on the 
slide rule as a thing that requires much 
practise and skill to be of real use. A 
study of the books of instruction, and of 
some of the complicated formulas that 
from time to time appear may not tend to 
dissipate such ideas, but from my own 
practise I can say that using it, without 
taking advantage of any of the short cuts 
that may be of great use to the expert, it 
is still of great advantage. 

In my own use of the rule I must con- 
fess that I am not at all an expert, altho 
I have used one for years, and it is almost 
daily, and at times hourly, used. 

In going over the arrangement of run- 
ners, and following thru the settings 
shown by Daniel Goldschmidt, at page 
1303, I cannot see any advantage to be 
derived by the ordinary man over the 
simplest setting that can be used, and there 
is one great advantage that is found in the 
simple settings: errors are very much less 
apt to creep in because with the simple 
settings the reason for them is plain, and, 
with me, that much more than offsets any 
slight gain in time 

To . ‘ ; S 
In the illustration given, =» I would 

3 
. 108 “ 

r duce it to Three movements 
3X%3X%3 

of the slide and two of the runner, give the 
answer without any effort to remember 
the particular setting that would cut off a 
corner. 

Besides ability of the rule to save time 
is its ability to save mental effort, and it 
is the sum total of these two factors that 
should decide which sort of settings to use. 
In such for instance, as the 
following, 

examples, 

78.3X 22x 162X .7854X 173 X 7/271 
29*X155X 48 X.oubog 

I would perform the operations as tho 

the statement were 4 271 “703s hae x 
16 X 16 X .7854 K 17 X 17 X 17 divided 
by 290 X 29 X 155 X 48 X .o0609. As I use 
the upper scales when I think they will 
give a close enough answer, I would begin 
by extracting the square root and transfer- 
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ring the answer to the upper scale, and 
then perform all the multiplications before 
doing any dividing. By this method I 
may have lost several seconds because | 
did not combine the multiplications and 
divisions in the same settings, but I did 
not lose any time wondering if I had 
used each factor as I should, and I did 
not lose track of the decimal point in squar- 
ing or cubing by changing from one scale 
to another. 

I find it is very much safer to arrange 
the problems as I have shown and then 
work them straight thru, because in 
the problems of every-day life we do 
not have a book with the answers in to 
refer to to see if we have done our work 
right, and when the answer begins to work 
out in practise it is rather late to find out 
that a mistake has been made. 

I do not intend the above to be in any 
sense a criticism of those who can use 
the more complicated methods, but would 
like to make it clear to those who do not 
use the slide rule at all that in its simplest 
use it is a great saver of time and of 
mental effort, and that used in this way 
it is a tool for the busy man who can 
safely do with it calculations that he 
would not have time to do in the ordinary 
way. To do this he does not have to 
burden his mind with setting formulas that 
he cannot recall when he most wants them. 

W. O. Pratt. 

Demagnetizing a Magnetic Chuck. 
Editor American Machinist : 
One of the faults found with the mag- 

netic chuck is its residual magnetism 

American Machinist 
RELEASING A MAGNETIC CHUCK. 

which makes the work cling to the chuck 
when thru grinding. The makers could 
overcome the difficulty with a reversing 
pole switch either on the chuck or in the 
lamp socket which connects the circuit to 

the chuck. 
The illustration shows a rough way in 

which I overcome it. A is a cross of insu- 
lated wire having the ends bent down as 
shown at B and bound around with tape 
where they cross to hold them together 
When it is desired to reverse the poles, 
open the switch, place the crossed wires as 
shown at A, and let them remain a couple 
of seconds, which is long enough to satu- 
rate the magnets. Next take the wires 
away and close and open the switch with 

I can the handle, doing this very quickly. 
do a good job with this crude affair, and 
use it especially on work with sharp cut- 
ting edges or flat finished surfaces which 
would be scratched by sliding them off the 
chuck. Scotry. 
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Experience With Advertisers. 
Editor American Machinist: 
Some time ago, under the head of 

“Some New Things,” in the AMERICAN 
MACHINIsT, I saw a description of a spe- 
cial wrench. I thought the wrench would 
be handy in my work, so I wrote to the 
firm making it, asking price, etc. I re- 
ceived two circulars identically the same 
The circulars the infor- 
mation as was conveyed in the notice in 
the AMERICAN MACHINIST nothing 
about price, dealers carrying the wrench 

contained same 

and 

in my locality, or other information. | 
got along without the wrench before | 
saw the notice, and I have ever since. 

A couple of weeks ago there was an 
ad. in a mechanical paper (not the AMEr- 
ICAN MacHINIsT). The ad. described a 
small tool which would be handy for any 
patternmaker or other wood-worker. The 
ad. mentioned no price, but advised to 
write for a complete catalog. I wrote 
for catalog, but got no answer. As my 
mame was on the envelope, the letter 
must have been received. 

Is my experience the exception, or do 
the firms think it not worth while to look 
up the small single sales which their ads. 
invite ? W. H. B 

A Four-Throw Crank. 

Editor American Machinist : 
The _ illustration 

crank I saw lying on the floor in the 

A Cc 

shows a_ four-throw 

Al 

A BL |B LE JB B \Ja7 

Twisted Here 

Lp] in 
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Twisted ere 
r 

MAKING 

shops of the Arthur Company, 188 Front 
street, New York. The upper figure 
shows how it looked after being roughed 
out. 

The stock 3Ux1Y4 The 
cpenings A were first drilled and sawed 
out. The piece was then centered at D D 
the openings 
in line with the centers and connecting 
the webs were rough turned. The open- 
ings B were then drilled and sawed out: 
distance pieces were put in the openings 
A. The piece was then centered at CC 
the openings B and the cylindrical parts 
in line with the centers and connecting 
the were rough turned. The job 
was then taken to the forge and the two 
twists indicated in the lower figure were 
made, the two center cranks being at an 
angle of 180 degrees to the two outside 
cranks. The job then put in the 
lathe and finished in the usual way. Of 
course it is obvious that the cranks may 
be twisted at any angle desired; and not 
only is the expense of a forging and the 
difficulty of handling it but the 

was inches. 

A and the cylindrical parts 

webs 

was 

saved, 
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crankshaft is made of a bar a little more 
than half its finished extreme width. 

DAMASCUS. 

Making a Fine Tooth Saw. 
Editor American Machinist: 

is) Requiring a saw with teeth as fine as 
a much wider blade, I 

made one old spring from a 
Waterbury eight-day clock. The steel is 
74x.018 inch and just the right temper. To 

jeweler’s, but with 
from an 

Gaye 

File 

—_— 

. u A Lad 

Vi . | 
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MAKING A FINE TOOTH SAW. 

make the saw, proceed as follows: Make 
the gage as shown of 4%4x™%-inch machin- 
ery steel, three- 
cornered file safe, cut a piece of steel the 
length of blade you require and clamp in 
the vise; file one space A the proper depth, 
take the gage in the left-hand and apply 
in space A and file the next space, holding 
the safe side against the gage. Repeat this 
operation until the saw is complete. Reg- 
ulate the depth by the n»mber of strokes 
of the file. For thin brass or German sil- 
ver tubing, one long stroke is enough; for 
flat stock, two; for hard rubber or fiber, 
three. Punch holes in the ends to stretch 
in a frame, or for miter work make a back 
for the blade by slotting a piece of flat 
brass like B, or take a piece of soft brass 
and double over like C. If for any reason 
you should desire to draw the temper at 

each end, wrap the toothed part in a wet 
cloth, or, better still, stick thru a raw pota- 
toe and leave the end exposed and apply 
the heat. The temper is hard enough for 
gray iron and machinery steel. The blade 
can be made at the rate of 1 inch in 3% 
minutes. No set is required. This 
makes a cut of 

grind one side of a 

saw 
02 inch. 

HERMAN JONSON. 

Holding Steady-Rest Work on the Live Center. 
Editor American Machinist: 

I have read with much interest several 
articles in your journal on holding steady 

the live center. I have work up to rest 

WORK AGAINST LIVE 
CENTER 

HOOK FOR HOLDING 

found that a hook bolt as per sketch gives 
good satisfaction on ordinary work when 
a two- or four-slot drive plate is used. 
The hooked end is to be placed around 
the set-screw of the dog and the nut on 
the opposite side of the faceplate. It must 
be adjusted so as not to spring the work 
and to let the tail of the dog bear. 
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If a piece of brass rod is used, it can be 
bent cold and will not injure the thread on 
the dog set-screw [ think this will be 
found much handier than some attach 
ment which has to be put on over the full 
length of the work and have two screws 
adjusted 

Instead of 
steady-rest, if a 

jaws in the 
cloth is 

put around a finished shaft with the busi 

using wooden 
piece Of emery 

the end of the jaws, the 
] 

ness side next to 
work will be well protected. The emery 

particles bearing on the ends of the jaws 
will prevent the cl turning with the 
work \ PPRENTICE 

A Tapping Jig 

Editor American Machinist: 
Enclosed is a sketch of a tapping jig 

which, tho common enough in some shops, 
is by no means as widely used as it de- 
serves to be. It will be found very useful 
in tapping holes that are located in awk- 
ward places and cannot be reached with 
the machine, and in fact wherever it is 
difficult to start the tap square. It con 
sists of the base a, which is faced up on 

(—7~\ _) 

pF 

ae 
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A TAPPING JIG 

the bottom and bored to take the bush b, 
which can be taken out and different sizes 
inserted for different taps. Into this bush 
fits the plug c for locating the jig over the 

The plug is made a hole to be tapped 
nice fit in the bush, and the end d is re 
duced to the tapping size 

When using, 
bush and into the hole 

the plug is slipped into the 
to be tapped; this 

locates the jig, which is then clamped 
fast, the plug is taken out, and the taps 
inserted in the bush and the hole tapped 
With this jig you can get good results 
with very little extra work 

W HEELER. S——, England J 

The Advertising of Second Hand Machinery. 

Machinist: 
thru 

Editor American 
Anyone glancing the advertising 

columns of the AMERICAN MACHINIST can 
not help being struck with the very attract 
ive way in which the advertisements are 
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printed. | take almost as much pleasure in 
looking over the ads. as I do in the read- 

There is one great mistake, 
especially in the way the second-hand ma- 
chinery is advertised. There are long lists 
of the different tools giving the maker’s 

ing matter 

name, but only a few mention the con- 
We all that a Brown & 

Sharpe micrometer in new condition is very 
dition. know 

different from a Brown & Sharpe microm- 
eter which has been thru a fire and had 
previously been used for a C clamp. There 
is one other item in describing second- 
hand tools which I think is more product- 
ive of quick sales than anything else and 
which in the copy of the AMEerIcAN MA 
CHINIST now on my desk has been entirely 
gnored, and that is price 

If a dealer in second-hand goods or new 
goods has a real bargain, good goods at 
low prices, he will have no difficulty in 

Why, 
to proving the 
elling then, should he be averse 

assertion at the head of his 
id., viz.,““Bargains in Tools,” by describing 

the tool and the 
price? In stating the price of a 
the condition of selling 

certain 
tool he will get replies only from those 

that tool at that 

If the price be $500 he will not re- 
who are interested in 
price 
ceive letters from people who have only 

$200 to invest, and will therefore be saved 
the annoyance and expense of replying to 
inquiries from people not in a position to 
buy. 

If the price be right, but the condition 
not up to the requirements of a certain 
class of would-be purchasers in this line, 
he will be spared the trouble of replying 

to their queries. I am not an advertising 
man, but I take it that the advertiser de 
sires to attract the attention of those want 
ing his goods and able to pay for them 
How is a man to know what another man 
values his possessions at? DAMAscuUS 

Adding a Quick-Change Feed Gear to the 
Lathe. 

Editor American Machinist: 
Having in use eleven good, heavy lathes, 

with 13-inch centers, of our own manu- 
facture and modern in every detail, ex- 
cept that they had no quick-change feed 

add this valuable 
feature, and are now deriving the benefits 

gear, we decided to 

from its use coupled with the high-speed 
steels. The job was carried out with as 
little alteration to existing arrangements 

The lathes 
English design, as shown in the sketch, 
as possible. are of the usual 

with a back shaft for carriage traversing 
The the 
wheels is shown at the back of the lathe 

general arrangement of gear 

A A are two brackets which carry the or- 
dinary back shaft B and the hollow shaft 
C carrying the driving gear D and also 
the three gear wheels which run loose on 
the shaft, the three on the top shaft, which 
mesh with them, being all keyed on. The 
sliding shaft E a key driven tight 
thru the end as shown; this key projects 
thru the slot in C and engages in the key- 
ways cut in the gears. This shaft is oper- 

has 
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ated by a collar F and a pin passing thru 
the short slot in C, and a forked lever G 
keyed on a shaft which passes thru the 
lathe bed. HA is a bearing for supporting 
the back end of this shaft. An operating 
lever is keyed on the front end, a hole be- 
ing bored in it to receive a stop-pin pass- 
ing thru to engage with a series of holes 
drilled in the lathe bed. The two outside 
holes and the center hole indicate which 
gears are in action; and when in the two 
intermediate holes the gears are running 
idle. To allow of this the gears are re- 

out at each side, as at /, large cessed 
enough to clear the ends of the driving 

Four keyways are cut thru to allow 
the 

key. 
the key to slide in while in motion, 
ends of the keyways being rounded out to 

The four 
hub are for 

allow the key to enter freely. 
grooves in the face of each 
ubricant, as the gears run together at dif 
ferent velocities and hence require a copi- 
us supply of oil. With the gearing we 
employ we get three feeds of 12, 18 and 24 
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tion. It might be well also to state that 
I have working for me a graduate from 
Cornell, one from Worcester Tech. and 
one from Sheffield Scientific School. 

The facts about technical graduates are 
in my opinion, simply these: 

First, that he is greatly hampered by his 
previous career. The average college man 
comes of good family, generally a wealthy 
family—that is, his 
business men, etc., not mechanics. 

people are lawyers 
When 

a boy he did not run with mechanics’ sons 
and is not interested in mechanical things 
When he came to the choosing age he 
chose to be an engineer and he had his 

He went to a university and had 
mechanics, a little, and mathematics, a lot 
thrust at him and a little he keeps. As a 
general thing he does not inherit any m« 
chanical tastes and rarely absorbs much in 
his course. The result is that he is turned 
out of school a very efficient organism, ca 
pable of thinking and reasoning but defi 
cient in the ‘ 

choice. 

‘engineering sense” if one may 

| = 

MALLU 

Front of Bed 

sl 4 

GY, E 
! 

| 
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QUICK-CHANGE FEED GEAR 

per inch. The gear D was formerly on 
the end of the upper shaft B, which is 
now the driven shaft. D is driven in the 
usual way from the spindle of the head- 
stock by a train of gears, not shown. These 
feed gears have now been working several 
months, have been a complete success in 
every way and have never given us a mo- 
ment’s trouble DANUM 

# , England 

Is the Practical Man in Danger? 
Editor American Machinist: 

The warfare of the technical graduate 
and the practical man has raged in your 
columns for years, and while I have kept 
out of it I have all the time been simmer- 
ing, as it were, and now would like to 
bubble a little if you think the steam won't 
annoy your readers. 

So much depends on the point of view 
and the position of the writer of an article 
that it might be well to say that I have no 
technical school education and yet am 
holding a position in an office where out of 
twenty men only three lack such qualifica- 

coin an expression. If we could take the 
handy man’s sense of mechanics and graft 
it to the technical man’s brain we would 
produce a wonder. And it may be re 
marked that it is easier to cultivate the 
reasoning powers than a natural taste for 
anything. Of course many technical grad- 
uates are mechanics and sons of mechan 
ics and men of that kind are generally near 
the top. 

Second, that the technical graduate gen 
erally wins in spite of his handicap. I am 
employed by one of the large electric com 
panies and go per cent. of their engineers 
are technical graduates. 

Third, that no man should fail because 
he lacks a technical education. The man 
who has the best position and commands 
the 90 per cent. above mentioned, as well 
as the other 10 per cent., has no such ad 
vantage. Given the personality and a de- 
sire to succeed and anyone can get a fair 
equivalent of a technical course. Electrical 

engineering is the most mathematical and 

theoretical of any branch and yet it is no 

great burden to keep up on what .theory 
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needed. As a matter of fact, nearly all for each size of collars. Having a larg After the shells leave t gang press 
yood engineering is based on “horse number of collars of various sizes to they are trimmed in a machine which does 
nse.” make, we drilled and tapped them in the the work automatically, receiving them 
Fourth, that the technical graduate wins turret lathe, using a self-centering, two from a magazine feed. In this operati 
cause of what he is and not because of aw chuck, and mal 1 pair of special the shells are trimmed to the required 

iat he knows. It is because he has a ae 

iined brain and not because he has “‘in 

de facts.’ The theory of the schools and N 

actual practise are so far apart that | aN 

ere is little in the first that bears on the 
und This is what makes _ technical | a 

iduates fresh from school so very ludi ——— = fe 

us at times. They advise in the light \ | FIG 

1 long dead theory, men wh e work 
g on a living practis a ; 
Fifth, that most technica ffe 

ym lack of self-reliance. Many ll dif | ' 

from this, ¢ ng that wl f l 
them suffer from 0 much self Ice ERs | ) 
Vhile this may seem true at first, it will 1 Fg eA 

t id n the long rut t t he I ) YY . | ed 

e, broug p by t é ae — 
iw of the 1 t loose ft n rule 

d heir head When a fellow get A |0Oti‘S ‘ 
t in real life he car = - 7 2° 

( I the b f the b in \ a? 

y cal \ vho \ L115 . —\ oe HO ~ 
vhere has done so by being up against 5 \ 

ili the time He has been d ing thing + { 

it could not be don ull h ife while th on 
llege man has had his all worked out ; 

for him & iseateg pom == 
Sixth, that stories of what happened at © - 

uch and such a place tell very little. There —_ 
ire educated asses and just plain asses. It —_—_ 

s somewhat galling to contemplate the { E 

former and think what the education might 7 5 
have done for someone else, but it will e 1 . 
generally be found true that the education x 

lly has very little to do with it. Ifa | ; me 
man is a failure with a college education uw 7 
he would have been one anyway wiG. 4 che at 

Now, Mr. Editor. you can print this or MAKING SEAMLESS METAL BALI 

vou can throw it away. If vou throw it , ; , 
> , iws as shown in the sketch lis a jaw ength; this depending on the size of the 

with a “V” to center the collar, B is the hole required in the finished ball 
plain jaw and C is the collar held 1n posi Fig. 2 shows the trimming chuck as 

B S tion. We found this a good way, th used in the automatic trimming machine 

. jaws accommodating the different sizes The teeth on the end help to drive the 
r of collars CAPSTAN shell. They are made like the teeth on an 

Leicester, England end mill, and do not disfigure the shells 
mn mn any way The chucl made so long 

Making Seamless Sheet Metal Balls. to give the stripper (not shown) room to 

| | Editor American Machinist travel back and f } 

| The seamless brass balls, the making After the ! rimmed they are 

B ; A | of which I will describe, are used mostly nnealed, as the metal | split and buckle 

Nees, | for ornamental purposes on brass bed n the forming if left hard 

1 } Re Se A teads, office railings, ornamental towel The forming of the bal done by the 
Front of Chuck Jaw A racks, hat racks, et They are made of die shown in Fig. 1 e punch or upper 

with ¢ I witl 
1 

IRILLING COLLARS IN A TURRET LATHE 035 inch drawing brass and have a inch die B is made fron t teel forging, 
vy wi h rn fastened nd ha ( | hown Che 

vay there's no harm done, and anyway Phe first operation is the cutting and face has a projecting shoulder which fit 
ere is as a result of having written it lrawing. The tools for this, with the ex nto the mouth of sleeve A and keeps the 

more contented IE. NGINEER ‘eption of the drawing punch, Fig. 3, ar two exactly concentri The cavity i 

[We understand that Mr. Parker, who not shown, they being already sufficient!) vorked out to an exact half-circle and 

has charge of the electrification of the familiar to the readers of the AMERICAN must be turned perfectly smooth and true 

london underground railways, is a self MACHINIS1 In speaking of this opera \fter hardening it lapped back to shape 

lucated engineer.—Ed. | tion I may say, however, that we are m ik ind is highly polished 

. eas ing these balls almost continually and have The lower die C is made of tool stec] 

Drilling and Tapping Collars in the Turret Lathe found it to our advantage to do this oper- and it al ver shank. The diam 

Editor American Machinist ation on a powerful gang press, which eter of 
. — a ae F | 

At page 1347 a jig for drilling collars cuts and draws three of these shells at a as that 
ee . } . » incl T . 1e 7 he “ne ; ; 

is shown, a different jig being required time one inch. The die is hardened in oil, to 

f the die is the same 
which in this case is 
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prevent cracking at the sharp edge, and is 
Hardening the die in 

this manner toughens it and tends to pro- 
It should last a long time, 

and will not break or crumble if ordinary 

drawn to a blue. 

long its life. 

care is used, as it is supported by the 
sleeve and shell when in use. This sleeve 
is made of tool steel and is a nice sliding 
fit on the die. The spring raises the sleeve 
after the ball is formed, the formed ball 
being raised from the die at the same time 
by the sleeve, from which by the aid of a 
picker it is tossed into a box by the op- 
erator. The cross-pin prevents the sleeve 
from rising too far. 
When the shell is placed in the sleeve, 

the inner shoulder of the sleeve should be 
flush with the edge of the shell, the latter 
bottoming in the lower die. When the 
tools are in operation the punch forces 
the sleeve down and compresses the upper 
edge of the shell so that it exactly con 
forms to and fills the hemispherical cav 
ity far metal go. After 
the punch comes in contact with the sleeve 

as as its will 

there is no open space of any kind and 
the shell must to the 
punch. The forming of the upper half 
of the shell is of course done at a single 
stroke, sketches U, V, W, X 
merely suggesting how the closing is ac- 
complished. 

While there are other ways of making 
these balls, the above has given us the best 
results, not only in quality of work, but 
also in cost C. F. EMERSON 

therefore conform 

the four 

Safety Points for Set Screws. 
Editor American Machinist: 

I herewith show the means I employ for 
obtaining a “point” for set-screws which 
are to be used, as shown, on threaded 
collars. 

: . 1 ( ——— = es aoe 

> —— 

| —4 —_—— . = 

American Machinist 
i 

=— fin 

POINTS FOR SCREWS. 
FIG 
SAFETY 

the The method shown entirely 
annoyances one has with soft metal points. 

stops 

I have collars provided with these ‘‘points” 
which have been in use on soft threaded 
shafts for two years and can now give the 
set-screws a slight turn backward and 
easily turn the collars without the use of 
a wrench 

The way I produce these points is very 
simple and inexpensive. Figs. 1 and 2 
show part of an adjusting ring for the 

First I 
rough bore the hole—leaving enough stock 
so it can be easily rechucked and finished; 
I then drill and tap the hole for the set- 
screw and screw a wrought-iron cap bolt 
in the tapped hole, as shown in Fig. 1. 

blades of an adjustable reamer. 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 

First cutting the extreme end of the cap 
bolt (with a hand die) small enough to be 
a “sloppy” fit in the tap hole, this being 
done to insure enough lateral play in the 
end to be used as the “point,” so that the 
set-screw will force it tightly upon the 
male thread which the adjusting ring is to 
fit. Then I rechuck the ring and bore 
and cut the thread in it in the usual way. 

~ 

in 
b 

2 4 Bhock & 
/ long 
| 

| a 
\ ‘ Disk 1 Dia \ ¢ 
\ \ 

\ 
\ 

} 
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LAPPING BLOCKS FOR MICROMETER. 

When this job is completed I screw the 
cap bolt out of the hole and cut off a piece 
as shown at Fig. 2, with two or three 
threads of the original cap bolt on it 
and the same thread in the end as 
the adjusting ring. The wrought-iron 
“point” thus made is then case-hardened 
and screwed into the adjusting ring, as 
shown at Fig. 2, until it is in the same 
position in which it was when the inter- 
nal thread was cut in its end. These 
points, if properly case-hardened, will not 
expand under the ordinary pressure of 
the set-screw and cannot mar the thread 
which they grip. UNcLE JosH. 

Lapping Micrometer Anvils. 
Editor American Machinist: 
The sketch shows a good way to true 

the anvils of a micrometer. Piece a is a 
disk 1 inch diameter by 3% inch thick, with 
@ hole which fits the micrometer spindle 
tight enough to stand a light 
while lapping. Piece b is a rectangular 

pressure 

block, 344x™%x% inch; this piece wants to 

be parallel. for disk and 
block. In using these pieces, first wring 
the disk on to the spindle so the end 

I use low steel 

sticks thru enough to be lapped true and 
flat; then with the disk in the finishing 
position, screw down on to the block to 
bring lightly against the anvil. 
can lap this anvil square with the axis of 
the spindle by working the lap around on 
the disk, keeping a light pressure on with 
the screw. 

Now you 
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The proportions of the block and dis 
can be varied; it being necessary only 

that the 
pretty well, so there will be no side pla 
It is a good plan to tighten the nut rathe 
enugly before lapping the base anvil. 

In making the disk, be sure the face 
After mal 

lapped mit 
out), turn a piece in the chuck to fit tl 

see the screw be up in barre 

square with the hole and flat. 
ing the right size hole (I 

hole, wring the disk on and face it of 
flat, then take it off of the arbor, turn 
around, face it off, and test it with a mi 

Use 15 minute carborundum or 
Scotty 

crometer. 
flour of emery for lapping 

Boring and Threading Pipe Flanges 

Editor American Machinist: 
The accompanying sketch shows a sim 

ple and satisfactory method of boring and 
threading pipe flanges or work of a sim 
ilar character without the aid of any spe 
cial appliances. 
are employed, the bore and threaded size 

Two tools and tool-posts 

of the flange being gaged when the com 
pound rest is set at a given point by the 

graduated dial the 
The compound rest is set so as to bore a 

on cross-feed screw 

taper equal to 3% inch per foot, and the 
flange is then bored out to size with a 
tool formed so as to cut upside down; or 
the lathe may be reversed and the boring 
tool made to cut right side up. The thread 
is cut with the aid of the taper attachment 
which is set to an angle opposite that of 
the compound This arrangement 
with a slight change in the tools and their 

rest. 

Compound Rest 

American M ail 

BORING AND THREADING A PIPE FLANGE 

positions is well adapted for the machining 
of bushings, packing rings, etc, the boring 
and turning being done simultaneously 

i ae 3 

The following is described as the latest 
and most economical way of gathering 
rubber in New Guinea: “The natives tap 
the rubber trees and smear the gum in 

the heat of their 
bodies and the sun dry the solution up, 
then they march off like mechanical rubber 
dolls to the dealers, where they are stripped 
and released, to gather more of the valu- 
able gum.” It will be proper to read this 
item with an india rubber credulity. 

layers over their bodies, 
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Studies in Invention. 

BY LEICESTER ALLEN. 

In the vears 1891-2-3-4 the AMERICAN 
MACHINIST presented a series of articles 
by me entitled “The Cultivation of In- 
ventive Capacity by the Solution of Con- 
structive Problems.” ’ 

The AMERICAN MACHINIST has always 
devoted much space to a class ot articles 
especially adapted to interest learners in 
the mechanic arts, and instruct compara- 
tively inexperienced draftsmen of machin 

the art ery in of design, and many suc- 

making rapid progress 
toward commanding place and others who 
cessful men now 

have achieved such positions gratefully 
benetit 

trom 
acknow ledge the educational and 
stimulus to ambition derived the 
steady and attentive perusal of its columns 

The series of articles referred to attract 
ed wide attention, and aroused an unex 
pected degree of interest in the problems 
presented during the period of their pub 
lication. 
great 
prise, many men of established mechanical 

Solutions were received from a 
many young men, but, to my sur 

repute, including instructors in technical 
schools, among whom was the ‘late Profes 
sor Wood, of Stevens Institute of Tech 
nology, corresponded with me in regard 
to them, contributing solutions An as 
tronomer in charge of an important ob 
servatory wrote me that one of the me 
chanical movements given as a_ solution 
of one of the problems was usefully and 
successfully applied to one of the astro 
nomical instruments employed there. 

That series of problems was, however, 
put forth without any reference to prac- 
tical application or value The purpose 
was purely educational, calculated to pre 
pare the mind to meet such difficulties as 

71 - +1 e continually crop up in the design of new 
mechanical constructions \ new thing 
is required to be done: it must be done 
by the use of a device already known, or 
by a combination of such devices, or a 
new device must be originated The mere 
adaptation of an old device to a new use 

but the 
existing devices of such as may in a 
is not invention, selection from 

new 
combination effect a preconceived object 
is invention in the highest sense of the 
word; just as much as is the mental evolu 

of a 
device Ss 

tion new device or combination of 
new The power of consecutive 
logical thought required for designing new 
devices and new combinations is the same 
as that required in geometrical reasoning 
from premises to conclusions. <A thing is 
possible or it 1s not possible The first 

aim is to prove the possibility or the im 
is to prove the 

Not 
construc 
Thus the 

geometrician will prove that there is only 

possibility: the second aim 
practicability or the impracticability 
all that is possible in mechanical 
tion is practicable in operation 

one number that is equal to any of its 
powers, and that it is impossible for this 

relation to exist for any other quantity 

Moreover, the close relationship of moving 
mechanism to geometry is apparent when 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 

we consider that all movements in 
chines are, and must be, in geometrical 
lines. A construction whose parts rela- 
tively to each other are stationary, no mat- 
ter how elaborately wrought out, will not 

ma- 

answer to the definition of a machine. It 
may be a house or a bridge or an imple 
ment, and may involve invention, for in 
vention is not confined to machinery. 

It has been decided to print in 
the first number printed in each 

the shop 
number- 
month—another series of problems having 
the same general character and purpose as 
the series above referred to, and to present 

these problems as may such solutions to 
be offered. I have been commissioned 
prepare such problems, one of which w 
be found at the end of this article \s in 
the former series mentioned above, 
solutions sent in demonstrated much in 
ventive talent among the readers of tl 
AMERICAN MACHINIST, it 1s hoped the re 
sponses to this series will be equally grat 
fying. Those who forward solutions will 
please note the following requirements: 

The uld be 
is neatly 

drawings sl sketches or 
executed as possible, but no 

sketch which is intelligible will be rejected 
solely on account of inartistic finish, pt 
vided the written matter explaining it 
found sufficient to clearly elucidate thx 

solution 
All complete 

In writing, use one side only of 
lutions will be published 

the paper, 
and, if possible, use paper of commercial 
etter size 
No 

count of 
need hesitate to write on at one 

inexperience, If the meaning is 
plain, the text will be carefully edited and 
made entirely presentable in print 

All will be treated alike. If two or more 
substantially 

hest 

selected, but 

solutions are found to be 
similar, the sketch or drawing illus 
trating the description will be 

credit for the soluion will be given to each 
if the solvers 
ree criticisn f the problems will be 

permitted, but must be done courteously 
\ny attempt at sarcasm will pass into the 
waste-bhasket \ good solution from 
youth will be valued as highly tho 
came from a mature expert Fair field 
ind no favor will be the rule 

\ny name which may be chosen may be 
affixed to a printed solution, but he real 

me and post-office address must be 
signed to each contribution, as it often 
happened in the progress of the first series 

of problems, that personal correspondence 
became desirable Both the manscript 
and the drawings should be thus signed 

The drawings should, if possible, be 
enclosed in the same envelope with the 
manuscript description 

PROBLEM I 

line and erect at its Draw a horizontal 
right-hand extremity a perpendicular line 
half as long as the horizontal line. The lines 
thus drawn form the path of the move- 
ment of the geometrical center of a slide, 
square in form, as viewed in front eleva- 

The tion, and of any convenient thickness. 

1021 

slide is guided in its movements by ways 
geometrical parallel to the path of its 

center 
Now, in any portion of space lying be 

low the horizontal part of the path and t 
the right of the vertical part of the path, 
t is required design and place mechan 
ism whereby the slide center will be caused 
to move to and fro continuously over the 
stipulated pat topping precisely each 
terminal of the path, without any lost mo 
on except what may occ thru imperte 

workn hip 1d we d making 1 

top wit rning t ght ng 
atl ¢ r ae;riy gy | not 

from vhe t t vu 
ct 1 

| pace g the rizol 
I ) hand side I 

( pe t ) ed 

I cupied by other m m that 

» elemet tf the me nism to be sup 
ed 1 p ( t Cll ( \ ( 

ove to or f it o the gu g 
vays may é é The m 1 

d not iform rat t must 

be rap 1 
All s espondence relating 

to problen t] erie hould be ad 

essed Eedit \MERICAN MACHINI 
World Building, New Yorl 

\. Penton has purchased the con 
t ng ere f the stock of the Iron 
& Steel Pr Company, the corporation 

t ow! nd publishes the /ron Trade 
view, thie undry and the Pattern 

maker, ( vel d, Ohi He secured con 

rol of that corporation thru the purchase 
f ti tockholdings of G. H. Gardner, 

| een ¢ ted president of the com- 
pany, succeeding Mr. Gardner, who has 

been president and in control of the com 

| é formation three years ago 
his put Mr. Penton in 

control of trade publica 
d. as he 

a strong position 

is already presi 
hing Company, 

rporation that owns the Marine R. 

g trade papers Mr t +7 ' 

( Inet gned as president and treas 

und Mr Penton was elected to both 

t 1. H. Webster w elected vice 

resident ‘ e place made t 
bv the f M Pento a 

Findlay w etar f é 
comp I " ! iy 

that Mr. Penton bought the stock for him- 

elf and | friend d the chang n 

ywwnership w d mean no change what 

; ithe p v of of the paper Mr 

Gardnet be minentlhy entified 

with the Jron Trade Review for e past 
hirteen ‘ onal - - ft 

men responsible for t prominent position 

that publication has won in its field. He 

has no definite plans for the future, but 

will take a few weeks’ vacation before 

making any lew connections Trade 

Press List 
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Demand for Alcohol Motors in Countries South 
of Us. 

That American manufacturers are ne- 
glecting a profitable field for business is 
the opinion of the representative of a 
prominent export house who recently 
called at this office. The mission of this 
gentleman was to ascertain the name and 
address of anyone who made or who might 
be willing to make alcohol motors. It was 
explained that these motors were not 
wanted for the American market, where 
the cost of alcohol would prohibit their 
use, but for the West Indies, Mexico and 
other sugar-cane producing countries to 
the south, where the conditions governing 
the relative economy of utilizing gasoline 
or alcohol are quite the reverse of condi- 
tions in the United States. 

Our informant stated that when he was 
last in Cuba, about a year ago, gasoline 

selling there for 75 
alcohol could be 

and kerosene were 
cents a gallon, while 
bought for 10 cents a gallon by the pipe, 
or cask, containing about 170 or 180 gal- 
lons. 

A great many alcohol motors are used 
on the sugar plantations, where, with small 
stills, alcoho! suitable for fuel can be pro- 
duced at even less cost than the price 
quoted above. German, English and 
French manufacturers—mostly German— 
hold practically all of this trade. The al- 
cohol range in from one to 
fifty horse-power, and they are used prin- 
cipally for lighting, hoisting, pumping, cut- 
ting wood, grinding corn for employees, 

motors size 

power for the plantation bakery, and for 
many other industrial purposes 

This particular 
great deal of American and other machin- 
ery and equipment in these southern coun- 

export house sells a 

tries, and the representative affirmed that 
owing to a strong preference existing in 
that market in favor of American goods, 
if some American manufacturer would 
build a line of good, plain alcohol motors, 
that could be sold at a reasonable price, 
1 steady and profitable trade could be 
developed with our Southern neighbors 
This market could be most quickly and 
most che iply cat red oO DV some of our 

soline engine manufacturers, who, with 
ut much difficr might modif heit 
ngines for the use of alcohol instead of 

gasoline. If tl é vy manufacturers 
ho would like further partict with a 

w to adapting a line of alcohol motors 
* this trade, we shall be glad to put them 

into communication with the export house 
terested 

The Society of Testing Engineers’ Standard 
Specifications. 

publications of the 

¢ Materials 
a ie 

gives full particulars regard 

\mong the mn g 1 recent 

\merican Societv for Testing 

one which 

ng “Proposed Standard Specifications for 

; Pipes and : ~s 

given, not 

C ast-1ron Special Castings,” in 
which there is only the proper 

ties which the gray iron composing these 

pipes should possess, but a drawing show- 
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ing just what the proportions of such pipes 
should be, with a table giving (in inches 
and decimals) all the dimensions of the 
different parts, such as actual outside di- 
ameter, diameter of sockets, depth of sock- 
ets, dimensions A, B, C, etc., and also a 
table giving “standard thicknesses and 
weights of cast-iron pipes.’”’ The 
dard specifications” are to be considered 
and perhaps adopted by the society. 

Without looking the matter up, we won- 
der if the specifications given conform to 
those prescribed by the American Society 
of Civil Engineers. If they are the same, 
then it would seem to be appropriate to 
say so, and if they are different, then we 

“stan 

wonder what will happen when the two 
differing sets of specifications meet each 
other on a water The fact is 
of course that specifications of proportions 
of structures of any kind or the considera- 
tion of designs of structures is entirely 
outside the domain of the testing engineer 
as such. The design and proportion of 
cast pipes is the the civil 
or the hydraulic or the mechanical engi- 
neer. It is entirely outside of the func- 
tions of the testing engineer, who deals 
only with the methods to be employed in 
determining what characteristics the iron 
possesses. It is the business of engineers 
to determine the proportions of things and 

works = 10D 

function of 

also to decide what qualities are to be 
possessed by the materials to be used. 
The testing engineer, strictly speaking, 
deals only with methods of finding out 
whether or not the materials actually pos- 
sess the qualifications called for. 

Of course any society whatever has a 
right to adopt what it chooses as a stan- 
dard, but we all possess rights to do things 
that we had better not do because some 
things are “none of our business” and are 

If the so perhaps better done by others 
ciety of testing engineers may properly 
specify the sizes, proportions, weights, 
etc., of one thing, it may with equal pro- 
priety specify them for all other things 
made by engineers, and thus we might 
have the testing society s standard pro 

portions for flywheels, for boilers and for 
pretty much everything els« The work 
of the different kinds of engineers, and 
consequently of the societies to which they 
belong cessarily overlaps somewhat, but 
ve thir t will be distinctly detrimental 

( of the 2 ut of their way to 
TT ke it « Ve f 

Studies in Invention. 
On ar er page of tl Ss ve publish 

in article ur t b tle which we 
‘ommend to the attention of those who 
are students of machine design or who find 
pleasure, many do solving problems 
requiring the exercise of the inventive 

faculty 
The prev eries of irticles cond ictec 

by Mr. Allen. who now resumes the work, 

were very successful indeed Very many 

of our readers participated and most of 

those who did so und yubtedly received 
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benefit in various Mr. Allen is 
himself a well-known engineer, inventor 
and designer, having invented and con 
structed many machines involving the so 
lution of the most difficult and 
problems in the design of mechanism. Our 

ways 

intricate 

readers who may wish to develop along 
these lines may consider themselves fortu 
nate in having the opportunity of studying 
under so able an instructor. 

Tuition costs nothing; we pay Mr. Allen 
for his 
tions or restrictions whatever except those 

trouble, and there are no limita 

necessary for the orderly conduct of the 
Allen in 

whomsoevet! 
work and that are stated by Mr 
his introduction. Anyone 
living in any country, whether a regula 

subscriber or not, send in reader or may 
solutions of the problems to be submitted, 

the benefit of Mr 
expert advice and criticism 
ind will have len’ 

Continuation Public Schools With Evening 
Sessions. 

We publish elsewhere in this issue at 
article entitled ‘Continuation Public 
Schools for Shop Apprentices,” which, it 
seems to us, is worthy of some attention 
and we believe that the idea set forth in 
it might well be brought to the attention 
of those who have charge of public 
educational matters, especially in manu 
facturing communities Every American 
citizen under the age of twenty-one years 
is presumed to have the privilege of attend 
ing the public schools to get such educa 
tion as he may need and as is in them 
ifforded Most of the boys who go into 

g before they shops leave the schools lor 
at the 

fact most of 
arrive age of twenty-one, and 1 

1 them at about the age of 
sixteen or seventeen, perhaps. Those boys 

. : 
who are fortunate enough to have parents 

1 ? ) ’ h ] t ] } } to Keep em schoo ey Nay 
finishe« vith the higl ‘ go mucl 
higher and make much more complete us« 

I r 1 ( oo!Is th | whe go 
' » the 1 o } t Go 

Now m te f c ‘ ] 
en t | et , n 

té pport t G 
al tT | 

T ft ri YT) 

( 
] @ ] 

+ ] + ‘ t i 
1 tire he ep ) 

t ed by efert 
: | ¢ y t 7 ? 4 

' t ¢ es ) no 
1 r ) ed | ( venents 

f t] Ic } y he 

p thet d 
& the which he saved , 

‘ me tine , . 
whicl 1d P 

f } ne ft ; son 1 

fforded f ( 

Lhe no re mn why tl hools should 

t afford these facilities, and we believe 
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Many 
while in the school is unable to realize the 
they ought to do it a boy who, 

importance of the things taught, and is 

1023 

schools everywhere Nothing else is fair 
to those whose circumstances require that 
they shall go to work at an early age or 

perhaps unable to apply his mind to them who for any reason have been unable to 
in such a way as to receive much benefit make effective use of e regular day 
from them, finds himself fully awakened — schools 
regarding these matters after going into 
workshops and coming into contact with Some New Things. 
machinery which of itself presents prob STURTEVANT PO! LE FORGI 
lems he finds himself unable to solve, and he field of emy ment for the 
which he immediately realizes the import ible forg ! 
nee of knowing how to solve Manv a egitimat | t eing enum 

boy eagerly seel ed tion al y certain eC carriage 
es after such an experience, tho he has n nsmiths 

e 
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many years, gradually improving and per- 
fecting them and adapting them to the 

until they suggested now 
offer thirty-one different styles and sizes. 

requirements 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 

outer edge ct the drum passes the con- 
tacting roll under the feed block), but the 
incline on the heel of the cam preventing 

the bar against the abrupt throwing of 
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jecting from the end of the turret; and 
this shaft, at the rear end, carries a cross 

which in with 
the adjustable cams on the face of the feed 
head and roll connection 

The blowers are arranged to be driven stock stop carried by the turret. drum reciprocate the shaft and operate 
by hand, either with crank or lever, by The turret is four-sided, with as many the tool slides on the turret. Only that 

eu tool which is in working position is affect 
ed by the movement of the shaft, how- 
ever, aS connection between the shaft and 
any tool slide is made only when that par 
ticular slide swings up into line with the 
work spindle. This connection is effected 
by a win under the slide and which at the 
proper moment enters a notch in a dog 
carried by the shaft. As the turret makes 
its next partial rotation, the connecting 
pin clears the engaging dog and the pin 
under the succeeding slide enters that 
notched member. The cam shaft is driven 
by worm-wheel and worm shaft actuated 
by the well-known differential gear or “‘sun 
and planet’ mechanism, the quarter-turn 
belt being shifted at the proper moment 
from fast to slow driving positions, or vice 
versa, by a forked guide operated thru the 

medium of adjustable dogs carried by a disk 

on the cam or main shaft. This teed may 

be thrown out of action at any time by 

urning a small handle at the front of the 

bed, this handle being attached to shaft 
arrying at its rear end the paw! which 

locks the ratchet wheel in this form of 

FIG AUTOMATIC TURRET LATHI drive. 

belt fro1 unning shaft, by electric | : — 3 | —5 cc 
tor direct, or the forge may be without a ) I ae ee sore ; 

blower and take its air from a general ghey j 1] , i ‘| 
supply for shop or factory The details ———e | - 2 oe | Lr -t 
of construction have all been duly con | = | f ) ao — aie Cae 5; 
sidered The sheet metal work is of SSS t SSSSG 7 = j baal ] y | 
heavy steel plate, the running gear 1s ro LESS 6 5| 

: = ZY ° | Ly, strong and easy of operation, the twe Sf ee FF ea aT 
are extra heavy and the fire pan is 7 cee ’ 

; FIG. 2. THE TURRET 
double metal, asbestos between, to pre 
vent the heat from cracking the main pan 
or affecting the running gear. The blower 
is of the well-known Sturtevant | steel ~~ T 
pressure type, has babbitted bearings and 
has been redesigned to give increased | 

capacity. The half-tone shows the most 
recent styles of forges as adapted to dif | 
ferent requirements | 

AUTOMATIC TURRET LATHIE, : | 

This machine, which is designed for | 
handling bar steck up to 2 inches diam : 
eter and for turning lengths cf 6 inches = J 

(the feed of the turret tools being slightly 
in excess of the latter figure) is equipped 
with a spindle geared from a back shaft 
in the ratio of 4 to 1 and driven by 3-inch 
open and crossed belts operating on II- 
inch pulleys. The spindle is fitted with 

the usual type of spring chuck and feed 
tube, and the chuck is operated by cams 
at the the drum shown to 
the left in tl Fig. 1, while 
the feeding of the stock is accomplished 
by a weightec sliding block engaging the 
rear end of ihe feed tube, the weight draw- 

forward the 
opened (which movement takes place just 

inner edge of 
general view, 

ing the stock as chuck is 

as the high point of the large cam at the 

FIG. 3. TURRET ROTATING 

gibbed slides for the tools, 
and, as shown in Fig. 2, is cast integrally 
with a long hub of large diameter extend- 
ing thru the of the This 
hub or spindle is hollow and thru it passes 
a shaft off in 
drawing, and whose outer end is seen pro- 

longitudinal 

bed machine 

which is broken the line 

um Machinut 
AND LOCKING MECHANISM 

The turret rotating mechanism ts driven, 
as in Fig. 3, by an independent worm and 
worm-wheel, also rotated by a 
turn belt at the rear of the bed. The worm 
shaft is 
clutch 
stantly; the worm shaft proper is station- 

quarter- 

with a 
con- 

provided, as indicated, 
member which is in motion 
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ary, however, except when the locking pi 
is withdrawn. This is automatically ac 
-omplished by suitable cams acting upon 

A, which at the ‘k-bolt lever instant } LOK he 

AMERICAN 

the pivotes 
being ope 
neath 

1 Phe i¢ 

MACHINIST 

1 on t 
back, this irm 

he dis} 

e urret 

«lis 
‘ € 

give 

RRET WITH FIG. 4. Tl 

dog B lifts 
clutch 
free is 

the second member 
into engagement with the one in motion, 
thus setting the worm into motion and 

using the turret to turn until the lock 
bolt registers with the next notch, when 
he clutch is released as the bolt again 
lrops into position. The disk carrying the 

course keyed 
the lock bolt 

the 
on the turret spindle anc 

hardened, 1 otched pieces is of 
fast 1 

I front, s housed in a sleeve at the 
ylindrical end of this sleeve or casing 

which also carries a_ stiff spring for 

ly shown, in 

of the 

be noticed, 

throwing the bolt) being clear 

the general just to the left view, 

Che 

a cam under the turret. It 

ss-slice latter, it will 
1s operated by 

fitted to a heavy guide and a broad, 

table shoe is fitted to the top 

to take 

utilized 

taper, adjus 

f this guide up any play. The 

slide may be for either forming 

ir cutting off operations. When it is used 

forming, the cut-off tool is carried in 

DRILI AND GI IDF I N POSIT ON 

625 

ple ty It I ny class or 
SIZE likely t slide ts 
provide \ y placed 
screw for adjusti t ccurately 

1 from tl sp \Where desired, 
the stock stop may | n one of 

turret iving all 
f | when 

g C, Pig. 3 
e¢ x p the 

ly 
11 Ing tches 
1 Tie x wed 

t ~P t turning 
( D n its 

t n bef c l 
Iwo too 1 1 in tandem o 

ler on any slide, and when drilling long 
oles the di vy be secured—as in Fig 

4 na Ider at the rear while an aux 
liarv bloc t f a support 

ng t ng t Ss are equipped 

with roller ts and to each tool, as 
well as to drill there is an oil supply 

which ca y to the tool only when the 

latter ng p \ taper 

| 
} | } 

= | ). Ue 4 ’ ] | }4 
a 4 5 

[ 

D | 

\ » cy 

err 

. ’ a as 

FIG 

WITH RRET OPENING DIF 

SA } = | 
‘ i—4 Peer nyy.| nica jy | 

cet = 
i 

— scone Vv nis 

TAPER TURNI 

urne v1 Fig. 5, and tho only 
n q nn tw one of 

é eceaing ) ( jaw giving 

vork a true cylindrical surface, while +] 

t tool following the | c-rest con 
tt ed y a former bat yw ontacts 

\\ tl i wive ng ho« how il E: Upon 
compl f the cut, the turner as it 

t S ) thie tact hoe to 
ivel fror entral | tion and thus 

Ww lide with the cutter to be 
vy te 

= vening die 

Fie. 6, where 
1 1 d ng sleeve 

‘ eld back in 1 ] position by 
oht 1D 9 ead t} position 

resting ag compression 

spring whi the die striking the 
work abrupt feeds forward. The 
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die once started on the cut, the turret slide 
stops and the sliding carrier then moves 
forward in its holder until an opening 
lever on the die head strikes an adjustable 

1 ] stop bar shown just below the die proper 
This opens the chasers and, as the turret 

IG l I 

de 
' t th ther 

f ‘ rre 
‘ ] viit ead re ( 

I 1 
rhe aT mult by the Winds 

Machine Company, Windsor, Vt 

ML AND WASTE SAVING MACHINI 

Chis machine is designed for extracting 
oil from waste, and consists in part of 
a perforated metal basket in which the 
greasy matter is placed and which is sur 
rounded by an outer casing, Figs. 1 and 2, 
respectively, showing the apparatus with 
casing on and off. The basket 1s mounted 
on a vertical shaft, running in phosphor 
bronze bushings, and on ball bearing steps 

Attached to the shaft the bottom 
of the basket is a series of turbine blades. 
A jet of live steam striking these blades 
causes the basket to rotate at the required 

and at 

speed, after which the exhaust steam 

passes up into the basket, thru the waste 

FIG. 2. OIL AND WASTE SAVING MACHINE 
CASE REMOVED. 

and out thru an exhaust pipe The ex 
haust steam from the turbine heats the 
waste and liquefies the oil, which is ex 
tracted by centrifugal force and runs out 
of the bottom of the machine thru a trap 
and into receptacles rhe complete sepa- 
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ration of the oil and waste is accomplished 
in less than 30 minutes, with a steam con- 
sumption equal to 15 pounds of water on 
a machine with 20-inch basket and 30 
pounds of water on a machine with 36- 

shaft runs in a The vertical inch basket 

IDG SHIPLI 

1g d wu 

vading Whe ( \ US 

Ow ¢ Yg re in IT ed some 
remarka \ vaste d oi n 
fact it is stated that about 98 per cent. of 
such material may be reclaimed by its use 
Che inventor is Thomas S. Patterson and 
the maker is the Oil & Waste Saving 
Machine Company, Rochester, N. Y. 

\ SPECIAL PROJECTILE TURNING LATHE. 

The half-tones show front and _ rear 
views of a Lodge & Shipley lathe recently 
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heavy construction throughout. The spin- 
dle is of crucible steel, .55 carbon, with a 
2%-inch hole thru it. The front bearing 
is 77gx834 inches and the back 5x55@ 
inches. The main driving gears all have 
gray-iron centers with machinery steel 

' 

| 

ITECTILI rH 

| ( 
62:1 f 

t ( 7-48 31 
: e WKidgway 5 I 

i a I peed .O 1 

750 tl ler \ 
t speeds, s op rated eithe 

age or at the headstock \t t nin 
imum speed ot the motor the ¢ ¢ speed 

for the body of the projectile ; 2a feet 

per minute, and the finishing speed is 60 

feet per minute The cylinder with the 

helical grooves on the speed control shaft 

below the apron provides an automatic 

<peed variation according to the diameter 

LODGE & SHIPLEY PROJECTILE TURNING LATHE 

installed for turning large projectiles. It when cutting down over the curved pot 
has the usual features of this type of lathe, tion, the swinging bar at the back giving 

readers, with 
the 
employed 

s already familiar to our 
modifications 
work 
Che 

adapting it to special 
upon which it is to be 

lathe is 27 inches swing and is of 

at the same time the correct curve for the 
traverse of the tool. The cutting may thus 
he continuous, and the speed correct from 

>» inches diameter and along the up to 
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body of the shell. The tool-post is of 
steel; the chuck, which, as will be seen, 
is extremely heavy, was built by the lathe 
builders, as also was the special steady- 
rest shown. The diameter gages shown 
on the tail spindle provide a ready and 
accurate means of setting the tool to the 
required diameters. The lathe is built by 
the Lodge & Shipley Machine Tool Com- 
pany, Cincinnati, Ohio 

The Beginning of the End of the St. Louis 
Exposition. 

EDITORIAI CORRESPON DENCI 

\s the last week of the exposition is all 
but here, it is quite natu the at 
ten Ice ( npared w I g 
t more < tab I I 

IT Ve ma nervy ex! tor 1 t 
there have bee nN ( t la 
especially interestes 
the past few weeks t ) 

ceding tim ] ne 9 fa 
T \I 1\ 

[t would seem from what e t 
men on the spot say, that t rit f 
the Eastern manufacturers have developed 
comparatively little enthusiasm over th 
exposition and that machine builders and 
users from the East have not been num 

degree among the 
Hall \s to the 

exact return to be expected by tool build 

bered to any marked 
visitors to Machinery 

ers to offset the expense of installing and 
maintaining their there is of 
course no means of determining 
have stated that they feel the results have 

exhibits, 
Some 

justified or will justify the outlay; some 
others seem to think differently; the rep 
resentatives I have talked with are, how 
ever, practically of one opinion that the 
location has not been a particularly desira 
ble one for machine-tool interests. A good 
many foreign manufacturers have visited 
the various spaces—as they would have 
done had the exposition been still further 
west; the home manufacturers who have 
been represented in any numbers among 
the visitors have come largely from the 
Middle West South instead of from 
all sections of the country. As might be 

and 

expected, a large number of the people 
visiting Machinery Hall are interested less 
in tools than in other appliances; as one 
man tells for 
for tools there are several anxious to see 

I imagine the feel 

me, every one looking 

windmills, pumps, etc 
ing among machine tool men regarding 
future expositions in which they will be 
expected to co-operate, is fairly well stated 
by another exhibitor, who says he hopes 
such affairs will be called off for the next 
fifteen or twenty years at least 

Of course many more o1 
things have happened to keep attendants 

I’ve 

less amusing 

at the various stands interested 
heard of one man who dropped into a tool 
exhibit to register a kick regarding one 

of the machines built by the firm occu- 

pying that space. He said the boys had 

been kicking about the machine for quite 
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a little time. Upon being asked if it was 
one of the later designs, he said he was 
afraid not; he thought he traded for that 
machine (second-hand) some twenty odd 
years ago. 
a call, I understand, from a man who said 
he had never seen a milling machine, altho 
he had run a small shop of his own for a 

Another exhibitor recently had 

good many years 

The weather at St. Louis for some tim 
has been quite chilly, and people forced 
to remain in the unheated buildings hav« 
been at times decidedly uncomfortab 
Several fires wl h have curred abo 
he grounds late beet id | f 
ous individ 
alf I ( 

T t 
exp ed 

how g 
their q ers ¥ , 

vy getting the f 
To-nigl | | et 

are perhaps 7OO guest t n est ishment 
which during tl busier months housed 
if a night i mally is 5,000 dua 
there are a hundred or mor ghtseers 
sitting about temporarily installed coa 

time comtortabiy stoves and passing the 
smoking, eating apples, reading the papers 
and spoiling souvenir post cards. Occa 
sionally an attendant comes down the line 
with a wheelbarrow of coal and, opening 
a passage thru the ranks of the cane seat- 
ers, throws a shovel of fuel on a fire and 
passes on to the next. The numerous cold 
water barrels give one the shivers and 
visitors in general have turned their backs 
to them. yr AS 

St. Louis, November 21 

On Wednesday, November 30, at 8&8 
o'clock, the Founder’s Day Exercises of 
the Thomas S. Clarkson Memorial School 
of Technology will take place at Potsdam 
H. Z. 

[t is announced that the Carnegie Stee 
has practica 

seller of steel because of the 
lly retired from the Company 

market as a 
starting up of a large number of idle sheet 
and tin-plate mills of the American Steel 
& Tin Plate Company. Of course this an 
nouncement will naturally effect 

steel other 
have its 

ipon prices of supplied by 
works included in the United States Steel 

Corporation and probably is intended to 
have 

O. L. Remington, representing the firm 
of Wm. McLean & Co., of Melbourne, 
Australia, is visiting America. He will be 
in New York about and 
soon after sails for home York 

December 21, 
His New 

House Astor 
from manufacturers 

address is care of 
would be glad to hear 

electrical machinery of power station of 
who may wish representation in Australia 

\ustralia 
1 

At present his firm handles in 
the product S tf the 

Company, Wagner Electric Manufacturing 
Bullock Electrica 

Company, Columbia Incandescent Lamy 
Company, and Robbins & Myers Company 

Personal. 

1. W. I f drat ( 

] | 

Obituary 

Charle Y. Yeator nventor f “‘the 
first’’ typesc machine, died recently as 

i charity patient at the Home of [ncura 
bles of this city 

Charles Scott, a manufacturer of car 
springs, died in Philadelphia, November 
25, seventy-six years old Among his en 
terprises was a steel car spring works in 
Canada vy the Montreal Stee! Worl 

Limited 

Frank] ; Brist f Naugatuck, 
Conn e-p dent f the Bristol Re 
cording Gage Company, Waterbury, Conn 
wa 1 killed in an automobile at a 
crossing of NX \ New Haven & 
Hartford Rk 1 N\ embet Mr 

Bristol w rtv-five ve; Id and a 
¢ . Deval Ria oe f Stevens 

Business Items. 
rh Mietz & Weiss oil engine bui by 

August Miet 128 Mott street, New York, 
was awarded a gold medal and special diploma 

the St. Louis Exposition 
Government has just 
Rand Drill Company 
pneumatt 

United 
purchased from the 

The States 

twenty-seven Imperial hammers 
and drills These are to be used in connec 
tion with the Manila harbor improvements 

The Phoenix Iron Works Company, Mead 
Ville, ’a.. has received notice from St Louis 
that the International Philippine Jury of the 
exposition has awarded it a gold medal for 
the compound engine exhibited in the power 
plant of the Philippine Government Board 

The Vandyck Churchill Company, 8 Dey 
street, New York, with branch at The Bourse 
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Philad-lphia, has been appointed general sales 
agent for the Whitcomb Manufacturing Com- 
pany, Worcester, Mass., builder of the ‘“‘sec- 
ond belt’’ planers. Both companies are to be 
congratulated on the new selling arrange 
ments, which will no doubt prove of mutual 
advantage. The Vandyck Churchill Company 
will be pleased to send complete information 
regarding these planers to those interested 

The Lee Paper Company, of Vicksburg, 
Mich., just ordered a 200-kilowatt Nor 
thern generator for the equipment of its new 
mill the recent in a 
series of sales of Northern apparatus in paper 
mill work, the most prominent installation 
being the plan. of the Consolidated Water 
Power & Paper Company, of Grand Rapids. 
Wis., in which are operated a quantity of 
Northern motors of all sizes as well as 
300-kilowatt direct-current generators. The 
Consolidated Water Power & Paper Com 
pany’s plant contains, among other motors, 
two large single-voltage variable-speed mo 
tors operating from the mill power circuit 
and giving speed variations from 300 to 500 
revolutions per minute, corresponding with 
machine speeds of 50 to 500 feet per minute 

has 

This is most long 

two 

Manufacturers. 

The machine shop of C. W. Holmes, Bristol, 
N. H., has been burned. 

Daniel F. Kelchner, Fleetwood, Pa., 
to enlarge his hosiery mill. 

intends 

The Bessemer (Ala.) Soil Pipe Company 
will greatly enlarge its plant 

Sterling, Ill., is considering the enlarge 
ment of its electric lighting plant. 

The Pearson Boat Construction Company's 
plant, Duluth, Minn, has been burned. 

A plant of the Willingham Sash & Door 
Company, Macon, Ga., has been burned. 

Charles Koegel & Son, machinists, Holyoke, 
Mass., plan an enlargement of their plant. 

The Des Moines (Ia.) Hosiery Mills will 
this winter consider plans for enlargement. 

The Norfolk & Western has been receiving 
bids for a new machine shop at Roanoke, Va. 

The brick manufactory of Grim Bros., Al- 
lentown, Pa., has been in great part burned. 

The Crookston Lumver Company will, it is 
understood, enlarge its sawmill at Crookston, 
Minn. 

The plant of the Cheswick (Pa.) Manufac 
turing Company, hollow-ware, has 
burned 

been 

The Norton (Kan.) Light, Ice & Cold Stor- 
age Company has been formed and will build 
at once. 

The plant of the Muskingum Valley Fertil- 
izer Company, Marietta, O., probably will be 
enlarged. 

The American Axe & Tool Company will 
probably build a Canadian plant in Hamilton 
er Toronto. 

A large factory building will be erected by 
the Enterprise Box & Lumber Company, Mil- 
waukee, Wis. 

The Mississippi Valley Traction Company 
is planning the erection of a machine shop 
at Moline, Ill., for car repairs 

Reeves & Co., manufacturers of agricultural 
implements, Columbus, Ind., are contempiat 
ing an addition. 

A contract to erect a machine shop for the 
Fairmount Machine Company, Philadelphia, 
has been awarded. 

The American School Furniture Company, 
Chicago, Ill, and elsewhere, will rebuild its 
Piqua, O., factory. 

The Butler Wood Fibre Plaster Company 
has purchased from E. H. McCartney his fac- 
tory at Butler, Pa. 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 

The Massey-Harris Company, reapers, etc., 
Toronto, Ont., may enlarge its plant there, if 
il can secure ground. 

The New Haven (Conn.) Gaslight Com 
pany has let the contract to erect a factory 
and repair shop building. 

The American Type Founders Company has 
moved the machinery from its St. Louis foun 
dry to Jersey City, N. J. 

rhe (Ala.) Industrial & Improve 
ment Association is raising $50,000 to build 
a cotton mill at that place. 

Geneva 

Ek. S$. Cooper, 501 Bannatyne avenue, Win- 
Man., is withdrawing from the Bur 

ridge-Cooper Company, Ltd., machinery deal 
and is taking up the manufacture of a 

line of stationary gasoline engines in Winni- 
peg He will be requiring machine shop 
equipment, including small radial drill, hori 
zontal boring machine, lathes, planer, small 
tools, and is also interested in en- 
gine parts and fittings, etc. 

oe 

nipeg, 

ers, 

etc., gas 

Williams, for fifteen years with the 
Lunkenheimer Company, Cincinnati, O., has 
organized the D. T. Williams Valve Com- 
pany, which has been incorporated with $50 
000 capital, all subscribed. The officers in- 
clude D. T. Williams, president; F. X. Pund, 
vice-president: J. W. Tarbell, treasurer; F. 
L. Swanberg, secretary. The company has 
taken a five years’ lease on the property at 
the corner of Broadway and Eggleston ave 
nue, Cincinnati, which will be equipped for 
the manufacture of valves, lubricators and 
oil and grease cups Mr. Williams lett the 
other day for Cleveland, Detroit and Buffalo, 
where he expected to purchase machinery and 
other equipment 

New Catalogs. 
Norton Emery Wheel Company, Worcester, 

Mass. Folder descriptive of India oil stones 
made by this company. 

Zeh & Hahnemann, 213-219 Chestnut 
street, Newark, N. J. Folder describing the 
inclinable power presses made by this com 
pany. Illustrated. 

Lucas Machine Tool Company, Cleveland, 
Ohio. This company has issued a booklet in 
which are enumerated some of the advantages 
to be gained by the use of the “Precision” 
boring, drilling and milling machine. 

J. T. Slocomb Company, Providence, R. I. 
Catalog and price list No. 2 of machinists’ 
tools, including a full line of micrometers, 
micrometer sets, micrometer gages, etc. ; com- 
bination center drills and severance centering 
tool. Illustrated. 6x84, pp. 32, paper. 

Ingersoll Milling Machine Company, Rock 
ford, Ill. We have received from this com 
pany a neat little booklet “showing the flexi 
bility of an Ingersoll-Sergeant milling ma 
chine’ and the ease with which such ma 
chines can be set up for milling various 
pieces Illustrated from photographs 

Miscellaneous Wants. 

Advertisements will be inserted under this 
head at 25 cents a line each insertion. Copy 
should be sent to reach us not later than Sat- 
urday morning for the ensuing week's issue 
Answers addressed to our care will be for 
warded. 

Caliper cat. free. E.G. Smith, Columbia, Pa 
Punches & dies. Wal.M.Wks.,Waltham, Mass. 
Addressing machines for office Joline 

& Co., 123 Liberty St., New York. 
Wire and sheet metal working machinery 

and tools. Emmons Collins, Chicago. 
Will buy or pay royalty for good patented 

machine or tool. Box 282, AMER. MACH. 
Light mach’y to order; model work; rub- 

ber molds. J. W. Weir, Bridgeport, Conn. 
Mark your tools; a 3-initial stamp, 50 cts.. 

post paid. J. L. Lucas, Bridgeport, Conn. 
Light and fine mach’y to order ; models and 

elec. work specialty. E. O. Chase, Newark, N. J. 

use. 
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Special machinery to order. Geo. M 
Mayer, M. E., 1131 Monadnock, Chicago, III. 

Automatic machinery designed and con- 
structed by the Wellman Sole Cutting Ma 
chine Co., Medford, Mass. 

Auto. machinery of all kinds designed and 
built; hardened and ground work, flat or cir 
cular. Wiebking, Hardinge & Co., Chicago 

Wanted—Radial drill, about 3 ft. arm; 
must be in first-class condition. N. N., care 
Cc. S. Fitch, 9836 Monadnock Bidg., Chicago 

Wanted —All kinds of 
and model making; we also 
of all kinds of die work. 
Lansing, Mich. 

The Canada Machinery Company, Limited, 
Sarnia, Canada, have the facilities and are 
open to manufacture, for patentees and others, 

experimental work 
make a specialty 
Walker Tool Co., 

machines and machinery for the Canadian 
market. 

A German mechanical engineer who travy- 
eled 2 years in America would like to have an 
agency for an American firm for Germany 
Wm. Steinhorst, 61 Zschochershe str., Leip 
zig, Plagwitz, Germany. 

Wanted—-Reliable concerns in 
parts of U. S. to represent us as 

different 
selling 

agents on novel filing and setting machine 
Address, with particulars, Saw Filing Ma 
chine Co., Niagara Falls, N. Y. 

Factory Wanted—Want to purchase fac 
tory equipped with modern tools for manu 
facturing fine machines, weighing 1.200 Ibs 
capacity to work 75 to 100 men. Address Il 

*. F., care AMERICAN MACHINIST. 
Large machine shop and foundry, well 

equipped for light and heavy work, wishes to 
manufacture one or more staple articles in 
addition to present line: will not undertake 
the sale, but will manufacture on percentage 
or at a fixed price. Box 55, AMER. MACH. 

“Spangenberg’s Steam and Electrical En 
gineering.”” By E. Spengenberg, M. E., former 
superintendent of the St. Louis School of En 
gineering. The only book published contain 
ing 1,035 questions and answers, with 648 
illustrations. A complete reference book for 
engineers, electricians, firemen, linemen, wire 
men, steam fitters and owners of steam, elec 
tric and refrigerating plants, etc. Price, $3.50 
Geo. A. Zeller, publisher, 75 South Fourth st.. 
St. Louis, Mo. 40-page pamphlet sent free. 

Business Opportunities. 

Wanted—Partner in machine shop; $1,600 
will buy half interest; situated in central 
Michigan; man to be able to take charge of 
shop. Box 556, AMERICAN MACHINIST. 

Wanted—Interest in established manufac 
turing business. to be active; now in charge 
of large factory; thorough business experi- 
ence. Address, stating kind of business, 
amount required and interest. Box 46, A. M 
Wanted—An active partner with $3,000 

to $5,000 cash, to take an interest in a 
manufacturing business that will be sure to 
pay a good profit; prefer a man who has had 
experience in manufacturing and familiar 
with costs and the cost-account system; the 
right party can be secretary and have a per 
manent position with bright prospects ahead ; 
references given and demanded. If inter 
ested, address, stating age, with full experi 
ence and salary expected, to Box 14, Am. M. 
Wanted—A thoroughly practical and ex- 

perienced sewing machine manufacturer, to 
erect a new sewing machine factory, equip it, 
organize it and then manage it. Factory when 
completed to have a capacity of 500 machines 
per day and to run at full capacity every day 
in the year. Our clients are not in any way 
interested in any sewing machine factory to- 
day and in no way connected with any sew 
ing machine maker; therefore if you are to 
day connected with any of the big sewing ma- 
chine factories in any capacity, as_ officer, 
manager or otherwise, you need not hesitate 
to answer openly, for your letters will be 
treated strictly confidential, and knowledge 
of your writing to us will never reach your as- 
sociates or employers. To the right man we 
offer a rare opportunity with liberal salary 
and an interest in the profits. IHlapgoods, 
1212 Hartford Bldg., Chicago 

For Sale. 
For Back numbers AMERICAN Ma- 

CHINIST, 25c. each. E. S. W., 802 Shelton st., 
sridgeport, Conn 
For Sale—1 Farrel Foundry hydraulic 

pump and press; 800 tons; cost $1,950; will 
sell for $1,200.00; perfect condition H. 
M. Crowell Mfg. Co., 6th ave. and 13th st., 
Newark, N. J. 

For Sale—A very desirable machine and 
repair shop, residence, location and business ; 
manufacture wood-sawing machinery, which 
is in great demand; more business than cap 
attend to; want to retire; a bargain. Irving 
Fox, Rochester, Minn. 
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I can sell your machine shop (or other 
business). with or without real estate, no 
matter where it is or what it is worth. Send 
description, state price, and learn how ’ 
M. Ostrander, 111 North American Bldg., 
*hiladelphia. 
For Sale—A large, special double-turret 
rew machine, built by the Garvin Machine 

Co., With adjustable, revolving chuck at mid 
ile of bed, having capacity of 6 in. diameter 
nd with power feed to both turret slides 
urrets have three faces for tools weight 
ibout 4,000 Ibs. Box 25, AMER. MACHINIST! 

For Sale State rights to manufacture a 
machine that is in demand in all sections of 

furnish tools, jigs and all 
necessary to manufacture 

machine: an excellent opportunity for ma 
hine shops in small cities; no experiment ; 

the machines have been in general use for 
ver three years: reason for selling, territory 

too large for present builders to handle. Ad 
dress W., care AMERICAN MACHINIST 

the country; will 
special machinery 

For Sale—Four Watts-Campbell Corliss en 
gines, 24x56; 400 horse-power at 100 Ibs 
steam pressure; 70 revoMitions per minute 
filywheel—diameter 20 ft., face 46 in condi 

Watts-Campbell 
horse-power at 

per minute; 

tion first class. One double 
Corliss engine, 18x42; 250 
same pressure; 91 revolutions 
flywheel—diameter 16 ft., face 32 in One 
N. Y. Safety engine, 12x12; 75 horse-power 
at same pressure; 250 revolutions per min 
nte, 2 belt wheels, 4% ft diameter 1744 in 
and 13 in. face. Will sell singly. Can be seen 
in New York city by addressing The United 
Electric Light & Power Company, 1170 
Broadwas, New York city 

Wants. 

Situation and Help Advertisements only in 
serted under this head. Rate 25 cents a line 
for each insertion. About six words make a 
line. No advertisements under two lines ac 
cepted, and no advertisements abbreviated 
The cash and copy should be sent to reach 
us not later than Saturday morning for the 
ensuing weck’s issue. Answers addressed to 
our care will be forwarded. Applicants may 
specify names to which their replies are not 
to be forwarded; but replies will not be 
returned If not forwarded they will be de 
stroyed without notice Original letters of 
recommendation or other papers of value 
should not he enclosed to unknown corres 
pondents. Only bona-fide situation want or 
help want advertisements inserted under this 
heading igency advertisements must be 
placed under Miscellaneous Wants 

Situations Wanted. 

Classification indicates present address of 
advertiser. nothing else 

CONNECTICUT 
Foreman blacksmith, who 

derstands all kinds of forging, 
heavy: hardening and tempering a 
Box 42. AMERICAN MACHINIST 
Wanted—Position as assistant sunerinten 

dent or general foreman; have had good ex 
perience in designing jigs and fixtures for ac 
curate interchangeable work; automobile 
work preferred. Box 43, AMER. MACHINIST. 

Position as manager or superintending +n 

thoroughly un 
light and 
specialty 

gineer: thoroughly experienced in designing 
or superintending the erection of land ana 
marine engine and boiler work, laying out of 
power plants, etc best references Box 
AMERICAN MACHINIST 

ILLINOIS 
Open Shortly—Experienced designer. build 

er printing presses. “Inter Nos,’ care A. M 
INDIANA 

Al mechanic, tool and jig maker, with in 
ventive ability, desires position as foreman 

assistant superintendent ; New York State 
eferred tox 45, AMERICAN MACHINIS1 

MASSACHUSETTS 
Mechanical draftsman wishes position. Ad 
ess Box 35, AMERICAN MACHINIST 
Young man with college and 

education; this is my fifth year as 
ead draftsman and steam engine designer ; 
vould like executive, business or engineering 
osition tox 39, AMERICAN MACHINIST 

foolmaker and draftsman wants work; I 
ive had 20 years’ experience designing and 
lilding machinery: have designed some very 

fast automatics, also tools and fixtures for 
manufacturing, economical and interchange 
able tox 21, AMERICAN MACHINIST 

A Worcester Tech graduate, with wide ex 
perience in steam, mechanical, electrical en 
gineering and shop systems; S years with 
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co., last 3 years 
their mechanical superintendent; interview 
desired 

4 
technical 

8 Ol 

Box 34, AMERICAN MACHINIST. 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 

MICILIGAN 
wants to change: is ©. K 
AMERICAN MACHINIS1 

Superintendent 
Address Box 33, 

Practical machinist, toolmaker and design 
er of jigs, fixtures and tools, i position 
to take charge of toolroom or complete charge 

desires 

of plant. Address Box 118, Muskegon, Mich 
NEW JERSEY 

Mechanical draftsman wishes position. Box 
32, AMERICAN MACHINIS1 

Situation 
Address C 

mechanical draftsman 
AMERICAN MACHINIST 

wanted by 
W., care 

Pattern shop foreman wishes position; 20 
years’ experience on high-duty engines; best 
references. Box 19, AMERICAN MACHINIST 

Ixxperienced mechanical draftsman is open 
for engagement January 1, 105 power 
plants, mill work or heavy machinery pre 
ferred: best of references Box 26 AM M 

Iirst-class mechanical draftsman with ma 
chine and pattern skop experieace. wishes 
position to design or to work on intricate 
automatic machinery sox 44, AM. Macu 

Position as superintendent or general fore 
man of machine shops; first-class reference 
married; in good health: 44 years old; accu 
rate, heavy preferred. Address Box 47, A. M 

Positions by two men; one a mechanical! 
engineer and works manager, 35 years old 
the other a practical general foreman of ma 
chine shops, 44 years old; both married, 
well and strong; salaries fixed according to 
production, if opportunity is given: first 
class reference Address “Manager,” care 
AMERICAN MACHINIST 

NEW YORK 
Draftsman, 

Box 52, 
long experience, 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 
Young man (29 years), competent purchas 

ing agent and office systematizer, wants posi 
tion in Philadelphia or vicinity Box 10, 
AMERICAN MACHINIST 

Wanted—-Position as foreman with reliable 
concern; varied experience; can handle help 
profitably and is a thorough mechanic. sox 
4, AMERICAN MACHINIST 

Automobile and machine designer, 10 years 
experience, now manager of a leading auto 
mobile company, wants to make change. Box 
57, AMERICAN MACHINIST 

Master mechanic and machine designer on 
special automatic machinery; able to perfect 
inventions and improve machinery: wide ex 

seeks position 

perience. 476 11th st., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Mechanical engineer, graduate (Austria, 

Vienna), wants position as draftsman: gen 
eral machinery, cranes, boilers; East pre 
ferred. tox 41, AMERICAN MACHINIST 

Position as head draftsman, by young man 
who is a technical graduate and has had 
about 12 years practical experience in shop 
and drafting-room methods tox 37, AM. M 

Superintendent desires to change to a larg 
er field; technical graduate; 37 years of age; 
has had practical experience in designing, in 
specting, systematizing and directing work: 
ast preferred. Box 36, AMER. MACHINIST 
Al mechanic (30) wants position as master 

mechanic or foreman; experience on tools, ex 
perimental, special automatic machinery, 
metal pattern, molding machines: honest, 
sober, steady ; good references. Box 48, A. M. 

Salesman A technical graduate, 8 years’ 
experience, desires to represent manufacturer 
in New York territory; experienced in high 
pressure hydraulic machinery, direct-acting 
steam and centrifugal pumps, condensers and 
general power plant work Address Box 53, 
AMERICAN MACHINIST 

OHIO 
Mechanical draftsman; extensive shop and 

original designing experience Address Box 
24, AMERICAN MACHINIST 

Foreman, toolroom or 
young man; Al toolmaker 

manufacturing 
and designer; ex 

perienced executive: any location: New Eng 
land preferred. Address Box 29, AM. Macu 

Superintendent—-Young man with mechani 
cal and executive abilities; well versed with 
special tools and modern production methods 
first-class references present capacity of 
“leak stopper” expires Nov. 30. “Cost,” care 
AMERICAN MACHINIST 

Position as factory superintendent wanted 
by first-class mechanic; understands foundry 
work: formerly superintendent of factory 
manufacturing light and heavy strap and tee 
hinges and other steel sober good 
reference. Box 27, AMERICAN MACHINIST 

PENNSYLVANIA, 
Mechanical engineer on general work wants 

position as assistant superintendent or chief 
draftsman. Box 12, AMER. MACHINIST 

By graduate engineer with 7 years’ experi 
ence in design and sale of steam and general 
machinery ; good designer, with executive and 
business ability. Box 575, AMER. Macu 

goods : 

Mechanical engineer, 14 years’ experience, 
familiar with heavy machine tools, hydraulic 
machinery, mill work, structural work, et« 
desires change. Address Box 28, AM. Macu 

Thorough mechanical draftsman and de 
signe accustomed to take charge of work 
will be open to engagement January 1 17 
years’ experiences Al references. Box 6, A.M 

Sa'esman and advertising man, with me 
chanical experience in shop and design, wants 
position where hard work and ability are 
paid for. Address Box 8, AMER. MACHINIS1 

(vraduat of first-class technical school, »o 
years’ experience in designing machine tools 
and general mill machinery, wishes change, 
with view Pu € oppo nities, which will 
be considered before salary any location 
Box 1, AMERICA Macu Is] 

Help Wanted. 

Classification indicate present address of 
advertiser. nothing else 

ANADA 
Man for hardening and tempering steel ; 

one preferred who is accustomed to use of 
micrometer state age, experience and wages 
expected. Box 50, AMERICAN MACHINIST 

CONNECTICUT 
Wanted—aA first-class draftsman; one who 

has had experience on heavy rolling mill 
machinery and is thoroughly capable of de 
signing this class of machinery Box 15 
AMERICAN MACHINIS1 

MASSACHUSETTS 
One familiar with 

desig. of machine tools; must be 
rapid worker; age about 30 years 
AMERICAN MACHINIST 

Wanted—A chief draftsman on special elec 
trical and other machinery ; must be a techni 
eal graduate, 30 to 40 years of age, with ma 
chine shop experience and a thorough knowl 
edge of electricity, as well as a first-class 
draftsman and superintendent of drafting 
room: location, tjoston Write, stating ex 
perience and references, to Box 56, Am. M 

MICHIGAN 

gearing and 
neat and 
Box 58, 

Draftsman 

Competent man to superintend 
erection of electric traveling cranes. Apply, 
stating wages and particulars, to Box 586, 
AMERICAN MACHINIST 

NEW 
Wanted—-By machine shop in New Jersey 

foreman blacksmith for shop operating five to 
six fires: must be up to date and progressive 
good opportunity for a bright, energetic man 
Address Box 54, AMERICAN MACHINIS1 

Wanted 

JERSEY 

NEW YORK 
Wanted Competent draftsman for Corliss 

engines and ammonia compressor work ; state 
experience, age and salary expected. Box 31, 
AMERICAN MACHINIST 

PENNSYLVANIA 
Wanted—-A draftsman competent to design 

special machine tools; must have had experi 
write fully, giving experience and sal ence : 

ary expected tox 49, AmMeR. MACHINIST 
Our business is constantly increasing and 

we invite applications from machine and 
floor hands, accustomed to machine tool 
work. Standard Engineering Works, Ellwood 
City, Pa 

rENNESSEE 
Wanted—A mechanical draftsman; one 

well up on coal mining and coal haulage ma 
chinery : must be able to take charge of draft 
ing room. Wm. J. Oliver Mfg. Co., Knoxville, 
Tenn 

WEST OF MISSISSIPPI 
located in Middle West, working 

about 40 molders, has opening for experienced 
superintendent Answer, stating experience, 
ete tox 30, AMERICAN MACHINIST 

Wanted—A general superintendent and a 
machine shop foreman for plant manufactur 
ing mining and milling machinery in Colo 
rado: applicants will please state fully ex 
perience, age, references and salary expected 
Address Box 38, AMERICAN MACHINIST 
Wanted——-A foundry foreman capable of tak 

ing full charge of foundry handling heavy ma 
chine castings: one who is willing to buy an 
interest preferred ; established business and a 
good chance for the right man Address 
“Foundry,” P. O. Box 816, St. Louis, Mo 

Foundry 

WISCONSIN 
Draftsmen—Experienced in automobile and 

gas engine designing; state age, experience, 
reference and salary expected sox 40, A M 

Wanted—Machinists having ability and 
tact, to teach partly experienced men ways 
to get the best results from drilling, milling, 
turning and other tools; a capable man will 
have steady employment at $25 to $30 week 
ly. Address Thomas B. Jeffery & Co., Kem 
osha, Wis 
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We carry 48 sizes 

HARTFORD, CONN, U.S.A. 

of 

Keys and Cutters 
=: 
in stock. 

FOREIGN AGENTS— 

C. W. Burton, Griffiths & Co., Great Britain Schuchardt & Schutte, Germany 

The Woodruff Patent System of Keying 

Has been adopted by most of the Leading 

Manufacturers of Machinery, Automobiles, 

etc. There must be some reason for it. 

Wo charge for shop 

rights. Customers 

have full privileges 

under the patents 

by purchasing their 

Keys and Cutters 

from us. 

Austria, Holland, Russia and Scandinavia 

Fenwick Freres & Co., France, Belgiam, Italy, Switzerland, Spain and Portugal 

THE WHITNEY MFG. COMPANY, 
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Carborundum Co., Niagara Falls, Hartford Blo (o., Lartford, Continued Derry-Coliard ¢ New Yo 

N. Y Conn Colburn Mech. Tool Co., Franklin, 
Northampton Emery Wheel Co., Niles-Bement-Pond Co., New York Da. Chucking Machines 

eds, Mass. Sturtevant Co., B. F., Hyde Park,| Foster Co., Walter H., New York. american Tool Works Co.. Cin 
Norton Emery Wheel Co., Worces ass Gisholt Mach. Co., oe cinnati, O 

ter, Mas Hill, Clarke & Co., Boston, Mass Bre & Sharpe Mfg. Co., Provi 
Scranton “Whetstone & Abrasive Blue Print Machines King Mach. Tool Co., Cincin.. O "dunes, R. 1. ' 

Wheel Co., Seranton, Pa Keuffel & Esser Co New York. Niles-Bement-Pond Co . New York Cleveland Automatic Mach. Co., 
Vitrified Wheel Co., Westfield, Fittsburg Blue LVrint Co., Pitts Poole Co., J. Morton, Wilmington, Cleveland, O. 

Mass burg. Pa. Del. Gisholt Mach. Co., Madison, Wis. 
r Spaulding Print Paper Co., Bos Prentiss Tool & Supply Co., New Le Blond Mach. Tool Co., R. K., 

avnee Presses ton, Mass York. Cincinnati, O. 
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Greaves, Klusman & Co., Cin., O. 
Niles-Bement-Pond Co., New York. 
Oliver Mchy. Co., Grand Rapids, 

Mich. 
Barrels, Tumbling 
Globe Mach. & Stamping 

Cleveland, O. 
Co., 

Bars, Boring 
Beaman & Smith 
Elmes Eng. Wks., 

cago, Il 
Cleveland 

‘land, O. 
Mathews, Hugh, Kansas City, Mo 
Niles-Bement-Pond Co., New York. 

Co., Prov., R. I 
Chas. F., Chi 

l. 
Twist Drill Co., Cleve 

Three Rivers Tool Co., Three 
Rivers, Mich. 

Underwood & Co., H. B., Phila 
delphia, Pa. 

Belt Dressing 
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos., Jersey 

City. N 
Houghton & Co., BE. F., Phila., Pa 
Belt Filler 
Schieren & Co., Chas. A., New 

York 
Belt Lacing Machine 
Diamond Drill & Mach. Co., Birds- 

boro, Pa 

Belting, Leather 
Schieren & Co., Chas. A., 

York. 
Shultz Belting Co., St. Louis, Mo. 
Whitman & Barnes Mfg. Co., Chi- 

cago, IH. 

New 

Bending Machinery, Plate 
— & Jones Co., Wilmington, 

del. 
Niles-Bement-Pond Co., New York. 
Perkins Mach. Co., Warren, Mass 
Wickes Bros., New York. 
Bending 
draulic 

Niles-Bement-Pond (Co., New York. 
Watson-Stillman Co., New York 
Bending Machines, Power 

Machines, Hy- 

Bethlehem Foundry & Mach. Co., 
So. Bethlehem, Pa. 

Niles-Bement-Pond (Co., New York. 
Swaine Co., Fred. J., St. Louis, 

Mo 

Bending Tools, Hand 
Estep & Dolan, Sandwich, III. 
Wallace Supply Co., Chicago, III. 
Blocks, Chain 
See Hoists, Hand. 
Blowers 
American Blower Co., Detroit, 

Mich 
Am. Gas Furnace Co., N. Y. City. 
Buffalo Forge Co., Buffalo, N. Y. 
Garden City Fan Co., Chicago, III. 

Gem Mfg. Co., Pa. 

Bolt and Nut Machinery 
Acme Mehry. Co., Cleveland, O. 
Detrick & Harvey mach. Co., Bal 

timore, Md. 
Landis Mach. Co., 

Pittsburg, 

° | 
Niles-Bement-Pond Co., New York. | 
Reliance Mach. & Tool Co., Cleve- | 

land, O. 
Standard Engineering Works, EIl- | 

wood City, Pa. 
Waterbury Farrel Fdry. & Mach 

Co., Waterbury, Conn. 
Wiley & Russell Mfg. 

field, Mass. 
Williams Tool Co., Erie, Pa. 
Bone for Case-Hardening 
Rogers & Ilubbard Co... Middle 

town, Conn 

Books, Mechanical 
Audel & Co., Theo., New York 
Baird & Co., Henry Carey, Phila 

delphia, Pa. 
Derry-Collard Co., New York. 
Henley Pub. Co., Norman W., 

New York. 
Co., Chicago, Modern Machinery 

Ill 
Tulley & Co., Henry C., 

Mo. 

Boring and Drilling Ma- 
chines, Horizontal 

Waynesboro, | 

Co., Green- | 

St. Louis, 

Barnes Co., B. F., Rockford, Ill. 
Barnes Co., W. F. & John, Rock 

ford, Ill. 
Beaman & Smith Co., Provi., R. 1. | 
Petts Mach. Co., Wilmington, Del. 
Binsse Mach. Co., Newark, N. J. 
Boynton & Plummer, Worcester, 

Mass. 
Dallett Co., Thos. H., Phila., Pa. 
Detrick & Harvey Mach. Co., Bal 

timore, Md. 
Fosdick Mach. Tool Co., Cin., O 
Gisholt Mach. Co., Madison, Wis 
Hill, Clarke & Co., Boston, Mass 
Lucas Mach. Tool Co., Cleve., O. 
McCabe. J. J,. New York 
Motch & Merryweather Co., Cleve 

land, 0. 
Newton Mach. Tool Wks., Phila 

delpnia, Pa. 
Niles-Bement-Pond Co., New York 
Pawling & Harnischfeger, Mil 

waukee, Wis 
Prentiss Tool & Supply Co., New 

York. 
Springfield Mch. Tool! Co., Spring 

field, O. 
Warner & Swasey Co., Cleveland, 

Ohio. 

Boring and Turning Mills 
American Tool Wks. Co., Cin., O 
Bertram & Sons Co., Ltd., John, 

Dundas, Ont., Canada. 
Retts Mach. Co., Wilmington, Del 
Bickford & Co., H., Lakeport, 
m3 nm. &. 

Bullard Mach. Tool Co., Bridge- | 
port, Conn. 

Bowser & Co., S. F., F 
Ind. 

Cabinets, Tool 
Armstrong 

cago, I 
Calipers 
Athol Mach. Co., Athol, 
Smith, Ek. G., Columbia, 

srt Wayne, 

Tool Co., Chi Bros 

Mass 
Pa. 

Cams 
Boston Gear Works, joston, Mass 
Carborunduam 
See Grinding Wheels. 
Case-Hardening 
Rogers & Hubbard Co., 

town, Conn. 
Castings, Brass and Bronze 
Nolte Brass Co., Springfield, O 
Phosphor Bronze Smelting Co., 

Philadelphia, Va 
Castings, Die Molded 
Franklin Mfg. Co., Syracuse, N. Y. 

Middle 

Castings, Iron 
Diamond Drill & Mch. Co., Birds 

boro, Pa. 
Farrell Fdrg.- & Mach. Co., An- 

sonia, Conny 
Massey Machy,.Co., Watertown, 

Ms. : 
Tuttle Mfg. Co., H. A.,South Nor 

walk, Conn. 
Castings, Motor 
Harrison. H. K., St. Pauw), Minn. 
Steffey Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 
Castings, Steel 
Diamond Drill & Mach. Co., Birds 

boro, Pa. 
Farrel Fdry. & Mach 

sonia, Conn 
Centering Machines 
Hendey Mach Torrington, 

Conn. 
Kempsmith Mfg. Co., 

Co., An 

Co., 

Milwaukee, 
Wis. 

Pratt & Whitney Co., Hartford, 
Conn 

Whiton Machine Co., D. E., 
London, Conn 

New 

Centers, Planer 
Fay & Scott, Dexter, Me. 
New Haven Mfg. Co., New Haven, 

Conn 
Pratt & Whitney Co., Hartford, 

Conn 
Chain-Making Machinery 
Vaughn, Turner & Taylor Co., 

Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio. 
Chains, Driving 
Boston Gear Works, Boston, Mass 
Federal Mfg. Co., Cleveland, O. 
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., The, Columbus, 

Ohio 
Link Belt Engr. Co.,. 
Morse Chain Co., 

Whitney Mfg. Co., 

Phila., Pa 
Trumansburg, 

Hartford, Ct. 

land, O 
Cushman Chuck Co., Hartford, Ct. 
Goodell-Pratt Ce.. Greenfield, 

Mass 
Horton & Son Co., Wind The E., 

sor Locks, Conn. 
Jacobs Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn. 
Modern Tool Ca, Erie, Pa 
Morse Twist Drill & Mach. Co., 

New Bedford, Mass. 
Niles-Bement-Pond Co., New York. 
Pratt Chuck Co., Frankfort, N. Y. 
Standard Tool Co., Cleveland, O. 
Trump Bros. Mach. Co., Wilming- 

ton, Del. 
Whitney Mfg. Co., Hartford, Ct. 
Whiton Mach. Co., D. E., New 

London, Conn. 

Chucks, Lathe 
Cushman Chuck Co., Hartford, Ct. 
Gisholt Mach. Co., Madison, Wis. 
Iloggson & Pettis Mfg. Co., New 

Ilaven, Conn. 
Horton & Son Co., The E., Wind 

sor Locks, Conn. 
Niles-Bement-Pond 
Skinner Chuck Co., 

Conn 
Westcott Chuck Co., Oneida, N. Y. 
Whiton Mach. Co., D. E., New 

London, Conn. 

Co., New York. 
New Britain, 

Chucks, Magnetic 
Walker & Co., O. S., 

Mass 
Worcester, 

Chucks, Planer 
Niles-Bement-Pond Co., New York 

Chacks, Split 
Faneuil Watch 

Mass 
Hardinge 

Tool Co., Boston, 

Bros., Chicago, Il 

Circuit Breakers 
Electrie Controller & Supply Co., 

Cleveland, O. ; ; 
General Electric Co., New York 

Clutches, Friction 
Caldwell, Son & Co., H. W., Chi 

eago, Ill. 
Cresson Co., Geo. V., Phila., Pa 
Faneuil Watch Tool Co., Boston, 

Mass. 
Johnson Mach. Co., Carlyle, Hart- 

ford, Conn. 
Moore & White Co., Phila., Pa. 
Niles-Bement-Pond Co., New York. 
Patterson, Gottfried & Hunter, 

Ltd., New York 

Clutches, Magnetic and 
Electrical 

Electric Controller & Supply Co., 
Cleveland, O 

Coils 
Standard Welding Co., Cleve., O 

Compound, Pipe Joint 
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos., 

City, N 
Jersey 
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Brown & 

Sharpe 

Mig. Co., 

PROVIDENCE, 

R. I., U.S.A. 

Group of Measuring Machines in Gauge Department. 

Accurate Standard Gauges 

The Advantages we 

have, due to our long ex- 

perience, the extensive 

and well equipped Gauge 

Department directly in 

charge of mechanics who 

have become Specialists 

in this line, enable us to 

furnish Accurately fin- 

ished Gauges, either in 

We can produce more 

economically and, as a 

rule, can attord to under- 

sell you even to yourself, 

aside from relieving you 

of the annoyance and de- 

tails inherent in making 

Sets or separately, at a Acc t 

moderate price compared ccurate 

with the Gauges 

Quality. 

Our Experience in the use of Gauges is at your service. 

The Gauge System being in almost universal use throughout our works, we 

frequently can be of service in advising as to the style of Gauges required for any 

definite purpose. 

| Standard Cylindrical Gauges. 

| Standard Caliper Gauges. 

Accurate | Standard Reference Disks. 
- . . 
| Standard End Measuring Rods. 

Interchangeability—with Accurate Gauges the method is Economical and the 

result Accuracy. 

Complete Gauge List mailed to any address. 
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Compressors, Air Crucibles Drilling Machines, Bench Drilling Machines, Upright 

Blaisdell Machy. Co., Bradford,| Dixon Crucible Co., Jos. Jersey | Barnes Co., B. F., Rockford, Ill. Continued 
Pa. City, N. J. ~—— Co., W. F. & John, Rock- | Fairbanks Co., New York. 

Christensen, N. A., Milwaukee, ord, Ill. Fosdick Mach. Tool Co., Cinci 
"is oe and Ladles, Foun-/ poynton & Plummer, Worcester, nati, O. oe ~~ 

Clayton Air Compressor Works, ry : Mass. 3 Gould & Eberhardt, Newark, N. J 
New York. Byram & Co., Detroit, Mich. Pratt & Whitney Co., Hartford, | Harrington, Son & Co., Edwin, 

Curtis & Co. Mfg. Co., St. Louis, | Northern Engr. Works, Detroit, Conn. Philadelphia, Pa. 
Mo Mich. Sloan & Chace Mfg. Co., Newark, | Hill, Clarke & Co., Boston, Mass 

General Pneumatic Tool Co., Mon- | Obermayer Co., S., Cincinnati, O. N. J. Hoefer Mfg. Co., Freeport, Ill. 
tour Falls, N. Y. Paxson Co., J. W., Phila., Pa. Knecht Bros. Co., Cincinnati, O 

Herron & Bury Mfg. Co., Erie, Pa. | Smith Fdry. Supply Co., J. D., | Drilling Machines, Boiler Le Blond Mach. Tool Co.. R. K.. 

Ingersoll-Sergeant Drill Co., New : Cleveland, 0. ’ American Tool Wks. Co.. Cin., O. Cincinnati, O. 
York. | ; R 7 Stevens, F. B., Detroit, Mich. Bickford Drill & Tool Co., Cin- | McCabe, J. J., New York. 

Rand Drill Co., New York Cet Meters cinnati, O. Marshall & Huschart Mchry. Co., 
Cones. Friction ety ‘ Boynton & Plummer, Worcester, Chicago, Ill. 
ones, Warner Instrument Co., Beloit, Mass. Mechanics Machine Co., Rock 

Evans Friction Cone Co., Boston, Wis. Dallett Co.. Thos. H., Phila., Pa. J ford, Ill. ; 

Mass Cutters, Milling Niles-Bement-Pond Co., New York. Sven Mfg. Co., New Haven 

Connecting Rods and rape Adams Co., Dubuque, Iowa. Drilling Machines, Multiple | Niles-Bement-Pond Co., New York 
Leard, Wm. E., New. Brighton, | Becker-Brainard Milling Mach. Spindle Norton & Jones Mch. Tool Works 

Pa Co., Hyde Park, Mass. - Tool Wks. Co.. Ci ) Plainville, Conn. 
Standard Connecting Rod Co.,| Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co., Provi- American Tool ms. Co., Cim.,.0. Prentiss Tool & Supply Co., New 

Beaver Falls, Pa dence, a Baker Bros., Toledo, > . l York. ; ‘ 
Tindel!l-Morris Co., Eddystone, | Cleveland Twist Drill Co., Cleve- Barnes Co., B. F.. Rockford, Ill. Sibley Machine Tool (Co.. South 

a land, O. Barnes Co., W. F. & John, Rock- Bend, Ind , 
Gay & Ward, Inc., Athol, Mass. ford, Ill. —s ‘ ~ Chace r C — 

Contract Work Ingersoll Miiling Mach. Co., Rock ey Drill & Tool Co., Cincin- - =" Chace Mfg. Co., Newark, 

Blanchard Mach. Co Boston ford ; ood Vandyck Churchill Co., New York F ? * mnt . . alle ’ Thos hil: J , New York 
Mass Morse Twist Drill & Mach, @o,, | Dallett Co., Thos. H., Phila. Pa. | Whitney Mfg. Co. Hartford 

Gray’s Ferry Mach. Co., Philadel New Bedford, Mass. — Machine Co., Hart- Conn. iy 
nia, Pa Pratt & Whitney Co., Har ord, Conn. Tiley & se Po i 

= alg Whitney Co., Hartford, Flather Planer Co., Mark, Nashua, w oe — ll Mfg. Co., Green 
ee .. “= Starters, | Rogers, John M., Boat, Gage &| ,, N. Hi. . = deen 
slectric oe og Drill Works, Gloucester City, ees et. Soe ee” O. | Drills, Center 

Electric Controller & Supply Co., N. J. FOTVID BEACH. WO., Cw LOrh Pratt & Whitney Co artfor 
Cleveland, O Standard Tool Co., Cleveland, 0. | Hardinge Bros., Chicago, Tl. Conn. Sy nent 

General Electric Co., New York Whitney Mfg. Co., Hartford, Ct Harrington, Son & Co., Edwin, | siocomb Co.. J. T.. Providence 
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., Cuttinnait Mean - I a ae Ing ‘ a. ~— RI , ; " 

Pittsburg, Pa : &- Ae ac — Molin & en ' Zo. ey ‘ork. Standard Tool Co., Cleveland, O 
Bignall & Keeler Mfg. Co., Ed- | ™° Ine vo ee hy foline, Ill. , 

Coping Machines wardsville, [II oe Auto. Tool Co., Dayton, | prils, Hand 
ong & statter C ami Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co., Provi 110 ; hee : 
oo Allstatter Co., Hamilton, ttl R L ine Newton Machine Tool Works, | tag ao of a H., Phila., Pa 
ye —— purr & Son, Jnc. T.. Brockir Philadelphia, Pa. | Hisey-Wolf Mach. Co., Cincin., O 
Niles-Bement-Pond Co., New York. N. a on, Jno. T., Brooklyn, | \ijes-Bement-Pond Co., New York Niles-Bement-Pond Co., New York 

Correspondence Schools Davis Mach. Co., W. P., Roches Pe Se Se SUSE WCE, | eceatine, Melt 
. Sekai er, N. F al He, 1. . : oi 

See Schools, Correspondence Hurlbut-Rogers Mach. Co., South Prentiss Tool & Supply Co., New | Niles-Bement-Pond Co., New York 
. —_— Sudbury, Mass. my OPK: " 
ounter ores Newton Mach. Tool Wks.. Phila- | Three Rivers Tool Co., Three | Drills, Ratchet 

Slocomb Co., J. T., Provi., R. I delphia, Pa. Rivers, Mich. Parker Co., Chas., Meriden, Conn 
Pratt & Whitney Co., Hartford, Pratt & Whitney C ar ee aad \ ) Selita: Gedhines, Pace- ~ soon Whitney o., Hartford, 

i , > matic Stendera T ' : sg _Mfg. Co., T. R., Brook Cutting-off Tools Aion ten 2. aw Sock Standard Tool Co., Cleveland, O 

Suilders’ Iron Fdry., Prov., R. I. | Armstrong Bros. Tool Co., Chi Cleveland Pneu. Tool Co., Cleve Drying Apparatus 
Smith Countershaft Co., Melrose, _CagO, Ill. land, O. American Blower Co., Detroit, 

Mass Billings & Spencer Co., Hartford, | General Pneu. Tool Co., Montour Mich 
Wilmarth & Morman Co., Grand _ Conn o Falls, N. Y. Sturtevant Co., B. F.. Hyde Park. 

Rapids, Mich — Mfg Co., Greenfield, | Ingersoll-Sergeant Drill Co., New Mass ; 
: Mass York 
Counting and Printing | ©. K. Tool Holder Co., Shelton, | International Steam Pump Co., | DYBamos 
Wheels ; Conn ne New York. C & C Electric Co., New York 

” Franklin Mfg. Co., Syracuse, N. Y Pratt & Whitney Co., Hartford, | Niles-Bement-Pond Co., New York Crocker-Wheeler Co., Ampere, 
_Conn. Phila. Pneumatic Tool Co., Phila N. J. 

Couplings, Shaft Western Tool & Mfg. Co., Spring delphia, Pa. Eck Dynamo & Motor Wks., Belle 
Almond Mfg. Co T BR Brook field, O | Rand Drill Co., New York } ville, N. J 

lyn, N. Y Di ._ | General Electric Co.. New York 
Caldwell & Son Co., H. W., Chi a Drilling Machines, Portable | Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co., Brook 

cago, Ill Dickinson, hos. L.., New York. Coates Clipper Mfg. Co.. Worces line, Mass 
Cresson Co., Geo. V., Phila., Pa 0 I... Buffalo, N.Y ter, Mass Jantz & Leist Elec. Co., Cin., O 
Davis Mach Co., W. P., Roches ; . Set Diamond Co., New Dallett Co.. Thos. H Phila.. Va Northern Elec. Mfg. Co., Madison, 

ter, N. Y ae Hisey-Wolf Mech. Co.. Cinein.. O Wis 
Electrie Controller & Supply Co., | Dies, Sheet Metal Niles-Rement-Pond (Co... New York. | Ridgway Dynamo & Engine Co., 

Cleveland, O Bliss Co., E. W.. Brooklyn, N. Y. | Ridgway, Pa 
Moore & White Co .,Phila., Pa Consolidated Press & Tool Co. | Drilling Machines, Radial | Robbins & Myers Co., Springfieid, 

Niles-Bement-Pond Co., New Yors Chicago, II! | American Tool Wks. Co., ¢ O. | Ohio 
Patterson, Gottfried & Hunter,] Gem Mfz. Co. Pittsburg. Pa | Bickford. Drill & Too! ? in Roth Bros & Co., Chicago, 11 

Ltd., New York Globe Mach. & Stamping Co., | cinnati, O | Sprague Elec. Co., New York 
Stuart, R. J.. New Hamburg, N. ¥ Cleveland, © Dreses Mach. Tool Co., Cincin., O. | i a ee 

; Perkins Mach. Warren, Mass Fairbanks Co., New York PO cartes 1 
Cranes Swaine Co., Fred. J.. St. Louis. | Fosdick Mach. Tool Co., Cin., o. | 2%umph Elec. Co., Cincin.. 0 

’ , Aes » ing} “2 : +n? 4 ‘ 
Brown Hoisting Mach. Co., New] Mo Harrington, Son & (Co.. Edwin. | We stinghouse ] ect & Mfg. Co 

York Zeh & Wahnemann, Newark, N. J. | Philadelphia, Pa Pittsburg, Pa 
Case Mfg. Co., Columbus, O as iin . | Hill, Clarke & Co., Boston. Mass. | Eleetrical §& = 
Chambersburg Engineering Dies, Threading, Opening | \feCabe, J. J.. New York | Elect ? appttes 

Chambersburg, Va Errington, F \.. New York | Mueller Mach fool Co., Cin a) lectric ¢ ote er & Supply Co., 
Cleveland Crane & Car Co., Wick Geometric Drill Co., New lave | Niles-Bement-Pond Co., New York. | ~feveland, U 

life, © Conn | Prentiss Tool & Supply Co., New | ones Ele ( New ¥ 

Curtis & Co. Mfg. Co., St. Louis Jones & Lamson M ('o., Spring York rth I. ! Mfg. Cx Madi 
Mo . field. \ Vandyek Churehill Ce New Yor] R “sy ae = 

General Pneumatic Tool Co., Mon- | Modern ‘Too iD ig) Salaoaay f ol Chicago, ] 

tour Falls, N.Y Pratt & Whitney ¢ Hartford Drilling Machines, Tarret | Weetiuet rite hehe Rp a> op 
Lane Mfg. Co., Montpelier, Vt Conn Silas ini Se Se eee pnp Louse J ‘ & Mfg. Co 

Maris Bros., Philadelphia, Pa Dowel Pins Vanderbeek Tool Wks. II te 1 | Pittsburg, I 
Niles-Bement-Pond Co., New York rhe P Ones Bin on . s . 
Northern Engineering Works, De Winkley Co.. Hartford, Conn 7 | oa teen — — 

troit, Mich Drafting Machines Drilling Machines, Upright nate age 
Obermayer & Co., S., Cinein., O Universa enttine ‘ac ; . pid : American Tool Wks. (« Cin.. O 
Pawling & Harnischfeger, Milwau Cley ee iL 0 — — = re . Rr 1 Z ~ ao Vil» ©. | Blectric Control «& Supply Co cae Wits eve 1d AKe! or s oledo, ©) ' | Cleveland, O . 
Sellers & Co.. Wm., Phila., Pa |; Drawing Boards and Tables | — yo - 7 gooey . Hisey-Wolf Mach. Co., Cincin., O mm ! Ss O., & John, Rock - 
Crank Pin Tuarning Machine | Rich “k eee ht lad hia _ B th . Ss | an l, « « ' liadelp a, i ertram ¢é sons ¢'o0 t¢ onr bro e r , ! 
Niles-Bement-Pond Co., New York Williams, Brown & Earle, Phila Dundas Ont. ( de a —* “egy J Phila 
Underwood & Co, H. B Phila delphia, Da Blaisdell & — —s ; delphia, I 

de!phia, Va 4-7 , a 3 Worcester, | Curtis & Co. M ( s Louis 
Drawing Materials ieccenmeee — a | a, Mo 

Crank Shafts Alteneder & Sons, Theo, Phila- | Mass : en ——— Morse, Williams & Co., Phila., Pa 

Leard, Wm. E., New Brighton, delphia, Pa | Cincinnati Mach. Tool Co., Cin Emery Wheel Dressers 
Pa Hardtmuth, L. & C., New York cinnati, O . sal . ; z . ‘ : = _a nm Pe ! i Desmond Stephan Mfg Co Ur 

Standard Connecting Rod Co., or «& — Co., New York Dallett Co., Thos. H Phila., Pa bana, O re ; 
Beaver Falls, Pa. illiams, Brown & Earle, Phila Davis Mach. Co W ; ) R ch Ss Di . oan ~ , : j 4 alls, : ; F Mi , . P., Roches- amond S: c Sts g c 

Tindel-Morris Co., Eddystone, Pa. delphia, Pa. ter, NN. 3. = ene NS . Stamping Wke., 
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3 2 

: A Grinding Machine for Finishing : 

| Parts Requiring a Large Swi : Parts Requiring a Large Swing. 
: 

5 No. 27 = 

5 Gap = 

= Grinding = 

= Machine. = 

E Hh E 

z A a, = 

= Specimen ee eee - aoe sg 

= Of Its L = 

= Work. S 
= } I tem \ = 

= This No. 27 Landis Grinder is provided with gap to accommodate = 

= crank shafts, piston rods with pistons in place or other similar = 

= parts having projections which require a large swing, while the = 

= part to be finished is relatively small. = 

. Five changes of work speed can be quickly attained without = 

= shifting belts. = 

= Machine will swing over table 21°; distance between centers 76 = 

2 width of gap, 18°; swing in gap, 36°; diameter of emery wheel = 

= 24°; net weight of machine, 12,000 pounds. = 

= Write for bulletin. : 

= LANDIS TOOL CO., Waynesboro, Pa.,U. S. A. = 

= AGENTS—Wal ter iH oster Co haa ow Ye rk, Boston, Cleveland and P ( London = 
= Schuchardt & Schutte - rlin. Cologne, Vienn: Renenel s, S kholn etersburg y ore Mil, il Bi a oe l’a A. i = 
= Williams Machin ry Co., Toronto v lliams & "Wilson, Montreal, Cat = 

iiieoehiteenitaiemesieinacadataiaanenidalaataaieiatacnatii ncaa 
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Emery Wheel Dressers 
Continued 

Heald Machine Co., Worcester. 
Mass. 

International Specialty Co., De 
troit, Mich. 

Standard Tool Co., Cleveland, O 
Emery Wheels 
See Grinding Wheels. 
Enclosures, Tool-room 
Merritt & Co., Vhiladelphia, Pa. 
Engineers, Consulting and 
Mechanical 

Dawson & Gray, New York. 
Hollingsworth, Samuel, Plainfield, 

McGeorge & Sons, Cleveland, O. 
Engineers, Electrical 
Crocker-Wheeler Co., Ampere, 

Engines, Automobile 
Franklin Mfg. Co., Syracuse, 

N 
Olds Gasoline Engine Works, 

Lansing, Mich 
Tuttle Mfg. Co., Il. A., South Nor 

walk, Conn 
Engines, Gas and Gasoline 
tackus Water Motor Co., Newark, 

Foos Gas Eng. Co., Springfield, O. 
Jacobson Mach. & Mfg. Co., War 

ren, Pa. 
Mathews, Hugh, Kansas City, Mo. 
Mietz, August, New York. 
New Era Gas Engine Co., Dayton, 

Ohio. 
Olds Gasoline Engine Wks., Lan 

sing, Mich. 
Regal Gasoline Engine Co., Cold 

water, Mich. 
Robertson Mfg. Co., Buffalo, N. Y. 
Struthers-Wells Co., Warren, Va. 
Woolley Fdry. & Mach. Co., An 

derson, Ind 
Engines, Oil 
International Power Vehicle Co., 

Stamford, Conn. 
Mietz, August, New York 
Engines, Steam 
American Blower Co., Detroit, 

Mich : 
Buffalo Forge Co., Buffalo, N. Y. 
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Pa 
Garden City Fan Co., Chicago, II]. 
Rand Drill Co., New York. 
Ridgway Dynamo & Engine Co., 

Ridgway, la 
Struthers-Wells Co., Warren, Pa 
Sturtevant Co., B. F., Hyde Park, 

Mass 
Engraving Machinery 
Gorton Mach. Co., Geo., Racine, 

Wis 
Exhaust Heads 
Burt Mfg. Co., Akron, O 
Sturtevant Co., B. F., Ilyde Dark, 

Mass. 
Exhibition, Machinery 
Philadelphia Bourse, Phila., Pa. 
Fans, Electric 
General Electric Co., New York 
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co., Madison, 

‘is. 
Sprague Elec. Co., New York. 
Sturtevant Co., B. F., Hyde Park, 

ass 
Westinghouse Elec 

Pittsburg, La. 
& Mfg. Co., 

Fans, Exhaust 
American Blower Co., Detroit, 

Mich. 
Garden City Fan Co., Chicago, lil. 
Sturtevant Co., B. F., Hyde Park, 

Mass. 
Files and Rasps 
Barnett Co., G. & H., Phila., Pa. 
Hammacher, Schlemmer & Co., 

New York. 
Montgomery & Co., New York. 
Nicholson File Co., Provi., R. I. 
Filing Machines 
Cochrane-Bly Mach. Works, Ro 

chester, N. Y. 
Filler, Iron 
Felton, Sibley & Co., Phila., Va 
Smith Fdry. Supply Co., J. LD.. 

Cleveland, O. 
Filters, Oil 
Burt Mtg. Co., Akron, O. 
Houghton & Co., E. F., Philadel 

phia, Pa. 

Fire Extinguishers 
Badger & Sons Co., E. B., Boston, 

Mass. 

Flexible Shafts 
Chicago Flexible Shaft Co., Chi- 

eago, Ill. 
Coates Clipper Mfg. Co., Worces- 

ter, Mass 
Gem Mfg. ('o., Pittsburg, Pa. 
Stow Mfg. Co., Binghamton, N. Y. 
Forges 
Boynton & Plummer, Worcester, 

MASS. 
suffalo Forge Co., Buffalo, N. Y. 
Ingersoll-Sergeant Drill Co., New 

York. 
Miner & Peck Mfg. Co., New 

Haven, Conn. 
| Sturtevant Co., B. F., Hyde Park, 

Mass 
Forgings. Drop 
Lillings & Spencer Co., Uartford, 

Conn 
Clapp Mfg. Co., EF. D., Auburn, 

N. ¥ 
Solid Steel Tool & Forge Co., 

Pittsburg, l’a 
Williams & Co., J. IL, Brooklyn, 

N. Y , 
Wyman & Gordon, Worcester, 

Mass. 
Forgings, Hydraulic 
Wyman & Gordon, Worcester, 

Mass. 
Forgings, Steel 
Heppenstall Forge & Knife Co., 

Pittsburg, Pa. 
Wyman & Gordon, Worcester, 

Mass. 
Forming Machines 
Hartford Mch. Screw Co., Hart 

ford, Conn. 
Foundry Furnishings 
Byram & Co., Detroit, Mich. 
Gem Mfg.. Co., Pittsburg, Pa. 
Overmayer Co., S., Cincinnati, O. 
Paxson Co., J. W., Phila., Pa. 
Smith Fdry. Supply Co., J. D., 

Cleveland, O. 
Stevens, F. B., Detroit, Mich. 
Sturtevant Co., B. F., Hyde Park, 

Mass. 
Furnaces, Electric 
King, Hugh Ek., Chicago, Ill 
Peiton & Crane, Detroit, Mich. 
Furnaces, Gas 
Am. Gas Furnace Co., N. Y. City. 
Chicago Flexible Shaft Co., Chi- 

cago, Ill. 
Westmacott Co., J. M.,  Provi- 

dence, R. I. 
Furniture, Machine Shop 
New Britain Mach. Co., New Brit- 

ain, Conn 
Gages, Recording 
Bristol Co., Waterbury, Conn. 
Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co., 

Boston, Mass 
Gages, Standard 
Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co., Provi 

dence, R. I. 
Morse Twist Drill & Mach. Co., 

New Bedford, Mass. 
Pratt & Whitney Co., Hartford, 

Conn, 
Rogers, John M., Boat, Gage & 

Drill Works, Gloucester City, 

Slocomb Co,. J. T., Prov., R. L. 
Starrett Co., L. S., Athol, Mass. 
Gages, Steam 
Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co., 

toston, Mass 
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O 
Gear Cutting Machinery 
Adams Co., Dubuque, Iowa. 
Becker-Brainard Milling Mach 

Co., Hyde Park, Mass. 
Bickford Drill & Tool Co., Cin., O 
Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co., Provi- 

cence, R. I. 
Clough, R. M., Tolland, Conn. 
Eberhardt Bros. Mach. Co., New- 

ark, N. J. 
Fellows Gear Shaper Co., Spring- 

field, Vt. 
Ganschow, Wm., Chicago, IIl. 
Gleason Works, Rovhester, N. Y. 
Gould & Eberhard... Newark, N. J. 
Harrington, Son & Co., Edwin, 

Philadelphia, Pa. 
Newton Mach. Tool Wks., Phila- 

delphia, Pa. 
Niles-Bement-Pond Co., New York. 

Gear Cutting Machinery 

Pratt & Whitney Co., 

Sloan & Chace Mfg. Co., 
i a 2 

Whiton Machine Co., D. E., 

Gear Testing Machinery 

Boston Gear Works, Boston, Mass. 
Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co., i 

i. I 
Caldwell & Son Co., 

Cleveland Gear Works, Cleve., 

Faweus Mech. Co., Pittsburg, 
Fe.lows Gear Shaper Co., Spring 

Ganschow, Wm., Chicago, Il. 

Gould & Eberhardt, 

Bros., Chicago, 

New Process Raw Hide Co., r Y 

Sawyer Gear Wks., 

Mfg. Co., Syracuse, N. Y 

Taylor, Wilson & Co., Allegheny, 
Pa. 

Earle Gear & Mach. Co., 

Fawcus Mch. Co., Pittsburg, Pa. 

Horsburgh & Scott Co., Cleveland, 

New Process Raw Hide Co., Syra 
. 3%. 

Gears, Worm 

Morse, Williams & Co., Phila., Pa. 

Simonds Mfg. Co., 

Dixon Crucible Co., 

Obermayer & Co., 
Grinders, Center 
Coates Clipper 

Worcester, Mass. 
Hisey-Wolf Mach. Co., 

Niles-Bement-Pond 
Grinders, Cutter 

Becker-Brainard 
Co., Hyde Park, Mass. 

Cincinnati Milling Mach. Co., Cin 

Machine Co., New York. 
Gould & Eberhardt, Newark, N. J. 

Mass. 
Hisey-Wolf Mach. Co., Cincin., O 
Niles-Bement-Pond 

Grinders, Cutter—Continucd 
Norton Emery Wheel Co., Worces 

ter, Mass. 
Pratt & Whitney Co., Hartford 

Conn. 
Rivett-Dock Co., Boston, Mass 
Grinders, Disk 
Bayldon Mach. & Tool Co., Jersey 

Besly & Co., Chas. H., Chicago 
Il} 

Diamond Mach. Co., Provi., R.1 
Heald Machine Co., Worcester 

Mass. 
Iroquois Mach. Co., New York. 
Ransom Mfg. Co., Oshkosh, Wis 
Grinders, Drill 
Heald Mch. Co., Worcester, Mass 
Niles-Bement-Pond (Co., New York 
Wilmarth & Morman Co., Gran 

Rapids, Mich 
Grinders, Portable 
Hea'd Machine Co., Worcester 

Mass. 
Hisey-Wolf Mach. Co., Cinein., © 
Grinders, Tool 
Armstrong Bros. Tool Co Chi 

cago, [Il 
Barnes Co., B. F., Rockford, III. 
Barnes Co., W. F. & John, Rock 

ford, Ill. 
Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co., Provi 

dence, R. I. 
Diamond Mach. Co., Provi., R. I 
Foster Co., Walter H., New York 
Gisholt Mach. Co., Madison, Wis 
Gould & Eberhardt, Newark, N. J. 
Hisey-Wolf Mach. Co., Cincin., O 
Landis Tool Co., Waynesboro, Pa 
Modern Tool Co., Erie, Pa. 
Niles-Bement-Pond Co., New York 
Northampton Emery Wheel Co., 

Leeds, Mass. 
Ransom Mfg. Co., Oshkosh, Wis. 
Safety Emery Wheel Co.. Spring 

field, O. 
Whitney Mfg. Co.. Hartford, Ct 
Grinding and Polishing Ma- 
chines 

Bayldon Mach. & Tool Co., Jersey 
City ae? 

Besly & Co., Chas. H., Chicago, 
l 

Blount Co., J. G., Everett, Mass 
Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co., Provi 

dence, R. LI. 
Puilders’ Iron Foundry, Provi 

dence, R. 
Coates Clipper Mfg. Co., Worces 

ter, Mass 
Diamond Mach. Co., Prov., R. I 
Fairbanks Co., New York. 
loster Co., Walter H., New York 
Coodell-Pratt Co., Greenfield, 

Mass. 
Greenfield Mach. Co., Greenfield, 

Mass. 
Hill. Clarke & Co., Boston, Mass 
Iroquois Mach. Co., New York 
Landis Tool Co., Waynesboro, l’a 
Marshall & Huschart Mehry. Co., 

Chicago, Ill 
Montgomery & Co., New York 
Niles-Bement-Pond Co., New York 
Northampton Emery Wheel Co., 

Leeds, Mass. 
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co., Madison, 

is 
Norton Emery Wheel Co., Worces 

ter, Mass. 
Norton Grinding Co., Worcester, 

Mass. 
Prentiss Tool & Supply Co., New 

York. 
Ransom Mfg. Co., Oshkosh, Wis 
Rivett-Dock Co., Boston. Mass 
Royersford Fdry. & Mech. Co., 

Royersford, Pa. 
Safety Emery Wheel Co., Spring 

field, O. 
Standard Tool Co., Cleveland, O 
Vandyck Churchill Co., New York 
Vitrified Wheel Co., Westfield, 

Mass 
Walker Co., O S., Worcester, 

Mass. 
Wilmarth & Morman Co., Grand 

Rapids, Mich 
Grinding Wheels 
Adams Co., Dubuque, Iowa 
Builders’ Iron Foundry, Provi 

dence, R. I. 
Carborundum Co., Niagara Falls, 

a 
Diamond Mach. Co., Prov., R. I. 
Hampden Cor. Wheel Co., Bright 

wood, Mass. 
Houghton & Co., E. F., Philadel- 

phia, Pa. 
Niles-Bement-Pond Co., New York. 
Northampton Emery Wheel Co., 

Leeds, Mass. 
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A Twist Drill Dynamometer.’ shows the twisting mo t at eacl ¢ g et of ext nts 

BY WILIAM W. BIRD AND HOWARD P. FAIR- f the operation s near the f rdness as 
FIELD Both indicators wet librated before possil Nov t irill w 

Che introduction of the high-speed twist nd after the test rrect moments taker 
ll into moder nachine sl op pr tise Ve t \ rt re ‘ , 

is brought witl t manv new »Dlems \ ] nad | { t¢ 

nd to supply some of the data necessary f ft the pencil pomt Phe thrust f spe fy t et 
r their solution the machine which is the let s placed u n met , 
bject of this paper was designed and chine and known load plied 1 Or mi Phe 
mstructed. It was taken as a thesis sub responding record take { 10 to 600 

ect by Mr (x ro k Re id +. of the Ir y 1 thes 
ass of 1904 at the Worcester Pol 11K t og IT vist | ] ( 

nstitute, and some vf the preliminary 

{ d 

lete | t 
nd teed tl ( I 
; ning | ; ; 

xperimen \ nN 

r spec lw in 
f the di } ¢ 420 

©) \ f f mit 

\ dingly, the et w t this 
er vhic f ho 

oO teet p tor g it 

té ¢ dg | f 020 feed 
“ ‘ Q pet 

ninuts 

He Oo” 1 } tl OO4 

» 020 inch px \ e dt the 

irsest feed 1 ymewhere ea ts 
FIG. I rWIST DRILL DYNAMOMETER imiut T] ‘ feed were ll positive , 

work was done by him \ll the the ex 

periments here reported, however, were 
conducted by the authors at the Washburn 
Shops of the Institute 

The machine is really a double dyna 
nometer, measuring the twist or moment 
nd the thrust of the drill [Two views 

ire given of the machine in Figs. 1 and 2, 
vhich show the actual arrangements of 
the parts during the tests. It consists 
chuck with trunnions, mounted on rollet 

earings so that it is free to revolve about 
ts axis at the same time it is free to move 
n the direction of its axis, being mounted 
m a carriage which is on rolls resting 
n the frame of the machine his frame 
vas placed on the table of milling ma 
hine so that the axis coincided with tl 
enter line of the drill, which was drive 
vy the spindle of the milling machine. The 
irust of the drill is transmitted thru the 
innion of the chuck t plunger whic 
fitted into a long cylinder filled with oil 

\t the end of this cylinder is smaller . ; : ‘ ii ( I wing <¢ 1 | o¢ ( tit 
ne also carrying plunger his small 
1 : ’ ' ° a Samples ofr the ( ! } | f 
unger 1S attached t 1 Da earing pis , ¢ 

\ comparison of dr y ffer 1 I bas ‘ nina regular indicator | drum of : nate Ta ed In eac the feed 
e indicator move proport ri » the j 4 ‘ \ OOS Ie evolurt nb 
e¢ so that t Ca d takel Ss rd P 

7 ] 1°17 ° —* I rey ns 200 per minut nd the s 
f the thrust during the drilling of a hole : ‘ ‘ ' , ' , 360 oo ‘ t the dri ‘ ne wit tandar 4 ol . . . 

e chuck is held from turning bv a steel : M 
f 59 degre 

nd which is attached by a voke to a sec 
1 a a ‘ sd led to take first e drill 

d indicator, and a card from this on \BLI 
e of t iron with high-speed steel 

Preset 1 at ! New Y kK g f ; ; o tained | ] ; f 
nos i few 3. J & l £ 

r, 194 | ] ¢ A 
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that the thrust increases very rapidly with the hole by the use of a small drill. Ten Che range of experiments is almost 
the coarser feeds holes were drilled in a bar of cast iron with itless, and to cover the entire field f 

Fig. 8 is a curve giving the relation be- small drills, ranging from No. 53 to %_ feed, speed, angle of drill, etc., for various 
tween moment and feed, and shows that inch in diameter and then each one coun- materials and all kinds and sizes of drill 
the moment does not increase at the same terbored with a %-inch drill at 420 revolu- wil! require much time and many test 
rate as the thrust his would seem to. tions per minute and a feed of .oo8 inch Some of the data far acquired are here 
indicate that less power is required to drill per revclution reported with the hope that others may 

900 ieee add to it. as well a uggesting lines for 
DRILL TESTS 
MADE Al 

WORCESTER POLYTECHNIC . 
S00 Value of Old Factory Brands. 

INSTITUTE } At the recent joint session at Atlantic 
WORCESTER MASS 1904 City of the American Hardware Manu 

Feed Variable facturers’ Association and the National 
Drill | x‘‘Novo 
Speed 420 K.PLM. 

700 

Hardware Association of the United 
States, W. T. Johnson of the American 
Axe & Tool Company, addressed the con 

“ vention upon the subject of factory brands 
3 500 and special brands of goods, speaking, in 

. part, as follows: 
3 “When I state that the factory brand 
pe represents the manufacturers’ birth-right, 

I have briefly but clearly defined its value 
} In other words, the factory brand is the 

good-will of the manufacturer, represent 

ing in some cases a value exceeding that 
ts having beer 200 of the plant, because of 

acquired thru the toil and energy of gen 

erations. 
100 “There are brands in existence to-day 

that originated with the father and wer: 
handed down to the son and grandson that 

o! 
0 .062 004 006 “08 O10... O12 Oia 016 18 -— are now in the hands of corporate inter 

Feed per Revolution Inches dmericun Mochents ests. The quality of these brands, having 
FIG. 7 not only been fully maintained, but by 

a given hole ina given time by mcreasing 180; as SS 
DRILL TESTS 
MADE Al 

160 WORCESTER POLYTECHNIC 

the feed per revolution rather than by 
increasing the revolutions. For example, 
to drill a hole in a 1I-inch plate in 10 
seconds could be done by running the drill INSTITUTE 
600 revolutions per minute and _ feeding 140! WORCESTER MASS., 1904 
o1o inch per revolution, but would require Feed — Variabl 

Drill » Novo nore power than by runnin; I ; Speed - 420 R.PLM. it 300 reve 

utions with a feed of .020 inch i 
The question of the proper angle of the s 

drill was next considered, and a set of 

Pour ids S experiments made with a constant speed 
and feed, the haif-angle varying from 37 o 
degrees to 70 degrees, 22 degrees less and ei 
11 degrees more than the standard 59 de- 7 
grees. The following table shows the re 2 
sults: 

60 
Angle of,drill, degrees 7 45 50 55 59 65 70 
Thrust in pounds.,.......215 225 240 260 290 325 37 

TABLE 2. 40 

Fig. 9 is a curve for the same and shows 
hat the thrust would be decreased by hav 20 
ng more of a point on the drill. With 
n angle of 37 degrees, however, the drill 
vould not stand up on repeated work. At 0 — -~ 
15 degrees it seems to do the work as well . —_ _ an aaa 010 O12 1 “U6 O18 00 022 

s at 59 degrees and with much less thrust eae age on —ee 
his would suggest a change in the stan - 
lard angle for the new steels. The mo Table 3 gives the thrust in each case ipplication of modern methods in many 

nt for the various angles remained prac ind shows that a hole 1-10 inch in diam- cases improved, it is difficult to put a tru 
ically constant, so that the driving power eter takes off about one-half the thrust estimate upon their value, and, gentlemen, 

oes not change with the angles of the for a %-inch drill it is the shipment into foreign countries 
1] Si f firs he f re ng 1 np a id label 
Another interesting point in drilling — oe seen "9 , _— a 1D .228 .200 375 Ot, nary f the maker, representing as 

which can be shown with this machine is 40190 80 170 145 130 1200 9 » they do American ingenuity and quality 
the effect of first removing tl enter of TABLE 3. that has advanced this glorious country of 
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ours to its enviable position commercially 
among the nations of the world. It is 
recognized fact that no such inheritance 
ould have been created ot such growths 

made had these goods been furnished un 
1 ] det the beck and call 
of this Or! Hence, doc t 

mean that the policy now pursued, which 

brands that were at 
that party not 

tends to foster the growth of the special 
brand to the detriment of the factory 
brand, will in time mean that the manu- 
facturer’s only assets are his stock and 
machinery, as were, he having lost his 

indepen 
fore 

exchanged his 
dence gained by the efforts of 
father for the bridle of the jobber? 
“The quality of the special brand, unlike 

that of the factory brand, is in many cases 
My ex- 

nheritance and 
his 

regulated by the prices realized 
perience on the road has forced me to be- 

that 
make the punishment fit the crime 

manufacturers who 
Hence, 

lieve there are 

the tendency under special brands is for a 
reduction in quality, quite the opposite of 

a a aan Daas a ee 

MADE-AT 
POLY TECHN 

INSLITUTI 
WOLCESTERK- MASS.) 

Feed 

is 
WO hx ST) 

469 

440 sy04 
0.008 

i™ Diill » No 
20 1M 

vu 
Speed 

1) 

380, 

bao] 

3A0 Pou 

240 

220 

200 
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A Diagram for Cone Pulley and Back Gear 
Problems. 

W. Owen, author of the article at 
Steps and 
] ic 

Mr. 
page 1399 on 

Gearing Ratios by the Sli 
“Calculating Cone 

Rule,” 
oft 

Back 
has called our attention to a diagram 
his design for the solution of problems of 
this class which was published in The 
Mechanical Enginecr for January 9 last, 
and which we reproduce herewith. FF 
lowing are the directions for using the 
diagram: 

FOR ONE COUNTERSHAFT SPEED 
Let S$ fastest speed, s slowest. Cal 

culate On vertical ordinate corre 

sponding to number of speeds required 

mark off Join to index 1 Let D 

small diameters of d 

cone, NV 

and large and 

number of speeds on cone 

Woda. aie 
> On ordinate coriesponding t 

130 
40 45 wD 

Angle of Drifl-Degrees 
FIG 

which prevails under the factory brand. 
The growth of the private brand ts a long 

art the 
must acknowledge that whatever of disad 
story, and at the st manufacturer 

} 
has only 

to the 
vantage he finds, he himself t 
blame, and in justice jobber we 
must exclude him from any responsibility 

Further f n the creation of ‘ial brands spec 
than that, he has perhaps been a precocious 
pupil in learning to use the weapon which 

weakness of the manufacturer has fut 
he 

which to combat the factory | 

the 
ished him in t form of a special brand 

vit] rand.’ 

1 that th 
or 2-8-0 

T it state 
olidation,” type, locomotive 

Great Britain. It was built last year by 
the Great Western Railway. 

An esteemed contemporary has an ar 
Constitutes a Sean 

from it that 
without a seam 

“What 
we learn 

ticle entitled 
less Tube?” and 
seamless tube 1s a tube 

BU fi) 
hinist 

iV 
American M 

BM) 60 

9 

On ordinat 
read off rath « 

read off ratio of D to d. 
responding to N + 1 
first gear. On ordinate corresponding 
2N + 1, read off ratio of second g 
On ordinate corresponding to 3 NV 
read off ratio of third gear, etc 

FOR TWO COUNTERSHAFT SPEEL 

Let S fastest speed, s slow 

' * ° 
Calculate On vertical ordin: 

‘ 

responding to number of speeds requit 

a 
mark off Join to index 1. Let D I 

‘ 

t large and small diameters ( 
V number of speeds on cone 

N+ 1 
On ordinate corresponding to 5 

read off ratio of D to d. On ordinate cor 
esponding to N 1, read off ratio of 

countershatt speeds On ordinate corre 

sponding to 2.N 1 read off ratio of fir 

December 

On ordinate correspondi gear. 
1 read off rati 

To illustrate the use o 
f second gear, etc 

f these rules, 
(wen has supplied the following solutio1 
of the case given by Mr. Bruce at page 
1090 : 

In this case there are 12 speeds, varying 
from 20 to 280 revolutions per minute, the 
12 changes being given by a four-speed 
cone, two gears nd on un 
peed 
Referring to the above rules, 

heading “For One Countershaft Sp 
m,.” 250 S = 280, 5 = 20 = = 14 
‘) >) 

On ordinate 12 mark off 14 and join by 
straight line to index 1. For ratio of D 
te d tind the point of intersection of the 
drawn line with ordinate corresponding t 

eae ee =%>25 
2 2 
It will be seen that the ordinate 2.5 

intersects the drawn line at 1.43; ( 
fore d & 1.43 D, and, having 

that D shall equal 20", d - { 
1.43 

Therefore cone 14’ 16 : 
oo."* 

For first gear, read off ordinate 4 
+ 5, and ordinate 5 intersects drawn 

at 2.6 Therefore ratio of first ge 
2:5 tO fT. 

For second gear, read off ordinate 8 
I 9, and ordinate 9 intersects drawn 
line at 6.8. Therefore ratio of second 
gear 6.8 to I 

These figures, it will be found 
spond exactly with Mr. Bruce's 

The accompanying chart, of cou: is 
one 
The chart, 

shown, could only be used when the 

larger only for illustration; a 
made to give a wider range 
as 

the extreme ratio between speeds di 
exceed 100 to 1, and number of speeds 30 
but using a sheet 39 by 27 about so 
cal ordinates can be drawn 

What is a Brick? 

\ br cl So g g 
told S ( t ct bricks d 
coal briquett possibly « ( 
pricks cks Among thie 
ine conelusiot reached bv thi purist 

note that rnt bricks, as material, must be 
cons d eda ethohb: lic bi clastic 7 = 

lried bricl] plaster and cement f 
moniously the system as “‘biolutyte 
concretes are “biorudytes,” their text 
being ‘“rudaceous”’; and impure clay r 
from whicl bricl material is i 
rived, are “siliceous or calcareous ane 
irgillutytes.’ As f } nu “aneni 

istics” ( thie r eparated int 
anemosilicarenytes’” and ‘“‘anemocalcare 

nvytes” asily as falling off a log 
Science 

It will be observed that Mr. Owen determines 
the extreme steps and then spaces the others 

Regarding this proc 
d that twoco 

equally between them 
“It mav be observe he Sava 

say. 6 inches, 8 inches, 10 inehes and 12 inches 
diameter. do net give speeds in absolutely correct 
geometric progression, but the difference is t 
small to need consideration 
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A Boring-Mill Job. 
This is an illustrated story of how a 

specially fitted up boring and turning mill 
-enabled the time required for finishing a 
certain gas engine flywheel to be reduced 
from 2 hours 20 minutes to less than 45 
minutes and the better done, 
altho the first-mentioned time was not con 

but was the best that could 

work was 

sidered slow 
be done on a regular boring mill of modern 
type which had fitted with all the 
special tools that could be used to advan 
tage. hours 20 
minutes was made in a certain gas engine 
shop, the faster time referred to was made 
in the shops of the builders of the mill 

been 

The original time of 2 

illustrated, the Colburn Machine Tool 
Company, Franklin, Pa. 

The wheel upon which the tests were 
made was 54 inches diameter, 3 inch face, 
hub 6 inches deep and 23% inches bore 
On each of the 
had to be machined so as to leave a shoul 
der all around to which a pulley had to be 
fitted, so that the shoulder had to be turned 

arms was a boss which 

to an exact diameter. 
Fig. 1 shows the boring mill, which in 

this case was a 53-inch mill, with the cor 
ners of the housings beveled to make it 
swing 55 inches 

To the cross-rail between the two regu 
lar swivel heads is attached a central head 
stock carrying a rotating spindle similar to 
a large drill press spindle. This is driven 
by a separate two-speed countershaft, not 
shown. With a three-step cone pulley six 
speeds of the spindle are thus obtained 
A bracket is mounted upon the top brace 
of the mill and this carries the cone pulley 
as shown, thru the gears, 
drives the long vertical shaft. This shaft is 
splined and the bevel gear fitted to it is 
driven by a feather so that the cross-rail 
can be moved vertically without paying 
any attention to this part of the mech 
anism. 

At the lower end of the vertical shaft is 
a pinion meshing with the main driving 
gear on the rotating spindle. The ratio 
of gearing from the cone pulley shaft to 
the spindle is such as to give considerable 
driving power, enabling the machine to 
take heavy boring cuts. 

The feeds for this spindle are all posi 
gear driven, and the 

all enclosed and entirely protected from 
dust. There 

and they are changed by 

which, bevel 

tive, mechanism is 

accident and are six feeds 
means of the 

levers shown in front 
At the right the central headstock ex 

tends and forms a slideway or bearing fo 
This is 

structed somewhat like one of the regular 
the auxiliary facing head con 

It is raised and lowered by means 

The 

head is set to the proper hight for facing 

heads 

of a hand-wheel and rack and pinion 

the bosses and then clamped securely by 

a clamping bolt on the lower 
A tool-post, adapted to be 

means of 
end of the cap 

moved horizontally by means of the screw 

and handle, is attached to the lower end 

of the head. The facing tool is clamped 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 

in position and having been adjusted to the 
proper hight by means of the hand-wheel, 
it is then fed by hand across the bosses 
A stop is provided which allows the tool 
to feed just far enough to leave a shoulde: 
all around which is turned to exact diam 
eter to fit a pulley which is afterward at 
tached to the arms. Both the main spindle 
and the auxiliary facing head are balanced 

suspended by 

the 
by independent weights 
means of wire cable at rear on the 
ieft-hand side. 

December 8, 1904 

both top and bottom edges Che auxiliary 
facing head has turned half way across 

the bosses on the arms. 
At the end of an additional time of 13/% 

minutes the operations are as follows: 
The hub is bored thru second cut with the 
boring head. The outside of the wheel is 
finished with roughing cut and wide finis] 
ing cut has been taken with the same left 
hand head. The right-hand head has gone 
across the edges of both top and bottom 
sides, taking a rouging and finishing cut 

FIG. I 53-INCH BORING AND TURNING MILI SPECIALLY FITTED FOR GAS-ENGINI 

FLYW HEELS 

Fig. 2 shows the mill with a rough wheel 
chucked ready to machine. All the tools 
for the first operations are shown in posi 
tion to take their several cuts, while Fig 
shows the progress of the work at the 
end of the first nine minutes The hub 
has been bored thru (first cut) with the 
borit 

turned the 
The 

special box tool has started to turn across 

1 
roug! 

g head. The 
1 

the f: face right-han¢ 

The auxiliary facing head has completed 
the machining of the bosses on_ the 

rms 
In 6'4 minutes more the wheel is con 

pletely finished and the operations are 
follows: The left-hand head has rounded 
both outside corners and chamfered thi 
inside corners of the rim on both side 

reamed the 
it-hand head 

been 

The boring head has hole anc 
finished it complete The rig 
nd the centr: facing head have 
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ved out of the way The actual time ( show t 
for all the machine operations is 29 which has the cort 

nutes tool performs thi 
lo chuck the wheel and true it up ready takes the finishing 
turning and removing it from the ma le whe second 

ne took 5% minutes, or a total of 34 if the wheel, the 
minutes for doing the entire job llowed f ] 

While the above was a spe cial test and ( side I the 
the tools were in good condition, it is legrees Phe % 

expected that the machine with the above Fig. 5 

it 2 WHEEL CHUCKED AND 

equipment will finish these wheels right 
long regularly in three-quarters of an 

our apiece, and this expectation is, ap 
rently, quite reasonable 

Fig. 4 shows a 72-inch mill equipped 
\ith a special attachment for facing the 

ib. This consists of an arbor or bar 
eld in the spindle. To this arbor is at 

tached a hub or holder which is keyed 
the shaft, as shown. This holder has a 

rojection below which fits the bore of the 
vheel, and steadies it when the wide facing 
ut on the hub is taken. The photograph 

shows the finishing cutter in position just 
fter having finished the face of the hub 
nd beveling off the corners. It was found 

machining subséquent wheels that the 
ub facing could be done without increas 
ng the total time on the job 

Che special box tool for facing the edges 

FI } FA N HUI AND RO 

the eels snow! oh i d 
ad in Fig. 3, is now made without the 
rner rounding tools shown. Fig. 4 shows 
¢ tool as it is now made, w t these 
inding tools Che re ling f the cor 

iccomplis! ed it] thre le lacing 
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eft id 1, Fig. 5 
s rounded ir This 
f tions First 1 

{ t | its d 
Ot ( rners 

f eing 

purp d evels 

gle f 45 
. wn 
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Ec hoe s From the Oil Country — Introducing 
Gas Engines Into the Oil Country 
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1 t the land, and they must pay i 
some Girection, and their owners know 

r they would not be so used 
ie ise another illustration y 4 

cemed impossible to pick up 

a paper of any kind without som seeing 
wonderful new gas engine thing about the 

that een invented or designed. Th 
Deis or was a production that ful 
filled to the finest nicety the requirements 
of science No other heat engine ap 
proached it in abstracting the foot-pounds 

furnished It could 
that 

rom the fuel Use 
contained 
had the 

Even the man 

(theoretically) anything 
either carbon or hydrogen. It 
backing of untold millions 
not engaged in mechanical pursuits under 
stood that it was the coming world power, 
and 1!ooked with pity on his neighbor 
whose less perfect product must vanish 
hefore it. Evidently it was too perfect 
for contact with the every day world. The 
mere mechanical details” of its manu 

facture and operation may have puzzled 
e “practical” man 
Perhaps the engine that does the wo 

REAMER IN SPINDLE 

il wells may in the oil country pumping « 

not rank with the highest of scientific pro 
ductions from the theoretical standpoint, 
but from the point of doing the world’s 

It took hard 
understand 

work it does work to get 
all 

of the education was not for one side, 
either Much of the [ 
due to the fact that the makers were able 

people ti its virtues, and 

success Of It Was 

and willing to learn from the users. 
The theory of the gas engine seems very 

It is only to draw in mple necessary 
mixture of gas and air, compress it some 

what, explode it, let it expand (doing work 
while it is expanding), exhaust it and _ re 

t the series. Certainly, certainly. That 
very simple, anyone can understand 

Kor all of its simplicity it seemed wor 
rful when finally, after hard and cor 

pulling on the tlywheels, that fis 
gine did consent to mak« few revo 

tions There were several wonderfu 
gs about it. It seemed wonderful that 

uld run at all It seemed wonder 
1] the wav it would refuse to run at all 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 

It seemed wonderful that having started t 
run nicely would not run tor ever if it 

t ipped. | ooking back seems 
vonderful to think of the number of now 
simple thing did not know about 
that engine 

\s I held pos m where I was to an 
extent responsible for the making and thi 
running of these first oil country gas en 
gines, | can give you first hand some 
of the experiences of a corporal of in 
dustries 
* Most mechanics who don’t give up and 

drunk when things go wrong, try to get 
think of something to do when they get 
into troubie that will get them out, and 
I tried to think out that gas engine 

In the first place there must be som 
} relation between the volumes of gas and 

of air. They must be gotten into the cyl 
inder. They must be kept in. They must 
be compressed They must be ignited. 
They must be gotten out. This engine 
ignited with a hot tube, and it must be 
heated, and kept hot. After some particu- 
larly mysterious and vexatious develop 

BEVELING OPERATION ON RIM 

ment with the engine, the theory would 
be gone over and over, but I always 
seemed to get back to the same place, and 
then I would try to think which of these 
conditions it was that I was not filling 

One of the most common offences of this 
new prime mover was its habit of stopping 
Sometimes it stopped from one cause and 
sometimes from another, and very, very 
often it seemed to stop from just no cause 
at all And in 
unreasonable, 

starting it seemed to be as 
for sometimes it would start 

at the first trial, and sometimes hours of 
effort did not get it going, nor discover 
why it would not go. To add to the per 
plexity it would frequently happen that 

fter everyone had been worn out trying 

get it started and would go away and 
ive it for a while it would start very 

eadily No nount of reasoning would 
MIVING some f the first users of the 

va lgines in this s mn that they were 
t like human beings, with their kes 

1 the dishk \ ie ( I adavs 
{ sulky days, with their liking fo 

( Oo xed, ind their d s] <¢ f eINg 
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ven, and indeed the reasoning by whi 
lit the posession of these qualities was pr 

en was often very logical, in view of 
way they behaved 

While it was not very easy to deci 
why an engine would start up and rt 
one day and positively refuse to do it a1 

easier, in th 
day s, to decide why it differs 

] had widely different ways ot: 

other, it was not much 
started fo 

people who 
coaxing it There were two valves o 
the engine and one man would tell yo 
that when his engine “balked” he cou 
always start it by taking down the larges 
of these valves, wiping it off and replacin 
it. Another man would tell you that the 

was the one to take dow! small valve 
while still another one would let you int 
the secret that the oil on the piston hea 
got sort of stale and by pulling the pisto: 
head out and cleaning the old oil off an¢ 
putting on some new the engine woul 
just be glad to run 

Whatever one might think of the re 
soning, still the fact remained that som 

of these men were able to keep the engine 
much trouble, while other going without 

were wearing themselves and us in tl 
shop all out 
One day an elderly man, who was quit 

badly crippled up, came to the shop. H 
was running one of the engines and ha 
been quite successful where a much young 
er and stronger man had failed and aban 
doned the job. In answer to a query as t 

ever had any trouble, he re 
had, but not 

whether he 
plied that he occasionally 
very often 
“When 

you do?” 
“T go and sit down on a nail keg, and 

stay there for twenty minutes.” 
That was a remedy that would appeal! 

It was easier than pulling 
out a valve. I 
wanted to know all about it. Perhaps it 
would pay us to furnish a nail keg as part 

vou do have trouble what do 

to lots of men 
head or taking down a 

of the outfit of the engine 
“IT don’t suppose it would be safe to sit 

on a box, would it?” I ventured. “If you 
should move around on the lease, do you 
suppose the engine would mind it much?’ 

“IT happened to have the nail keg to sit 
on, and if I go out on the lease I am apt 
to get busy about something and stay much 
longer than the twenty minutes, and after 
all of my experimenting that is about the 
least time that it 
of her fits 
to have her do it 

Here 
nd I kept him going and found that he 

takes her to get over on 
I have to handle her just right 

in that time.’ 
was a man worth learning fron 

pulled the wheels around to a certain pos 

tion 

‘There is one thing certain When st 

gets mad about something and stops be 
fore I stop her, I will have to do a jol 

f petting and coaxing before I can d 

vthing with hi Just like a womar 
all the world. She never refuses t 

n the morning when I first start up.’ 

hese three things, being hard to start 



having stopped, being ve 

ertain position, lettin 

inutes, let some light into my head, and 
ter the man had gone I went 
engine vas I ng on the testing 
k and turned off the gas gradually 

shut down. Calling some help, we 
ed to start it without success. Moving 
to the described position (which was 
th the exhaust valve wide open) it was 
ft for some time At the next trial 1 

tarted without trouble 

was then shut down in the same 
t had 

tightly 

way 
been before, and with the gas 

off it 
several times, 

was moved back and 
forth tried 

rhe 
experiment was tried several times, always 

and the 

and then it was 
again and started without trouble 

SUCCESS, mystery was solved. 

How simple it is now that we know all 

ibout it, and what a lot of backaches and 
fanity was scattered around before we 

found out, and all because we did 
cnow that the cylinder was full of gas 
while we needed gas and air to get an 
xplosion 

It will be 1 | readily seen that when an en 
off it 

coming 

~ 1¢€ gas stopped by turning the 
akes several revolutions before 

1 stop,and during this time it is drawing 
uir alone When the gas is turned on 
tart, it is diluted with the air alread) 

the cylinder, as well as by the air being 
iwn in with it. When there is gas i 

e cylinder instead f = 
1 i mder that tl ngs 

\ man may have a cylinder full of ai 
start with, but by not getting the gas 

idjusted right he may pull in several 
harges and not get started, and by thi 

neans get a mixture too rich to ignite 
nd the remedy is the Shut off 

e gas, and pump her 
Same 

out 

Perhaps you do not think these tria 
were very real 

Send a man at once te what is the 
nat atter blanketty 

fool buy from 
you. I do wish to the good goodness that 
you knew enough to make a machine that 
vould keep running a few days 

blank’ gas with that 
engine that I was enough to 

My men 
ve been working on it since yesterday 

You will 
reliable 

be blamed 

rning and can’t get it going 
ither have to fix it so it will be 

I will send it back, and [’ll 
f I don’t sue you for damages into the 
bargain.’ 

What is 1 the matter? Is something 
| en? 

How do I know what is the matte: 
your infernal old contraption. I have 

first-class man out there, and if he can’ 
voing no one € Cal The ide 

emed t 
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mac rik ol ) " 

een pl ssed 1¢ \ e i { 1¢ 
: nachine is vay ‘ ut 

I \ ‘ XN tte vh 

happet ew nl eceive tl 

mit ess 1 ( \ p n t 
it belongs elsewhere. It goes without say 
ng that it take S pretty st neg proot 

} 1 ear a machin s been found guilt 

nd condemned by ne \ is it 
In the cas t ( ed g yas 

ecured and man sent le foun 
four men pulling d sweating and—we 

some of them were not able to 
their feelings in language fit to print \ 
torrent of abuse for the was hurled 
it the with infe 

vuld be 
anything 

his 
hands off, and after 

engine 
man, togethet irmation as 

to the engine shi made 
Che 

to tell 

way an 
man did not say except 
them to get out of way and 

keep their working 

JOHN RK 

started the engine several times 
failure 

the gas ou 
without a starting it often 

1 1 enough to let them see just how was 
done, he threw the vad on and after look 
ng the gang over with a look of contempt 

vent away without saving anything [t 
sometimes takes ttle diplomacy to get 
people to think \V. OSBORNE 

\ long-soug t st t ght, in- 
vention is that of a cotton-picking ma 

000,000 merely t pick t vyhile t d ] 
nachine shorn 1 } york for 

John 

\mer 1 S 

\ 

f for t yf 
y > | + ¢ x 

Ca en 
wire eC I pre le 

) F re eer 

| ( l vide 
t I « ¢ lit gy m 

no 

B \\ B rt & 

ita ( 1 é pupil in a coun 
try distric ( ti tended publ 
sci s at Portlar M nd Lawrence 

Mas nd complete fu rse in Civ 
engineering | Institute 

f Technology, grad g 1876. While 
at Lawrence, M ‘ id filled ‘in hi 

itions { employ of 
t Water Pow ( ) I ty 

d w ‘ | t el 

Cig 1] i 
mpute 1 oinec 

{ f , ‘ : ee I ( 1 
oo ‘ {hye 

go fp t t et I 

Q M H | \l Mr. M 
' \ y é vhich rat 

oe tl } eve de 

( f water, cap 
t t , Freeman de 
red f titude tf icl 
tio \1 ; y . 

manufac 
ly f 

‘ f M eeman’ 

! Hi gag \ ve\ 
d designs for water power improvement 
1 had charge tf the daily me irements 

I the water powe! ised y the | iwrence 
! ¢ ind also by tl ( it Manchester 

1¢ 
o 

— 
the 

H 

vit 

R. Freeman, President of the American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers 

and accurate 
nd of 

ten years to 
gaging 

general hy 
work ind ac 

d a temporary engagement for the 
ry M il Fire Insurance Compa 
but t way was drawt nto 

rat é Tie | 1 he | i I € 

engi . 1 t} e he 
‘ j foruy 10 

xp ree I hire 
¢ I { am 

{ of 
ry ed vystem 

the t ince 
1 T y ‘ | ; irge 
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facturers’, Rhcde Island and Mechanics’ 
Mutual Fire Insurance Companies, and un- 

| the business has increased der his charge 
more than threefold. He has since become 

the head of three more companies 
engineering work has 
refuse to devote him- 

His 
work it is necessary to 

enumerate in full detail. In 1896 he 
vas appointed one of the original mem 

Massachusetts Metropolitan 
He was twice appointed by 

\ preference for 
ed Mr. 
elf exclusively 

Freeman to 
to business interests. 

water board not 

the 
Water Board 
the Supreme Court upon commissions to 
appraise In 1899 he 
was selected by Comptroller Coler of New 

the water supply of 

bet of 

private water works 

York to investigate 
the city in connection with a proposed 

ntract of the Ramapo company, of which 

In this 
amount of 

the public has heard so much 
ervice he did an enormous 

work in a comparatively short space of 
time. The report was completed in seven 
months, forming a book of 600 pages pro 
fusely illustrated with maps, designs, etc., 
and is considered the most elaborate water 
works report ever prepared by a single en 
gineer. It contains many results of orig 
inal research on the hydraulic principles 

Mr 
consulting 

Freeman has been connect- 
water 

involved 
ed as engineer with 
works and river and harbor improvements 

for us to mention 
Secretary 

literally too numerous 
In 1902 he was appointed by 
Root 
the board to investigate disappearing gun 

as the civilian engineer member of 

carriages for sea coast defences, which 
reported in favor of the Crozier mount. 

Mr 
considerable portion of his time for more 
Incidentally Freeman has spent a 

than a quarter of a century in connection 
with work inside New England factories, 
such as testing water wheels, steam en 
gines and in various matters of consulta 
tion which would be distinctly classed as 
mechanical engineering. 

Mr. Freeman became a junior member 
f the American Society of Civil Engi 

1882 and a full member of the 
society in 1889. He has 
of the American Society of 
Engineers since 1887 and has been 

neers in 

been a member 
Mechanical 

a vice 
president of the society for the past two 
vears. In the present year he has received 
the honorary degree of Doctor of Science 
from Brown University 

Besides all 
Mr 
writer, his 

said that 
facile 

happily 

the rest, it mav be 
Freeman is a. brilliant and 

talent 
knowledge 

high literary 

supporting his technical and 

setting forth his opinions in a. stvk 
ommand attention 

Seca 1s The problem of coaling ships at 
me which does not seem as yet to have 
been satisfactorily solved. Oiling ships 
where liquid fuel is used is a much sim 

connect the ship to 
er operation. It is only necessary to 

be supplied and the 
1ose, and in upply ship with hawser and 

fact 

and the oil may then be pumped 
hawser and hose may be combined 

1 nr ru 
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Things That Are Usually Wrong—lll. 

BY JOHN E. SWEET 

The common form or way of putting on 
overhung cranks is not the best Mr. 
Charles Ta Porter in his first engines re 
duced the overhang to its lowest safe limit 
and maintained that point ever after. To 
ilustrate the idea Figs. 9 and 10 show the 
difference between common practise and 
Mr. Porter’s idea, or just the differenc: 
between right and wrong 

In the case of a Corliss or other 
frame this 

ides reducing the twisting 

engine 
of the sid sort, reduction of 
the overhang, be 
reduces the tendency to swing the cylinder 
from side to side, or to frame. 
Altho the 
on the short end of the lever, the 

spring the 
; ‘ ; overhang of the crank works 

pull and 
push of the piston are so great that the 
winging tendency 1s considerable nd 

few inches reduction in the short lever 
makes a large difference 

As the Corliss frame is usually made, 
it can be easily seen that there 

s a tendency to buckle the frame and the 
greater the overhang the greater the tend 
eney Why the frames are not made 

| \ 
f | | | 

line 

A A 
7 4 4} __ ‘Cn 

FIG. 9 FIG.10 ~~ 
«<dmertcun Machiniat 

THE RIGHT AND THE WRONG WAY 

straight, as shown by dotted lines and by 
the elevation, Fig. 12, is likely because M1 
Corliss did not make them that way, and 
possibly they are not made that way now 
because the builders never thought about 
it, or would not like the looks, or feared 
that the customer would not buy them. By 
making the rear half, box section, as indi 
cated, there would be no call for a support 
under the end of the guides, the builder 
would be spared the humiliation of depend- 
ing on the mason for an engine frame, and, 
with a single support under thecylinder, the 
whole thing would become self-contained 

free to expand The cylinder should be 
horizontally, but so secured as to prevent 
the side-swinging of that end of the en 
gine 

Experiments made in England by boring 

a Corliss engine cylinder with steam on 
and then testing cold showed great dis 
tortion, due to the steam passage joining 
the walls of the cylinder. Watts & Camp 
bell satisfied themselves that the exhaust 
passage next the cylinder was a bad thing 
and adopted the plan of making it an inde 

. + ae es t 1s probable that the 
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usual Corliss engine practise, in whi 
the passages are not separated or the cy 
ders bushed, is really bad 

Arranging to compensate for the off 
between eccentric and valve rod 1 t 
case of shaft-governed engines by usir 

rocker is a thing that it 1s easy to ge 
wrong and not so very easy to get as n¢ 
right as one would wish. Of the comm 

< f kind shown in Fig. 13, the tend 
rotate back and forth around a vertica 
center and wear out the hole at each side 
at both ends and wear off 

Fixing the rocker to a shaft as in 

the shaft in like 

manner 
Fig. 14 1s better, as it not only 
bearings farther 

throws 
apart but the beari nos Tie 

better lubricated where the oil can be it 
the 

best when cast of hollow 
troduced on slack side 

arms are 
section, as that form is best to resist te 

sion 
Where a form such a 1OW1 1 Fig 

can be used, it 1s a great improvement 
a line drawn from the center of one wrist 
to the center of the other passes central] 
thru the main bearing The form show: 
in Fig. 16 is better still, for the reason that 
Fig. 14 is better than 13 

embodied in the 
1 

The same principle is 
form shown in Fig. 17, which, however 
requires ball connections for the eccentri 
rod, altho it requires much less of a pri 
jection for the supporting bracket 

The common way of locating the stud 
steam-chest covers is to p 

othe: 
for securing 
one on each corner and space the 
between. The corner is the wrong place, 
but the two studs next each corner should 
be so located that a line from one to the 

other the corner of the 
packing strip as in Fig. 18. 

It is fairly common practise in the case 
of the common slide valve engine to make 
the valve seat so long that the valve will 

ind in som«e 

will pass inside 

overrun but a short distance 
cases the valve will not overrun at al! 
This is bad practise, as the seat always 
wears concave. If it is designed to have 
the valve cut off at three-quarter stroke, 

the lap of the valve will be one-quarter 
the travel. If the ports and bridges ar 
also one-quarter the travel, then by cutting 
away the valve face so it is only as long 
is the valve, as shown in Fig. 19, there 
will be the same wearing surface on tl 
eat as the valve and the two will remai: 

and keep tight if they do not cut 
ut by the steam much longer than if made 

straight 

the other way 
One conversant with engine repairs 

needs only to call to mind the number of 
accidents he remembers that have been 

caused by cap-screws used to hold the fo! 

on pistons that have worked loose, lowers 
to admit that that is a 

on followers 
shown in 3olted thru as 

the body of the bolt turned down to the 

bottom of the thread and secured by Tob 

bronze nuts is better and they will neve 

come loose 

To file out the corners of the ports 
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are and true is common practis« 
ve them round cornered—that is, with 
ts in the corners—is_ bette Wi 

show a prominent streak in line with 
is avoided where nd of the port whic 

rners are left 

Foreign Markets for American Machinery. 
that ts h 

placed in t market 
ave 
for 

Jap- 
order 

\ 
large 

some large contrac 
he 

for installation 

learn 
(American 

in the ; 1 tools hine 
etc.; on 

S Yost red ia 
se arsenals, shipyards, 

for one hund 
springfield, Ohio, firm has secured 

from the 

ne being 

ter-wheel contract Japanese 
of Mitsui & C e 

will probably interest yv eaders 
know of the extensions and additions 
ch have lately been made by t Mitsu 
hi Dockyard & Engine Works, at Nag- 
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nstalled. An addition to the iron foundry 
has been made by an extension of the 
main building to tl st 142 feet long an 

Ings, with ali the latest 
plant necessary for such work. Pneumatic 
tools having bee tried I smal] scale 

an experiment, during the last twé 
yeal they have bee ncreased in order 
ty use them generally at the yard, a pow- 
erful air compressor having been installed 

a powerful portable 
repairing ships in d 
a 

pneumatic plant 
cks, ete 

\k mour. - rs ] tes e_} 94 To e electric powel!l ou 
Wi Engine rks has been added a buildine 

to be used as a hydraulic power-hous 
vhere are installed powerful hydraulic 

{ umps, etc 

_ TS 

FIG. 13 
FIG. 14 

FIG. 15 

THE RIGHT AND 

added 
by 

iK1 The boiler s op Nas bee! 
with one iron building 177 feet long 

S feet wide and 49 feet high attached to 
of the old and 

slectric 
south building, end 

ipped with a 4o-ton « overhead 
and many other machines 

1ed with iron roof- 
Foot ) has been 

> | Os a hydraulic 
innealing 

Wn! hh, ranlic Ipiex draulic 
; many blacksmith 

- The brass foun tho it was lately 

nded by so feet length and 102 feet 
Ith, still being found insufficient, a fur 

} 

ek” ae | BSS 

WIN 
“SSS 

| 

yy — 

WAY 

~~ eee 
19 

THE WRONG 

ytor-drivet 
type, 

hours 

itt mi 
lor 

city of 3,000 ampere 

isting ot a I100-K110OW cons 
pooster 132 cells of Tur with and 
a discharge capa 
About newest type, ninety machines of the 

material including a 50-ton testing ma 
chine at Akanoura rks and a 100-ton 
clain testing ma ! at Tategami vard 

have been inst illed 
In view of the tual developments and 

f the pos ibilitie Brazil which afford 
cope f eng g enterprise it cer 

t y des f An n exporters te 

lake tl prod wide WI 
there poss ( i here ire numerous 
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for refrigerating machinery, iron water 
pipe, machinery and tools for metal work 
ind wood work, cranes for scaffolding, 
sewing machines, fine steel in bars for tool- 
making, various kinds of agricultural ma- 
chinery, and apparatus for butter and 
cheese making, copper dairy utensils and 
‘ream separators Pe. &. € 
london. 

Geared Pump. 
lhe Fellows Gear Shaper Company, of 

Springfield, Vermont, is applying to its 
shaper a geared pump in which the pump 
gears are driven by bevel gears, and the 
gear casing or chamber is cast with an oil 
channel as shown at A, so that all leaking 

and allowed to flow 
back thru openings B to a reservoir C, 
thus preventing its dripping down and run- 

The oil admission 

lubricant is caught 

ning over the machine 
irom the tank is thru pipe D, and the 

Vertical Sectiou 
on Line c-d 

pump is so located relatively to the tank 
that the level of the liquid will be some 
where between points E and F—or any 
where from a short distance above the 
lower end of pipe G to the bottom of the 

It is obvious that with this 
| 

il channel A. 
arrangement there will always be oil in 
the chamber C and that the pump will 
remain primed. It is also evident that, 
with the driving gear shown, the pump 
sear spindle is relieved of any strain due 
to belt pull 

Shop Courtesies. 
A party numbering about ninety, and 

T. (Mainly 

Association—an organiza 

representative of the M. A. 

About Tools) 

tion connected with the toolroom employ- 

ees of Messrs. John Hetherington & Sons, 

Limited, the Altrincham Science Students, 

the staff of Messrs. John Holroyd & Co., 

Limited, the Industrial Engineering Com 

he 

Limited, 
No 

The machinery was running, 

ind Gresham & Craven—visited t 

of Meldrum 

Saturday afternoon, 

pany, 

works Brothers. 

Timperley, on 

vember 12 

staff of the works explained the 

of 

specialties of t 

and the 

essential features the various machine 

and the he ¢ 

the close of a pleasant and instruct 

tools ‘ompany, 
and at 

ive inspection lasting about two hours, 

ind 
staff 

courtesy.— 

refreshments served, 
Messrs. Meldrum Brothers and their 

for their 
(Manchester) 

were 

cordially thanked 
7 lechanical World 
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The Electrification of Steam Railroads.” 
BY BION J. ARNOLD. 

Eleven years ago this summer it was our 
privilege to meet under the auspices of a 
great exposition, located upon the shores 
of Lake Michigan, organized not only to 
commemorate the 4ooth anniversary of the 
discovery of this country, but also to di- 
rect attention to the advancement made in 
the various fields of the world’s activities, 
and especially in those arts in which we, 
as workers, were most interested. 

To-day we meet under the auspices of 
another great exposition, brought into be- 
ing to commemorate the 1ooth anniversary 
of the peaceful acquirement by the govern 
ment of the United States of a large por- 
tion of the territory now contained within 
its borders, to have our attention directed 
to the development of the various indus- 
tries of this and other countries that have 
taken place during the intervening years. 

ww 

ie 1 a 

| 

Vertical Section on Line ab 
in Machiniat Ameri 

GEARED PU MP. 

For a few years preceding the former 
exposition, engineers and others engaged 
in electrical pursuits had had their ener- 
gies absorbed in attempting to show the 
owners of street railways that operation 
by electricity was cheaper and better than 

We, 
at that time, had seen the horse practically 
disappear from street railway service and 

by means of the horse or the cable. 

the cable supplanted in some instances. 
The more ambitious engineers were then 

advocating the use of electricity on ele- 
and to 

prove to the owners of such railways that 
vated railways, making figures 

' l 
electricity was cheaper in operation and 

for conditions than 
; 
lly 

inore desirable such 
steam locomotives, then universa used 
for such work. 

At that exposition was placed in opera- 

*Presidential address before tl American In 
stitute of Electrical Engineers 
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known t1 1on 
the Columbi: 

an elevated electric road, 
2 Intramural Railway, whi 

tho the Ce tral London Underground 
road of light equipment, was started son 
time before, and the Liverpool Overhe 
Road soon after, was the first practic 
commercial application on a large scale 
electricity for the propulsion of heavy ra 
way trains. The of road 
gave the electric railway industry an in 

success these 

petus which has since resulted in the aba 
donment of 
electricity on every elevated railway nov 
in operation,, and practically on all of th 
underground roads, thus effectually prov 

steam and the adoption 

ing the soundness of the theories of thos 
engineers who pinned their faith to th 
correctness of the conclusions which thei: 
figures showed, and who staked their repu 
tations upon the future to prove them true 

The interval between these exposition: 
has also been one of great activity and 
development in the field of interurban rail 
ways, which has brought into being the 
extensive use of the alternating current 
rotary converter substation system of op 
erating direct-current roads, resulting i 
the interlinking of thousands of cities witl 
each other and intervening points, thu 

1 the in 
to 

only affording a new field for 
bringing 

not 
vestment of capital but most 
of the inhabitants of the territory thrt 
which these roads pass greater facilitie 
for the prosecution of business and th 
widening of their social life 

With the introduction of the suburba 
railway came an increased volume of pas 
senger travel, induced by the increased 
facilities, which may well be noted by th: 
managers of great steam railway prope 
ties as an example of what may be expect 
ed in increased revenue when frequent and 
pleasant service is available to the public 

The energies of those engaged in elec 
thus far 

sorbed in fields which now seem to have 
been naturally theirs, and their success has 
been such that they now aspire to enter the 
field occupied by the steam locomotive as 

trical industries have been ab 

a legitimate field of conquest. 
The question now is whether this field 

is one in which the advantages of elec 
tricity will be sufficient to overcome the 
obstacles which seem almost unsurmount 
able and enable it to win as it has in the 

cases cited. 
Those who have given the subject little 

thought or who are unable to analyze it 
carefully on account of the lack of the 

appre technical knowledge to 
ciate the difficulties to be overcome, are 

» predict the early supremacy 
the 

necessary 

most apt t 

f the 

steam locomotive 

That the fields referred to 
ickly 

electrically driven train over 

have been ap 

parently formidable yet qu overcom 
is not necessarily proof, or even good ev 

dence, that the legitimate field of the stean 

locomotive can be entered and successfull) 

ichieved. 
Those most familiar with the 

» admit that ire now prepared ti 
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railway terminals, where 
locomotives 

am 
tching are shu G | 
1 forth continuously, and those portions 
the steam roads entering great 

ties, where suburban trains ar‘ 
frequent and comparatively light, can 

11 more economically operated ry eiec- 
ow thn n | ty than Dy stea Bis < lent t¢ 
+ : +} ] + ] , st or those engaged in he ‘ 10 

e reason that it s mpivy means duplicat 
g on a iarg¢ Li¢ the system \ 

e proven successful 
ys, operating, as they do, nt 
ts running intervals 
Proof that this field is recognized as a 
gitimate one for electricity is furnished 

at frequent 

the examples of steam railway terminals 
it are now being equipped electrically 

New York _2 

Pennsylvania Railroad 
of New York, involving an 

xpenditure of s mething ove! $70,000,000, 

ch as the lines of the 
} » 

vicinity 

here not only suburban service will be 

perated electrically, but where in_ the 
Ne WwW 

1] he 
York Central, the main 

into the city ne trains will be brought 
m points 30 to 40 miles distant 
While these are great examples of cle 
cal operation on steam railroads, and 

heroic instances of faith on the part of the 
ilway manage the ability of ele 

city to successfully meet the tions 
f steam railroad work, where the trains 
re sufficiently frequent, they a \ 
neans conclusive evidence that electrically 

ropelled trains be made t iccess 
fully meet the conditions of trunk line 
vassengers and freight service, the field 
now so successfully held by the steam 
comotive 
The best conditio1 I elect uc- 

ca are great numb f nit moving 
t a practically uniform schedule, at equal 
tervals, within a limited dist 
The legitimate field of the ste 
tive is now o1 n which there e few 

it heavy units m ng at uneven speed 
ver long distance err : Seen, 

nd at high maximum speed 
The amount of energy transmitted 
v great distance and used ( 

rs that have been put in use I 1 
has been small wh n t 

mount of energy t t takes to 7 é 

team railroad t1 f five 
ed tons weight at the speed ! 

de by such trains 
It may be take Ss axiomat 
tment is taken into considerat pow 
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the 
ian the 

en 1e saving in 

greater tl 
mere j ncreasea fixed charges made necessary by 
the increased investment due to the dop 

on of electricity 
i het ‘ nd pte ly I existence tft 
\ 4 oO! \\ cic \\ it f Vv V¢ | ipul 

lan iS ay l go the rig! f way 
f existing roads \ ( thie ibst 1t101 

f electricity tor steam < 1 be made 
paying one, with app w available 
even on road ving ( nparat velv it 

freq 1ent service bi the re iS€ 

nd only tet { p e the correctness oO! 
the positir 
cost of power would be but little over half 

he present cost of producing by means 
f a central steam-« en statior 

e ideal conditions for any trunk line 
railroad having a traffic heavy enough to 
warrant the investment ina iihcient num 
ber of tracks to properly handle this traf 
fic in such manner as to get the most 
efficient servic« t of its rolling stock, 
would be to have four or more tracks be 
tween terminal points, upon whicl n 
pairs, could he n the d fferent classes of 
service at uniform rates of speed. Thus, 

, f SIX tracks were u ed the thru ine, pas 
be would enger, and express rvice run 

n one pair of tracl the local passenger, 
local express d 1 freight service 
vould be run up nother pair of tract 
while the thru freight service would be 
run upo1 third pair of tracks, and all 
he trains upon any pair of tracks would 

run at the same iverage speer ind stop 

practi ly it the sam« p! es 
If these conditions could preva nd the 

traffic were sufficient to warrant th 11 
estment in tracks, such a service could be 
perated more economically and more sat 
sfactorily elect1 n by 

The difh ty ] few d cy 
stence have ufficient trafhe to warrant 

h an investment in permanent way, and 
it is that all of their traffic must 

( dle Ve ne \ tract thus 
essitating tr f weights and all 
¢ ] 1 g ( 1 | 

‘anc , we ‘ 

. + ¢ ] 4 ‘ ‘ ( ce ‘ 

iets a one 1 » them: 4 

make eit me canfel S range 

nen f ty nece the neentr 

BT ead \ 1 the 

l n 

¢ 

I 
{ ( 

‘ AT 
V4 ( 

iW 
1 Wi pp 

1 thre { etl 

wnt 

non |o 
era ipp 

VW 
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untary act on the part of the terminal com- 
panies to effect economy in operation, or 

brought to bear upon 
an increased demand on 

to public pressure 
he owners thru 

the part of the public for better service, on 
the grounds that the use of the steam lo 
omotive objectionable in our great 

ities 
Those roads which run thru populous 

either build new 
protection, 

yuntries will roads, or 
ecquire, for their those 
electric railroads already built and oper- 
ating in competition with them, and utilize 
them as feeders to their thru line steam 
trains. Thus the steam railroad companies 
will gradually become interested in elec- 
tric railways and eventually become prac- 
tically the real owners of them. With 
these roads operating as feeders to the 
main line system and with the terminals 
thus equipped and the public educated to 
the advantages of riding in electrically 
equipped cars, the next step will logically 
be the electrical equipment of the trunk 

having 

own 

lines between the cities already 
electrical terminals 

Thus some favorably located trunk line 
having a sufficient density of population 
will feel warranted in equipping electric- 
ally, and when this is once done the other 
roads running between the same competing 
points must, later, follow in 
order to hold their passenger traffic. 

This may result in temporarily reiegat- 
ing some roads to freight service, so long 

sooner or 

as they operate exclusively by steam, but 
with the increased demand on the part of 
the public for better and cleaner service 
will come a corresponding increase in pas- 
senger revenue to the roads equipped for 
handling it until one road after another 
finds it advantageous to furnish an electric 
passenger service. 

With the terminals end main lines equipped 
electrically, and the desire on the part of 
the public for more prompt and effective 
freight service resembling that which is 
given by the steam roads in England and 
on the Continent, due to the great density 
of population, there will be developed a 
great high-class freight service conducted 
in light, moving 
which can be quickly divided and distrib- 
uted over the surface tracks of our smaller 
cities, or thru underground systems simi 

swiftly electric trains 

lar to that which is now being built in 
Such a system would soon prove 

source 
is now 

Chicago 
indispensable to the public and a 
of great profit to the roads as it 
getting to be to many suburban railways. 

This class of freight service would soon 
prove so large a part of the freight traffic 
of a road that the operation of the thru 
freight traffic by 

it present cheaper, would in time, as the 
cost of 
those 

steam locomotives, tho 

coal increases, grow less, until 

roads operating an electric passen- 

ger service would ultimately use electricity 
exclusively 

It has not seemed advisable to me in an 
this 

detailed 
address of character to attempt to 

furnish figures to support my 
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theories, for the subject is of such general 
interest that many able men are presenting 

Con 
gress now in session here, in which papers 
papers upon it at the International 

will be found information of much value 
to those interested, and from which I be- 
ieve the correctness of some of my as- 
umptions can be proved 
The principal problem before the elec- 

tric railway engineer to-day is how to 
make the most effective use of the high- 

and_ high-tension pressure transmission, 
working conductor and maintain safety 

of operation. 
Experiments conducted during the past 

vear by this country and 
abroad have made this problem simpler 
than it seemed before and to-day we seem 
reasonably certain of the solution. 

Until recently the cost of electrically 
equipping a trunk line under the standard 
direct-current, system, 
has been such as to practically prohibit 
its adoption, but recent developments in 
the single-phase alternating-current motor 
field have made it possible to eliminate a 
large part of the investment heretofore 
necessary and the prospects for the appli- 
cation of electricity to long-distance run- 
ning are better than ever before 
When it is recalled that the rotary con 

verter, which was the means of reducing 

engineers in 

rotary converter 

the cost of long-distance roads, was intro- 
duced in 1808, that 
years from the time of its adoption thru 
the development of the single-phase motor 

has been practically rendered obsolete 
for heavy railroad work, it will be seen 

and within the six 

that the dividing line between the steam 
locomotive and the electrically propelled 
train has moved several points in favor of 
the latter, due to the reduction which can 
now be made in first cost and the saving 
in operating expenses 

With the single-phase motor the 
steam-turbine a reality, the transmission 
problem almost solved, and with the rapid 

and 

development of the internal combustive 
engine now taking place, are we, as engi- 
neers, not warranted in believing that we 
can so combine them into a system which 
will ultimately supplant the steam locomo 
tive in trunk line, passenger and freight 

service? 
I do not anticipate that all roads will 

soon adopt electricity, for the steam loco- 

inotive will hold its field in 
for many years to come; but I do expect 

this country 

judging somewhat from “positive knowl 
” edge,” a remarkable development to soon 

begin in the electrical equipment of favor- 
ably located steam roads. 

From Richmond, first 
mercial electric road was built, to the pres 

where the com 

ent is but seventeen vears, yet within that 

time the horse has been relegated to the 

past as a serious factor in transportation, 

the cable has served its usefulness and 

awaits its end, and the suburban railway 

has been developed and is now rapidly 

encroaching upon the field of the steam 
railway. 
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With 
roads in 

the terminals of the two greatest 
the United States 

equipped electrically and with an invest ju 1 electrically id th an in 
now being 

ment of something more than $4,000,000, 
ooo in electrical industries made within a 
quarter of a century, we have reason t 
feel satisfied with the past. 

With several of the leading roads in thi 
country, of England, of Sweden, of Swit 
zerland, of Italy, and Australia electrically 
equipping branch lines and seriously con 
sidering changing large portions of their 
present systems from steam to electricity, 

this great in we, as personal factors in 
dustrial advancement, have reason 
to be hopeful for the future. 

every 

Right Way of Brazing. 

A great deal of the efficiency of braz 
ing depends on the proper fitting of the 
parts. All tubes should be a good fit in 
the lugs and well mitered around each 
other. Brazing should not be depended 
upon to correct poor work, so that the 
first point the workman has to take care 
of is to see that the parts to be brazed 
are properly fitted. 

Take a typical job, say the brazing in 
of the two tubes into the bottom bracket 
forging. The tubes should be fitted care 
fully around the shape of the 
bracket. They should be pinned thru 
with a small pin to keep them from mov- 

The pins 
and not be 

screwed; they do not help in the strength 
of the joint, and when the brazing is ac- 
complished they have served their pur 

inner 

ing m the process of brazing. 
need only be small, need 

pose. 

If the lugs in the bracket have stopped 
ends, care must be taken to see that the 
tubes bottom down properly. In this case, 
f course, the lugs will have to be loaded 
with 

about a thimbleful in each lug is suffi- 
cient. In order to keep the two tubes 
straight in the and at the 
angle with each other, they should be tied 
by means of a piece of wire at their ends 
Care should also be taken to see that the 
tubes stand square with the faces of the 
racket body. 

This all being arranged, the bracket is 
packed up in the hearth with 
tubes sticking upward and the bracket 
body well surrounded by coke or asbestos 
blocks. 

The directed 
upon the bracket (not on the tubes), and 
the heat gradually raised until the bracket 

full The 
should be applied on the edges of the lug 
and 

brass spelter and calcined borax; 

lugs proper 

the two 

blowpipe flame is now 

body is a red color borax 

the 
joint, and the brass wire applied around 
it until it also melts and flows down the 
oint. 

allowed to run down around 

While applying the wire, the flame 
should not be directed 

of the metal itself should melt the brass 
solder. If the brass is melted bv the 
blowpipe before the 

upon it. The heat 

metal itself is hot 
effect will 

re 
enough to keep it running, the 

be that, while the brass ow down may 
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e jomt, te workmen wi maxe no (ales Trem Precticel Tien oP cea ; : 
guarantee that a proper fusion of 1 . the adjustal I { 

etal has taken place, and it may happe1 é sing \ 
‘tt while the finished joint looks strong 4 Combined Opening Die and Turning Tool. e 

ugh, it may give way in use It j Editor American M: f t 

sential, therefore, to see that the flame Phe drawings illustrat threading die | VM, Fig t pring A 

he blowpipe is only used to heat the with turning tools cor I [he teatures which el e body wit 
ietal to the proper temperature tor fus f{ the tool are, first ‘ 1 i turret one end prt ¢ c t n wh 

ng the brass, and that the brass is reall; lathe or dt re v teed, c tt d s oute 

weated down into the joint by reason of two operation f turning and threading ring or cam around Chit tion Oppo 
1e heat of the parts themselves. Melting are done in one operation; second, if used — site to that indicat y t irrows, bring 

he brass around the joint is not brazing in a machine without screw feed the tool ing the recesses P, Fig. 3 ehind the 
The application of the borax should be can first turn down the stock to the proper chasers, which are then force ick by the 
ide before the brass is applied, but care diameter and then, when the handle is ubber disk QO, thus opening the 
uuld be taken nct to put any more’ thrown over, cut the thread; third, it is The di again made ready for work 

orax on than necessary to act as a flux provided with an automatic release which y throwing the handle in the direction 

If too much is applied, it may take the opens the die when the thread is cut to indicated by the arrows; this operation 

ace in the finished joint which should proper length compresses the spring N and also brings 
occupied by the brass, to the detriment Fig shows a sectional view of the the locking pin L in proper position te 

the strength of the work Another main parts of the head; Fig. 2 the lock engage the hardened piece M. The plunger 

eason for taking care in the application r Vv 
f the borax is that if too much is ap | 
lied, it will run down the sides of the | 
ob, and perhaps inside the bracket, and FE D Ll 
when cool, will form a hard, glassy sur H s~| E E 
face, very difficult to remove and causing Q MS IE 

great wear and tear on files W i as J | ‘ 
\ good plan to prevent the accumula | f 

on of borax and brass on parts of the | F | ih meee | | 
vork where it is not required is to paint - TU = 
hose parts with a paste made of pow wwe 
dered blacklead and water [This is ap =e BZ J R 

ied before the brazing process It B 
iould be well brushed inside the bracket 

rticularly on the threads, and should 

lso be plentifully applied outside, espe- Pan, € | 
: P| ally in the corners between the lugs, \ Sa 

hich are difficult to file, and also upon 4 

ie lugs and holes taking the cotter pins. |s b rT __\ 

When the joints are properly brazed AT \/ } } 

d the workman is assured that the a e \" —_ | rn 

rass has run well into the joint, the hy Mo *) \ _ WH 
vhole should be taken from the fire and B | | A Ht 

mmediately brushed with a strong wire . | \ | It x J ] 
rush. If this is done at once and care | : | ee ee es es Oe ee eee Uti 

fully, a great deal of superfluous brass | / L (— 
) 7 i 

ind borax will be removed before it sets J 
nd the subsequent operation of filing up — 

greatly facilitated.—Bicycling World ——- — = 

a eee FIG - iG, 4 Am an Machintet 
/PENING DIE AND TUI N 

\ new “fair ship,” as described in thie 
lumns of a contemporary, has made a and releasing device g. 3 the front or F is returned to its former position by the 

ew record in imaginary aeronautics. The working end of the head; Fig. 4 illustrates pring KX; t releasing and king pins 

lescription says: its outside appearance; Fig. 5 1s a speci by the spring S and 7, respectively 
The aerial craft tacks vertically in men of the work it is designed to do Che I eter of e thread 1 

tead of horizontally, as a sailboat, and it The constructior follow Che body djustable to a small extent by loosening 
yssesses the advantage over the latter of A, Figs. 1 and lotted to receive the the bolts ind throwing the cap V for 
tt having to plough thru another med- chasers # and turning t C; the slots ward or backward in the elongated hole 

im, water, which is 800 times more dense for the chasers are cut thru the body and in D, this adjustment changing the posi 
n the atmosphere. This machine util their backs rest against the inside of the tion of the back ft hasers on the 

es the force of the wind for lift, the ring D Phe ts f t g tool ncline of ts / 
rth’s attractive force for descet ind i howl Fig. 3 re mm thru the rhe lengt rt ta 

ressive forward motion and the up body, the object being to lessen the friction ble by drawing in or letting t the plunger 
rd pressure of the air for support. The against the insid ft ring / The tools / by means of the rew at t rear end 
ce of momentum stored during each are held in p n in the | 1 by the t the I l t r J to its 
vnward ta s used 1 propelling end plate / t plunger that oper- proper | n in relation to t leasing 

ver against the wind in the next up ites the | ( I ? Hh ¢ i 
rd ta ind lifts the craft to a greate) is follow Whe ¢ Lie 

1f10Nn t/ ] fiat f? } ( re lar ¢ y t \ l t I \ 
isly descended T} vy descending it G (Fig. 5) it, the 1 / t the 1 I ( ) prevent 

Id go up out of sight t tact with the top of t t 1 from t y around im 
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the cap, thereby keeping the faces of 
lock in proper relation at all times. Thx 
screw in the collar J is reached thru a hole 
drilled thru both body and ring when the 
dic open GeorGE J. WINKLI 

Relations of Employers and Employed. 

Editor 
l have 

\merican Machinist: 
followed with considerable intet 

est the recent communications about the 
Lest paymaster and his securing the best 
employees. I have had considerable ex 

perience, here and abroad, in different 
; ' machine shops, and may perhaps be pet 

itted to offer a word or two 
In some shops you could not keep thi 

vst men for the highest wages; in others 

od, 
and satisfied 

men, working along 
My pel 

wu see @ steady 

with less wages 
treated onal experience is that 1f a man 1s 

fairly, and if his job is secure, he will 
vork more smoothly with his employer 

+] han if he is treated harshly or unjustly 
or threatened with discharge minute 
Little 

any 
arrangements intended to make the 

comfortable 
by fait 

worker's situation more are 
lways recognized and appreciated 

thinking working men 
[ have worked in some shops abroad 

where smoking was allowed during cet 
tain hours of the day, and this is far su 
rerior to the habit of chewing tobace [1 
ome Continental shops the men are al 
lowed to eat something during working 
hours, and this greatly tends to do away 
with the constant watching of the clo 
for noon and quitting time. In othe: 

the 
once In 

that 
go out 

the 

shops, again, I found companys 
the 

afternoon and 
allowed helpers to 
morning and once in 
to bring in for the men whatever they 
wished, including lunch and beer, in small 

quantities. This, while not quite the be 
practise, 1s to a certain extent very practi 

cal, 
Imost 

especially for night work, as the met 
worse things 

Fr 
I have found that 

alwavs will bring 
the shop if they are restricted 
practical observation, 

little beer KC vou allow them to have a 
at quantity, and this only shortly 

vefore the midnight lunch, vou will 
variably gain the good will of the me 
which is worth having 

Probably the best arrangement prevails 
Eneland where vou will fin aan g 

oom with | t water s0fF (téa, « thee ‘ 
hot stove, where the mar 

dining room places yout 
dinner time 

hot 
profitable than lis 

berore 
with a lunch man 

ide himself 1s more 
fellow worker with a cold lunch 

\ system of sickness and death benetits 
ed on correct principles also acts 
ke the be 

nd employed 
nd closer between employes . « 

The worker pays ab 
me cent on a dollar of his wages week- 

ly and when sick receives his half wages 
with free doctor and medicine. The manu 
facturers pav the doctor, and you have t 

a doctor’s examination before start 
k There are 

stand 
ing to wor! 

the 
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cach side has to give eight days’ notice 
before severing their relations 

EUGENE Woracel 

A Lettering Gage 

leit \merican Machinist: 
The article by Fred. S. C: spi t page 

110 attracted my attentior1 s | made 
ome to for a similar purpose umber 
f vears age Itho IT made mine on quite 

different principle f t employed 

vy Mr. Crispin. The style of gage that I 

ow herewith may cost o1 make 

first place it a ( irp 

ne great many times without altering 
the spacing, I thin “ nore ecé 

nomical in the long un 

My gages are simply sn piec f rec 

tangular bar steel, with a series of parallel 

erooves cut i ne face, and the ends bev 
eled off, as shown in Figs. 1. 2 and 3, after 

] | } which the prec hardened and tempered 

ABCD © 4%0 | 
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gages Figs have 
your “think tank” a little to get the toy 
f the all 
iltimate spacing you 

2 and 3 you 

ribs in the 
are after is 

tween the tops 
lide 

ioved the 

»f the ribs, while the 
f the milling machin 

between the 
However, the vertical f the grooves 

horizontal adjustments of the milliag n 
hine are easily arrived at by remembering 

that the depth of any go-degree gro 
equal to half its width, w | 

} ] 1 r fF ¢ 1; ance between the bottoms ol vO ad 
ent grooves is equal to half the sum 
heir respective widths 

\nothet 
the style of letters 

handy device for use in making 
shown in Fig. 1 1s 

etter templet for the straight parts 
the letters that are neither vertical 1 
horizontal] The one I have is shown 
Fig. 6 and reversed in Fig. 7. It is mad 
f sheet aluminum, altho this is far from 

ideal material for that purpos emo an 

N 

53 K 

M 06% M 

v\ 73% V 

ETTERING GAGH 

When the points become 
1 the gage may be sharpened iown in 

ed ce Li¢ | o. 4, by lay cv on its 
cle the table of a disk grinder, and 
rinding e beveled 1 gage 1S 
eld ; l lig. 5 whe ¢ [ epre 
enting e drawing 
The space for which the gages re 

d r¢ rge extent a matter of 
tast ( The gage I have 

e lig made with 1-16 inch spaces, 
and can, of course, be used for laying off 
both the horizontal and vertical guide 
lines Fig. 2 has the lower space 1-16 
inch wide and the upper space 1-32 inch 
Fig. 3 has the outer spaces 1-32 inch eacl 
while the two inner spaces are 3-64 inch 

«th 
Ih naking \ it che se stee 
eces sed d ( evel liing cutte 

45 degrees eac side Of course, Fig. 1 
np Wit t the 

One objection to the ‘elluloid tl 

gles are usually made of is that in tl 
the transparent feature might 
jectionable, as the templet 1 marked 
both sides, and the mark n the 
igainst the paper would winar 
versed direction In the cas {A,M 

MH’, X and Y this objection would not h 

good, but with the K, N, O, R and 4 
might be confusing to have transparer 
templet. The vertical hight of ea slo 
should be somewhat m € n the hig 
of the largest size of letters tended t 
be laid out with it Tl Ing yn tl 
templet are based on the supposition tl 
ill the letters calling f t e4 
wide (the hight being 5 units) with ¢ 
xception of A, which | units wi 

\7 5 units wide, and W’, which 5 11 

wide Any other proportion It 
hight would, of irse, ma ff 
ngles necessar WALTER G ‘ 
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Casting Cylinders With External Heat-Radiating 
Ribs. 

-ditor American Machinist: 
The 

n old shopmate now engaged in the auto- 
other day I chanced to run across 

obile business, and in the course of con- 
told me of the difficulties he 

id experienced in securing good, sound 

ersation he 
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a rather expensive pattern and difficult to 
make compared with the one made later, 

sec 
the 

as it was necessary to build it up in 
tions in order to bring the grain of 
wood right for the ribs 

This method of casting, however, 
We | 

th perfect ribs 

7 seldom 
ing, and never had one wit 

proved 
a failure got a sound cast 

s lit id was 
he first ne 

S tiol f the 

ge the rib core It 
r box made to the 
( print B, Fig 

f king th 

his half 
ylinder castings for an engine he had_ It seems that, aside from the difficulty of und « f mar 
lesigned and was then building. It seems molding the deep, thin ribs, the iron, upon A’, B’, ( fw t ‘ 
hat his machine was a four-cylinder four- entering the mold, promptly washed away pal I g a hole 
ycle gasoline motor of the air-cooled type part of one or two ribs, thereby ruining was bore fit the stick 
ind his main trouble seemed to lie in the the casting, as far as appearances were rl d ( entric 
lifficulty of casting the radiating ribs which concerned. Not only that, but the washed when e€ gra f each piece 
neircled the cylinder. ff ribs of sand generally managed to float was placed so grain of the 
His recital brought back to mind an ex- away and lodge in such a manner as to ext ( marke eld the 

ictly similar experience which I had in produce a nice hole thru the cylinder wall ente | 
asting cylinders for small, high-pressure This hole usually delayed its appearance m of le loose 
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FIG PATTERN FOR CYLINDER a aie 

SHOWING IRE PRINTS FIG.4 VIEFWOFS 
OW \ Gs ¢ Vi 

ompressors n the accompanying ntil t ring of th nde vas wel g the m the 
rawing, Fig. 1 shows a section thru the under way xX v ‘ é e east 
nter of one of these compressor cylinders \fter trying to ( le pattern d \ the vnw 
hich will give an idea of the general ap intil everybody about the place was heart ind fill by removing the ttom. then af 
irance of the castings, while the dimen-_ ily sick of seeing gs come into the o. rey ng tl dt 
ns will show the proportional sizes. It shop, resembling rusty, weather beaten ing ovet ente ( 

be seen that the ribs do not extend por ipines about inything else ily t 1 wit ging the 
entire lengt f the cylind I only it was decided upon to try another method impr ns in the | 

e tl portion whe he greatest f procedure Instead of trying to mold e face turt t é 
t generated by compressior The the ribs right in the mold itself, we would then be t 

: get as many ribDs as Pp ssible core them This w 1 give 1 rood f 
i t] i part of the cvlinde 1 to ha 1 « wl ch Vas not s likely wa g j \ é the 
then s deep and thin as prac- as the other sand. The drawings show ( d e il 

ow this was accomplished lace f 1 proper i 
casting these we first made a split Fig. 2 shows the pattern with the rib n st ed f e of con 

| pattern having the same general ap-_ core print B, and the cylinder bore core trast (a I f m«¢ 
rance as the desired casting: that is, prints marked Ar and 42 The print B tiresome spatt vork 
rik ° ibs were turned on the pattern just as was of square section. t nake the con It will be evident i thi 
were to be on the cylinder. This was struction of the core box s mpler and easier ethod of ng t 1 thinner 
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and deeper ribs may be cast without nearly 
so much trouble from the ribs washing, 
the rib core being so much harder than 
the molding sand. Our experience bears 
this out fully, as all the castings came out 
tight and sound, with each rib perfectly 

formed 
I have never seen this method described, 

and I know, personally, many readers of 
the AMERICAN MACHINIST to whom this 
article would be of value, therefore I sub 
mit it to you. While the 
I would suggest that if the heads of a cer- 

this 

upon subject, 

tain automobile building concern see 
ind try it, they will have cylinders of de 
cidedly better appearance than they now 
“ne 

I have often wondered how the makers 
of some French engines secured such per- 
fect cylinder castings, unless they use a 

Can anyone en- 
lighten me upon this? One foundryman 
told me that they use a special French 
molding sand, and announced his intention 
of importing but I don’t know 
whether he succeeded or not 

D. i 

method similar to this. 

some, 

SIGNER. 

Mounting Blueprints. 
Editor American Machinist: 
Some few days ago I had occasion to 

visit a shop with which the readers of 
your journal are familiar, by reputation at 
least, and which if I were to name, all 

would immediately associate with all that 
is modern and up to date 

In justice it must be admitted that most 
everything was as expected, which fact, 
however, only served to bring out in great 
er contrast the thing which attracted my 
attention immediately I got inside the 

inant \ 

hy 
Amerwan M inust 

FIG. I. OUTLINE OF PRINT AND BACKING, 

door. This was the apparent neglect of 
he working blueprints. To say I was sur 
prised is putting it mildly, when upon in 
quiry it was revealed that they had never 
adopted the mounting their 
blueprints, and thereby keeping them in a 

Some that I saw were 

system of 

presentable state. 
in such a dilapidated condition that I 
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really believe the workmen must have had 
tc guess at the dimensions on them 

Now, where the economy of this comes 
in I cannot see—if economy is claimed 
for it. Certainly it is not economy to 
have the blueprints in such a state that 
the dimensions cannot be correctly read 
Mistakes are costly. A single one may 

ne > 

, oo, 
Straw Board = 

FIG. 2 FIG. 3 
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MOUNTING PRINTS. 

easily cost as much as the mounting of the 
entire set of shop prints. 

I believe, tho, that the mounted prints 
are the cheapest, without considering the 
safety and convenience in their use. The 
life of an unmounted blueprint in the shop 
where it is in daily use cannot be much 
more than three months, and is probably 
less. In contrast to this, I have blue- 
prints in daily use in departments where 
they are subject to the worst conditions, 
that have been in the shop for fifteen and 
eighteen months, and with an occasional 
bath are practically as good as the day 
they were made. These are mounted upon 
straw-board, and cost to mount as fol 
lows: 

Print, 1114x174 inches.. .$0.020 
Straw-board, 12x18 inches O17 
Backing, 14x20 inches.... oo! 
Paste OO! 
Ns | O10 
Boy's timie....... 025 

| ee $0.074 

Now, assuming that the lives of the two 
kinds of prints are as before stated, at the 
end of fifteen months we have the un- 
mounted prints costing 10 cents, and the 
mounted ones 7.4 cents, and the latter still 
in use 

In Fig. 1 is shown in outline a blue 
print mounted on_ straw-board. The 
method of mounting is as follows: The 
backing, which is of common manilla 
wrapping paper and about 2 inches longer 
than the straw-board, is dampened by 
drawing rapidly thru the water in the 
blueprint bath. It is then laid upon a 
sheet of wet glass and smoothed out with 
a sponge. The paste, which is simply a 
mixture of flour and water, is then applied 
with a soft brush. The straw-board is 

laid the backing, leaving an 
even margin all around. The board with 
the backing now adhering to it is turned 
over and the backing smoothed out on 
the board with the sponge. The two are 
now reversed again, and, with the backing 

the 

now upon 

upon glass, the corners are cut as 
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shown in Fig. 2. More paste is now ap 
plied along the sides and ends of the face 
of the straw-board, and the overlapping 
sides and ends of the backing are brought 
over and pasted down, as shown in Fig. 3 

The unfinished mount is now ready for 
the print, which, after wetting in the same 
manner as the backing and giving a coat 

laid 
thoroughly rubbed 

straw-board an 
the 

of paste, is on the 
with wet spong 

until all the wrinkles have disappeared 

Wash, 
with 

and wipe off all the paste, and 
sheets of straw-board to absorb the 

lett - - ther setter press or oti morsture, put in a 
wise hold tightly so that they cannot warp 
and leave until dry. It is not well t 
press too tightly. All that is necessary 
enough pressure to keep the prints 
straight while drying. After they hav 
become thoroughly dry, give them two 
thin coats of white shellac 

This is not the only method of mount- 
ing blueprints, but it is a very good one, 
and when nicely carried out makes a very 
neat as well as a durable job. J. F. M 

A Simple Spring Winding Device. 
Editor American Machinist: 

The illustration shows a spring-wind 
ing device which I have used in my shop 
for several years It is adaptable for 
either close or open wound springs of 

is made of 
bent to fit 

It is long enough 

The piece A any 
of flat 

over the mandrel M. 
to rest against the front of the lathe bed 
The the fin 
ished spring by the amount of spring in 

The hole H 
is drilled a little larger than the size ot 

any pitch 
suitable piece stock 

mandrel M is smaller than 

the material being wound. 

it should be 
deter 

wire used. The edges of 

chamfered a little. Its 
mines the pitch of the spring. If at the 

position 

close 
left, 

This arrangement 

will be 
the 

extreme left, the spring 
The farther it is 

the steeper the pitch. 
bends the wire just it the point where 

wound. from 

goes on the mandrel. It is not necessary 

to hold back on the wire, and there is 
practically no waste. The method of 

The 
gripped in the lathe chuck 

mandrel M is 
Mounted on 

Ei 

using is as follows: 

A 

a Machinist American 

WINDING SPRINGS. RIG FOR 

the mandrel is the collar C, which has a 
hole drilled longitudinally in it to re 
ceive the end of the wire. The wire is 
passed thru the hole H. The end of the 
wire is then bent over at right angles 
and inserted in the hole in the collar ¢ 
The lathe is then started up and _ the 
spring is wound. With fairly stiff man 
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Is no support is necessary for 
iter end. For slender mandrels I use toot! ( { 

Id chuck mounted in the tail spindl Our machines were equipped with a sir ere ro 
he jaws tightened enough to give sup gie thread worm drive for the feed; sin Vat 

for the end of the mandrel the introductio1 f tl grinding turret subd 1 nt rories, and o1 ( 
D {AS ive ep ‘ 1 COT 

—_—— dq worn c t i € 

Grinding Cutters for Large Inserted Tooth \fter grinding t t - 
Mills. ead is placed on t mandr vn it j roe. 

American Machinist fig. 1, the counterbor resting n the ‘ — 

he colum oe oa , The t d t { S the columns of your pape ere ave 
ppeared from time to time articles on it their cutting is t . I ¢ 
erted tooth milling cutter particularly are Nt Ig eing ught 

se of which the teeth or cutters are of nN place 
elf-hardening steel gut I do not recall Where the t rt 1 ‘ t ting f ypor 

i> ae ; i the heads ther , - + 4 , ' 
aving een any method dad ribed I 

grinding the cutters, especially those whose patent too | 
limensions prohibit their handling vw TH K. I N i 
rdinary equipment \ 
We have a number of specially con Nonproductive Labor. 

tructed milling machines, ‘“double-head Kditor American M nist 
on which gray-iron heads of the typ: Your editor Nonprodu e | 

seen n ie = I are used, Wit g-inecl 1 1 a Mnportant it d Phi 

square self-hardening steel cutters. The term “nonproductive” and the consequent ounting 

FIG. 1. THE CUTTER AND SETTING HEAD, FIG. 2. THE GRINDING Ht} 

argest size head has 36 teeth Fig delusions on the part of factory ownet My own practis« tbolish the term 
hows, however, the smallest, with 18 have, in my experience, proved a_ great nonproductive ,; nd substitute “un 
eeth: also a mandrel for setting these hindrance to betterment work distributed labo to distribute in group 

As the cutters are removed for grinding In one instance, a system had been put rather than impartiall er the whok 
nd unskilled help employed to do this by) ir with much thoroughness, nonprodu hop, and t nalvze ot percentage basi 

ind, considerable trouble was experi tive labor being carefully figured out, and the whole pay 1 that I can overses 
2 ° : . . 11] ’ + r oh 1.) ’ } ealnas . ] rl ‘ } ; need at first in getting them ground so { course, all the rest of the labor wa vhat re mi ¢ departn ent bear 0 

t each tooth would remove its share With painstaking exactness distributed t the other H. Emerso 
4h “ } the S - Oo roducti\ l or being | < ] 1 1 n stock This was finally overcome by he jobs, the nonproductive labor being \..T. & S. F. Ry. S Topeka, Kan 

P ' taker ‘are of by overcharg ippol — ans of the grinding turret shown in s139) care of Dy an overcharge appor 
eee tioned to hours. Imagine the pleasure of Rubber Stamps in the Drawing Room 
a sct+estiecs lal ; \J ] ;, distributing the labor of the man in the Editor American Machinist 
{his turret rotates on a stud secured to . a 

¥ : ; forge who ran the shears and cut off iron At page 1512, H. D. Remsen, in speak 
e platen, and is inverted as required to ' : 

= . rods or plates for 150 different jobs a day ing of using stamps for marking drawings 
rind right- or left-hand cutters The , , ; ; ' ' — especially as distribution did not go below _ says that an ordinary stamp does not leave ¢ AW - - ] ” (Ss Nave a Q-de@eree siope on the ot ° : , , . 

sd half-hour periods; or of distributing the a line heavy enough to make a good, clear 
ms, and are 5 degrees out of radial line. . ; 4 5 degrees out of radial line. jabor on the cores used in foundry jobs, blueprint from. Now, | ve tried a few 
e cutters when ground have proper said cores being made wholesale by a_ different ways to do away with so much 

earance on the top and ends, and are of number of different men and distributed _ lettering it t ill drawings 
iform thickness, which allows of the by the piece or foot as needed and at present am using stamps with air 

rk being forced steadily and insures an In every shop there is a lot of labor that cushions and an opaque ink that is fur 
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nished by Morgan & Crossman, of Spring 
field, Mass 

\Mlost inks that will give a good blue- 
print bother by gumming up the stamps 
Phe that I now use does not gum very 
much, and when the stamps do need clean- 

1 INK 

ing, all that is necessary is a little alcohol 
and brush. It does not take a very long 
time for the ink to dry. I generally let 
the drawing be for an hour unless it is 
needed at once, and in that case I sprinkl 
1 little powdered chalk on the wet inl 
ind can then, with care, use it at once and 
not blur 

In some drawing-rooms it is the practise 
ordinary stamp ink and to sprinkle ¢ oO use 

on a little lampblack, which will adhere 
to the wet ink and when the ink is dry the 

his uperfluous lampblack is rubbed off 
give good blueprint, but when used with 
bond paper it will cause a smut 

I enclose piece of bond paper that | 

have stamped and a blueprint that is made 
from it H. B 

[The paper submitted shows a neat 
\f impinge and the blueprint 1S 

ould be desired.—Ed.] 

Air Pump Repair at Sea 
Editor American Machinist: 

When the midwinter blizzard of 109023 
passed r the North Atlantic, it lef 
t tramp steamer ‘Follower’ in a sadly 
vattered conditior Half of the bridge w 
FO! ome of igging, and a lifebo 
lav bottom up on the engine-room sky 
lights. Two nights before a wave strucl 
the ship on her starboard bow, tearing the 
boat from the cradle and throwing it 1n its 
present p on, completely wrecking tl 
skvlight nd looding the engine-room 
In lashing it fast in that position to pre 

vent further damage or the loss of. the 
n washed overboard 

} 
boat. eamat id be 

ind, ided down as he was in sea boots 
1 ind oilskins, sank immediately 

For the last two or three days the eng! 
neers had spent most of their time below, 
meeting trouble on every side, and thre 
engineers can’t do much whet deep sea 
tramp gets cranky 

As the “Follower” had been steaming 
easv in the face of the gale, it was neces 

Sarv t ive one of the engineers always 
it e throttle to prevent the engines racing 
heavily; and, as she rolled her injection 
dangerously near the surface occasionally 
keep an eve on the vacuum gage 

in h Ids and wells had 
a few months 

The loose Vater! 
washed the acct 
f grain 

imulation, of 
small coal and waste, dow1 

iround the strum boxes, calling for repe 
d diving on the part of the engineers ti 

free flow yf 
Th 

hird engineer had long since decided that 

them lear nd give ep em clear and give a 
vater the overloaded pumps 

must be other and pleasanter ways 
f seeing the world; it 

trip. Little comfort it was for him to be 
told by an Second that it 
good experience, and some day he'd be 

His clothes 

tnere 
was his maiden 

ironical was 

glad he had been thru it 

taken off 
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hadn't been dry three hours of the last 
three days, his boots squelched when he 
walked, and his arms ached with the long 
spells at the throttle. On the morning of 
January 4, when the storm cleared away, 
the chief engineer made his way to the 
Captain’s room, where they sat a long time 
over a sheet of paper on which the Chief 

‘casionally figured rapidly, working out 
various speeds with their comparative coal 

He had examined the ‘onsumption just 
coal bunkers for the hundredth time and 
reported that they could afford to “let ’er 
go” a little, as the sea was settling down. 

Simultaneously with the opening up of 
the Third had the 

arming discovery that the vacuum gage 
the stop valve made 

had dropped 1o inches and seemed to be 
A hurried glance 

told him that the circulating pump, of th: 
still gradually falling. 

independent type, was pegging along at its 
usual speed, and a hand laid on the lower 

ilf of the condenser door assured him 
the condenser was getting the circulating 

He climbed on the grating and felt 
the upper half 
much warmer than the lower half 

yf the door, which, being 
shower 

17 iat the division plate on the door was sti 
ntact. Occasionally drain valve from 
he auxiliaries, exhaust from 

s i i} iiyS| yt ) 
) ) 

} 5 ; 

a | 

T 
iin — 

TE A 2 (At! 1 LS \ | LD 

Sa iemendatenia ———— = J 
FIG, 2 Wet 

IA MAGI MP BUCKET AND HOW 11 
\S REPAIRED 

left open, helped vinches being accidentally 
an examination 
the 

to destroy the vacuum, but 
on condenser 

did 
low-pressure 

yf the various valves 
howed that the fault not lie there 
\gain the packing gland 
night be leaking or the pipe to the gage, 

neither of 
pump 

upstairs 

for the Second, who quickly arrived below. 
ts Smith explained his troubles and gave 

pinion that the air pump was damaged. 
They went round to the back of the en 
gines and the Second, kneeling on the 
lates, put his ear to the pump chamber, 
ring for Smith to follow his example 

t wasn't the thmic click of valves they 
ird but a rattle as of something loose 

side. The Second, getting on his feet, 
id, ‘““More trouble—the valves are gone 
call the Chief 
The engines were immediately stopped, 

e Chief going back to the Captain’s 
om to report the fresh trouble 

The 
store, 

from the 
air pump were next 

necessary tools coming 
the doors on the 

The head and foot valves were 
intact, but on the bucket two of the four 
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were gone; of them having 
taken with it the center of the seat, leaving 
the grating bent and twisted, the other 
had left a broken and bent stud in the 

valves one 

seat, 
In the “Follower” the seats were part 

of the bucket, not being screwed into the 
bucket, as is the usual method. Finding 
it impossible to repair such damage in the 
limited space of the air-pump chamber, it 

The 
cover and head valves were removed and 
swung clear, and the bucket landed on 
two blocks on the foot plates. The broken 
stud was chipped flush, drilled out, and a 
tap run thru the hole to clear the thread 
a new guard, stud and set of valves being 
fitted. 
with the 

was decided to draw the bucket out. 

As the only possible thing to dé 
was to blank it off. broken seat 

reduced it 
the 

ends of 

one of the large valves was 
the recess underneath 

The 
the grating were leveled down and chipped 

flush, 
fitted valve under the seat and ; 

diameter to fit 
seat in the bucket. broken 

below a large valve placed over the 
seat, the 
stud passed thru. There was no brass 
studding large enough in the ‘‘Follower’s” 
pare gear (which was very limited) and 
ron was used a makeshift. The nuts 
vere next run on and the whole tight 
ened up 

The remaining valves were next exam 
and renewed or reversed, as was con 

the 

didn’t look at all healthy in the 
t. Un 

like the usual bucket wound with manilla 

idvisable The packing in 

and was taken ou opinion, 

packed with 34-inch 
ax packing and a large gland, fitted on to 

studs in the bucket, fe 
This 

packing, a 

irmed the upper 
flange gland being removed witl 
the strip of stout canvas was 

body of the bucket. the 

this 
packing, 

the around 
the 

ewn 

depth of packing space; was t 
old 

to be used again 
slightly expand the which 
would have There is 

mighty litt 

This 

piates 

1 wasted on the 

he 
average tramp 

floor 

after testing the rod nut, the 

of the 

reversed and 

finished t work on the 

and, 
bucket was into the top 

The flax packing, 
well greased, was driven home between the 

and the chamber, the efand dropped 
and the whole tightened down 

swing 

‘~hamber 

The bucket was next lowered to the bot 

tom of the chamber, head valves and cover 

being and doors being pumy quickly fitted: the 

crosshead was lowered and rod nut tight 
ened up, finishing the job 

When 

yf gear and brake eased off, the stop valve 

the turning engine was run 

was opened and once more the “Fol 

resumed her old eight-knot gait, 

good 24.5 inches showing on the vacuun 
Q age 

The Second, going up the ladder, halted 

shout to the Third, who 

“More 

Smit! 

J 

long enough to 

was examining the broken gear, 

'’ and 

a rueful grin, “Yes, an 

r Ae oo 

experience for you, Smithy 

retorted with 1 | 

guess I’m paying for it 
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The Solution of Problems in Spiral Gearing. 

Editor American Machinist: 
I have read with much interest the arti- 

cle on spiral gearing at page 1218 of your 
journal. The contributor be con- 
gratulated on the orderly masterly 
manner in which he has presented the an- 
ilytical method of solving spiral gear prob- 
lems, which to my mind is the that 
has graced your pages 

Being a strong advocate of the gr 
method of solving such problems, 
erally test by it all that 
AMERICAN MACHINIST, and | 

to say regarding the article above referred 
that the tests of the 

graphical method 1 hi 
take exception to the statement in the < 

is said that ‘““We know that in 
the sum of the 

is to 

and 

best 

phical 
I gen 

appears in the 
am pleased 

the work stands 
However, 

‘le where it 
spiral gears angles 
teeth 
tween 

a.) must equal the angle be 
rafts.” This, 7 

cases where tl 

(a 

the s find 
ld good in some 

erably less than go ingle is consid 
for I find that the spiral path may lie out 

1 } ] +} de the shafts’ angle, in which case the 
ingle of one of the gear pair w equal 

angle plus the spiral deviation e shafts’ 
A case in point is now given 

Shaft at 
referred to 

hese conditions: covering t 
legrees: speed ratio, 3 to 1; center d 

= ] ] - | tance, 2.5 inche norn pit 25 inc 
Wi 

respectively, 42 and 14; rel: 

ing numbers of teeth, the alter 

gles f the 

ment a 

parent than real 
pear when all the conditions 

rking this out by the graphical method i€ 
get: gear angle, 2 ec’: pinion ingle. 47 

cr umber of th jn sar and ninion 55 number of teeth in gear and pin 
diameters, itive 

32 and 1.68 inches. The spiral path lying I I : 
utside the shafts’ angle causes an excess 
f angle of 2° 55’ more than the shafts 
gle. As there are always two possible 
lutions to a given case with correspond 

nate solution 
just given will throw the spiral 

and 
n of 

the c 
est iti ull 

iS¢ 
thus it the shafts’ angle, 

at the sur 
11 

1 1 I tne an vill then be true t 
teeth will equal the sha 

not otherwise 
Ont 

ngle, but 
Ww. 1..G 

Croker’s suggestion, we sent his 
tion to Mr. Oliver for 

received the followi 

Machinist 
of Mr. Croker to 

mi 

Orillia, 

\t Mr 
mmunic 

nd 

American 
} 

a 
have 

ditor 
The objection 

referred to s re 
I thir 

ire known. 
} } ve Gd 

tatement above ap- 
and will, ik, disap- 

Should a pair of gears esigned and 
ent to the shop with no more data regard- I 
ng above, I the kind of spiral than given 

' that the results would not be what 
ere expected, because if they were cut at 
they would probably be both right-hand 
both left-hand spirals, for which the 

ngle between the shafts must necessarily 
a, - & 50° 50’ and not 

[f any pair of spiral gears witl 
gles of spirals 45°, one right-hand and 

be 

oth have right-hand or both have 
ind spirals, the shaft 
ngl In either case 4, s equal to 

e angle between the shafts because if we 

eft-hand, the shafts must paral 
} 

must be at ri 
es a. 1 
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characterize the right-hand spiral Some Refinements of Mechanical Science.* 

the left-hand spiral is necessarily neg 

posi 

tive, BY AMBROSE SWASEY, CLEVELAND, OHIO 
1 ative, since we must go thru zero in going f ; TI a As we open this, the twenty-fifth annual 

rom one to the other 1is illustrates a . ae rolgg : meeting of the Amer Society of Me 
aw that is applicable to eat aving . me i 
: — g chanical Engineers, the history of the S 

any angle of tooth a quarter of a ntury 
In the case cited by Mr. Croker we hi fore us, and it is al when it 

a pair of gears one of which has a right me ? ‘ specially ippropr ¢ mie e! 
and the other a left-hand spiral and the » of the growl ; th , ' en : , a A 1 I Lil¢ KI i k l 
algebraic sum of these angles (-+- 47° 55’) Soni ee ae . Society since it wa £ 

( 2° ss’) 45°, as it should I we ve : \t the beginning I t » VI 
Tha f . hat th > 2 1, ¢ . he fact that these gears have opposite . al & PI ld have dared pre ler 

wey! 1 } Les piraiS may easily e seen Dv tne accom f ‘ - : | 1dvance that is ( echan S| 1 4 rT 7 panying sketch. A B repre ts the pinior Ce I , a bike vy 
shaft and C D the gear haf rv show C88 fae f ~ C it ul i 
the angle of the two teeth in contact. Re ‘ | . a ‘ | 4 rit Ti’ * Vhic 
membering that this line represents a tootl , 2 : t é tu 11ula 

the side of the pinion away from the ; : 
nen WI 

} ry } server, 5 ey let tl it t rig ‘ ‘ f " 14 . 3 . = , I al 
hand spira Also, since the same line is a ; ; Se ee ; 1 . a . . so , y Ti¢ i ‘ a | ri¢ iTi\ 
tooth on the side of the gear toward t ery t ring, 
bserver, it 1s evident that the spuira i —_ ‘ Sat ; | ATil ely 
eft hand { | 1 preset I n nber 

In any case, utd ole t , , , , : p of nearly twenty-nu dred, al 
£ that 1! v { 

¢ ¢ ne \ I 
] + 

‘ the progress of , nd 

\ 
‘ t ‘ t | 

he ‘ ety 

y it 
( 

? a ? if 

ned 

N( | I N E I 
t il- 

hafts be the differenc t ngi I ( re 
teeth, it indi t the ox ha F ; ; 

pposite hand | ( OLIvI { n 

Inquiry for Machinery 
179) We have an inquiry f nam r) 
addresses of manufacture yf ma to-day n for age 

nery for making small paper, or papier ng the most i nt of tl bjects 
hé buttons ffecting the 
180) Wanted, name and address f ft rolled thet 4 

f the Kennedy tube bending m rt rmn- 
é has 

— —— 1¢ 

\ ispate IT! B t ) 
hiteen-year I ) ling 

es shed V telegrap é é I 
t etweel I i ha { 
| Phi ¢ t fact that rt d rth 

d after the appear e of the fi pu ' g ( { vo- 
ished accounts of B« é tl t101 t t ( t n, the 
eleph n tw Nev y hac 1 rf 

1 were successfully operating an expe! rked off w t precision 
ntal telephone syste t the ‘ the 

rhese two boys have since achieved d leng t re 
nection in the electrical field nd have the Cl I ¢ fined, 

for many years been allied in busine the leng f it ap 
They are Prof. Frank B. Crocker, of Co : “ aga ‘ Presidentia ire press the N York 
lumbia University, and Dr Schuyler meeting. December, 1904, of A ican Soct 
Skaats Wheeler ianical Engineers 
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proximately known until within a few hun- 
dred years, 

The length of the year as counted by 
the Julian calendar was too long by eleven 
minutes and this 
error amounted to ten full days in the 
sixteen hundred years from the time the 

fourteen seconds, and 

Julian calendar went into effect until the 
introduction of the Gregorian calendar 

A few years ago, when visiting the Vat- 
ican Observatory, I was particularly in 
terested in the Gregorian Tower, which 
forms a part of the Vatican Library Build 
ing. After number of 
rooms which are 

passing thru a 
used in connection with 

the Observatory, when near the top of the 
tower, I was taken into the spacious and 

the walls of 
f the 

highest order, executed centuries ago, un 
the XITT. 

In the center of the room, and forming a 

beautiful calendar room, 
which are covered with paintings ¢ 

der direction of Pope Gregory 

part of the floor, there was a large marble 
; ‘ 
ab, on which was cut a fine line exactly 

in the true meridian, and upon the line 
Was a special mark which indicated the 
altitude of the sun at noon of a certain 
day. On the south wall, near the top of 
the room, there was a small aperture thru 
which the direct rays of the sun passed 
at noon, projecting a bright spot on the 
meridian line 

\ll of this had been planned and exe 
cuted by the astronomers in order that 
they might demonstrate the necessity of 
reforming the calendar, and when at 
on the 23d of March, 1582, 

noon 
Pope Gregory 

saw that the altitude of the sun as shown 

f light, that 
particular day, but for the day ten days 

that 
stricken from the calendar and that day 
should be the rth of March 
the 23d 

With 
determined the true length of the vear, 
that our 

by the beam was not for 

previous, he directed ten days be 

instead of 

such precision had the astr r I hac le astronomers 

with its inter present calendar 
calations will continue on for twenty thou 
sand years with an error not to exceed a 
single day 

The e on the marble slab and the 
aperture thru the wall of the Calendat 
Room w devices simple in the extrem 
and in tl] day of instruments such a 
met] 1 would hardly be considered, vet 
they served their purposes admirably, and 
the placing of that line on the true meri 
dian, with an accuracy never before at 
tained, was considered one of the greatest 
‘entific achievements of that age 
Since an unknown time the day has been 

divided into twenty-four hours, and as 
‘ivilization has advanced, the greater has 

1 } +] .0r ’ i een the necessity for the utmost precision 

n the measurement of each hour, with its 
ibdivisions 

Che dial is not only the earliest, but 

he most interesting of all the numerous 

devised for 

Not 
has been a 

irrangements that have been 

measuring the divisions of the day 
withstanding its limitations, it 

subject which has attracted the brightest 
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Within these later 
interest 

minds for ages. years 
there has been a renewed in this 
ancient time-keeper, not only in copying 
the types of dials, which are valuable be- 
cause of their antiquity, but in working 
out new forms. Recently a new dial has 
been invented, by 
sun will indicate the true mean time for 
each day of the year, with an error not 

which the rays of the 

to exceed one minute 
The hour glass, which came later, was 

considered a much more practical method, 
inasmuch as it could be used either day or 
night, and because its use was not con- 
fined to a particular location; however, 
as a time-keeper it was not satisfactory, 
even in those early days. 

The clepsydra or water clock, which is 
invented by the 

better 
supposed to have been 
Greeks, was found to be a much 
time-keeper than either the sun dial or 

glass, and it was a great step in hour 
idvance toward the accurate measurement 

f time 
These water clocks are to this day used 

in the East, extensively more especially in 
China. Those first used by the Greeks 
‘onsisted of two water jars so arranged 
that the water from the upper ran into 

e the lower, and the time of day was detet 
mined by measuring the depth of water in 
the upper jar, and at sunrise each day the 

water was returned to the upper jar. In 
the citv of Canton there is a water clock 
which has been running for eight hundred 

and at the time it is the 
standard clock of that 

This clock 
having a 

vears, pres¢ nt 
city 

water jars, 
ten 

consists of four 
each capacity of eight or 
gallons. The jars are placed one above the 
other, in the form of a terrace, the three 
upper ones being provided with a small 
orifice near the bottom, thru = which the 
water drops into the jar next below, and 

down from one to the other, until so on 

the water reaches the lowest or registering 
jar. In this there is a float, to which is 
ttached an upright having graduations 

for the hours and parts of hours, and as 
time can be determined the water rises the 

by noting the hight of the float in relation 
to the cross-bar at the top of the jar 

clock 
due to 

improved form of watet 
the flow of water 

the difference in hight, 1s overcome by 
f jars, the outlet of the 

so graduated that there is but 
hight of 
the third the 

upper being 

water in 
hight 

little variation in the 
the second jar, and in 
remains practically uniform, tl lus insuring 

r the water which drops a constant head f 
into the registering jar At the beginning 

is taken from below 
of steps to the top 

of each day the water 
ind carried up a flight 

That such an arrangement has some 
elements favorable to the accurate meas 

urement of time, there can be no doubt 

It certainly has the element of simplicity, 

and notwithstanding its long service, the 

only wear noticeable was confined to the 

steps leading to the upper jar. 
Clocks of the altho used present type, 
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as far back as the twelfth century and 
possibly earlier, were but fair time-keeper- 
until several centuries later. Those whicl 
the astronomers used in the observatories 
at the end of the fifteenth century wer 
so unreliable that modified forms of th: 
clepsydras of the ancients were used, and 
as they did not prove to be satisfactory 
most of the observations were made wit! 
out the use of clocks. 

Galileo’s beautiful discovery of the iso 
chronism of the pendulum from the swing 
ing chandelier in the church at Pisa was 
of great value in many respects, but 11 
none more so than in its application to the 
measurement of time. 

Soon after that great discovery the Eng 
lish clockmaker, Graham, invented t 
mercurial pendulum, by which the varia 

1 Me 

tion in its length caused by the differenc: 
in temperature was fully compensated, and 
some years later Harrison, another Eng 
lish clockmaker, invented a compensating 
pendulum, which consisted of a series 
metal bars having different coefficients 01 
expansion—so that two hundred years ag 

to-day, the pendulum was tl 

all the devices that hay 
as It 1S 
nearest perfect of 

contro been employed for governing or 
ing the motions of a clock mechanist 
Every part of the clock down to 

minutest detail has been the subject ot 
study and improvement, and they are mad 
and adjusted with such precision and del 
cacy that in testing them the question is 
within how small a fraction of a second 
will they run? Not content with ther 
marvelous performance when under not 

the finest 
by glass 

mal conditions, some of astro 
are surrounded 

in which a partial 
nomical clocks 
or metal cases, vacuu! 
is maintained, and in order that the cases 
may not be opened or disturbed, the wind 
ing is done automatically by means of ele 

the frequency of the winding 
| cases being as 

The se clocks are set up in 

tricity ; 
some often as once ever 

minute espe 
cially constructed rooms or undergrowu1 
vaults, where they are free from jar 
vibration, where the temperature and bar 
metric conditions remain practically cor 

. h! every possipie and where precautt 

to further 
stant 
is taken minimize the errors 

the running rate¢ 
\ clock in the Ol 

several 

Ber] I 
under thes 

yservatoryv at 
months 
with a rate having 

fifteen 
and a max 

favorable conditions, 
mean error of but one-thor 

sandths « f 
error of 

a second per day 

imum thirty one-thousandths 

1 second per day 
Another clock installed at the Observ 

tory of Case School of 
under 

Applied Science at 

Cleveland, similar condi 

tions, also has a mean error of fifteen on: 

running 

thousandths of a second per day, with 
maximum error for several months of but 

twenty-two one-thousandths of a second 

per day 

These are notable examples of the pres 
ent state of the art of clockmaking, and 

show the wonderful precision with which 

’ 
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ninute intervals of time can be meas- 
ired. 
From the time of the invention of Peter 

Hele, in 1477, of the “Nuremberg Ani- 
mated Egg” or “‘pocket clock,” which re- 
quired winding twice a day and varied an 
hour and a half in the same length of time, 
the development of the watch has kept 
pace with the “Mother Clock,” and fol- 
lowed closely to it in time-keeping qual- 
ities. 
These marvelous little machines, wheth- 

er made at the homes of the peasants 
imong the hills and mountains of Switzer- 
and, where the skill required for making 
single part has been handed down from 

generation to generation, or made in the 
great factories of this country, where fully 

are high-grade movements 
and where the 

two million 
turned out annually, 
f the workmen has been supplemented by 

not 

skill 

modern methods and machinery, are, 
withstanding the difficulties attending their 
nanufacture, produced so cheaply as to be 
vithin the reach of almost everyone 
The larger watch, or ship chronometer, 

vith its escapement so delicately made and 
djusted that it must always be kept in 

greatly improved 
sritish Government 

he same was 
thru the efforts of the 

position, 

1714 by offering rewards of ten, fifteen 
nd twenty thousand pounds to any who 
hould make chronometers that would run 

longitude of a ship accurately that the 
within 
Harrison, the 

pendulum 

t sea could be determined sixty, 
forty and thirty miles, and 
nventor of the compensating 

] +} nd the compensating balance, which is 
succeeded in making 

te sted 
yw used in watches, 
chronometer, which, after being 

long was found to run so 

that 
letermined 

na voyage, 
the 
within 

position of the ship was 1 sely 

eighteen miles, and he 
therefore paid the full award of twen 

j “4 thousand pounds. That historic 
- 4 ; . meter, which marked a new era in 

gation, is now numbered among the treas 
1 res of Greenwich Observatory 

Modern ships ire equipped vit cl ) 
meters so accurate and so reliable, and 
th sextants of such precision that navi 
tors can determine their position in lat 

and longitude within few miles 
refore, with the increased speed of the 

verful ships carrying hundreds or even 
ynds of passengers, together wit 
valuable cargoes, the methods and 

truments used in navigation have been 
mproved as to greatly din h_ the 
vers 1n ssing tne seas 

ly} perfe t1o1 itt ned n the re 

f time, which is of such great prac 

value in nearly every sphere of life, 

have been possible were it not ld not 
the even greater refinements that hav: 

racterized the methods and instruments 

ed by the astronomer in determining the 
, ngth of the day and of the year, which 

the fundamental standards of time 

Che division of the circle and the meas 

ement of angles has ever been among 

unsolved problems of the astronomer, 
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yet in the instruments used by him, circles 
have formed a most part 

Long before the telescope was invented, 
Tycho Brahe, the Danish astronomer, “the 
founder of Modern Astronomy,” con 
structed for his observatory instruments 

important 

of various kinds having graduated circles 
His instruments for 

the most part were improvements on those 
used by Arabian astronomers in the eighth 
and ninth these in turn 
were copied after similar instruments used 
by the Greeks and Egyptians a thousand 

and arcs of circles 

centuries, and 

years previous, and it is supposed that 
such instruments were used by the Chines 
at an even earlier period, so that graduated 
circles have come down to us from the 
far-off ages. 

The longer the radius the more accurate 
the graduations was the principle upon 
which the early instruments were made 
[he Arabians, in about the year 1,000, 
built a sextant with a 60-foot radius and 

quadrant with a 21-foot radius, but to 
Brahe is due the credit of con 

structing 
lycho 

instruments having circles mucl 
; 1 diameter and graduated with 

before It 
ved 

and by his 

smaller in 
precision than ever 

was by the use of such impr instru 
ments of his own making, 
observations which were made without 

] magnification telescope or any means of 
give the positio1 

fa large irs within less than 
one minute of are from the positions giver 
by modern astronomers 

‘ea ; , ; 
The graduation of an eight-foot mura 

England, for 
the National Observatory, and of an eight 

circle in 1725 by Gral im, of 

feot quadrant by Bird, in 1767, were nota 
ble steps in advance in the division of the 
circle and the measurement of angles, but 

and similar instruments, altho their these 

efficiency was greatly augmented by the 
use of the telescope, have been supplanted 
DY ot ers nik | practi ] 

The first cir¢ r dividing engine wa 

York, for cutting the teeth of « vhe 
d teresting tI t 1 the 

ime year Huntsmann, another clockmaket 
f Sheffield, invented the proce f mal 

cru¢ le ste t nig } \ 

etal suitable for the spring f cl 
Ot seve engine s tes ter 

the one most essf id representing 

Ramsden, in 1777. 7 gil itoma 
n its movements made especially f 
grad ting circies 1 because I the great 
prec n with which he divided the cir¢ 
of inst ts used by the gov 

men e Boar f Longitude awarded 

him the sum of six hundred 1 fifteen 

pound \ furthe In potent recog 

nition of the excellence of | work lie 1 

the fact that all subsequent circular divid 
ing engines have f wed closely the 

general principles of construction e1 

in the Ramsden engine 1€¢ 
n 

It is most gratifying to all those who 
are interested in mechanical progress that 
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the Ramsden engine has been preserved 
l and it 

Smithsonian 
throughout all these years, now 
stands in the Museum of the 

Washington, as a monu 
it and as the 

Institution, at 
to the 

best example of 
ment one who made 

graduating circles 
Many 

been made that are quite sufficient in point 
which they 

excellent dividing engines have 

of accuracy for the work for 
were intended, but the perfection required 
in the graduation of circles for astronom 

such that it has been 
most difficult of all 

ical instruments Is 
of the found to be one 

mechanical problems to make an engine 
that will meet such requirements 

In such an engine f essential is 
that t 
shall be as nearly 

he animale carrwvinn i ter-plat he spindle carrying the master-plat« 
round and as closely 

fitted in its bearings as is pi 
degree of excellence wit which 
is done determines how sely a circle 
can De div ded 

It seems aln nere tha we 
bricated sp f four ( d 

ter ? r¢ ? rt ] ) ¥ tn 
quarters of an it to the f can b 

nade ly eiv ni 
y ? T 

, ri ( nd I T 
rino . ri 

— ‘ t vit ail ( ‘ “ 
fact fre t f , 

t rhé y ’ 

The ere f ta 
n s neimne ‘ d if ar 
whic , . f ee mile 

nel ¢ ¢ nch equa \\ ( ¢ 
whic the 1 f ' ng une 

whicl e g t er-plate 
ire made, a e-t nd f an incl 
mw it] eqt »>tweily nd I ar 

r twelve tin hye ted error f 

ny umber td ty t 
' e g ( ¢ I tT any ngie daly yn 

| itom llv graduating circle. it 

‘ { t ‘ 
} t na 

] ] r a 
\ wit 

‘ f rah 
f ‘ 

] ; ‘ 

‘ ’ | ete 
| t t g e hee 

) t ] Tt T TY ( vole 
t , +1 r 

' ] . f , ‘ d 

er 
et in be made 

v di ted OT ¢ r t i! 
' rg é ‘ ¢ tr 

Re 2 eir weight and 
! Val ( T 1 s th the 
d f c 1 ve the result 

f | 4 ‘tained w ( vitl e 
TY ‘ 

( 4 1  /t- 
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Liability of Corporate Directors. 

A decision has just been handed down 
by the New York Supreme Court in the 
American Malting Company case, award- 
ing judgment against Alexander M. Cur 
tiss, one of the original directors of the 
company, on account of dividends amount- 
ing with interest to about $1,400,000, which 
the court holds were wrongfully paid. 
This ruling follows a New York statute 
which makes the directors of a corpora- 
tion jointly and severally liable for the full 
amount of dividends illegally paid under 
the laws of the State where the corpora- 
tion was chartered. The American Malt- 
ing Company is a New Jersey concern and 
the law there forbids dividends paid other 
than out of the net profits. Undoubtedly 
the judgment will be carried to the New 
York Appellate Division for review and 
ultimately to the Court of Appeals. It is 
said that the Appellate Division has al- 
ready gone on record in this case in such 
a manner as to render probable its affirma- 
tion of the decision. What the Court of 
Appeals will do with the matter, it is idle 
to speculate upon without laborious re- 
search among precedents in corporation 
law—one of the difficult of all 
branches of jurisprudence. The wayfaring 
man, tho a fool, pretty 
reliable feeling in his bones that the courts 
are not going to run amuck among big 
piles of money, but that they can now, as 

most 

has, however, a 

ever, find some way out of the difficulty 
that will preserve the judicial ermine un- 
spotted from sensationalism and radical- 
ism. Theoretically, our laws may require 
restitution of misappropriated funds, but 
did anyone ever hear of an actual case 
where such restitution was enforced in a 
large amount? 

Ignoring the technical features of this 
case, which for the most part are latent, 
we find it one which must be vividly sug- 
gestive to every business man. The re- 
sponsibility of corporate directors is a 
question on which not merely the proper 
ty, but the lives of most of us are depend 
ent every day. Whether applied to money 
or to life and limb, the essential question 
is the same—shall delegated authority en- 
tail accountability when vested in the man 
higher up? Shall of the 
investing and traveling public be won by 
the parade of certain superior personalities 
as the repositories of control, for the pro- 
duction of good and bad 
results are produced shall the bearers of 

the confidence 

results, when 

these personalities retire behind a curtain I 
When a 

of our 
as privileged from criticism? 
shocking accident occurred on one 
railroads as a consequence, there was rea 
son to presume, of negligence on the part 
of the company, one of our respectable 
newspapers took occasion to print a list of 
the directors or high officials thereof as 
prima facie accountable for the catastrophe, 
and that journal thereby met severe denun- 

Per- 

haps the majority of men will defend the 

ciation for its anarchistic utterance. 

corporate director from any obligation to 
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be familiar with the affairs of his company 
If by reason of some transportation mas 
sacre, for instance, local indignation s¢ 
cures his indictment, he successfully poses 
as a martyr in the eyes of the world unti 
the court has dismissed the case lest 
should reach the jury. 
When a man allows his name to be 

printed as earnest of the financial sound 
ness of an institution, does it mean that 
his private fortune is security for the ex 

with all 
In point of morals 

ecution of his trust reasonable 
pains and fidelity? 
is hard to avoid the unqualified answer 

In point of business principles we 
irrespon 

ves. 
a good deal of 

h 
must allow him 
sible discretion so long as e does not 
violate the law. When, however, he acts 
llegally, and especially when he trans 
gresses an express statute fastening per 
sonal liability on him as a penalty, not all 
the powers of darkness should be able te 
save him from compensating those whom 
he has defrauded 

years of wild-cat Especially in these 
finance and corporate bunco-steering is the 
declaration of a dividend from capital 
rather than from earnings a serious mat 
ter Hardly any other expedient is s 
useful to the unconscionable promoter it 
foisting his well-nigh worthless stock or 

In affairs of 
high finance the public perennially proves 

self 

the unsophisticated investor. 

ts need of a guardian. As against the 
constituted guardianship of fatherly broker 
age houses and confidential letter 

is entitled at least to the protec 
market 

writers it 
tion of sound laws impartially enforced 

If there is any such thing in 
as honesty, it must mean that a 

the world 
man who 

by his wrong-doing has caused a loss to 
another should make restitution to the 

means. It 
that 

a case unfairly ought to make resti 

extent of his was a point of 
Jesuitical casuistry the lawyer wh 
won 
tution to his opponent’s client from his 

When 
come over to that view it will be necessary 

soup their benefit 
All of which goes to show the 

( 
own pocket our legal gentlemen 

to open kitchens for 
grotesque 

ness of such notions. Grotesqueness, how 
ever, may result from either of two cause: 

absurdity in the thing itself or distortior 

are in the standards to which we accus 

tomed and which we use for comparison 
But we must return from this di 

gression to the observation that the case 
before us is one in which the law had 
fastened a positive liability for definite 
illegal acts 

Too important for neglect of passing ref 

erence are the analogous laws laying lia 

bility upon a subscriber to stock to pay 

up the full amount of his subscription for 
the benefit of creditors in case the con 

‘ern becomes insolvent. Having lent the 

company the influence of his support, os- 

tensibly to a certain sum, he must not 

refuse to make good his pretensions to 
those who have trusted the company on 

the assumption that it had all the founda- 

tion it professed to have. ‘Assessment’ 
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f stock is one thing and calls to pay up 
n subscriptions are another. Even where 
stock certificate reads on its face “fully 

vaid and non-assessable”’ there reason to 
loubt whether this protects against the 
ympany’s creditors those shareholders 

vho have not in fact fully paid in cash or 
a fair equivalent of cas] 

Some Refinements of Mechanical Science 

(Continued from page 1651.) 

4 twenty-five inch circle read with a 
licroscope having a power of forty, 
e equivalent to a circle of about eighty 

et in diameter. and a single second of 
thr th — re as seen thru the microscope wou 

e equal to 0.0024 of an incl quantity 
7 sily subdivided 

A most important adjunct to the 
mer’s instrumental equipment is the filar 

determines thi icrometer With it he 
rrors of divisions, the eccentt vy of |} 
ircle and measures the angles vithis 

tracts n of i SeEcol ad il d A { » d t 
e eye end of the telescope determines 

he positions 
he distances and diar 
In these little instruments, whethe1 the 
mple or complex form, tl hief re 
tes are the screw ind 
Yr upon them 
ons and measurements depend 
7 19] +h t oOo mak tne ~ \\ 

detected by its ow nagnifying pow 
an extremely difficult tas} These 

rometer screws are often made with o1 
ndred threads to the incl l e pr 

ided with graduated drt e° on: 

indred_ divisions ( ea 9 being 
ide in tenths of divis 
The cross wires vhich ¢ t m 

vider lines, because of the f ind 
e rema qualities y possess, ar 

ndispensable in micrometric w 

the repulsive ani 
pider has plenty of enemi 
iman family, there can be no 

f the value of the contributions which 
Sm ide to the cause of scie 

11 v known, it would surely have 

d most certainly the astronomer w say 
ght against it, for after the ex ence 

f many years he has found that e spide 

shes the only thread wl Y 

C¢ fully ised 1 Tt S 

Che spider nes ft stly | I 
e-fifth to one-seventh of a dtl 

nch in diameter, and | 

strength and elasticity, the ( 

peculiar property of w 1 g ¢ 
nge of temp t ind I Vv he 
suring the sun spots altho the heat 

tense as to rack the I f the 

rometer eve piece, vet f pice ‘ 

not in the least injured 
ne hread f the silk-w It] I 

t value as a commercial product, art 
‘coarse and rough compared with the 
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silk of the spider that thev cannot be 

in such instrum 
Platinum 

1 + 1 make most 1 exce 
nstruments whe agnifying pow ig the speculum meta . e has made 

ers are used, yet power creases any d plates w irfaces either 

they become roug verfect flat or curved with an ert not to exceed 

Spider line fa ne-tentl f a wave lengt f light, 

yusandth of an met are e four hundred tl t f an incl 

ide up of seve t tf mic! [ € ib] f lengt 

copic streams of fluid te at \ e the y { G Britair 

form a single line, and it is because of tl f | g le of me 

hat they remain true and round under the nd ble t t mage, P 

ghest magnifying powet fe r M 1 t ved the idea 

At stan f the d ete g t t e standart 

vide es f 1 at Allegheny ‘ g vould 

Obst tory, where the me set of line 

em ymeter of the t ument ct 
en i e 1850 | t ( 

e placing of t pider ( n xperin é t va 

cr ¢ wo I grea lelicac t t red 

ne micromet ther re ghe 1 p and 

1 ty which for ticule, wit! rreate t \gain 

é ( t ISAT d t ni R the ) 

art, and parallel with ‘ d 1 ‘nt a sé 

( ghe macnifying pows f gr { f f w 

Step bv step tf d ot ( t Ww Ir a W ( 

\r tro e t : 7 g g ‘ lel w 

Brahe d low » the pre \ 
1D vement st nent 1 1et ¢ nne ent I 

ds f e1 f gles | fac 

een going o1 tr met } Profe 1 ) 

| S t ep t f mie terferom: 

t f lw I t ot mi¢ 
1 the f finite lig tical . 

é ] ¢ \ W the 
+ ‘ é + , VW 7 

{ near distance nd the perfect dt a 4 

f ed and fi f finemeé UTE f WV M ure t 

en greate 1 s ng Ss d é 

e measurement of e and « ngles ( erground vault 

M t ort the l divid | { t t i \ 

eng t | ich | f ] vl 

eel mp! S ( bring g | e ( re It 

vines to gh deg f excellence, it wa exp t there ¢ 

for Professor Rowland to m n engin 64 1 cadmium 

1 hasap perf ew , | i ah 8 

ut d | i respects he near re ( t ~ V I 

t perfec f the n anisms that hav ‘ ( e repeat 

( empilove 4 ng xactly dW SI ! 

1 ( ind equally paced tey 1 

Rowl ind gine Wa cle espe | A é 

for rul 9 di ffs on gt ng whicl t t ont t ed 

made of speculum metal, and with fr ‘ e of the 

( St rfac¢ ] iT ed with 160.000 oil ] The tw 

( tnere be! g ab 20,000 » the ncl : 1 

nd many as 43,000 nes tl ncl ing cine p ter! 

ee! rule 1 
grating t d fron f 

{1,000 to 20,000 to tl m3 1 witl | 
exactness tting t moved \ e 

ew t ore est | 

ge «doe t ¢ ed f f G 

I prod f grat hicl fronted 

el bled tne pl dv ( f I that 

the pectrum ( f 1 f researcl t es past 

ef ¢ nN 1 VI t onlv called fi T evet 

( ghest degree t pert 1 eve it i é tions re 

uined in the spac Q t near distances ng vy nt - lsc 

it it has also called f refinement most to | further 11 

lift It in the pt ] I ¢ 1p vhich t ent | 1 

wires are made sufficiently fine fac 
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} t } r used e lines are Brashear wa 

ents g producing such sur 

otwithstanding the many dif 
for ficulties encountered in working and refi 
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Some New Things. 
LARGE HOLLOW HEXAGON TURRET LATHE 

We illustrate herewith a Hollow Hexagon 
turret lathe built by the Warner & Swasey 
Company, of Cleveland, Ohio, which lathe, 
besides being the largest of its type by the 
makers named, possesses several features 
of interest and novelty. It is designed to 
take bar stock up to 35¢ inches thru the 
spindle and to turn up to 36 inches in 
length; the swing over the bed being 24 
inches. The head and bed are cast in one 
piece, and in depth of bed, size of V’s and 
general the machine has 
been designed not only to adapt it to the 

proportions 

size of the work mentioned, but to handle 
the modern high-speed steels up to the 

The 
to 1 and back-geared 13 to 1; 

limits of their endurance. cone is 
geared 3% 
the back gears being engaged and disen 
gaged by friction clutches. There are 
twelve spindle speeds, ranging from 18 to 
190, in geometrical progression, giving 
about 100 feet surface speed on diameters 
from 2 to 35 inches 

The 
roller feed handle bar stock of any shape 
The chuck is held in the head of the spin 

dle, 
the chuck jaws close up to the front spin 

automatic chuck and the power 

which is forged solid, thus bringing 

dle bearing, with a minimum of overhang 
The chuck is operated by the long lever in 
front of the head, working thru a system 
f compound levers, which give a powerful 
movement for closing the jaws. The jaws 

fi ir 
eters of stock and a single screw adjusts 
ire quickly changed different diam 

the roller feed and the guide fingers 
The turret saddle slides directly on the 

1s gibbed 

to the outer edge of the bed by flat gibs 
hed, eliminating all overhang. It 

throughout its entire length There are 
four changes of feed in either direction 
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other stresses, caused by other arrange- 
ments. 

Power quick traverse in either direction 
is provided for the rapid handling of the 
turret, and for indexing, the movements 
being controlled by the lever in front of 
the turnstile. The independent adjustable 
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turners are especially adapted for using 
high-speed tool steels, one of the special 
features of the tool being the roller back 
rest, which eliminates the excessive fric 
tion due to the high speeds. The holder, 
which carries the cutting tool swin-zs about 
a stud and can be easily and accurately 

TURRET AND TOOI 

stops tor each face of the turret are located 
in front of the saddle, where they are easy 
of access for changing and adjusting, and 
at the same time are well protected from 
chips and dirt 

Che Hollow 
the flats, 

Ilexagon turret 1s 181 
and has a broad across 

EQ IPMENT OF TURRET LATHI 

idjusted by means of a screw, while an 
eccentric lever provides means for quickly 
withdrawing the tool from the work 

The carriage has 30 inches traverse long 
itudinally and 10 inches cross-motion, both 
with four changes of feed in either direc 
tion. The longitudinal feeds vary from 

varying from 20 to 100 per inch, and 
ds for leading on dies are screw-cutting ter 

also provided The feed rack is located 
ym top of the bed midway between the V's 

t ) and is placed as high as possible, so as t 
bring it as nearly as possible in line with 
the tools and thus eliminate torsional and 

358X30-INCH HOLLOW HEXAGON TURRET 1 

Phe 
the 

on the carri index 
full 

ive 
diameter ot turret, and 

bolt 1s placed directly under the wo 
tool 

Che 
is adapted for a great variety of 

, , tool equipment regularly Turnishe 

cluding thread cutti 

ATHEI 

feeds from 62 to 
adjustable 

and the cross 
Both feeds hi 

24 to 120 
312 per inch ive 
automatic trips. There are two stops, with 
automatic trips, for the longitudinal travel, 
and the cross-feed screw is fitted with a 
graduated dial [The front of the cross- 

with a suitable tool-post 
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yr holding forming and turning tools, 
vhile the rear end holder for 
utting-off blades. 
All of the feeds are gear driven, and 

re quickly changed by shifting a lever in 
he feed box, which is conveniently located 

front of the head. The turret and car 
riage feeds are independent of each other. 

carries a 

\ geared oil pump, which operates in 
ither flow 
f oil to the cutting tools for both the tur 

ret and thru 
piping. 

The machine shown in the photograph 
electrically driven by variable speed mo 

direction, delivers a copious 

carriage, two systems of 

tor direct connected to the back-gear shaft 
For belt drive the spindle is equipped with 

three-grade cone, and a triple friction 
vuntershaft accompanies the machine 

The net weight of the machine is about 
12,000 pounds 

A PORTABLE ELECTRIC DRILLING OUTFIT 
The half-tone shows a complete port 

ible electric drilling combination telling 
ts own tale of usefulness and adaptabil 

y. It has been already put into use in a 
and manufacturing number of railroad 

stablishments. The details are arranged 
suit the conditions and requirements as 
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Gas Engine Company, of Springfield, Ohio, 
is illustrated herewith. This outfit consists 
of a 22 
belted to a dynamo of corresponding ca 

horse-power Foos gasoline engine 

pacity; it is entirely self-contained, there 
being no accessory tanks, batteries or other 

truck, 
top 

details. It is mounted on a steel 
and can be furnished with or without 
and curtains. Such a portable plant may 
be employed to great advantage in opet 
ating electric tools, for temporary elec 
tric lighting, etc 

The gasoline engine is of the regular 

vibration of 
rough roads are 

signed on 

flywheels 
ing parts 

starting and f 

yperatMeg an 1 

These gas and gasolin 

an impulse 

( yperat rT 

Ing, 

} aiternate re 
Nearly all th 

cing assembled on one 
has free 

supply, and time of 
rhe 

electrode s, th 

engines 

volutions of the 

ling 

are ¢ 

Over 

le 

principal work 
side, the 

voltage, size of motor, shaft, etc. The 
utfit consists of an electric motor, a 
lexible shaft and a drilling head. The 
notor is mounted upon a truck and th 
wire for the electric connection 1s wound 
upon a rod so that the entire rig, when 

mnected, is movable anywhere within 
the reach of the whole length of wire. The RTABLE ELECTR 

, 

IRTABLE ELECTRIC POWER PLA? 

e shaft has a sectiona ( I portabl v é in 
ng it exceptionally strong in prop ets ( ~p desig in 

its diameter The dr handy cart 1 sufhicient supp I water to prop 

ways ready for drilling large « erly ¢ e cylin The water has 
nd other work upon the floor, and free passage to the I sa 

urse works in any position where nit temperatur q g itte 

e attached. It will apply in nearly tion except that w 
ases when otherwise hand drilling S y to make ( d val 
1 have to be resorted to. Built by the  oratior he cy I quipped 
Manufacturing Company, Pittsburg, water glass by whi he hight of wate 

nay be gaged Phe lvantag¢ gained | 
PORTABLE ELECTRIC POWER PLANT freedom from water pipes d connectio1 
new combination built by the Foo vhich may freeze or be broker vy t 

principle, giving 

access » the devices for 
ir regulating speed, fuel and 

wnitior 
niter consists of two independent 

+ +} - rally stationary and the revolv 
rving a steel contact piece 

re t with 
ea evolutiol 

- . the sam«¢ 
I M \ part 

: « roon 
tat f tl 

; ‘ ? iu 

le d spring 
( tu widtl 

1 rg con 
i dn 

the \ 

nade 

r ] v] 

It ; 

CG the p 

ree 
T rT Te 

j 
! 

e 

ving 1 
d hrino 

1 ¢ 

P} p 
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and such parts. It is possible to remove clutch lock permits the setting of dies 
either valve, either portion of the igniter, without throwing off the belt. The shaft 
the cylinder head, piston and so on, with is of ample size, the front bearing is 
mit disturbing any other part of the en bushed, the flywheel also is bronze bushed 

with constant lubrication, self-oilers being gine, or any pipe, fittings or connections 
provided for the other bearings. The pit 

HEAVY POWER PRESS : 
nase ; _ man is steel with its lower end working 

é he half-tone shows one of a line of in a fined pocket of the slide. The ful 
presses built for heavy punching, bending,  crum pin is of hardened tool steel. Fig. 2 

shows the slide adjustment for hight. The 
eccentric is rotated by a worm, whicl 
gives a fine adjustment, preventing all pos 
sibility of slipping and being easily oper- 
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stroke is 1% inches, the vertical adjust 
ment I inch and the depth of throat 7! 
inches. The built with fly 
wheel as here shown or are geared; in tk 

presses are 

latter case having tight and loose pulley 
the Automatic feed 
attachments can 

APSING TAP 

besides flywheel 
ind othet be appplied 

COLI 
shows this tap as set for workir 
collapsed, and Fig. 2 which shovy 

Fig. 1 
nd also 

he construction also represents it in wor! 
‘ At section A B 

1 - 44 1 
is OF the chasers, ar 

ing cond 1S given tl 

FIG HEAVY POWER PRESS 
FIG. I. COLLAPSING TAP. 

shearing. et acai T ; et ’ 
learing, etc., by eh “ Hahnemann, “I3 ated. The slide has guides of ample at CD the front end of the operating 
hestnut street, Newark, N. J . Phe pre : ength and of large surface; the cap for plunger. Right- or left-hand chasers ma 

) iS Massive In design < >» Tore-and-att 1 * : | : t he: The t: pe lesign and the fore-and-af clamping the punch shanks is of steel hard ve used in the same head. The tap 
posi » shaf » fl el at —e* ‘ . - ¢ ‘ : : . 
position of the shaft, with the flywheel a ened. A T-slot provided for strippers lapsed by the work striking the pivote: 

; ee gages \ brake insures stoppage at tripping device a which holds the handle 
the highest point of the stroke. The in a position to compress the spring I 

in, «| js 

i= e 
S 5 C-D 

| j } NVVAN VAY 
/ A 

f Pw | 
| - —— 

| | a 2 ~~ / me | 

} Z & SS } 
Tl L.. = * y, ) -_ j —— 

l | Vaennrcrd 

| y x \ 
| | | 

| | | 
wo - ee 

FIG. 2. HIGHT ADJUSTMENT OF SLIDE FIG. 2. COLLAPSING TAP. 

he back, leaves the front free and un presses are built in five ( anging fron cated under the plunge oon as the 
ybstructed. The clutch is strong, simple 1,000 to 5,000 pounds in weight, that here work has rotated a small part of a turr 
ind durable, all the parts being of steel shown being next to the largest size and after striking the trip, it moves the rear 
ind the striking surfaces hardened A weighing 2,600 pounds. The flywheel is end of the trip away from the screw ? 

the spring below then forcing the lower lead stop prevents repetition and a safety 44x61 incl hes and weighs 750 pounds. The 
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nd of the lever and the plunger back, 
-ausing the chasers to collapse. By adjust 
ng screw b the diameter of the tap may 
ye varied at will. The the 
rip may be provided with a pivoted cap, 

rear end of 

» if more than one cut is desired the ad- 
be moved, the cap 

the and 
The depth 

slotted 
The tap can be 

usting screw need not 
eing swung down between trip 
he screw for the finishing cut. 

» be tapped 
finger attached at a. 

is regulated by the 
used 

n the lathe or the drill press and can be 
rranged to set automatically. It is made 
y OB. ll, 996 Whalley 
New Haven, Conn 

Russe ivenue, 

UNIVERSAL JOIN1 

The illustration presented herewith is of 
universal joint in which the 

forks, 
that pass thru the fork-eyes and the joint 

hold the latter 
nds of the pins are parallel and of course 

pins are 
screwed into the as shown, and pi 

in place pins . ! 
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1 
SINGLE VOLTAGE VARIABLE SPEED MOTOR owed Over 

1 
The accompanying illustrations show a 

single voltage variable speed motor of 
high speed ratio and a reversing controller OMe Of these m« 
adapted to it, both made by the Ridgway 28° and was in 

Dynamo & Engine Company, of Ridgway, om s 
Pa larg not 

The control of the speed by inserting In ay : 
esistance in the field. This system which, , 

pertecting the d 
was offered to th 
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S ere pent i 
ae | mot 

i fact, the firs 
i bul hive yea 

ip to within 
t ep ced | 

the cor 

d to an 
cent Ss. 

applicati limite In its original 
increase oO! speed ota 50 per 
in these motors, increased by surrounding 
the armature by a winding whose function 
t is to maintain the commutation field 
without in any way altering the shunt 
field. This winding, called the “balancing 

is wound thru slots in a laminated coils, 
] uushing ring, which is placed between the 

irmature and the usual shunt field pole 

necks These coils ré mn se r with the 
rmature and the conduct ie paralle 

, ture h 

r —— H 

Vs} 

| 9 In t 

; 

| | 

| 

! 

| | 

< in n piece, which last rel t 
ided S shown, I 1 > « | irs y pposit ect { t 

s of which th may at any time r ire bars, and { genetic effec 
ide t n tru Phe thod of ft two sé f itt 

g this will of se be readily ap nce ¢ t 

‘nt. The central block is made of 1 separate commutation field wl ee 

phor bronze and the trunnion pins of directly p rt ( 

slots are formed in the central block, irrent Chese, then ‘ e conditions 

ch slots are filled with felt so that oil which secure sparkless ope inder a 

listributed from a reservoir. The joint ids and speeds, without adjustment of “f 
ie invention of Frank E. Bocorselski, the brushes ae al cuttine 
is manufactured and controlled by the The details of construction have been ee An extt 

iush Machine Tool Company, Spring carefully worked out and, where possible, drum, for the p 
1, Mass standard generator practise has been fol- the armature, aft 

~ 

BLI 

f sectiona 
t pu 

t \ re t 
idded to the 

f ort circuiting 
urrent has been 
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‘ut off, when stopping.. This short circuit 
quickly brings the machine to a stop and 
does not injure the motor, nor does it 
ause sparking or flashing. When the 

moto! to be used for non-reversing ser- 
vice, a starting box of the ordinary type 

furnished, with the exception that a 
field resistance is so arranged that it can 

e introduced after the series resistance 

ut out 
Of the illustrations, T 1 SNOWS a 2 Fig. 1 

horse-power motor having a speed range 
if from 250 to 1,500 revolutions per min 
ite, and Fig. 2 shows a full reverse con- 
troller for a 15 horse-power lathe motor 
ind having the field and series resistances 
separated and separately removable 

Technical Publications. 
Che half-tone print showing all the in 

ternal arrangements of a modern battle 
ship, which print formed a part of our edi 
tion of last week, has attracted a great 
deal of attention. It is the first time such 
a thing has been attempted, and the cut 
gives a better idea of a battleship in some 
respects than one could gain by going thru 

one. The Derry-Collard 
Company, 257 Broadway, New York, con 
trols the copyright of this picture and is 

and inspecting 

supplying them of larger size than we 
‘ould print as part of the paper. It is 
interesting to note that the artist who 
“dug this out” from working drawings is 
Arthur Murray, who is the son of the man 
who in former years made most of the best 

engravings that the 
\MERICAN MACHINIsT. It is a thoroughly 
vood appeared in 

‘onscientious piece of work 

for Me 
Coolidge 

Drafting 
By C. E. 

Freeman. 51 

‘Elements of General 
chanical Engineers.” 
and H. L 
with 49 text cuts and 21 full-page plates. 

John Wiley & Sons, New York; Chap- 
man & Hall, London. Price, $2.50. 

This book has been prepared for the use 
of students at Cornell University. It is 

QxI2-inch pages 

divided into two parts, a Course in Draw 
ing and a Manual of Drawing, the former 
outlining the order in which the work is 
to be taken up and the latter relating chief- 
ly to the conventions used in executing 
working drawings, some of which are in- 
sisted upon with a positiveness that is 
scarcely warranted by prevailing practise 
while others are rather minute in impor 
tance, altho, as a whole, they present cor 
rectly and sensibly the usage of the shops. 
The plates are well executed in shop style 
and are fac simile reproductions of draw 
ings by the authors. 

“Dimensions of Pipe, Fittings and Valves.” 
By W. D. Browning. 
with 

The Draftsman, Cleveland, Ohio. 
in flexible cloth, 50 cents; 

82 6x9-inch pages, 
numerous illustrations and tables 

Price, 
in leatherette, 

75 cents. 

Not draftsmen have many machine 
failed to experience the need of a table 
of dimensions of pipes, pipe fittings and 

The tables in the pocket books valves. 
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are meager and we know of no such com- 
plete collection as this. Our contemporary 
has done a real and not small service to 
draftsmen in publishing this collection of 
tables, which include not 
steam pipe and fittings but gray-iron, spigot 

only common 

and flanged, spiral riveted, lead, sewer and 
drain pipe, hydrants, oil cups and other 
steam fittings. The book deserves a place 

ery draftsman’s table on e\ 

A special edition of Geo. B. Grant's 
“Treatise on Gear Wheels” has been is- 
sued by the Philadelphia Gear Works. 
The book needs no introduction. First 
published in our columns as a serial in 
1894, it has been since that time one of 

often 
authorities on the subject of gear wheels, 
the well recognized and quoted 

and should be at hand by everyone who 
much to do the designing or 

making of gear wheels of any kind. 
Until January 15 the new edition, cloth 

pages, illustrations 
(the regular price of which is $1.00), is 
offered to patternmakers, 
draftsmen, apprentices and mechanical en 

gineers at 55 cents, postpaid. 

has with 

bound, 103 6x9 169 

machinists, 

Sixth re 

By Charles 

\ccidents and Emergencies.” 
vised and enlarged edition. 
W. Dalles, M. D. 209 5x7-inch pages 
with 44 illustrations P. Blakiston’s 
Son & Co., Philadelphia. 

\s a manual of first aid to the injured 
It deals with all 

suspended 
this book is invaluable. 

including 
various 

ordinary accidents, 
from foreign 
the 

sciousness or insensibility, fits or seizures, 

breathing causes, 
bodies in eye, nose and ear; uncon- 

injuries to the brain, effects of heat and 
cold, electricity accidents, sprains, disloca 
tions, wounds, hemorrhage, poisoning and 
others. The descriptions and illustrations 
are exceedingly clear and the book should 
he included in every factory 
outfit. 

emergency 

“The Engineering and Mining Journal.’’ 
The Hill 

owns and publishes the AMERICAN 
CHINIST 

Publishing Company, which 
Ma 

recently pur- 
chased The Engineering and Mining Jour- 

1866 and is 
the well-known leading authority in mat- 

and Power, has 

nal, which was established in 

ters pertaining to mining, metallurgy and 
engineering connected therewith 

The Geometry of the Square-Thread Screw — 
Errata. 

Referring to the article on this subject, 
published at page 1421, the following typo- 
graphical errors should be noted 
1422, read V 
tool; page 1422, column 3, 

I read Form 2; page 
3, line 6, for K 4 read K Y. 

Page 
column 2, line 22, shaped 

25> for 
1423, column 
line 

Form 

Personal. 
Preston, who has been for 

superintendent of the 
foundry of Henry R. Worthington, pump 
manufacturer, will assume charge of the 
new foundry of the Reeves Foundry Com- 

Thomas A 
twenty-five years 
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pany, of Trenton, N. J., as soon as it 

completed. 

John G. 
Chicago 
more recently with the Chicago Storag 

Sanborn, formerly with 
Pneumatic Tool Company, 

Battery Company, has accepted a positi 
with S. F. & Co., Fort Wayn 
Ind., as railway representative for its oi 

Bowser 

house equipment and oil-storage system 
Mr. Sanborn will make his headquarter 

hicag 

i. &.. F. 
afterward located in 

in Cc 

Orcutt, formerly of Hartfor 
london as 

tative of the Loewe & ( 
and who upon the death of Mr. Pajek 
went to Berlin, has now taken the posit 
of managing director with the firm 
Clayton & Shuttleworth, Ltd., of Linco 

The firm named is one of tl 

represe 

firm of Ldw. 

England. 
oldest and best known agricultural eng 

Britain 
ploys at the Lincoln works over 2,000 met 
neering firms in Great and en 

Obituary. 
J. H. Williams, of Brooklyn, head 

the drop-forging establishment that bear 
his name, died on December 5. Partic 
lars will be given later 

James P. Walsh, a retired brass founder, 
died in Philadelphia, November 28, sixty 

Mr. Walsh 
Ireland and was brought to Philadelphia 
five years old was born i 

by his mother when four years old. H: 
became a brass molder and for many years 
was foreman of the brass foundry of the 

Works. Later he 
started in business for himself and retired 
Baldwin Locomotive 

some years ago 

Business Items. 
been The 

formed as an 
Foundry Company has 
adjunct to the shop of th 

Reeves Engine Company, Trenton, N. J. 

Reeves 

The Abner Doble Company, San Francisco 
Cal., awarded the grand prize for its 
exhibit of a 170 horse-power tangential water 
wheel at the St. Louis Exposition 

The A. D. Granger Company has moved its 
Philadelphia office to the Commonwealth 
Trust Building, Chestnut and Twelfth 
streets, Philadelphia, Pa., where much large! 
and more commodious offices have been fitted 
up. Mr. T. M. Simpson remains as manage! 
of this office, his territory covering the east 
ern portion of Pennsylvania, from Harrisburg 
to Philadelphia, and the southern half of 
New J rsey. 

was 

The Electric Controller & Supply Company 
Cleveland, O., has just shipped the second ol 
two 200 horse-power, 220-volt type M. T. mag 
netic switch controllers to the Lorain plant 
of the National Tube Company. They are 
for the contro! of the reversing motors dri\ 
ing the tilting each side of the 
plate mill. These controllers give automatic 
acceleration, which can be adjusted to the 
maximum rate consistent with safety to mo 
tors and gearing. Other recent shipments ol 

tables on 

controllers of this type have been made to 
the Carnegie Steel Company, Lackawanna 
Steel Company and the Illinois Steel Com 
pany 

Manufacturers. 
Fall River (Mass.) Gas Works Company 

proposes plant extensions. 
Pittsford, N. Y., has been considering 4 
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plan as to the building of a plant to furnish 
lectricity or acetylene gas 
The Sieg Iron Company, Davenport, lIa., is 

ibout to build a new plant. 
Cincinnati (O.) Gas & Electric Company 

jlans a hew gas retort house 

Keasey Pulley Company, Toledo, O., has let 
ontract for erection of 
The St. Paul (Minn.) 

er Company will 

talk of the ¢ 
stablishing repair shops at 

factory addition 
Door & Lum 

large factory 
Railroad 
Ind 

Sash, 
erect a 

There is lover Leaf 
Decatur 

Improvements are being made in the 
f the Hanks Foundry 

pliant 
Company, Rome, Ga 

Brewing 
ontemplating the erection of a 
Leisy Company, Peoria, Ill is 

new building 
The Cocheco Manufacturing Company is to 

enlarge its cotton velvet mill at Dover, N. li 
American Wood Board Nor 

thumberland, N. Y., proposes to build a new 
mil! 

An 
mills of 
ville, Pa 

An addition will be 
the Zeeland (Mich.) 
ing Company. 

Company, of 

made to 
Steel 

extension is to be 
the 

the steel 
Eastern Company, 

built to the 
Furniture 

factory of 
Manufactur 

The city 
an election to 
lighting plant 

The Orr, Dean & 
facturer of paints, 
large its plant. 

The Zehner 
fellevue, O., will 

Toledo 

council, Tekamah, Neb., 
$10,000 

may call 
vote on bonds for a 

sarry Company, manu 
Columbus, O., will en 

Bros Packing 
probably 

Company, of 
locate a packing 

house in 
Machinery is being installed at the big 

new plant of the Jordan L. Mott Iron Works 
at Trenton, N. J. 

The Brown-Corliss Engine Company, Cor 
Wis., 

its burned 
has let a contract for rebuilding 
foundry 

liss, 

the Mill, 
Sellers 

Factories of Armure 
Philadelphia, are to be removed to 
ville, Pa., it 

The Wm. B 
construction, 

Tapestry 

is said 
Pollock Company, 

Youngstown, O., 
steel plate 

will probably 
soon build an addition 

It is reported at Terrell, Tex., that the 
Texas Midland machine plant and carpenter 
shops have been burned 

The H. Holtzman 
facturer of piano 
bus, O., plans an addition 

The Emerson Company, 
agricultural implements, is enlarging its 
chine shop at hockford, III 

& Sons 
and 

Company, manu 
covers stools, Colum 

Manufacturing 
ma 

It is reported that the Ferracute Machiue 
Company, Bridgeton, N. J., will occupy its 
new plant about New Year. 

The Bloomington (Ill.) Iron & Brass Foun 
dry has been incorporated with $10,000 capi 
tal by William E. Allen et al 

The Levering & Garrigues Company, iron 
work, has decided to build an addition to its 
plant at West Dunellen, N. J. 

The contract has been awarded for a foun 
dry building for the American Graphaphone 
Company, at Bridgeport, Conn. 

A factory at Highlandtown, 
Md., of H. B. Davis Company, 
ias been badly damaged by fire 

Horn, 249 Front Manhat 
tan, New York city, have bought a site for a 
paint factory in Long Island City 

Baltimore, 
paints, ete 

Gross & street, 

The Buchanan & Bolt Wire Company, Holy 
ike, Mass., wire cloth, is planning for a new 
mill, about 35x250 feet, two stories 

The plant of the Manufacturing 
Company, maker of mission furniture, 
ville, N. Y., has been damaged by fire. 

Conover 
Low 

The plant of the American Steel Foundries 
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at Chester, Pa., will probably be cnlarged 
greatly, but just how soon is not known 

A plant of the Mississippi Naval Stores 
Company at Hattiesburg, Miss., has been 
burned The company expects to rebuild 

Amsterdam Silk Mills (New York city of 
fice, 114 Fifth avenue) may build a silk glove 
mill at Hornellsville, N. Y., or elsewhere 

\ four-story factory building, 175x80 feet 
added to the plant 

Ilardware ¢ 
is being, or about to be 

the Cleveland (@.) 
i: ws 2 & Co., gun stock 

turers, Terre Haute, Ind., 

ompany 
angton manufac 

fire erecting new 
buildings, six having already been put up 

The Solvay Process Company, Detroit, 
Mich., and elsewhere, is erecting a plant to 
make briquettes of coke, soft coal and pitch 

rhe Great Northern Portland Cement Com 
pany, of Marlborough, Mich., or vicinity, in 
tends to complete the capacity of its factory 

Burdett-Rown 
manufacturer 

the 
Company, 

Chicago of 
Manufacturing 

The plant at 
tree 
of elevators, etc., has been badly damaged by 

The 
ot gas 

Motor 
engines, 

Beilfuss manufacturer 
Mich., 
building, 

Company, 
Lansing, has about 

mpleted a new factory 1SOx60 
leet 

The Helmbacher Forge & 
(ompany, Madison, IIL, 
acres of ground to be 
plant 

Rolling Mills 
purchased 12 
enlarging the 

has 
used in 

It is 
Charles 

stated in Salem, N. J., 
Muckennirn is 
brass 

that 
opera 

150 

news 
soon to put in 

tion a foundry to employ about 
hands 

The Stephens, 
Company, 
Aurora, 
dition 

The blacksmith shop and machine shop and 
possibly the Reinecke 

Ky., have 

Manufacturing 
transmitting 
Adamson 

power 
i, 

machinery 
building a machine shop ad 

engine-house of 
Madisonville, 

Coal 
Company, 
burned 

been 

Beats 
organized in 

The All Washing Machine Company, 
Des Moines, la., by T. M. Lan 

gan, J. L. Witmer et al., intends to open a 
factory 

It is stated at Scottdale, Pa., that T. C 
Kenney has bought a site for a foundry and 
machine shop, where a shop, 72x120 feet, will 
be bDulit 

rhe Interurban Railway & Terminal Com 
machine 

Park 
pany, Cincinnati, O., is building a 
and repair shop as an annex to the Deer 
car barns 

Bids have been submitted for an addition 
to the plant of the John Wood Manufacturing 
Company, Conshohocken, Pa., range boilers 
and tanks 
The Smith Gas Producing Company is estab 

lishing a plant at Lexington, ©0., to make a 
gas producer invented by Harry IF. Smith, of 
that place 

Ground has been broken for a new five 
story factory building to be erected by Alfred 
c Hemingway, machine shop proprietor, 
Lynn, Mass 

Plans have been posted for an addition, 
118.61,x50 feet, to a 
Uhlinger, manufacturers of 
Philadelphia 

Schaum &« 
textile machinery, 

foundry of 

Alden Sampson, l’ittsfield, Mass., has 
bought property on which he proposes to 
erect larger quarters for his machine and 
automobile shops 

The United Engineering & Foundry Com 
pany has contracted for the enlargement of 
the machine shop of the Lloyd-Booth plant 
in Youngstown, O 

The wringer and tool departments, with 
the forge shop, of the James Smart Manufac 
turing Company, at Brockville, Ont., have 
been damaged by fire 
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Edwin Moul of New York, has bought 
the Ruth Automat Kr ng Machine Com 
pany’s plant at York, Pa., and w reorganize 
and operate the san 

The cor i has ‘ rection 
for h Frankford SS (company Philade 
phia, of a ling, 40x¢ W 1 will | 
sed as a m I 
he Ssimmon Mar ( ny 

manufacturer Ww n b 

Neil Bergman |! ! 124 
Baxte stree New \ \ dis 
ind speci I I work ental 
work, models and pa 

rhe Vaughn-Rood Machine ¢ ny. Ps 
body, Mass s fitting i w buliding 
be used in the manufacture f he y 
lass of leather m n ry 
Shimer & Co., fence manufacture Ander 

son, Ind are adding a SSxS0-f machine 
and wreroom building and expect to install a 
galvanizing plant next spring 

A large 
traction 

plant for the manufacture of stean 
engines, threshers, separators, et 

is about completed at St. Cathrines, Ont 
by J. M. Ross, Sons & Co., Ltd 

A new factory for brooms mattresses 
springs, couches and cots will be started in 
Everett, Pa., in the near future by 

& Mattress ¢ 

Middletown, N \ 
plant of the 

the Ever 
ett Broom ompany 

like to 
Vehicle 

would 
Fischer Motor 

the 
Company 

get 

Hoboken, N. J., which is reported to be con 
templating a change in location 

rhe Exeter Machine Works, West Pittston 
Pa., have purchased a site on which a new 
steam plant with Stirling boilers and an elec 
tric light plant will be installed 

It is stated at 
S. Fair, o1 

Lockport, La., 
Osceola 
the I 

install a 

that Sturgeon 
the 

and in 
Ark., has purchased 

swamps of idivine Vlantation 
tends to sawmill plant 

A permit has been issued for a $20,000 
three-story machine shop building at Cook 
and Alfred streets, Cincinnati, O for the 
Cincinnati Engine & Pump Works 

Kk. W. Fulton and T. S. Dibble, of Water 
town, have visited Boonville, N \ looking 
for a site to establish a plant for the manu 
facture of the Fulton patent vise 

The A. George Schulz Company, manufac 
turer of paper and folding boxes, Milwaukee, 
Wis., expects to build a large addition, to be 
equipped with the latest machinery 

The plant at Beaver Falls Da of the 
Beaver Falls Manufacturing & Fuel Company, 
manufacture! miners upplies patent 
drills, ete., has been damaged by fire 

A Nova Scotia boiler manufacturing con 
cern proposes to establish a plant in the 
United States, and the matter is before the 
Framingham, Mass, Board of Trade 

The Taylor & Lowell Manufacturing Com 
pany, Janesville, Wis., is now located in its 
new building Gasoline engine manufacture 
is a new line of work to be taken up 

It is stated at Pittsburg, Va that the 
General Casting which J. Il. D 

build a 
Company, ol 

Egan is president, 
at Verona, Pa 

plans to foundry 
Addresses are not given 

The 
road Company 

Vicksburg, Pacitic 
has purchased 50 ac 

Shreveport & Rail 
res of land 

at tjossier City, near Shreveport La on 
which, it is expected, shops will be 

The 
ville, 

built 

Decatur 
Tenn 

ganized to 

Phosphate Company, Nash 
$50,000), has been o1 

lat 
The in 

Nashviiue 

(capital, 
develop 
A plant 
who are said to be 

men, include William Rich, J. H 
Kk. Douglass, H. M. Mills and 
Vitts 

phosphate lands at 
sons, Tenn will be erected 
corporators, 

Clayton, R 
Judge John A 
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Manufacturing Com 
Cleveland, O., and 

fitting up a 
sellaire, O. Fourteen new 

presses for the manufacture of elevator 
have been ordered of a New York 

The company will also make metal 

The Avery-Caldwell 
pany, a consolidation of 
Wheeling, W. Va 
plant at South 

concerns, is 

buckets 
company. 
ceiling and steel barrels and later other prod 
wets 

rhe Walter F Machine Safford Company 
has been organized at Portland, Me., with 
officers: President, Walter F. Safford; treas 
urer, Charles F. Safford; clerk, Hon. George 

the and Will- 
The purposes will be the manu 

The location 
fully decided 

M. Seiders; directors, officers 
iam G. Soule 
facture of general 
of the plant 

machinery 
has not yet been 

upon 
rhe 

pany at 
plant of the Watson-Stillman Com 

Aldene, N. J., recently 
fire, is to be rebuilt 

and will be able to 
The 
machine 

which was 
nearly destroyed by on a 
larger scale than before 
employ about 1,000 persons company has 

shop at 
there 

temporarily leased a large 
shipping 
Aldene 

lizabethport, and has begun 
part of its 
escaped damage in 

machinery from which 
the fire 

Company, or the The Machine 
(Juickeasy 

Quicke asy 
Company, is the 
Marion, Ind., that 

copying 
Charles 

Copying Tress 
name of a new industry in 
will manufacture “Quickeasy” rotary 
machines. They are the invention of 
~. Adamson, of Muncie, and the right is 
owned by J. Hl. Baber, of Marion, who will 
manufacture the article Until a plant can 
be equipped the machines will be made under 
contract 

A combination hatchet and tool manufac 
turing company has been organized at Web 
ster City, Ia., where the plant may be lo 
ated Che model has been exhibited there 

G. A, Smith, of Laurel The patent was 
ywned by a man in Jewell, Kansas, and has 

purchased by the following Webster City 
Smith, W. J. Zitterell, N I’ 
Kdwards and Hl. R. Dodge 

POT 
men G \ 
Hyatt, F. A 

Colo., is 
i., to 
supply 

Denver, 
Rockford, 

placed on the 

Porter, of Frederick I 
promoting a company at 
make a device which, 
pine from a gas main, and by impregnating 
the gas with an additional vapor trom gaso 
line, increases its heat units to a_ point 
where an equal illumination or heat is pro 
duced with less gas from the city main. There 

Denver. T. M. Ellis is 
Rockford 

is already a plant at 
among those interested at 

new typewriter 
Waukesha, Wis 

machine 

There is a prospect of a 
established at 

The 
investigated by 

factory being 
within a patents for the 

Lee S. Ovitt Phe 
vear 

are being 
chjef novel feature will be in the structure 
of the carriage which holds the paper. This 
will be cylindrical in form and instead of 
moving horizontally on the frame of the ma 
chine, will revolve, thus carrying the paper 
by the center of the machine where the type 
strikes 

Robert T. Mickle, M. E., announces that 
the Mickle-Mi!nor Engineering Company has 

business as representative 
designer and 

succeeded to his 
of H. R. Heinicke, In builder 
of radial hollow brick chimneys, and of [ler 
ron & Bury Manufacturing manu 
facturer of air ¢ 

Company, 
and du 
driven ; 
engine 
Phila 

single 
and belt 
Monarch 
Building, 

ompressors, 
plex types, steam, electri 

representative for 
The address is Drexel 

also as 
stops 
delphia, Va. 

have the factory of the 
Aluminum Company, 

Flint, Mich., is to 
Flint Auto Brass &« 
which will manufacture machine finished 
brass, aluminum and other metal castings, 
wood rims, brass anu metal auto rails, auto 
parts and finishings for automobiles The 
capital stock is $25,000; officers: James W 
Hines, president; J. George Snyder, vice 
president; Thomas D. Buick, secretary, and 
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Bert J. Smith, treasurer. The company ex 
pects to have the factory running by January 
1, with 75 to 100 men. 

New Catalogs. 
Whitman & Barnes Manufacturing 

pany, Chicago, III. Illustrated catalog of 
Diamond haying tools and supplies. 6x9, pp 
21, paper 

Com 

Company, 46 Dey 
circular of 

Watson-Stillman street, 
New York Descriptive *Jacko- 
hol,’ a non-corrosive liquid specially prepared 
for hydraulic jacks. 

Vanderbeek Tool Hartford, Conn. 
Illustrated folder the parts and 
outlining the points of superiority of Vander 
beek’s “Sensible” screw-driver 

The Winkley Company, 
lustrated catalog and 
oil hole covers, grease cups, dowel pins and 

Works, 
showing all 

Hartford, Conn. I 
price list of oil cups, 

other brass specialties made by this com 
pany 314x6, pp. 16, paper 

The Adams Company, Dubuque,  lowa. 
Catalog describing and illustrating fully the 
general design and construction and showing 

Adams-Far different types and sizes of the 
well motor car. 6x91, pp. 30, paper 

Garvin Machine Company, Spring and 
Varick streets, New York. Garvin milling 
machines, with special reference to the solid 

milling machine knee, which is de 
illustrated in 

extended 
and 

12, paper. 

1 scribed detail. 34%4x6, pp 

Manufacturing Company, 
“Flexible 

devoted to the 
unit link, 

outtits for 

Coates Clipper 
Worcester, Mass 
sulletin No. 18, 

the Coates 

Transmission,” 
construction 
ball-bearing 

drilling, 
equipments, 

uses of and 
flexible shaft; portable 

portable motor 
1, Pp. 20, paper. 

grinding, ete 
Coates angle drive, ete 6OxS! 

Machine Tool 
catalog of Simplex 

Dreses Company, Cincinnati, 
Illustrated radial 

a line of tools put on the mar 
Ohio 
drills rhis is 
ket to meet a demand 

this 
inexpensive 

built in 
for plain, 

machines of type, and chey are 
addition to the standard line of highly de 
veloped radials made by this company 4 14,x 
6, pp lo, paper 

The Standard Welding Company, Cleveland, 
difficult 

work 
Ohio many 

metal 
works of the 
described in 

“Better 
upon re 

The accomplishment of 
welding jobs in various lines of 
ing by electric welding at the 

interestingly 
booklet entitled 

sent 

above company is 
illustrated 

Copies will be 
a neatly 
Welding.” tree 
quest 34 x5, pp. 12, paper. 

Baker Brothers, Toledo, Ohio Catalog No 
{3 of drilling, boring and tapping machinery, 
including illustrations and descriptions of 
styles “F"’ and “M" drill presses for heavy 
work t-, 7-, 10- and 16-inch tapping ma 
chines, locomotive rod boring machine, car 
wheel boring machine, etc., with attachments 
and accessories. ox9144, pp. 35, paper. 

Wm. Sellers & Co., Ine., Philadelphia, Pa 
We have received from this company a 
pamphlet illustrative of the Sellers exhibits 

A 96-inch plan 
clutches, uni 

at the St. Louis Ixposition 
with pneumatic 

grinding and 
and a patent improved drill grinding machine 

machine 

ing machine 
versal tool shaping machines 

are among the _ interesting tools 
shown 6x9, pp. 18, paper 

Miscellaneous Wants. 

tdvertisements will be inserted under this 
head at 25 cents a line each insertion. Copy 
should be sent to reach us not later than Sat 
urday morning for the ensuing week's issue. 
inswers addressed to our care will be for 
warded, 

Caliper cat. free. KE. G. Smith, Columbia, Pa 
Punches & dies. Wal.M.Wks.,Waltham,Mass 
Addressing machines for office 

& Co., 123 Liberty St., New York. 
use. Joline 
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royalty for good patented 
machine or tool. Box 282, AMER. MACH. 

Light mach’y to order; model work; rub 
ber molds. J. W. Weir, Bridgeport, Conn. 

Mark your tools: a 3-initial stamp, 50 cts., 
post paid. J. L. Lueas, Bridgeport, Conn. 

Light and fine mach'y to order ; models and 
elec. work specialty. KE. O. Chase, Newark, N. J 

Automatic machinery designed and con 
structed by the Wellman Sole Cutting Ma 
chine Co., Medford, Mass 

Auto. machinery of all kinds designed and 

Will buy or pay 

built; hardened and ground work, flat or cir 
cular. Wiebking, Hardinge & Co., Chicago. 

The Canada Machinery Company, Limited 
Sarnia, Canada, have the facilities and are 
open to manufacture, for patentees and others, 
machines and machinery for the Canadian 
market. 

A German mechanical engineer who trav 
eled 2 years in Ameri would like to have an 
agency for an American firm for Germany 
Wm. Steinhorst, 61 Zschochershe str., Leip 
zig, Plagwitz, Germany. 

Large machine shop and foundry, wel! 
equipped for light and heavy work, wishes te 
manufacture one or more staple articles in 
addition to present line; will not undertake 
the sale, but will manufacture on percentage 
or at a fixed price. Box 55, AMER. MACH. 

The annual meeting of the stockholders of 
the Hill Publishing Company, for the election 
of five directors for the ensuing year and for 
the transaction of such other business as may 
properly come before the meeting, will be held 
at the office of the company, in the Pulitzer 
Building, 63 Park Row, Borough of Manhat 
tan, New York City, N. Y., on Monday, Janu 
ary 9, 1905, at 12 o'clock noon. Dated, New 
York city, December 5, 1904 

F. R. Low, Secretary 

Business Opportunities. 

Wanted 
will buy 
Michigan ; 
shop. Box 

Experienced young technical man would 
like to hear from parties having good busi 
ness proposition or desiring representation in 
New York tox GO, AMERICAN MACHINIS1 

\ high-grade 
gaged largely in 
good business man as 
investment $5,000 or $10,000 

Partner in machine shop; $1,600 
half interest; situated in central 
man to be able to take charge of 
556, AMERICAN MACHINIS1 

manufacturing company, en 
government work, desires a 

mechanical engineer 
Box 64, A. M 

Cincinnati concern, 
machine tools’ for 
need of an , 

growing, 
patented 
feels the up-to 

manager, Willing to 
invest at least Address Box 62, A. M 
Wanted—A thoroughly practical and ex 

perienced sewing machine manufacturer, to 
erect a new sewing machine factory, equip it, 
organize it and then manage it. Factory when 
completed to have a capacity of 500 machines 
per day and to run at full capacity every day 
in the year. Our clients are not in any way 
interested in any sewing machine factory to 
day and in no way connected with any sew 
ing machine maker; therefore if you are to 
day connected with any of the big sewing ma 

A successful, 
manufacturing 
past ten years, 
date, hustling business 

$10,000 

chine factories in any capacity, as officer, 
manager or otherwise, you need not hesitate 
to answer openly, for your letters will be 
treated strictly contidential, and knowiedge 
of your writing to us will never reach your as 
sociates or employers. To the right man we 
offer a rare opportunity with liberal salary 
and an interest in the profits Hlapgoods 
1212 Hartford Bldg., Chicago 

For Sale. 
lor Sale—1 Farrel Foundry hydraulic 

pump and press; 800 tons; cost $1,950; wil 
sell for $1,200.00 : perfect condition H M 
Crowell Mfg. Co., 6th ave. and 13th st., New- 
ark, N. JZ. 

For Sale—A going machine shop; bee 
running 40 years; centrally located; special 
ties: special machinery, engine repair work 
death of partner cause of sale. W. D. Jud 
son, New Haven, Conn. 

For Sale—Two 100 H.-P. return tubular 
boilers; good for 100 Ibs. working pressure, 
“Hartford 
& Co., 509 So 
T. Frank Miller, 

I can sell your machine 
business), with or without 
matter where it is or what it 
description, state price, and 

’ Johnson 
Philadelphia; or 
Philade!phia. 
shop (or other 
real estate, m 
is worth. Send 
learn how. W 

inspection.’’ Apply ¢ D 
10th st., 
Architect, 

M. Ostrander, 111 North American Bldg., 
Philadelphia 

For Sale—United States patent No. 719, 
854, 1903, for best water gage in the world 
now giving splendid results on English mar 
ket; see description on page TSS, December 
issue of Power. Apply James Robinson, G 
l’. O., Leeds, England 
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The St. Louis Exposition — XIX. the Alden brakes which are attached to nd the Ald 
EDITORIAL CORRESPONDENCI the ends of the axles of the wheels on the end 

YHE LOCOMOTIVE TESTING PLANT OF THI which the drivers rest and which offer the 
PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD required resistat t 

It goes without saying that this great These brakes are brake nly——that is, they 
testing plant is, to the general public as do not measure the tractive effort of the ra \t 
vell as to engineers, the engineering ex « motive, t] t eIneg | rie by Sellers tt 
bit of chief interest. Nothing that the recording dynamometer wl easures _ the 

LROAD Sysrry 
ESTING P; ANT 

FIG. I LOCOMOTIVE IN POSITION ON TESTING PLANT 
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am embarrassed in traking selections t ed f whi ) e properly provide 
from the wealth cf interesting details a part wheels be 
which it presents BRAKES AND SUPPORTING MECHANISM vide f 

Fig. 1 gives a general view of a locomo At aa, Fig. 3, is a pair of the supporting driving whe 
trve in place and under test, and Fig. 2 1 wheels on which the locomotive driving Fig. 4 sl 

side elevation showing the underneath wheels rest. These wheels are carried by _ the 

gear of the supporting mechanism, the a shaft b running in bearings the shaft A supp 
} ms | s¢ + 1 parts aa below the driving wheels being and others like heing extended at dd_ various vie 

engthwise 

Pennsylvania Railroad has ever done re directly the pull on the draw-bar and of of the dy1 ( 
flects greater credit upon its management which a general elevation appears at bb. recording 1 
than this. The present article will have Che brakes and dynamometer form the carry the pport 
nothing to do with the results of the tests, two main elements of the plant and they and adjustabl 
but will attempt to give an idea of the will be described in this order, the descrip- tive to provide 
general construction and of the leading de tion of the brakes including that of the pacing 1 Y 
tails, altho, with a plant of this magnitud pporting mechanism to which they are vhec nd set 
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cured between and alongside the wheels, 
the groove in the rails carrying the en- 
gine to position by the flanges of its 
wheels. As shown in the detail view the 
rails are so located vertically that when 
the engine is in position the driving wheels 

re clear of the rails and the latter may 
be readily removed 
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water serving to provide the friction of the 
copper plates and revolving disks, while 
the circulation of the water carries off the 
heat venerated. The 
nd the outlet at i. The 

is inlet 
method of driv- 

water at g 

ing the tachometer connection is suffici 
ently obvious from the illustration, the 
telescopic connection of the vertical shaft 

{ 

-_ 1O if) 

—_— 

rin 

FIG. 3. END 

Sections of an Alden brake in position 
on its supporting wheel shaft and of the 

driving 
The case a of 

tachometer and recording paper 
gear are shown in Fig. 5 
the brake is held from revolving by the 

Disks b 
Stationary 

shown in Fig. 2 revolve 
the shaft 

links 
with copper plates 

ELEVATION 
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Che abutments carry a frame or 
the 

in is the final weigh 
the 

end of this 
is the recording 

forward 
housing e which supports weighing 

At f in pl 
flection 

\ r 

ie observer 

mechanism 
ing lever whose de measures 
pull of the locomotive the 
lever nearest tl 

pen and at the opposite end is a connectior 
dash-pot for damping the rotary oD 2 Vi 

SHOWING SUPPORTING WHEELS AND 

and support being provided to accommo 
date different diameters of supporting 
wheels. 
THE ABUTMENTS AND DRAW-BAR CONNE(¢ 

TIONS 

Fig. 6 shows a side elevation and plan 
of the abutments which resist the pull of 

Ame: n Machini 

RECORDING TABLI 

brations Below the recording pen and 
supported by a bracket attached to the 

this 
sup 

which the 

is a bracket, not shown in 

Fig. 3, 
le 

housing e 
but 

ports the recording tab 
view shown at 1, which 

over 
paper which receives the records is drawn 
The locomotive is coupled to the weighing 

—— a b 1 b 
é 

> > + 7 2 ? > +4] ae S Gv 
\ 
\ 

=. \ Yip, y (Gy 
\ [ 

ge }\ | 

Jf 
ed A cainiaiin 
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FI } PROVISION FOR PLACING LOCOMOTIVES IN POSITION 

are located each side of the disks, a ihe locomotive and support the weighing mechanism by the universa inted coup 
circulation of lubricating oil being pro apparatus. The abutments ab are tied ling f which extends thru the hole g t 
vided between the disks and plates, the together by hook slabs cd which serve to the weighing levers. To accommodate the 
inlets being at dd and the outlets at ee. make both abutments act as one in which varying hight of locomotive draw-bars th« 

) 1 1 e Between the copper plates and the case are ever direction the engine is operated, for frame e¢, with e en veighing mech 
water chambers fff in which water pres part of the scheme of the plant is to test nism and t upling, may be raise 
ure 1s maintained, the pressure of the comotives running backward as well as nd lowere \ vsten f elevating 
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crews, gears and shafts of which a por 

ion is shown at /i1 
THE WEIGHING LEVERS 

The system of weighing levers is shown - = z 
the draw-bar n Fig. 7, 

- The system of levers is in duplicate, 
for the 

appearing at d. 
one 

et for the forward and the other 
acking motion, and by means of a sur- 

rounding yoke the draw-bar is connected 
o piece b which with the end of the draw 

the first one of f 
Emery fulcrums, the fulcrum c of piece b 

ir has two series of 

transmitting the pressure to the weighing 
evers when the engine is running in the 
forward the fulcrum d of 
he draw-bar acting when the direction of 

The first levers of 

direction and 

motion is backward. 
he two sets are shown at ¢ and f, lever e 
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its upper end by fulcrum, 
to be described presently, and connected 
at its lower end to a torsion rod within the 

dynamometer by whose de- 
gree of torsion the traction is measured 
his torsion spring is not, however, the 
nly resistance, forming in fact but about 
13 per cent. of the total The main re- 

springs / and m 
of which the former is changed in order 
to change the scale of the readings and 
adapt the dynamometer to locomotives of 
varying capacity 

The weight of lever 7 being considerable 
ilcrum being and the Emery ft adapted to 

resist pressure in one direction only, it is 
such fulcrums necessary to provide two 

U 

} 

| 

Ly 

FIG. § 

ting for the forward and f for the back 
Tk! eee a ; The ou er distance ard motion 

e upper ends of the levers is slightly 
ss than the clear space within the hous 

ngs, tho the distance is so small that it 
es not show in the engraving With 

1, e engine running in the torward direc 
the upper end of lever f abuts against 

e housing, the right-hand system of 
vers being quiescent and the left-hand 
stem doing the weighing [To insure 

with the housing of lever f, or of 
hacl VDaACK- er ¢€ in case the engin 

rd, and prevent vibratiot 1justable 
ng, not shown, is provided At the 

per end of lever connection g with 
‘ = 1 1 1 ry fulcrums which transmit the 
ire ¢ ssure to the long lever 7 supported at 

, , 
t e upper end trom wi ch the lever is 

supported hese wna the ho rt 
ontal fulerut n ng the pressure due 

¢ meait { 1 ¢] , » tne p 1 or r I V¢ i he ve 

( irrving veight rt ever 
hese 1 S wn t gt ( l 
Kia 8 S + oO } 

the ig hand ‘ ‘ h » mate 
i ‘ : ] to f Fig. ; \ g. 8 (the referenc 

ette terring t il 
tric views) the port re yiece p ot 

Fig. 7, wl i et carries the 
1) . uw} t + + t Cal rule W weg ft 

f oy 1 ever a I g. 3 ed | —- id 

sis t i r tive 
The relatiot f ¢ , ++ 

003 

s carris similar 

z 3 S 
l ‘ f Fig. 7 1s 

\ 4 t 
8. ou t ( I Irum is 

t t ( pper end 
fw C n own 

t I V at ig. 6 
As already d l Ss arm 

wie xr +] ther 

S ¢ ( 1 t » the 

vibratio1 hie ( f the arm is 
the mean by which the Pp 11] f the loc mo 
tive read, t ‘ t é ring against 
which the force acts being torsion rod d 
within pipe b. This rod is attached to the 
ipper end of the pipe ver end being 
secured as shown in the illustration. To 
permit free movement of the pipe and re 
ord no rm the, ft) ted on ball 

sten he ng ] \ er nut ¢ pro 
viding m —_— 1 the bearing 

11Y N At} ' N ‘ 

| two ¢ f t r ring arm are 

lil e ( y n | gz. 9 

Phe extrem ( | ed ind 1s 
ttac d to the ‘ tapes 

The ¢ 0 1 of pipes 
L ¢ necte whole 

eing ‘ ‘ The pen 
1 t ( n the 

manner indicated lower detail view, 
=o being carried in the tube The 

ine ott f y f 8 inches 

| o ra 1 | ) which 

attached to the opposite end of the 
rec rdit oO ( el 1] tal nary case Cafr- 
ries two vanes 1/ wl | appr acl closely 
the central w ] 1 turn carries two 

vanes cd The entire case is filled with 
oil up to abor middle f the hollow 
support from which it is suspended Holes 
ef are provided thru the hub which, were 
they wide open, would permit free passage 

f the oil from one to the other side of 
| novinge vane I holes are, how 

ever. throttled bv the ad ible screw 
plug ¢ whicl idiusted from above the 

ribb n wheel k by the qu d l The 
dash-pot shaft is supported by ball bear 

ngs as sl When testing freight loco 

motive t high speed the vibration has 
been found to be very ver nd to pro 
t ¢ the ve ol] ) t11 1 Iditional 

1 not her hown, | been pro 
am? . 

‘ . {ECH ISM 

| r ling 

Fig. 1 f wound 
1 , ‘ ; nan j 

: 1 P nt of the 

' — f driver 

f f { t ilready 

| Tr] y t th 
f rf ¢ f tc] mec] 

n t t Lime 
y f n of 

. a é 1 of 
+ f rr? 
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into which it is wound. 

paper taut without interfering with its uni 
form speed 

and scale regardless of the size of the roll 
This roll is driven 

by a friction which, by slipping, keeps the 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 

wheel and forming essentially a planimeter 
by which the total foot-pounds of the 
tractive effort is summed up and by means 
of electrical contacts a pen is caused to 
make a jog in its otherwise straight line 

December 

rotation indicates the distance traveled 
each thousand feet being recorded by a jog 

in an otherwise straight line, as in the 
case of the integrating pen. A fourth pen 
is of course provided to record the zerc 

Q 

0000) 

0-0 0-0-0 

The system of recording pens is very 
complete and records much more than the 
mere pull. Connecting the stationary part 
of the table and the dynamometer pen arm 
is a radius rod carrying an integrating 

FIG. 0. PLAN AND ELEVATION OF ABUTMENTS 

and thus record the total number of revo 
lutions of the integrating wheel, thus mak- 
ing it easy to determine the foot-pounds 
and horse-power of the engine. Another 
disk bears against the paper and by its 

Amerwoan M inet 

position of the dynamometer pen. There 
is also a chronograph pen for indicating 
elapsed time and a speed pen. 

Fig. 12 shows the recording table 
plan. Ata is the zero or datum line pen 

Im 
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ind at b and c, respectively, are the zero 
ind 80,000 pounds positions of the dyna- 

At d is the integrator, con- 
nected as shown to the dynamometer pen 
irm and also electrically connected with 
me of the group e of pens at the left. At / 

the 1,000-foot indicating roller, also con 
nected electrically to one of the pens of 

of simultaneous readings. 
serve supply of pens for instant insertion 

of the holders, 
supply run out or should they from any 
cause cease to work. 

Improved Headstock for Lathes 

At page 1443 we gave an illustration and 

yens described. At g isa series of electro- description of an improved English head 

SSSI Cn teercceeesereereee 

J a 

agnets for operating the pens hich we stated to be the 
th this system of pens, a straight line 

rawn straight across the paper gives by 

id Percy Venables Vernor intersections with the records a series 
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Americanizing British Manufacturers. 
British visitors to American shops who 

go back and tell how largely in our shops 
the positions of responsibility and direc 
tion are filled by men from England and 
Scotland often provoke a smile on the 

; taces of American readers over the stories 
of their astonishing discoveries. We wh 
are quite familiar with tl nteriors of 
American shops certainly do not find as 
many foremen and superintendents of for 
eign birth as ir visitors d Unfortt 
nately (for British manufacturers) the In 
teriors of British shop y close 
to visitors and Americ not wall 
thru them one aft inot d come 
back and tell u vhat they ve chose 
to see ert R ¢ t matior i t 
what is going m facturing lin 
on either side of the Atlant ld ? 
both interesting and important to tho 
on the other le and we therefore we 
come what United States Consul Halstead 
writes from Birmingham in a recent issu 

R of Consular horts concerning the Am 
ican influences which are operating up: 
British manufacturing. Consul Halstead 
Savs 

ould be taken of the Amer 
icans and the Anglo-Americans (Britis! 
born with American experience, many of 
them American citizens) who are engaged 
in some capacity or other in British indus 
try, operating single machines, looking 
after groups of machines, superintending 
departments of factories, managing manu 
factories and other great industrial works 
doing contract work, great or small, giving 
advice in many departments of engineer 
ing establishments to induce installatior 
of or while they are installing Americar 
machinery, promoting new industries and 
establishing “going concerns” to sell pat 
ents, acting as inspectors of large foreign 
contract work, managing factories whict 
produce gocds for the United States, and 

of the very great number of American 

traveling buyers who often can show how 
to make an article and at vhat special 
“export price” it must be n le to get In 
under our tariff, etc.. it would be a for 

midable presentation of American influ 
ence in British manufacture If this were 
coupled with a census of the great number 
of vounge Englishmen. many of them grad 

vates t the cientific cl es of British 
universities and British technical schools 

and many th« ns of manufacturers, mer 
chants. or professional met ho are at 

work in American factorie n some cities 
thev make a colony nd ti , of con 

tinental factory owners, particularly Ger 
man. are also there)—and if. additionally 

9 record had been kent of the hundreds 

I think it would be right to say thousands 
€ British manufacturer nd engineer 

who have visited American factories in the 

t year, and if the great number of fac 

tories the isited could be given, it would 

licate to the 7 le of the United States 

what the Amer ition of British fae 

tories n ns to tl] e of us who are away 
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trom home, who are in a position know 
what being done, and who somcthing of 

have no criticism to make except that there 
which is the movcment 1S in 

‘nationally reciprocal. 
The re 

very littl 

3ritain a number of are in Great 

{ a 

| PLDLIIS EPLLPSLS IID 

d 
_ er 

eee 
FIG. 8. DETAILS OF 

factories which were initially American, 
lines, with Amer- 

] 
particularly in electrical 
ican and British capital, selling their prod 
ucts in Great Britain and the world at 
large, most f them still managed by 
Americans or Anglo-Americans, and each 
generally having a number of American 
employees. There are also in Great Britain 
American firms, or b hes of American 

firms, executing contracts of various kinds 
for many parts of the world me of 
which, when the the United 
States made prices high and the execution 
of orders in the necessary time impossible, 
placed their orders here in Great Britain 
Many of these “American firms” find it 

iry to have their work done here tne 

because of municipal contracts they sé ( 
under which there are generally conditions 
requiring the work to be British, that there 
may be employment of British labor 
There are other Americans selling here 
who have found it better to have the goods 
made here, to offset as far as possible the 
patriotic preference for goods of British 
manufacture, which preference is certainly 

factor which the foreign seller of goods 
in this greatest of manufacturing export 
countries must calculate upon 

In a report of somewhat recent date I 
told of four American lap welders in a 
tube factory near Birmingham, and of four 
American butt welders, night and day 
shifts of two each, at another tube works 

Th 
night and day 

eard that 
the lap 

near Birmingham ave since h 
the junior men of 
welding crew have moved to Scotland un 
der contract to take charge of a lap-weld- 

American plan in a Scotch 
They 

ing plant on the 

tube works made satisfactory terms 
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at advanced wages, and were, when 

ceived my information, 
lap welders from the Pittsburg district to 

Scotch tube works Same 
the 

assist them. The 
engaged, I was told, two junior 
of the crew 

American Machinist 

WEIGHING MECHANISM. 

ing plant in this neighborhood, and whet 
I last heard one of them was in the United 
States to secure two Pittsburg or McKees 
port butt ‘Iders to work with them 
There will, therefore, be two American 

American butt 
\mericans 

lap-welding plants and two 
ylants operated by 

Brit 
As a Warning to any a Iver turou \mer 

welding | 
Great ain 

ns who may think all the e prot 
ng, I may say that no An ! 

men appearing at even those works would 
be engaged. If American wanted 
ny capacity in any English industry the 

employers prefer to select and import their 
own men. I have seen a number of strand 
ed Americans, some good workmen, ad 
enturous young Americans, who could 

not get work no matter how hard they 
ind | tried 

I know of a number of Americans man 
aging factories in my district, who have 
never been to see me, 
every dav that there is an American work 

nN here ir there n mv district or it other 
parts of England. I heard the other day, 

number of Americans neidentally, of a 
vho are engaged in British bridge works 
So convincingly was it { 1 British trade 
nd Vv papers, a few vears ago, when the 

subject of bridge building was uppermost 
here because of some successes of Amer 
ican bridge builders abroad, that our 
bridge-building methods were “bad,” our 
work “frail, defective and hasty,” etc., that 
I had con 
bridge-t 

‘luded that ith American 
Iding 

men W 
ul experience would never, 

under any circumstances, be employed to 
\meric 
Yet one 

building works. 
the 

anize British bridge 

manager of American is now 

I re- 
endeavoring to get 

men 
who were with the butt-weld- 
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company, another the 
works. Bot] 

a big British bridge 
superintendent of the same 
these men formerly worked, I was told 
with the Baltimore Bridge Company. 
hear of another American, formerly wit] 
the American Bridge Company at Albany 
who is manager of a bridge works which is 
the big rival to the first and in the 
district. In the same neighborhood there 
is also an American manager of a big blast 

for 

same 

turnace, and this man was, I believe, 
merly with the Maryland Steel Company 

I had an American caller who was a 
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subordinate engineer in an American con 
struction company which was building 
steel works for a certain big steel combina 
tion in Great Britain, and he told me his 
principal had a pretty free hand, and some 
other Americans, who knew what was go 
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ng on there, said that they had 
heard of any engineer in America bei 
given as big a swing and as great author 
to do as he pleased as was th 

this 
e man wW 

was rebuilding plant, 
he 

adding 
‘compared with what di 
did not 
plants in the 

was ing 
know anything about 

United States.” 

hever 

ity 
ho 

that 
we 

scrapping 

Visitors are not admitted at these works 
I 
newspaper, 

saw some time ago, in a 
article about them, 

judge from that article there 
tions 

an 

are 

Birmingh: 
and 

im 
I 

precau 
to maintain great secrecy at these 

works; that exclusion therefrom is more 
stringent even than is customary here T 

he 
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ead of tl ( é ees 

vored by | n to view ha 
een most of Q t steel wu 

vord “linotype” P n the Centurv Dix 

tionary. notwithstanding our ertion t 

the contrary } page ISSO W nly 

say that s not in our edition, presuma 

ily the first, altho not dated, of that most 

esteemed publication That the word is 
na later edition only proves the enterpris« 

ind diligence of the publishers editors 
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Physical Characteristics of Certain Bronzes for n al ’ except tha 
Steam Uses.” the f factory The 

he copper-tin alloys in general use more soluble met ( ys are dissolved 
vary in composition trom five to twenty y It cid s mn, leaving 
four parts by weight of copper to one of the more 1 ting and harder element of 
tin, with a small percentage of either zinc — the y t | ve the surfaces 

SETS | Le / 
Wan = ng -* mmm 

VY j J) (). 3 y) —_ _  L 

Cty a j | | == 
| L At 

7. ~ ~ Rn ‘4 

ee ~ all ~ \ a 4 \ 

rr lead or both The true binary alloy ris ; d 
\ ‘f \ 

plays a comparatively small part in the Nes =f? 
arts and trades compared with the total . J 
amount of bronze in use, because the cost 
and difficulty of tooling and machining it 
are much greater; and lead, zink, nickel C) 
phosphorus or aluminum is almost a _ | 
ways introduced, producing a_ beneficial \ 

ig 7 / > 
effect upon the physical characteristics < i 

. ‘ | on ) 
The essential characte tics OF a goo \ ( | | | 

steam metal are homogeneity, solidity, ten \ hse | 
le strength, rigidity, facility for machin : | 

ng, fluidity in casting and n-corrosive ( ) 
ness, al eng Ipp ied by the mixtures of — - / 

‘ r Nn ( vary go deg Tt ex 
ellence. With reference t ( npo - Ne) 

‘ t mav d req y th 

a oe ! | 
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*Abstract of a pape Ss } nd I microscop 
Kneass. read before t I nklin Ins om ; 
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ployed. The degree of porosity generally 
depends upon the size of the casting and 

the of the for 
examination, and is a function of the rap 
idity the metal 
ooled 

upon part section chosen 

with which molten is 

of attrition 
that 

the delivery tube of an injector for feeding 

Referring to the effect in 
special cases, it may be said within 

ooilers the velocity of the jet of water and 
partly condensed steam may reach 800 feet 

le pressure 
So 

per second with a si against 
the of the tube of 
pounds per square inch. If to the passing 
fluid be added a of 
dirt often contained in the water supply, 

walls from to 100 

percentage sand or 

the abrasive effect is rapid. A steam line 
carrying 200 pounds pressure gives a max 

of discharge thru a throt 
f Hy rect per 

velocity imum 
tled valve of 1,400 second 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 

which finally prevents 
The 

harder protruding spots of the more stub 

tube to the other, 
the jet from passing into the boiler 

born element of the alloy remain unaffect 
ed, while the softer parts directly behind 
them and exposed to the abrasive action of 
the tluids are cut below the normal sur 
face 
One of the most obvious causes of varia 

tion in the quality of steam bronzes 1s 
the careless mixing of the fluid metal be 
fore pouring. It is seldom that this ts 
thoroughly done. The great difference in 

to 
extreme 

the specific gravities causes the lead 
bottom. An 

case of this kind was proved by specimens 
preponderate at the 

taken from similar castings poured from 
the top and the bottom of a pot 
that had not been thoroughly stirred. Only 

of lead was found in the fir 

from 

a tract st speci 

December 1gO4 15, 

Phis well-known effect, and is used 
successfully with castings of almost every 

In the proper production 
steam of great im- 

portance and produces a marked differ 

In a 

metal or alloy 
t the bronzes it 1s 

ence, increasing the density, reducing the 
porosity and rendering the etched section 
much more uniform, causing a great re 
luction in the amount of liquation and the 
iuimber of projecting points of the more 

tubborn element of the alloy 
Unless excessive internal pressures are 

used in the apparatus where the metal is 
strength 

customary to 
than t 

In general it may 

ultimate tensile 
as it 

ction 

employed, high 
seldom needed, 1S 1s 

increase the metal se rather 
acrifice other qualities 

strength is increased be said that when the 
by the addition of aluminum or phospho 
rus, the expense of remelting the enlarged 

=< 8 
FIR Traction Recording Pen } aes g 

ot bronze are tre 
of 

pounds per square inch and the velocity 
f the the 
rifice and 

draulic valves made 
quently subjected to a pressure 4,000 

water or oil thru constricted 
between the supply exhaust 

may reach 2,400 feet per second during the 
of the The 

ibrasive effect in the cases cited is there- 
pening or closing valve 

fore obvious, and any defect in the surface 
of the metals exposed to such action is 

to 
peration and efficiency of the device. 

the 
In 
he 

sure cause rapid impairment in 

injectors made of defective material t 
out 

their correct proportions, but, owing to the 
action of the jet of steam in ap- 

tubes wear rapidly, not only losing 

peculiar 
paratus of this kind, grooves and depres- 
sions are cut in the inner walls, causing 
a ricochetting action from one side of the 

Pen, 

Table 

80000 Lb. Pos of Tr 

Center Line of 

Width of Paper-18 

PLAN FIG. 12 RECORDING TABLE IN 

nen poured and the chips from it curled 
the the 
contained 6 

like steel turnings; casting from 
bottom of the cent. 
of lead, and was of a dull color and unfit 

pe rt per 

for use. 
\ careful determination 

made of the results which might be ex- 
was afterward 

pected under best conditions. Four small 

cylindrical test 
the first and the last mold poured with 

pieces were taken from 

these results: First mold, average specific 
of test last 

mold, average specific gravity of four test 
gravity four pieces, 8.553; 

pieces, 8 340 
The 

first poured is probably owing 

slightly iter density of those gre. 
to the lower 

temperature of pouring, due to exposure 
during preparation and skimming and con- 
sequent more rapid setting in the mold. 

Edge of Table 

gates and risers becomes an important 
item, and there is additional risk of poros 
ty in castings of variable section. Rigid 
ity of form, on the other hand, is of great 

the 
castings may not lose their original form 
practical value, so that under strain 

or alinement. For all ordinary commercial 
of the ultimate 

strength of from 27,000 to 30,000 pounds 
uses steam bronzes, an 

per square inch is sufficient, but to obtair 
both homogeneity 
and 

this value, as well as 
and solidity, careful conscientious 
treatment in the foundry is required 

As has been shown, the characteristics 
of any one mixture of metals producing 
1 steam bronze vary with the conditions 
under which the castings are made 
\uthorities recognize this fact and give a 
maximum and minimum value for the spe 
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ific gravity, because no absolute value can 
taken. 

he mold, the size of the section, the con- 
The location of the casting in 

guity of large and small masses, as well 
; the conditions already referred to, affect 
e density and the homogeneity 
Where a large and a small section are 
yntiguous it is advantageous to place the 
eavy part of the pattern having the larger 
olume in proportion to surface in a posi 

filled 
metal 

by the first 
It has 

n where it shall be 
ured and cooler been 
und better in certain cases to place the 
avier part above ind then to gate 
ym the lower end of the smaller section 

led with metal at a 
the 
the 

\s the larger part is fil 
about 

of 

section, producing a 

wer temperature it cools in 
time or slightly in advance 

the smaller 
ume 

metal in 
m shrink holes 

id that in 
vhich the steam 

casting free fr 
In conclusion it may be sa 

nany important lines in 
use, there de 
work, 

y and chemically 

allied bronzes are in are 
eriorating agencies at acting m«¢ 
hanicall upon exposed 
ind vitally surfaces, and which important 
n time destroy the usefulness of the de 

J 1, ice. The power of the metal 
he se f 

to oppose 

es depends chiefly upon the ho 
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Things That are Usually Wrong—lV. 
BY JOHN E. 

It would be interestin 
that 

start 
pre pr sition 

SWEET. 
to know how it 

about 
the 

came planing machines were 
right. If 
and 

the from made a 
were a new one 

an engine builder to design, I 
given to 

believe the 
bed would be made so near twice the length 
of table that the table at full 

two or three inches at 
end. Whether the origina! 

-d out what 

would 
most verrun only 

ley 1 ‘ 
puldelr 

was about rigl * found 
t t the long bed would cost 10 much, or 
what, is a question. That he got it right 
s pl 1 seems to be the enough, an 
yne standard thing in the way of sliding 
surfaces that became right early in the 
game, and proves that men follow prec¢ 
dent just as plainly the things that are 

ght as in those tl re wrong 

of the class that corresponds 
iachines, we all 

lite different, while the conditions are qi I 
e bed of a much doubt if th nd I very 

ling machine of the kind in which a 

arre 1 l] t} e puts an intense pressure at 
needs to be 

When sravit radio 
cutting point 
—mae than fe tattle 

FIG, 21 

nogeneity and the density and upon these 
fepends the durability of the apparatus 
Finally, these saving qualities can be ob 

1ined only by the use of the microscope 
ind the testing machine, and then retained 

1 y careful attention to every detail in the 
foundry 

The latest name assumed by the Cleve 
the Pearl Oil 

one of their 
ons to some friends of ours in 

ind oil swindlers is Com 
any, who addres proposi 

Philadel 
a barrel and 

Oil which 
This they 

cents per gallon, which is 10 

hia, saying that they “have 
half of No. 1 Lard 
is left over from a carload.”’ 

ffer at 38 

nts less than the ruling quotations for 

Extra 

xtra No. 1 Lard Oil, and if one could 
lieve that this is a genuine case of an 
fortunate shipment of oil and that the 

be 
unfortunate 
ind 

offered is really what 
uld be a_ bargain But 

of o1 
common 

it purports te 

from Clevel ire en 
ind it makes no dif 

rence what the name of the 
a } y e 

pm ifs pmen 
ely too 

company 

which makes them, they are bound 
be looked upon with suspicion 

W holly tool 
a 

16690 

for 
about 

vided 
nd the guiding way should be only 

three-quarters ng as the wearing sur 
face on the table, and thus about one-third 
of the side guiding surface can be cut away 
and the planing and scraping of that mucl 
"agp 

In dealing with t \ ng machi 
uestion, the pet tence i ut showe 
tself in another vay In the case of 4 
planing n ead 3 

guided vt has t 
move wl e the I re, g ce, an 
ence t 1 \ \ vy slight 

ere s 1 < r It iT dle 

nac e t ¢ 1 t 
g ( gy ¢ n t ra t \ 
fficiet t of t t f. Int 

ginal traver gn ‘ ttle at 
tentiol! 1 i ¢ 
t ec cent We ] 1 T | nptly 

1 o1 y cutting \ e ¢ of the 
guide was it made f yp l 

In d ] \ he Pr it 
& Whitney Cor Y g part wa 
made twice 1 t ling w 
rat e w ly the { I e cro 

how g 1 22, the guide 
e top serving only to keep tl spindle 

Se LJ 

Vv [ _——— 

| | 

|_| Tr SS —— 
_ WE ) ~ FIG 

PIG 2 1m Wachinest 
THE RIGHT AND THE WRONG WAY 

to Wea tf the ends of the bed and wear vertical Phe litteren¢ etween the tw 
ut the middle of the table, this downward s the difference betwe vrong and 
pressure of the cutter tends to produce s nearly right t ( 
exactly the reverse result, and they wil lr} feature of the t é g machine 
come very near balancing each other s the same as « yrof g ‘ é whicl 

In designing machine of this kind ex \ 1) ‘ 2 vhole of 
cept with a vertical spindle, with which’ the guiding sl e by e lowe 
the downward pressure is much less, we tion of the near the work 
made the mistake of pying planing ma 1 driving | " principle 
hine practise, and as a result I found hold d l | Che sectior 

within a month or two that the scraper wt g t nmon and 
marks were disappearing in the middle f vhere it bolts t 

set vachinist at work cutting the the 1 g 

surfaces down to make the bed only half There | en diverse practise 
again longer than the tal With thes ind, from time to time, much discussior 
prop ons I believe the guiding surfaces t t le-rests of 
vill remait raight as long as the machine it \ t t of remaining 
ists f f } y eve mucl 

In this class of m ne t rly \ it nothing much more ridiculou 
where verti spindle 1 f t \ t t k dos 
traversing mac r ' r g lr} commo! 

mad id money wasted ng the ng sur 
a ee eae s iaaet t. The plan adopted 

the |] ad \ Vi regarding the ] Lat wo l t ed IT 
vavs tl carry the ee t ks or g t \M I H IST, 1 

‘ d the pressure of the t ne suid 1t sur 

but the i f f le guide t ft i t t rht to be 
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ind when all the metal and work is con- 
entrated on the one guide it can be twice 

is long and four times as efficient 
The «& Son's 

slide-rest is in principle like that shown 
John Lang guide for the 

in Figs. 21 and 22 

The International Railway Congress and Amer- 
ican Railway Appliance Exhibition. 

As the time draws nearer it is proper to 

‘all attention more definitely to the Inter- 

national Railway Congress to be held in 

Washington in May, 1905. The approach 
ing session will be not only the first time 
the congress has met in the United States, 
but it will be the second time it has been 
held in an English-speaking country. The 
first congress met in Brussels in 1885, and 
the succeeding meetings have been: Milan, 
1887; Paris, 1889; St. Petersburg, 1892; 
London, 1895; Paris, 1900. 

A. Dubois, honorary director of the 
Belgium State Railways, vice-president of 
the National Light 
f Belgium, and president of the Prince 

Railways Company, 

Railway & Mining Company, is 
president of the permanent commission of 
Henry 

the International Railway Congress. 
The detail 

gress have not been completed, but it is 
of the program for the can 

xpected delegates will begin to arrive on 
\pril 29. The formal opening of the ses 
sions will take place on Thursday, May 4 
ind the sessions of the various sections 
vill continue until Saturday, May 13. On 

the following Monday the delegates will 
tart on various” tour of inspection 
hroughout. the United State on pe il 
rain 

Amoi the subjects to be discussed in 
e different sections will be the following: 
\\ Ly and Worl Wo den leepers Or 

ross-ti rails fo nes with fast ins 
mproved rail crossings (fro concret¢ 
ind bedded metal 
Locomotives and Rolling Stock Loco 
otives of great power, pooling locomo 

es (the use of two or more crews), 
iutomatic couplers, electric traction 
Working Lighting, heating and venti 
tion of train automatic block system 
aggage and express parcels, suburban 

raffic 
General.—Slow freight rates, bookkeep 

ng, duration and regulation of work 
provident institutions 

Light Railways.—Influence of light rail 
wavs on the main lines, direct financial co 
peration of public authorities, organiza 

tion of a cheap service on a main railway’s 
branch lines which carry little traffic, and 

n light railways, traffic conveyed by 
iutomohiles 

An invitation for the meeting of the 
ongress in this country was extended by 

President McKinley in 1800. Congress 
has appropriated enough to defray the ex 

United 
It is estimated that more 

penses of the States Government 
representatives 
than 500 railway officials from foreign 
countries will attend the meeting 

The thus suggests naturally congress 
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and provides the opportunity for a simul 
of American 

and accordingly an extensive 
taneous exhibition railway 
appliances, 

scheme for this purpose has been devised 
and an active organization has been per- 
fected, including a larger number of rep- 
resentative men than have ever before 
been brought together in this country for 
any similar purpose. The leading railway 
manufacturing plants in the country are 
all represented on the committee, which 
numbers thirty-six. George A. Post, New 
York, Charles A. Moore, 
New York, treasurer, and J. Alexander 
Brown, secretary and director of exhibits. 

chairman; is 

The site selected is north of the Washing- 

the Executive 
Commissioners 

and near 
District 

ton monument 
gardens. The 
have approved the general plan, the con- 

i { 

i, \ \ 
\ \ 
\ \ \ 

ie — 
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NK 

\ WORM GEAR 

sent of the War Department and a joint 
resolution of Congress being still requisite 

to the occupancy of the ground. No 
admission fee is to be charged Visitors, 
the exhibition being of a business char 
cter and not appealing to the popular 

curiosity. Several hundreds of manufac 
turers, whose factories are located in neat 

every State, have expressed a desire te 
exhibit 

\ tool exhibitor at St. Louis stated re 
cently that he found this difference be 
tween foreign and American visitors to 
his space: The man from abroad usually 
spent much time in examining details of 
design and inquiring how a certain tool 
was built; the principal thing the Amer 
ican visitor wanted to know was how 
much it would do 

\ ! 

I 
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Letters From Practical Men. 

A Worm Gear Easy to Cast. 

Editor American Machinist: 
The at 1514 

worm gearing, in which Mr 
scribes how to make the worm gear with | 

article page on molding 
Jonson de 

a core, suggests to me to tell of how we 
make our worm gears. We had a lot of 
trouble with the worm and the gear wear 
ing fast. The gear we had was made with 
a straight tooth so as to cast without a 
core, or in three-part flasks, which gave 
only a point bearing for the worm tooth 

The drawing shows how pattern 

This 

easy to mold and gives a good wearing 

our 

was finally made. makes a pattern 

surface. In making the worm and gear it 

SS S 

Sr 

nm 4 
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ASY TO CAST 

this way they can be used to drive one 
to four shafts from the same worm all in 
the same plane FreD GINKEI 

Syracuse, N. Y 

A Simple Foundry Order System. 

Editor American Machinist 
I’ve read with interest Mr. Beede’s de 

scription of his foundry order system at 
page 1440, and have placed it, with some 
notations, in a special file, for future refer 
ence Mr Beede refers to my sim] le 
foundry order system described at page 
1165 as being ‘‘somewhat bevond the loose 
leaf-of-scrap-paper stage of development,” 
which it certainly is, and it could advance 
still farther before getting into the red 
tape category 

This statement is not antagonistic to the 
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simple system I described, for that was 
intended to induce those who believe all 
system to be red tape to make a beginning 
in the right direction, which I hope it has 
helped to do, especially with reference to 
men like the superintendent of a shop not 
far away who, when recently complaining 
of the annoyance of having castings made 

in two foundries, remarked that “a fellow 
never knows where his patterns are.” 

Fortunately the AMERICAN MACHINIST 
benefits not only the more advanced but 

And 
as to scrap-paper systems, those who have 
“knocked that 
in systems 

the strugglers at the bottom as well. 

around’” some well know 
some institutions even such 

would be looked upon as a loss 
Not make 

Mr. Beede’s system more valuable to those 
much to criticise, but to SO 

who wish to adopt it, or rather, to give 
those who wish to adapt it to their needs 
still more to choose from, I would point 
out the desirability of indicating on the 

of of 
which a pattern or core-box consists. This 

otten 
mislaid in the foundry, and it 

foundry order the number pieces 

because loose pieces, prints, etc., are 
and easily 
is usually more difficult to get off all 
the patterns than to get all the patterns 
back. 

Moreover, he keeps no carbon copy of 
his orders which must occasionally lead 
to their being verlooked when entered in 
his loose-leaf |} ler 

CorNEIL RIDDERHOFE 

The Accident to the ‘St. Louis.”’ 

Editor American Machinist 

\t pag 571 Mr. Amos Price takes ex 
ception to n tatem«e t 1374. When I 
said it w d ssil f n to 
yverstr ( I knew [ was 
Iking al t I g t engtl f the 

0] nd the weight of é r I 
ilso ment ( pace is (it 

gene 1 | t ( 
irdly put f to that 

s tl I 1 I ¢ f l 
1 2-in« ( with a 56-1 d ham 

ne; . 

Mr. Price cit case of 1, the 
it upon vw | 1s giving t TE 
a ay es”? ] vane le a4 

POS t the rod was made before it 
e tt I fact it 1 1 steel 

\ ttle c 1 t ft t time 

He further on states that t e grade 
f area when subjected » repeated 

esses, n eak with half ad, 
t I ) his wv ls I inf t rod 

\ cle f This nut s rust 
ted t 1 if I 1 ¢ ng the 

venties In the rly nineties” this nut 

vas e1 ff. For tw \ t had 
een poundit g . d dow1 W 

hat for a case of being ected to re 
veated strains”? 

Mr. Price tells us the thickness but not 
he length of the wrench In at case an 

ron- rod under the continuou peated 

strains to which a furnace blows 

s subjected—1 C night 
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nearly twenty years, can scarcely be com 
pared on terms of equality with a steel 
bolt which was but nine years old and 
during those nine years had not been un- 
der working strains for more than half 
the time, if that long 

There is always more or less definit 
strain (determined by the engineer) 

bolts, a 

put 

upon these bottom end strain 
which is considered necessary to avoid 
annoyance and possible disaster should the 
parts become loose 

It was the body of the bolt that broke, 
and not the threads that stripped or the 

Now 
possible comparison can there be drawn 
threaded part that stretched what 

between slacking off a nut rust jointed on 
an iron (?) rod, and tightening a greased 
steel nut on a steel bolt, both surfaces be 
ing in good condition? The length of the 
wrench and the force of the blow in one 
case being indefinite and in the other 
known. 

Mr. Price further says: “It seems to me 
that the way that these afloat people do 

Let 
into a round-bottomed crank pit 

their work is awkward.” He is right 
him get 
and overhaul a bottom end; if he can find 

t gr mi é | d ke ( 
t (at dict 

I l { h these awkward 
t makes t i-¢g g engineer s 

dex If M P \ ‘ | 
t f A ery NI | for mv 

the next time h 1 New York 
1 | ‘ rw | } é re in tra ) p 

tT T117T ‘ 

l r Y for ] ( ren 
f a , { t d | ( ( | 

for turning up d é 1 ( f 
] | tt ¢ 

1 1 t eve eC e ser e at sea, and 
did the » re 1) 

Points in Designing Feed Gears 
r American Machinist 

As there is a tendency to equip lathes 

vith quick-change g xes f tain 
r different leads f ( ng, also 

t machine t h p e feeds 
he following methods and tables for pr 
portioning the gé¢ n be of st to 
designers who, wishing to use nest gears 

will probably not b2 able to find any direct 
nformation on the subject in the gear 
hooks or engineering p cket hool 

For chang 
termine the 1 
Wantec take 
Oot gears t 
say, I to I, 2 
the res | x 
and in order 
ratios on shaft 
tance, proceed 

ge f scre 2 i€ 
7 o¢ t { d I< cl 

ft 

ed and compound down 
ee é I get 

n in I yw ratios 
g re f corresponding 

s with the sam«e enter d 
as follow 

Take the gears in this column of the 
highest ratio, as for example, 2 to 1 le 
termine the d 

6 pitch; 
as 

inches and 
others, fi 

10 

For 
part contained 
times, 1 
quotients. Tl] 
the result obta 

ber f teeth t 

Exampl I 
IT 120 I] 

7=77; 11 
134 to 1 

To find the 
um of the t 

the center dist 

1%,1%,1%, 1 
2%, 2! 234 

4%, 5, 5% 
9 Ik I! I 

> tc 

144 tol 
Img tO I= 
13 to I 
I { 

tol 
1% to 

I t 

Sto i 
110 
> 

Or for ‘ 

Sto 

4t 
‘ >to | 
to 1 

\\ \ ( 
t 

| 

>to 48 1 
t { | 

20 10 3 | I 
40 to 20 | 2 

Whe ( 
ke ff the fee 

e fracti 
e thread 

So and 

and divi 

pitch to be used, 
ot 

ametral 
determine the number 

40, then the centers are 
the sum of the teeth 120 
nd the greatest fractional 
n b 1 wi number of 
de 0 by the sum of the 

ie nearest whole number to 
ned by dividing 120 by thi 

sa multiplier, and this 
l part gives the im 

be oil 

to I 70 4;7 } 
I! ipproximately I! 

1 d inl pits diy le the 
7 e 4 ' t f ears by twice 

| t 

I y > s 74 f 
7 2 1 +1 ~ 2% 

f é N - 
 — rs "1 4 12 2 14 1 rm -« 

I I D. 1 
QR, t 4 > + 
7710 44 I 6 
Sftoas | 6 } 

t 48 é } 
¢ » TO I 
66 1 { 1 t } } 
( to 52 I ‘ 

( to 56 119 ; 
, 

f 
is 

j } 
6 tc { 

T Oo 

r { ) 
) 

— 

to 

t 1 to s 

to to rt 
to € ction to 2 
to ! 11o] 

] re o find 
‘ ; ned n all 

tad | I I e tn 
rT tee r twice, three 
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times, to get the diameter needed; 
also vary the diameter by the pitch used 

etc... 

Example: 
5 3 7 1%, Ire, 1%, Ire 5 1%, ifs, 1%, 1%, 1%, 

contain 
36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 52, 56, 32nds; 

then by using 32 teeth for the driver we 
get the required ratio; if the driver is 
doubled, then double the change speeds or 
compound 2 to 1 elsewhere 

Ernest J. Lees 

A Makeshift Reaming Device. 
Editor American Machinist: 
The illustrations show a “makeshift” 

that has proven of great benefit in this, 
the land of ‘‘makeshifts.”” The device is 
used for reaming holes in cramped places 
where ordinary methods and appliances 
are not available, such as for the rim bolts 
in large sectional flywheels, sheaves, etc., 
and even for use in places where it out 
classes the ordinary ratchet drill and old 
man the latter 
For instance, in using the device on a sec- 
tional wheel, the holes are carefully laid 
off and drilled 1-16 inch under size, when 
the sections are put together, clamped into 
position and the holes reamed as shown 

even where can be used 

in Fig. 2. 
With a device of the dimensions shown 

1-16 inch can easily be reamed out of a 
1 7-16 inch hole, with a 16-inch ratchet 
stock. It can readily be elaborated upon 
to meet the requirements of the job in 
hand. A is an ordinary shell reamer such 
as found in the standard sizes as part of 
the equipment of nearly every shop in the 
land. B is a sleeve made 1-32 inch smaller 
than the drilled hole and is used to keep 
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reamer thru. £ is the stock used for this 
work and, in connection with an ordinary 

_ ratchet drill stock to fit on the squared end 
and drive it, forms the whole equipment. 

WESTERNER. 
[While this device is not by any means 

new, it is no doubt so to many, and is a 
most efficient tool for a large variety of 
jobs.—Ed. ] 

Machining Collars for Miller Arbors. 
Editor American Machinist: 

I had at one time a quantity of milling 
arbor collars to make, and as such collars 

right, I have to be dead think some of 

December 15, 1904. 

iron collar and the nut; these steel washers 
were case-hardened and ground on the 

sides. 
The castings for the collars were made 

about 6 inches long. After chucking and 
reaming these pieces were turned on the 
outside, on an arbor, to about .o10 inch 
over size and then cut up with a parting 

tool to about 1-32 inch longer than the 
finish size. They were then held on a 
taper arbor C by the aid of a bushing D 
which was split. As the finishing cut on 
the ends was very light, the bushings were 
made tight enough for the cut by pressure 

of the hand 

i), 

<> 
Y 

| 

rm) 
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TOOLS FOR MACHINING COLLARS. 

- riG, 2 

A MAKESHIFT 

the 
This is of course to be 

the stock and straight with 
hole in starting 

reamer 

taken out as the finished hole nears com 
pletion. C 1s a recessed washer made to 
allow the point of the reamer to project 
beyond the end of the work, and against 
which the feed nut D bears as it pulls the 

REAMING 

Amerwanr Muciinist 

DEVICE. 

your readers may be interested in the tools 
which were used to secure the desired re- 
sults. 

Most of the collars were made of gray 
iron with a 1-inch hole, as shown at 4, 
but for each 
collar or washer B to go between the gray- 

arbor there was one steel 

The shop was right up to date, and the 
particularly well-equipped toolroom con- 
tained an adjustable straddle tool E which 
was a Steel forging with a shank to go in 
the tool-post and cut out as shown to hold 
the tools a and b, a being adjustable later 

Sev- 
eral holes were tapped in the frame, which 
permitted the clamp c to be moved, and this 

made it possible to adjust 

ally and b lengthwise of the holder. 

arrangement 
to any size within the capacity of the tool 
This tool is stiff enough for finishing cuts. 
and is handy for many jobs. 

The ends of the bushings were finished 
as shown, and it is obvious that they were 
parallel. Next they were strung several 
at a time on a screw arbor and the outside 
turned to size and polished, and they were 
then O. K. 
.The steel washers were made from bars 

cut about 4 inches long, chucked, reamed, 
then cut 

They 
were then caught in a chuck and recessed 

at d and The 
was made and tempered; 

turned to size on an arbor and 
about .005 inch over finish thickness 

as shown case-hardened. 
spring washer F 
a round piece of steel G was recessed and 
tapped as shown and grasped securely in 
a chuck on the spindle of the universal 
grinder and the face e ground true. The 
spring washer pressed into the recess d 
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and drawn up with the screw f held the 
washer firmly against face e ready to grind, 
and when it was reversed and the other 
side ground, it is obvious that the sides 
were parallel, a condition which is essen- 
tial in arbor collars. T HEODORE 

Automatic Feed for Compound Rest. 
Editor American Machinist: 
The accompanying sketches show an 

automatic feed for the compound slide- 
rest, which can be fixed in about 10 min- 
utes to an ordinary lathe and dispenses 

te & 
is very cheap to make and efficient in oper- 
ation. We have used it with good results 
for boring taper holes in pistons for high- 

with all overhead shafts, eccentrics, e 

speed engines and also for finishing the 
taper ends of piston rods, as well as for a 
variety of parallel work. A isa rectangular 
lever %4x1'% inches pivoted at the back end 
yn the bracket which carries the back gears 

This can be done without drilling if pre- 
ferred, by a clamp and two bolts passing 
round the bracket, the front clamp plate 
carrying the B, the 
lever A. C is a round pillar 1 inch in 
liameter cranked at the top and fastened 
to the lathe bed at the bottom by a 54-inch 

-ap-screw thru the “foot.” small 
chain hooked into one of the holes drilled 
in the end of A. This chain passes over 
the bend in the end of C as shown in the 
end view and hooks into a hole in the end 
of the lever D which fits on the square on 
compound-rest screw and carries the pawl 
E. This pawl operates the ratchet wheel 
F and thereby gives motion to the screw. 
The lever A receives its motion thru the 
stud H fastened thru one of the slots in 
the face-plate, as shown. This stud strikes 
the lever H every revolution. The feed 
can be regulated to a nicety by sliding 

stud which carries 

G is a 
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A Telephone Signal. 

Machinist: 
large 

Editor 
In one of 

American 
the 

mall town I 
steel mills located 

ina saw a rather ingenious 
scheme for visible signals on a telephone 

has a large boiler-house The mill very 
with eighteen boilers, and as there is gen 
erally one of them blowing off, the tele 

bell is not lot 
are 

phone id enough, especially 
as there few men on duty and their 
work keeps them moving about 

This telephone was depended on in case 
of fire in the town, the boiler-house whistle 
being blown upon notification, and it seemed 
necessary to have some means of insuring 
that the telephone be answered. The elec 
trical engineer of the company was ap- 
pealed to and gave it up, whereupon the 
boiler-house foreman went ahead and 
worked out a scheme as follows 

He reasoned that no noise short of 
dropping the roof would be of much use 
should several boilers be blowing, and de 
cided that one or more lights would be 
best. The interior of this boiler-house is 
rather dark, so he placed several lamps in 
likely places, using 16 candle-power red 
incandescents, connected all to the same 
pair of wires. He then ran these down to 
the telephone and installed the automatic 
ignals shown, Fig front 

and Fig. 2 being a side view of clapper 
and hook. 

On the back of the closet where he had 
placed the telephone he mounted a block 
of wood thick enough to have its upper 
surface flush with the top of the magneto 

On this ordinary 
switch minus the handle, 

1 being a view 

case he mounted an 
snap which he 
replaced with a long bar having a weight 
at its outer end and a small hook made of 
copper wire. This hook he slipped over 
the clapper of the bell, balancing it neatly 

the stud #7 up and down the slide in) When the bell rings, the hook slips off, 
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AUTOMATI FEED FOR COMPOUND REST 

The ratchet wheel 
The ratchet 

face-plate, as required. 

is a good fit on the screw end. 
lever having a loose center allows it to 
return ready for the next stroke 

England. W. D. 
[It seems to us there ought to be another 

cranked post mounted on the rest itself.— 
Ed.] 

the weight falls and the switch throws on 
mn — Then he knows someon his red lights 

wants him and calls up central. The mill 

central has become accustomed to a short 
wait, but it proves to be quite short, as the 
red lights suddenly coming on are gener- 
ally noticed at once 

A number of variations of this scheme 

might be worked, su is ving a heavy 
gong on the same circuit, et¢ é nly 
original point being the ( I t tle 
] k whicl é ff 

F. W. Harrts 

“Is the Practical Man in Danger ?' 
Editor American Ma 

I ] ve re id I \ ur exce lent paper ey 
eT rticle M { e ft M ind have 
ometimes thought that 1 practi man 

tp] 1 k Fx 

) » |} ; 
j 

a Nl os 
' \ Ww GH Weis! = an 

— I 

FIG.A | Sosden 
h 

A S nem 

FIG. 2 Clapper and Hook 
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is in danget | have known a man not 
trained 
work 

practical, or in other words, not 
in the art or trade of mechanical 
being sent several hundred miles to see 
a customer who was having trouble with 

| was some of his cutting tools This man 
under sent to ascertain the conditions 

including 
He re 

to be tested 

which the tools were bein 
speed and the 

of the 
and was asked to explain the 

the cutting 
turned with some tool 

onditions 
the rate at which and especially to give 

He gave it by the cutters were driver 
holding his finger in front of the ques 
tioner and g f é t m 
tion at the rate at wl igined he 
had seen the cutters running his was 
as definite information as he « ld give 
and you can readily imagine it wa fa 
great deal I e t irriving at a 
‘onclusion and applving e remedy for 
the difficulty that had arisen 

PRACTICAI 

A “High-Speed ; the latest thing 
and it is btained by the ise OF a razor! 
made of hig eed ster The general im 
pre on that r g peed steel wil 
take a fine edge To prove that this in 
pression is not correct, so far as one hig] 
speed steel is concerned at least, the S 
W. G. Armstrong-Whitworth Company 
has had some razors made of its higl 
speed steel, and while one who shaves witl 

one of them cannot of course run the razor 
ufficient to develop much heat 

its “high 
or not it will hold 

at a speed 
test 

see 
or to endurance, he 

can whether 
fine cutting edge, and this they do 



The Annual Meeting of the American Society 
of Mechanical Engineers. 

The fiftieth meeting (and the twenty 
fifth annual meeting) of the American So 

ety of Mechanical Engineers was con 
vened at the Soci ty’s house, December 6, 
in accordance with the program previously 
printed, the crowd in the rooms of the 
building seeming to be still greater than 
on any previous occasion; the new system 
of registration, employed for the first time 
in New York, appearing, however, to work 
very well and to very much facilitate reg- 
istration, and, consequently, the other busi- 
ness for which the members were assem- 
bled. 

The meeting was called to order prompt- 
ly at 9 P. M. by President Ambrose Swa- 
sey, who delivered the presidential ad- 
dress, which we printed in full last week 
from an advance copy. The address was 
listened to with marked attention, and its 
author heartily applauded. President Swa- 
sey then introduced Mr. Charles Wallace 
Hunt, of New York, saying that he had 
a few words to say to the members. Mr. 
Hunt’s few words turned out to be the 
following 

\pDRESS OF Mr. CHARLES WALLACE HuNtT 
ON THE UNVEILING OF A PORTRAIT OF 

Past-PrESIDENT JoHN FE. Sweet. 

Che prominent position now held by en 
gineers and by the profession of engineer- 
ing is of a comparatively recent date. The 

that 
grown up in one generation have become 
national engineering societies have 

important and influential institutions of a 
semi-public character. The rapid growth 
of the American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers in membership and in influence 
is an interesting example of the benefits 
arising from the professional association 
of engineers, as distinguished from the re- 
sults of isolated work and duplicated ex- 

The 
supplied the needed facilities for the mem- 
periments scientific societies have 

bers to discuss their investigations, com- 
pare their experiences, and to place their 
data on record, where they are accessible 
to any engineer for utilization in any part 
of the 
urally following the frequent meeting face 

world. The social influences nat- 

to face of earnest men, swept away a host 
the 

step by step to mutual helpfulness and co- 
of fancied differences, leading way 

operation 
The 

this society came not by 
the 

stamped their own character upon it, for 
this society, like all human institutions, is 

If it has 
ideals it is because its members cher 

held by 
happy accident, 

influential position now 

but by earnest work of men who 

what its members have made it. 

ished such ideals in their thoughts; they 
and, finally, 

1 
for their realization; 
| directed efforts, 

hoped 
by wel saw them crysta 
ize in this institution 
Twenty-five years ago mechanical engi 

eers wert 

try, designing and manufacturing machin 
scattered throughout our coun 

ery, with inadequate means of comparing 
their own ideas with those of their breth 
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little or no co-operation with each 
other, and with no social bond connecting 
ren, 

them. This isolation of those who should 
be companions was keenly felt by many, 

by Prof. John E. Sweet. In 

1879 he, on his own initiative, wrote to the 
correspondents of the AMERICAN MACHIN- 

but especially 

isT, asking them to assemble in New York 
for a double purpose—to pay their re 
spects to the editor of the paper and for 
mutual acquaintance. The result of this 
gathering was inspiring and there soon 
followed a call for a meeting to form a 
permanent organization, signed by Prof. 
John E. Sweet, Alexander L. Holley and 
Prof. R. H. Thurston. On February 16, 
1880, at 96 street, in New York 
city, about forty engineers met in response 

Prof. Sweet called the 
Alexander L. Holley 

Fulton 

to the invitation. 
meeting to order, 
was chosen chairman, a name for the so- 

selected, by-laws submitted, 
after the 
April 7, when the organization was com- 

ciety was 
which meeting adjourned to 

pleted. The first professional work of the 
society was the passage at this meeting of 
a special resolution inviting Prof. Sweet, 
in view of the eminent services rendered 
by him in the organization, to read the 
first paper before the society. Thus 

Society of Mechanical 
started on its beneficent and useful 

the 
“American Engi- 
neers” 
course, to be devoted, as Chairman Holley 
expressed it, “to mechanics and dyna- 
mics.” 

As the years passed by, the society 
gained in membership, in technical stand 
ing and in influence in the manufacturing 
weild. With contribu- 
tions and gifts of historical material came 

prosperity many 

to the society, some of inestimable value, 
among which were portraits of men emin- 

the ent in advancement of engineering 
theory or practise. It is a pleasure and an 
inspiration to view the portraits that adorn 
the walls of our society headquarters in 
this city and contemplate the lives and the 
works of the eminent men who are there 

Let 
slance at that goodly :rray of those whom l t that 1] y of tl | 
grouped together. us for a moment 

everyone classes as prominent among the 
world’s benefactors 

There on canvas is James Watt, the dis 
coverer of cylinder condensation, the econ 
omy of steam expansion; who first intro 
duced the steam jacket, the double-acting 
steam cylinder, the application of steam te 
rotating shafts, the parallel motion for pis 
ton rods, the centrifugal governor, the 
throttle valve, the steam pressure gage 
the water level gage and the steam indi 
cator. Prof. Thurston has aptly charac 

“genius of the brightest 

the 

terized him as a 

intellect, a mechanic such as world 

rarely produces.” 

Nearby is a 

one of the greatest, if not the greatest 

Ericsson, John portrait of 

me- 
chanical engineer that any age has pri 

duced. While living he was the ri cipient 

of numerous diplomas, medals, titles, and 

irders of knighthood, and on his death his 

remains, with the highest honors, were 
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United States naval vessel 
This portrait 

returned in a 
to Sweden, his native land. 
is especially prized as being the only one 
ever painted from life. He lived in sucl 
personal seclusion that he saw little of his 
fellow workers and was as little seen by 

This feat 
ures we could not see when living, all can 
them. wonderful man, whose 

now contemplate at their leisure. Purely 
by engineering ability did he twice revolu 
tionize the navies of the world. His con 

tributions to the 
so numerous and important that his work 

mechanical world were 

in engineering is in some degree similar in 
scope to Shakespeare’s contribution tc 
English literature. 

We 
the portrait of Robert Fulton, painted by 
himself, for he was a portrait painter be 
fore he surprised the world with the suc 

contemplate with especial interest 

cessful application of steam in navigation 
It was an active and a fruitful life that he 
led, from “Clermont” as- 
cending the Hudson River against the tide, 
to the United States “Fulton,” 
the first steam war vessel ever constructed 
Admirers of him have placed this portrait 

per 

the successful 

steamer 

in our gallery, where it may have a 
manent home with congenial surroundings 
The bas-relief on the monument 
erected by this 

bronze 
society to mark his last 

resting place in Trinity Churchyard was 
modeled directly from this portrait 

Sir Henry 
attention, and we are startled by attempt 

Bessemer now attracts our 

ing to imagine the condition of the world, 
without the revolution in steel making that 
this epoch maker developed. 

Over the platform hangs the portrait of 
Alexander L. Holley, charming in person 
ality and famous for the skillful introduc 
tion of the Bessemer process of steel mak 
ing in this country. He signed the call for 
the organization of our society and was its 
first chairman. 

Kindly and genial John Fritz here bears 
the contented expression that we expect 
to see in one who has earned and won the 
famous Bessemer medal. His great achieve 
ments in industrial affairs are emphasized 
by the John Fritz prize medal that here- 
after will yearly be an incentive to im 
portant and skillful engineering work ki 

3essemer, Holley, Fritz—what wonder 
ful materials and processes this great trio 
has revealed to us! 

Nearby is J. F 
memory, one to whom so many members 
f the indebted 
word or a helpful suggestion 

Holloway, of pleasant 

society were for a kind 
His descrip 

tions of early engineering experiences té 
be found in our Transactions, are literary 
gems as well as an accurate record of early 
engineering events 

The time is too short to more than refer 
to the portraits of Rankine, a genius in 
analytical mechanics; of Dr. Francis Reu 
leaux, so distinguished in theoretical and 
ipplied kinematics; of George H. Corliss, 
f H. R. Worthington, of John C. Hoad 

ley, of Eckley B. Coxe, of James Dredge, 
ind of Joseph Harrison, Jr. The mention 

} names rings a multitude f mem 
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of their their struggles ries 
und their triumphs For struggles in 
ibundance they had, as no man ever! 
vorked himself dead calm 
Each one in this gallery by his engineer 

ng ability contributed in a marked degree 
the advancement of science and the 

making the life of 
isier and more pro 

of 

e world is better and broad 
Will not 

» countless en 

as well as fuller intellectual 
Tl 

er because they lived in it 
yleasures 

this 
gallery be a helping hand t 
gineers who will come after us? Many a 
true heart will be given renewed courage, 
many a struggle will seem lighter, and the 

of 

mtemplation of those who blazed the way 
life will seem dearer from the successes 

» their broader fields and greater oppor- 

tunities 
In 

tnere 15S 
that gallery of eminent engineers 

now to be placed the p rtrait of 

4 man who, measured by the highest stan 
dards of honorable manhood, professional 
bility and earnest endeavor, will be right- 

illustrious company. In 
rous donor, I present to 

y of Mechanical En 
gineers, a portrait of our bel 

Prof. John E. Sweet 
Mr. Hunt’s address was frequently in 

pod 7 

y installed in that 

oved founder 

ymple 
tion the portrait alluded to was undraped, 
i\rousing enthusiasm 
he members, wh 

among 
applaud 

itrorm, 

very much 
continued to 

ind its original, who sat upon the pz 
for 

4 very neat and 
some minutes. President Swasey, in 

appropriate manner, ac 
behalf of th 

assurance that so 

ce epted the portrait on 
iety, giving the long as 

the society remained in its present quarters 
it would occupy its present prominent po 
sition, and that it would be moved to the 

I where eIng constructed, 

the walls of the society’s 
He expressed the hope that Pro 

able to | 

new house now 
t would adorn 
rooms 
fessor Sweet would be e present 

for 
the mem 

at the meetings of the society many 
vears to come, a wish in which 

lv concurred ers generally evidently hearti 
The 

members resumed 
vhic h is generally ct 

meeting then adjourned and _ the 
the social intercourse 

msidered the most 
yweasani ind \ iluable feature f the meet 
noc 
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ess d been decided to count thes 
i ts as tho they were ecu t S 
CC A - 2 t 

such b ts will be thrown out as irregular 
1 tuture ¢ ( S Seve ] 

~) ( y-n \ ( en 1 | 

valid, the number cast for any one cand 
date ranging from 748 to 754. The regu 

ir ticke is Wwe ive previ y pl et 
it, was found to be elected 

Upon the announcement of the election 
f Mr. Freeman as president for the en 
suing year, President Swasey appointed 

Wallace 
newly 

Messrs. John Fritz and Charles 
Hunt as a 
elected president to the 

committee to escort the 
platform, the cere 

simply the of m being 
Mr 

my pre sentation 
Freeman to the president and his pre 

sentation to the society by President 

Swasey Upon its being suggested that 

remar] 
order, he said that the most appropriate 

nt } uncii was presented 
report recounts in detail what 

been done during the past year by the 
NCI and the various committees fr 

garding the handling f the ciety’s 
n inces 

' , 1 
it the council tOOK up, un 

sions of the onstitution, 
the 

1 of expenditure to the 

new <¢ 
ie allocation of different directions 

» various committees 

provided for, it being decided by the coun 
cil that 
be responsible u 

standing 
nder the 

each committee should 
council’s general 

oversight for the expenditure pertaining 
the committee’s work, 

falling 
committee 

and that all ex 
penditure not within the province 

should be allo 
Finance Committee for 

f any other 
cated to the 
trol. the latter c 
harge of the 

con 

ymmittee also having 
system of requisitions 

of uniform vouchers covering all expend: 
ture . 

The report sO gives an account of a 
n tl has been taken up to the present 

regarding the new Carneg ut n eng 

gress d 
not set \ | 
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considerable proportion of the receipts 
from dues are made available for operating 
expenses, The using of this money for 
operating expenses is, however, not recom- 
mended by the council. 

The report of the Committee on Publica- 
tion states that the estimated amount re 
quired to publish Volume XXIV of the 
Transactions has been exceeded by some 
thing over $200, the total cost of the vol- 
ume having been $15,179.24 and per copy 
$5.62. It is estimated the total cost of the 
next volume to be issued will be about 
$15,000. 

The Membership Committee reported 
that it had endeavored to interpret the 
wording of the constitution in such a way 
as to raise the standard of professional 
achievements required of applicants for 
membership and that a number of appli- 
cants had under this policy been graded 
otherwise than as applied for. 

The Library reported the 
condition and use of the library during the 

year; an expenditure of $164.60 in cash 
for the purchase of books aside from books 

Committee 

to the value of $740.40 which had been 
added to the library by exchange for the 

This committee re- 
ported that it is hoped soon to issue a 
catalog of the library for distribution to 
the membership, this not having been done 
previously on account of pending arrange- 
ments concerning the proposed joint libra- 
ry of the various societies previously re- 
ferred to. 
The report of the House Committee 

states that for repairs and renewals to the 
house $1,561.30 has been expended during 
the year and that among the items of ex 
penditure had been one of $193 for repairs 
to the heating apparatus put in two years 
ago. Owing to the fact that some of the 
societies which had previously made use 
of the auditorium had now outgrown its 
capacity, it had been rented during the 
year less than during previous years and 
the income from this source had therefore 
fallen off; the net expenses of running the 

been 

society’s publications. 

house during the year having 
$2,365.62, to which, adding interest on 
mortgage, repairs and renewals, rentals 
and depreciations, but exgluding an inter- 
est on the value of the equity, the total 
expense is stated as $7,128.35 

The the 
committees were called for, none of these, 

interest to 

reports of various standing 

having reports of 
present. Several of them reported prog- 

while representatives reported that 

however, 

ress, 
two of them were at that time in session, 
with the expectation that something in the 
shape of more definite reports might be 
presented later during the meeting. 

Mr. C. W. Hunt, on behalf of the com 

mittee having charge of the affairs of the 

new Carnegie Union Building, stated that 

plans for the new building had been. prac- 

tically adopted and that it seemed as tho 

they would be ready for letting contracts 

within a very short time. A number of 

new and somewhat trying problems had 
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arisen in connection with the work, some 
of which had required very careful study. 
Some of these problems had arisen from 
the fact that the property of this society 
and of some of the others participating in 
the new building was now exempt from 

the State of 
been a _ question 

taxation under the laws of 
New York. It had 
whether a corporation could be enabled to 
own and administer the affairs of the new 
building and of the land on which it is to 
stand, the property of which corporation 
would also be exempt from taxation. It 
had been found upon investigation that in 
order to effect this purpose; a corporation 
would have to be formed under a charter 
which in some respects would be entirely 
without precedent, and such a charter was 
now being prepared by or under the ad 
vice of eminent legal talent. 

Mr. Hunt reported further that it now 
seemed practically certain that the plans 
as proposed would enable contracts to be 
made for the completion of the building 
within the amount of money available for 
the purpose. 

A question asked regarding the perfect- 
ing of title to a certain part of the land 
on which the new buildings are to stand 
brought out the information that the only 

question as to such title, if any existed, 
pertained only to the land which had been 
previously purchased by the Engineers’ 
Club and did not apply to that which was 
to be occupied by the Union Building. It 
was hoped also that a feature of the new 
building would be a mechanical or engi- 
neering museum which might eventually 
be similar to the Kensington Museum in 
London. 

Mr. H. H. Suplee, on behalf of the 
committee appointed to prepare a history 
of the society in connection with its twen- 
ty-fifth anniversary, reported 
stating that Prof. Sweet, John J. Grant, L. 
B. Moore and other charter members of 
the society had already given the commit- 
tee valuable information pertaining to the 
first steps taken in its organization; Mr 
Grant having supplied one of the original 
letters sent out by Prof. Sweet asking cer- 
tain men to attend a meeting, which meet- 
ing proved to be the preliminary or per- 
haps really the first meeting of the society. 
A good deal of other information had been 
gathered from the columns of the techni- 
cal papers published at the time of the 

invitation 
of the so- 
committee 
have on 

progress; 

society’s organization, and an 

was extended to the members 
ciety generally to send to the 
whatever material they might 
hand pertaining to its early history. 

Mr. Suplee also spoke for the Commit- 
tee on the Joint Library, which committee 

he said had been holding monthly meet- 

ings, and he thought was taking a long 

look ahead in the endeavor to provide for 

the requirements of a library that might 

become the greatest engineering library of 

the world. 

Col. E. D. Meier spoke of the coal-test- 

ing plant which had been erected in the 
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Fair grounds at St. Louis. He said that 
no reliable data had been published re 
garding the qualities of various Americar 
coals since 1844; that it had 
tempted to make tests of the various coal: 
in the plant referred to; a number of engi 
neers—mosly professors of engineering i1 

been at 

various institutions—had volunteered their 
services for the work, and the apparatus 
including boilers and all other fittings, hac 
been either donated or loaned for the pur 
pose. A very respectable laboratory hac 
been gotten together in this way, which 
included three boilers, a gas producer, etc 
The coal had also been supplied free, eact 
carload of coal so supplied having beet 
first submitted to an and 
eighty-five tests or tests of eighty-five dif 

expert, some 

ferent coals had been made. It was de 
sired to make more, and it seemed neces 
sary to do so in order to cover the ground 
One hundred 
had been offered, and the Fair officials had 
given their consent that the plant might 
remain in place six months longer for the 
purpose of making these tests. In order 
to carry them on, it that 
Congress should appropriate about $100, 
ooo for the purpose, and Col. Meier offered 
a resolution to the effect that the secretary 

to the members of the 

and fifty sample carloads 

was necessary 

send out 
a circular calling their attention 

to this and asking them to use their in 
fluence with their various representatives 
in Congress, to the end that such an ap 
propriation may be made. The resolution 

was adopted. 

should 
society 

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO THE CONSTITU- 
TION. 

The next thing in order was the presen 
tation of an amendment to that part of 
the newly adopted constitution known as 
“C57,” and which relates to the method 
of making amendments to the constitu 
tion. Mr. Fred J. Miller had at the Chi 
cago meeting proposed an amendment de 
signed primarily to require that at least 
twenty members should approve of a pro 
posed change in the constitution before it 
would become necessary for the society t 
vote upon it or to print and send it out t 
the membership. Subsequent to this pre 

at Chicago and previous to the 
annual meeting Mr. Milles 
had, as a result of a conference with other 
members of the society, made and accepted 
certain amendments to the amendment, 
providing for the sending out of a full ab 
stract of the discussion upon the amend 
ment when first presented and also when 
up for final adoption, and also that n 
amendment could be made to a pending 
amendment without the the 
proposer. The proposed amendments were 
hotly attacked, chiefly by members of the 

committee who had been appointed to for 
mulate the new constitution, they claiming 
that the wording of the amendment as 
proposed was ambiguous in some respects 
that it too much abridged the right of a 
member to propose amendments to the 
constitution, and that, in short, “C57” as 

sentation 
just closed, 

consent of 
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now stands had 
lered by the committec 

04 

been very carefully con 
( pre ybably more 

refully than any other part of the con 
itution), and th 
iurely right and 
msiderable dise 
Mr. Hunt finall 

1 

= 1 rel 1¢ ved to D6 at 1t Was 
ought not to be changed 

ion took place upon 
an amend ly offering as 

nt the original “C57” now incorporated 
the constitution II Was biected by 

me of the members that \ not in 
der to offer sucl mendments virtually 
Ippressiny tl prop sed rigina amend 

nt, wl ich, neverthe ess, Wa ruled to be 
order by the chair, a position which 

s sustained bv M \iillet vho called 

nti ‘ et that the power ot 
ember to mak T n amendment with 

the consent proposer of thr 

villa amendment Was Of Its t the best 
imeiit th d be. Lal pon 57 
| the best proot ts ceeded 1 

changed. Othe nember ores 

Mr. Hunt tion w rder u 

n the provision I ne const is if 
stands, calles Ss atl weve 

he fac tl I resolu 1 ery 
igerous precede hast I put 
New Yor! embers 1n the po wn of 
gy able to defeat any proposed chang 

he constituts no mattet vy many 
nbers might desire to 1cl 

ve, sé me i uch me rs were not 
to attend the meeting \pparently 

nd setting su i precedent Mr. Hu 
hdrew h icnament 1 the mend 

el Ss propos wv Mia MU adds Vere 
n putt st, M ; ( 1 
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1 amendm« fter his ‘ | end 
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nN t remark it this \ tiie first 

e in the history of the so \ n it 
| been possible to print the pap to be 
sented and send them to the members 

weeks in idvance of the 
done in this case 

ules, tho there had been 
them, enforcing 
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gence, tho for wheels with concave faces 
presenting a rounding 

cutting edge or a pointed cutting edge 
were to be chosen, while for wheels with 
flat faces a 

cutting edge of some length was 

either diamonds 

diamond which would present 
a straight 
preterable 

Answering further questions regarding 
the relative hardness of different kinds of 
diamonds, the author stated that the black 
diamond or carbon was the hardest sub- 
stance known, and that this varied in dif- 
ferent degrees down to what is known as 
hort, which in some cases might be rela 
tively quite soft; some of the brown speci 

too soft mens of this stone being in fact 
for advantageous use; in some cases dis 
integrating or exploding within a_ short 

time after being taken from the rock and 
exposed to the itmosphere. He explained 
that for security diamonds should prefer 
tbly be mounted with the largest dimen 
ion at the base of the holder and his own 

practise was generally to fix them witl 
hermit, which held them very firmly and 
Imost entirely obviated the danger of loss 

In fact, he had found that where the heat 
of the Thermit was a little too great (for 
the good of the diamond perhaps) it would 
effectively fix itself to the surface of the 
diamond in such a way as to prevent the 
eparation of the latter, even tho worn 
down to a small fragment He showed 
ome specimens of dies for the drawing of 

gage were 
1 used for drawing wires used in electrical 

mall wires, some of which 

testing instruments and which wires wer 
1 some cases as small as .00045 inch diam 

He said it was common practise to eter 
make the holes in such dies accurate to 
ooor inch, and said that the platinum 
vires used in incandescent lamps were 

drawn within that limit of accuracy as to 
ize and roundness, it being found imprac 

ticable to properly fix them in the lamp 
unless they were so made 

The meeting then adjourned 

WEDNESDAY EVENING SESSION 

The first paper of this session was enti 
tled 

CENTRIFUGAL FANS 

By August J. Bowie, Jr. 

The paper the 
centrifugal fan as due to 
changes of velocity of the air, to sudden 

enumerates losses in a 
those sudden 

changes of direction, to air friction, to 
back slippage 
eddy currents and to mechanical friction 

The the air 
while being operated on by the fan is one 
difficult of and the 
gives its attention to some study of the 
flow of the air. “To attempt to make air 
flow in certain fixed paths without due 
consideration of whether it can be forced 
thru these paths at a uniform velocity is 
certainly not the right way to approach 
the subject. The result of such 
a procedure is that the flowing air will 
not fill the channels thru which it must 
pass, thus resulting in a very unequal dis- 

past the running rings, to 

in the bearings action of 

investigation, paper 

usual 

tribution of velocity, and consequent loss 
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in eddy currents and in other ways.” By 
means of simple apparatus the writer in- 
vestigated the air currents at different and 
functionally important points of a fan and 
he obtained some peculiar results, espe- 

ascertaining the radial dis 
discharge, he 

cially when 
charge from fans, which 
says, is the true criterion of the 
of air actually delivered from the perifery 
of the fan. “In one case a certain single 
suction fan, when run beyond its capacity, 
gave all the discharge from the sides of 
the the air in the the 
face of the runner was actually on the 

amount 

runner ; center of 

point of starting to go the other way 
\ written discussion was presented from 

Professor Carpenter, who said he had been 
making tests of fans for the past ten years, 

did that this 
idded anything to the existing stock of 

He especially disagreed with 

and he not consider paper 

snowledge 
he author's statement regarding the de 
irability of small clearance in fans, as he 
regarded considerable clearance to be de 
sirable He regarded the Pitot tube shown 
n the paper to be a crude form of an 
strument that, when properly used, has 

ven found to be accurate 

The second paper taken up, on- which 
ere was no discussion, was 

Some Detatts ENTERING INTO THE COM- 
PUTATION OF THE VALUES OF WATER 
PoWERS, AND THE DAMAGES CAUSED 
BY THE DIVERSION OF WATER USED FOR 
POWER 

By Chas. T. Main 

Che title ntroduces a topic which be 
longs to the lawyer, or to the engineer 
vhen called to advise as an expert, rather 
than to the mechanical engineer in his 
normal line of work. The paper goes into 
t consideration of what constitutes in de 
tail the value of a water power and the 

followed in determining 
different 

methods to be 

such then 
under which damages may result and the 

damages. 

value, the conditions 

methods of determining these 
Diagrams are given from which mul 

derived applicable to 
The 
and 

tipliers may be 

eiven conditions matters demand 
Ing investigation suggesting much 
discussion in the adjustment of water pow- 
er values are numerous and all evidently 
having their bearing, and many of these 
ire considered in the paper, as, for in 
stance, head, efficiency of wheels, limit of 

flow, effect of back effect of 
flow and back water, extra length of 

low water, 
low 
ime which steam plant must run on ac 

count of diversion, effect of use of steam 
for other purposes, etc., etc 

Following this came 

\n InpicatinG STEAM METER. 

By C. E. 
This paper, after calling attention to the 

Sargent. 

need of a practical device which will meas- 
ure or indicate the amount in pounds of 
steam delivered thru pipes to an engine 

other purposes, and to 
would have in re 

or for heating or 
the influence which it 
forming some details of steam practise, as, 

the enormous for instance, in revealing 
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waste of the common steam pump, pro 
ceeds to describe a motor invented by the 
writer, The metering of steam would be 

a simple problem if it were a perfect gas; 
but it is not and usually varies in pressure 

besides 
With a 

constant difference between the pressures 
the amount of 

and degrees, 
containing more or less water. 

temperature many 

each side of an 
steam flowing thru will depend upon the 

and the density of the 
steam, which varies with the pressure. Ii 

opening 

area also upon 

the initial pressure and the difference in 
pressures remain constant the weight of 
steam flowing thru will depend upon the 
area of the opening, and if the opening is 
constant the weight of steam will vary 
with both the initial pressure and the dif 
ference of pressures. 

The meter 
designed for gage pressures ranging from 

described in the paper was 

50 to 100 pounds and for a drop of 2 pe 
cent. The motor is flanged to be bolted 
into a line of pipe like a globe valve, and 
when steam is flowing the predetermined 
difference of pressure is automatically 
maintained and both the pressure and the 

determined by tl volume of steam, as 
valve opening, are simultaneously and co1 
tinuously indicated by the instrument, 
also the horse-power resulting from the 
indicated combinations of pressure and 
volume 

paper Mr. Henning In discussing this 
| ing a Ingenious 
He, 

from corrosion, especially 

regarded it as descr very 
ind 
pated difficulties 
f the fitted members 
Mr. Suple¢ 

that 
condemned 

useful device however, antici 

fact 
author 

called attention to the 
meters of a type which the 

as necessarily inaccurate had 
been made in Germany, where the source 
of error had been compensated and with 
good results as regards th accuracy of 
the apparatus 

Following this came a paper on 

BRACES FLAT SURFACES 

By R. S. Hale. 
This paper compiles and discusses Ame 

STAYBOLTS, AND 

and French rules 
staybolts and thx 

ican, English, German 
for the diameter of 
thickness of flat surfaces of steam boilers 
It gives in tabular form comparisons of 
the working pressures permissible unde 
the different rules and using various spac 

\n additional table re 
lates to cases in which bulging of the 
ings of stayb Its 

plates has been observed, and gives the 
pressures under which the bulging oc 
curred, and the allowable pressure as fig 
ured by the United States Government 
rule. In cases the working pres 
sures are much below those permitted by 
the rule, but the author considers this to 

many 

due to overheating and other 
causes, rather than to insufficiency of the 
have been 

rule. The author’s conclusions are given 

in the following summary from this pa 
per: 

Stress on Stays. 

Comparison of the various rules for 
working stress on stays and braces shows 
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the difference be- 
tween long and short stays. 
a general neglect of 

1g inch 
12, 

000 pounds per square inch on net section 

For long steel stays, subtracting 
from the diameter, and then allowing 

remaining, gives results which apparently 
will be better of the 
rules. For iron probably 
should be used. 

For short stays, which are chiefly iron, 

than any present 
stays 10,000 

where bending action comes in, empiric 
rules reducing stress as length of stay de- 

Our knowledge of 
the bending stress is not sufficient to war- 
creases may be used. 

rant the use of a more theoretic formula. 
Pitch of Stays and Thickness of Plates. 
Comparison of the working pressures 

for pitch of stays and thickness of flat 
that the complicated 

mulas of some of the rules do not give as 
good the 

plates shows for- 

results formula: 
g* . o 
pe C being taken as 100 to 115 for 

riveted stays, 140 for stays nutted or crow 

as simpler 

c 

foot stays riveted on, and a higher value 
vp to 200 or 250 for the use of washers or 
channels or angle bars riveted on 

If the pitches differ by less than 20 pe! 
If the 

cent., it 
cent., use the surface instead of p 
pitches differ by more than 20 per 
is a special case. Special cases and un 
usual construction must always receivé 
special consideration 
The above constants give results indi 

cating the probable safe pressure for a 
In 

designing a boiler for a long life the con 
year or so, until the next examination. 

stants should be reduced by some 20 pet 
cent. or so, just as a factor of safety of 4 
can sometimes be used temporarily for the 
shell of a new boiler, while 5 should be 
used in designing a boiler to be run for a 
number of years without reduction of 
pressure 

Mr. Henderson objected to the author’s 
conclusion that the staybolts of which fail 
ure is noted in the paper failed because 

He 
fire-boxes in 

of abnormal conditions. cited some 
experiments on locomotive 
which gage-cocks were inserted thru the 
outer sheet and made to project within 
the water leg and to end at defined but 
arying distances from the inner sheet. 
Thus equipped it was found that with the 
comotive doing heavy duty the gage- 

cock, which projected to within a quarter 
1r three-eighths of an inch of the inner 

discharged 
Itho the others discharged water 
heet, frequently live steam, 

Pro 

ssor Magruder submitted a written dis- 
the 

sts of coupons cut from fire-box sheets 
had had 

een tested before making into the boiler. 
of the of 

howed a great loss of ductility after use. 
The concluding paper of the session was 

ussion in which he gave results of 

hich seen service and which 

Comparison two series tests 

CONDENSERS FOR STEAM TURBINES 

By George I. Rockwood Re 
The paper calls attention to the in- 
nspicuousness of the steam turbine in 

he power plant as compared with its 
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the three 
cepted designs for these condenser systems 

fourth 
the 

This is 

condenser. It enumerates ac- 

and then proceeds to describe a 
arrangement as installed recently at 
Atlantic Mills, Providence, R. I. 
an injector or ejector condenser. By it a 
constant vacuum of 28% inches is main- 
tained and the most remarkable circum- 
stance connected with it is that there is no 
apparent difference in the vacuum whether 
measured at the exhaust chest of the tur- 
bine or at the bulb of the condenser. The 
cost of installation is enumerated in detail 
and the writer says that “theoretically con- 

its to the 
injector condenser would seem to bar out 
sidered, in relations turbines, 

all other systems in those situations where 
the water used in the boilers is pure in its 
natural 
densation must be 

to of 
svstems. “It does not pay to buy the sur 

state.” Where the water of con- 
saved for feed water it 

use the surface condenser pays one 

face condenser system simply to save the 
cost of paying city rates for boiler feed 
water.” Incidentally attention is called to 
the fact that “great purity of feed water 
is not in itself a desirable thing, being only 
better than very impure water; for it pits 
the tubes and water legs of steel boilers 
unless some lime is added.” 

Mr. Hodgkinson regarded the vacuum 
obtained as very remarkable. He recom 
mended the addition of an air pump to 
ejector condensers. Mr. Morgan consid 
ered the paper a valuable one He had 
had experience with condensers of this 
type and had obtained 27 inches of vacuum 
with them. He regarded their weak point 
to lie in their inflexibility when dealing 
with fluctuating loads. Mr. Perry said 
that the theoretical capability of the steam 
turbine to deal with a very high degree 
of vacuum had served to bring the surface 
condensers into great prominence, altho 
the freedom from oil of the exhaust from 
turbines removed a serious objection to 
jet condensers, while against the surface 
condenser lies the objection of the high 
first cost and the large floor space occu 
pied Mr. Wheeler remarked upon the 
very attractive nature of the ejector con 
denser, but considered its drawbacks to be 
its inflexibility in dealing with fluctuating 
loads and its demand for more water than 
other Mr 
the absence of barometer readings from 
the paper, saying that when dealing with 
such high vacua the barometer reading is 

He 
Parsons had used the 

types Suplee remarked upon 

an important thing to know. noted 

that in England Mr 

ejector condenser to help out the surface 

condenser and had improved the vacuum 

by 1% or 2 inches. In closing the discus- 

sion Mr. Rockwood insisted upon the ac- 
He attributed the 

high vacuum obtained largely to the ab- 

curacy of his readings 

sence of joints with their chance of leak 

age. He instanced three high-grade plants 

using surface condensers which he had 

recently visited and found vacuum gage 

readings of 27, 26 and 22 inches, respect- 

ively, the uniform excuse for poor results 

1079 

been found being that the leaks had not all 
With the ejector condenser it is perfectly 
easy to economize water by taking part of 
it from the hot-well 

THURSDAY MORNING SESSION 

The first paper of this 

TH! 

session was upo! 

BuRSTING OF Four-Foot FLYWHEELS 

By Charles H. Bi nmyamin 

This paper is a ni tive of experiments 
in the same line as those which have been 
described by Professor Benjamin in previ 
ous papers before the Society In this 
case the chief point of interest is that the 
wheels were larger in diameter Che first 
“flywheel” was a regular gray-iron pulley 
4 feet in diameter and 8 inches face 
with six straight arms and a thin side to 
side, the pulley giving away first at the 
weak spot. The second wheel was a split 
pulley of dimensions similar to those of 
the first, and it broke first at one f the 
bolted joints of the rim Che third whee 
was built up of “cast stee nd was an 
elaborate constructio1 being | tact a 

model ofa prop sed 30-1 { ywheel Che 
bursting of this wheel deve ved “the most 
dramatic series of incidents of anv yet 
experimented upon, big or ( Dimen 
sions, bursting speeds, detailed description 

f the incidents accompanying « exp! 
m and comparison f the anticipated 

or theoretical with the actual bursting 

spec ire vy ( | r wie were fri 
tated on hk ! ift rof r Ber 
imin is prop g next try larger 

wheels on a vertical shaft nk in the 
ground 

In the discu Mr. Suple ted that 
the p! n o te ng 1 | n the 
ground and upon a vertical shaft had been 
applied to emery wheels in Germany 
where it had been found to be a very 
satisfactory plan. Mr. Stetson, who had 
some experience with exploded flywheels 
remarked upon the element of danger that 
might be introduced by the heat due to 
slipping belts He had een flywheels 
which from this cau had become too 
warm for the hand Mr. Johnson sug 
gested the advisability of te ing wheels 
having the joints at the arms instead of 
halfway between and Mr Halsey hoped 
that Prof. Benjamin would not overlook 
the type of wheel which was described by 
Mr. Fritz at a meeting of the society not 

many years ago 
The next paper was upon the 

INFLUENCE OF THE CONNECTING Rop UPON 
ENGINE Forces 

By Moss 

This paper gives a simple and practically 
method for 

influence of the weight and 

Sanford A 

into account the 
inertia of the 

exact taking 

connecting rod upon the forces transmit 
ted by the ordinary mechanism of steam 

and gas engines. The author considers 
the connecting rod as partly a rotating 
part concentrated at the crank-pin, and 
partly a reciprocating part concentrated 

by at the crosshead pin, and mathematical 
analysis determines the proportion of the 



which is to be taken 
He finds that a 

weight of the rod 
as representing each part 
division of the weight of the rod by two 
very closely represents the correct division 

of the which he con Phe proportion rod 
to be essentially a rotating membet side 

he balances by introducing a weight oppo 
ite the crank-pin shall 

force, this weight 
which have the 

same centrifugal being 
additional 
the crank 

balancing 
halt 

weight of the 

to that required for 
and ecrank-pin. The other 

of the rod he adds to the 
determine 

the 
ating parts in order to rec prog 

the counterbalance necessary to offset 
effect of those parts \t the conclusion 
of his pape! he discusses the effect of the 

as distinguished weight of the rod direct 
from its inertia effect, this discussion he 

general and applying to cylinders of all Ing 
angles of inclination to the horizontal 

Qf this paper there was no discussion 
except a remark by Mr. Henderson that 
in one particular the author seemed to | 
not entirely clear 

‘| he next paper taken up was upon the 

NoN-CONDENSING ENGINES LOSSES IN 

By James B. Stanwood 

This paper is an elaboration of a dis 
cussion contributed by the author to the 
first tentative report of the A. S. M. FE 
Comunittec on Standardizing Engine 
Pests, in which he discussed some of thi 
recommendations made by the committee 

Willans’ method of analy 
few 

concerning Mr 
lle analyzes the tests of a lead 

ing types of engines in order to determine 
the current practise, and some of the con 

undet 
He dis 

cylinder efficiency and losses which 

ditions governing steam economy 
varying loads are hkewise given 
cu Cs 

he classifie 
tion loss and expansion loss 

The effect of ¢ 
lease and varying loads are analyzed in de 

under two heads—condensa 

learance compression, re 

tail, and the author coneludes that, as re 
gards economy, the single-valve compound 
engine leads, except in one point, namely 

acity He considers that if this type 
of engine can be developed so that its ca 
pacity can be increased without a corre 

interference with its other good ponding 
qualities, its general simplicity warrant 
1. becoming a commercial success 

Of this paper there was no discussion, 
and the next one taken up was 

THe Power PLANT oF THE TALL OFFIC! 
BUILDING 

By S. H. Bunnell 

between This paper is a 
| compound and 

comparison 
four-valve simple engines 

running non-condensing, and under the 
which obtain in the power conditions 

plants of tall office buildings. He gives a 
table of results of observations on the coal 
consumption from engines in this service 

different the table covering seventeen 
plants—the observed coal consumption be 
ing quite startling to those who fancy that 
average practise In steam engine Use ts 
anything to be very proud of. The fig 
ures for the various plants run from 8.2 
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te 26.5 pounds of coal per kilowatt-hour, 
the figures including the consumption for 
steam) pump and for exhaust steam heat 
ing 

The 
cvlinder, 

, singie author concludes that the 
four-valve engine has a_ far 

range of capacity with reasonable 
economy than the non-condensing com 
pound engine, and for actual conditions of 
-ervice in power plants of large buildings 

much to be wre terred. He considers 
that in selecting engines for this service 
too much attention 1s given to economy 
on the basis ot the best load performances 
of the engine, and altogether too little to 
economy based on actual average condi 
tions 

\Ir Stanwood 
paper, in which he had ap 

submitted a written dis 
cussion of the 
plied his own method of analysis to the 
tuthor’s tables. In steam plants using ex 

un for heating purposes he con 
loads to 

haust ste: 
sidered the economy under light 
he frequently of no importance, as there 1s 

t] usually a large demand for the exhaust 
steam Mr. Ball 
wthor had dispensed with tests and sub 

assumptions and 

considered — that the 

stituted guesses He 
exhibited a chart on which were plotted 
ome tests from Mr. Barrus’ book on “En 

gine Testing,” the results being directly 
the opposite of the author’s assumptions 

The last paper of the session was upon 
the 

PRESSURES AND TEMPERATURES IN FREE 
EXPANSION 

By / Bors dy and R 
cross, presented by C. FE. Lucke 

This 
embodiment. of 
dents of C 

Campbell Cairn 

paper of forty-four pages is an 
two stu 
\fter the 

consists entirely 

l 
thesis work by 

Numbia University 
first introductory page 
of diagrams and tables relating to dis 
charges of air or steam at different initial 
pressures and temperatures into the atmos 
here thru open nozzles 

In the discussion Mr. Bolton) pointed 
out that these might throw 

hitherto unexplained tho well 
that in 

experiments 
heht ona 
established 

Systems fed at 
direct 

phenomenon, namely, 
exhaust 

but 
reducing valve 

will by 
trom 

heating 
team or by that boilers 

reduced in pressure by a 
was 1 under the lattet more steam require 

than under the former madition 

THURSDAY AFTERNOON 

Phe visit to the 
New York Subway 

power-house of the 
as planned for Thurs 

day afternoon was enjoyed by a large 
number of members Parties of conven 
ent size left the society house at prede 
termined intervals, but on arrival at. the 

appearance of { power-house there 
any formal and official conducting of the 

thru the 

Was no 

several groups systematically 
plant The members were simply given 

» go everywhere and to 
at least, 

absolute liberty t 
see everything; and this, to some 
is the most profitable and the most enjoy- 
able arrangement, especially when a plant, 
tho doing responsible work, is still in a 
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more or less chaotic condition on account 
of the erections and instaélations still i 
progress and incomplete. In fact, son 
of the operations going on in connect 
with the assembling in position of one 

gines were as interesting as anything 
For 

vertical 

the e1 
to be seen instance, large hexag 
nuts on hold-down bolts, say 
inches in diameter, were being tightens 
by the use of the traveling crane overhe 
the operation being one of those s 
evident things—as soon as you see it 

It would of course be out of place 
to attempt to give any description of 
plant. When complete it is understo 
that it will be the largest single po 
installation in the world The building 
which encloses everything, is a fine exam 

architecture It 
Eleventh avenue an front of 201 feet on 

extends toward the Hudson river 586 feet 
The feature which catche s the eye trom 

] distance is the line of five round chimneys 
of light-colored brick which rise to a hig 
of 225 feet above the grate-bars, these 
Ing at about the street level The boilet 
extend along the south side of the buil 
ing, occupying less than one-half the widt! 
of it, the generating and distributing app 
ratus taking the remainder An immet 
coal storage capacity 1s provided OVE 
boilers and a complete automatic stol 
service will do all the coal “handling 
altho at present the boilers in use are being 
fired by hand, buckwheat anthracite being 
used. The five chimneys represent 
5,000-kilowatt generators with two engn 
ft tl ontal and verti 
cylinder type to each. This 

ie combined hort 
would mal 

uniform and unbroken line of precisel 
similar engines and generators from One 
end of the building to the other, but 
place of one of these sets four st n t 
bines have been placed, CA dt ving 
1,.250-kilowatt generator The turbines 
vere said to be practic lly ( idy for se 
vice, but have not vet had steam on. Three 
if the large generators were in oper n 
nd supplying all the current for the pr 

ent operation of the subway 

f y" FRIDAY MORNING 

first of the Friday morning The 
ession was entitled 

FUEI 

paper 

MPTION OF LOCOMOTIVES 

HTenderson 

importance 

Const 

\ G R 

that the The writer says 
this topic is sufficiently evidenced by 
fact that a locomotive burns on the ave 
age $5,000 worth of coal in a year. Sev 

eral years ago, he says, he made a con 
plete set of tests with a standard he 
freight engine on the Chicago & Nor 
western Railway, and from the results 
there obtained it was found. possible 
elaborate a diagram ‘for 
particular locomotive,” giving at 

coal mile or per consumption per 

for various grades, speeds or train loads 

The construction of this diagram is then 

treated of and the theoretical and practyca 

results are discussed. The exampleés giver 
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ww the applicability of the diagram to a power, reversing lever positions, smoke of water w { tean by oman f 

vreat variety of problems in fuel consump- box draft, smoke-box temperatures, etc glass model discove endency 

m. The paper says in conclusion: “With In the discussion Mr. Parsens gave toward a vortex action in the downtake 

he increase in speed and loads of the some results of road tests of locomotives mnection ft ‘ n drum eft 

resent day the coal consumption becomes upon the New York, Ontario & Westert f wl "\ Vv ste low 
topic of great interest, and when com Railway, which Mr. Henderson regarded = connectiot { the | r tub Mr 
irisons are made with previous schedules of considerable interest The discussion Moore atti te rge part of the prin 

here is an apparent decrease in the econ closed with some remarks by various mem Ing actior 1 f the wat 

my of fuel, unless the various points are bers regarding the use of powdered coa t ripe le ‘ 

ily considered, and as explained by the in locomotives. Regarding this Mr. Hen and hac rge improvem ‘ 
et.” derson said that to the best of his informa boilers wl end prime 

In discussing this paper Mr. Emerson tion this method was unable to supply the taking m« vate 

marked that one of the things with which large amount of fuel required for locomo ead it elow ! 
is constantly impressed is that our col tive purposes, and Mr. Cary pointed ou Mr. Cary | e and 

ction of engineering data is very similar other difficulties. Powdered coal involved — considers { the 
t maps of Africa as made fifty years high temperatures and refractory linings steam holes thru dr 

go, in that of some regions we have ac of furnaces which were not practicable ( Is of Mr. B ferred 

ite knowledge while of others we know locomotive work It was necessary, also, t ( r ‘ g 

ery little This paper discusses phases that the coal should be dry, and this « r ) 
f locomotive practise about which there dition is hardly feasible to secure in we marke 

s so little general knowledge that very weather and on locomotivs 1 Vv « \ 
few can discuss it intelligently The next paper of the session was upon up and ¢ x 

A ’ , ae , ; 
Professor Goss considered the papel - 4 Bap Case or DISCHARGE oF WATER WITH - ng _ parates VE . ) ‘_ 

€ very interesting, and its diagrams to he Sines ween Wis Tom Benen closing the ! ! I orate Ii 

very instructive Chey show much that 1s ‘ ; Cary tatemn that t cl 
. ii Causes AND REMEDIES ' 

fundamental Professor Carpenter con- , tendency for the water 1 imulate 

idered the paper as showing valuable By A. Bement the rear end of the steam dt ‘ar 

methods of computing coal consumption This relates to experiences in one of that he place ery lit f rim 
which are of permanent value. He called the large modern power plants, two en ter tests of tl \ f ste He d 
ttention to the enormously greater con gines seriously affected by the water trou not doubt tl ‘ lor ‘ were 

sumption of coal per square foot of grate ble being of some 10,000 horse-power. The — rect in themselv: col 
n locomotives than in stationary practise boilers were of the water tube type with possible to get { mp f the st 
ind gave some figures for the highest coal large steam drums, and much improve The next p I ! 

: mmeaiin asf 1 
consumption under stationary boilers which ™ent was accomp! red by changing the 

haf oe More Exact MetuHops ror DrtTeERMINID 
he had observed, in order to emphasize the 4! plates which are intended to divert 

ritt EFFICIENCY OF STE 
7 1 the fi f the ste; : -] ' GENERA 

difference. He pointed out the great lack " flow of the steam in such directions 

of uniformity in the coarseness of screens @5 to prevent the entraining of as much 
. . “— « ae or ‘ ‘ thru which anthracite coal of various sizes Water as would result if the steam had ey a 

is graded. and considered this to be a sub unobstructed flow \ small model boilet Phe author opens this paper by saying 

‘ect which demands standardization. Mr. With a glass steam drum was used and the “The accepted method of conducting t 

Carv considered the great difference be- Tesults of different locations of the baffle- cf steam generating apparatus determine 

tween the amounts of hard and soft coal Plates are detailed Phe beneficial effects the results of the performance of the con 
which it is possible to burn per square foot ‘ f large pipes and receivers as tending to bined apparatus and its) manipulatio 
if grate to lie in the fact that with hard equalize the tlow of steam at the boiler This determination he consider unsat 

coal the combustion must all be performed are spoken of, and where steam separators factory He considers the etheiency of 

upon the grate. whereas with soft coal Were applied, while the indications were any particular boiler to be a fixed quan 

the combustion of the gases takes place “that all of the water entering those sep tity which, once ascertained according t 
the combustion chamber. so that the afators left again with the steam,” they some standard, applies to any number of 

grate has only to consume the solid por were still, by their storage and _ flow reproductions, and thus need be deter 
tions of the coal which remain after the equalizing capacity, serviceable in reducing mined only once Phe re ‘ of 
volatile constituents have been distilled off. the quantity of water carried over. The the combined appara \ e fuel te 

The next paper was upon conclusion arrived at was that it 1s better he used in order to den | ce 
a a a to seaseubapel the water from the steam at tain efhciency and capacity ‘ 1 

; the boilers he consider fusing wh emp 

Ry I 4. Hitch wk In the discussion Mr. Suplee called at- made to determine the eft 

ie : ie . _ tention to some experiments on steam sep any porti roth H 
mis paper ope cernes thesis work of rators made in France which showed that particulars f te f two rizontal 

four students of Ohio State University in all separators there exists a critical ve a a a as ities 
the responsible author of the paper being citv above which thev fail to work. altho same. except that. wit! ( gas 
Professor of Experimental Engineering in below that they work well Pits velocity travel the leneth of the a 

it institution. It is an account of the eems to be at the point where the current wtih the other the trae ahaa 
ting of and the results obtained from of sicom lick< un the water which hac the lensth of the tubes ix aie 

WO LOCOMOTIVES OF ditt ail ey sda actual prey ously been separa ed ul d carries it ace r] n t r ) ‘ ] 
er . t . ~L-3 17 » — vice upon the Hocking Valley Railway Levond the ecamwatoe. Wie. Case dawe ani acmead the Ade gases ata temperature of 

One of the engines had 72-inch drivers > x 
nd a boiler of the Bel s i iccount of some experiments upon Root 78 degre wove f the eam. while 

la boiler of the Belpaire type, and the |. ; sag 
ther had 66-inch drivers and a Wagontop oilers in which he ad fitted gage glasses the - d reduced ! Terence t 9 
oo The apparates eamtoved and thy at various points of the length of the degrees. On another test, the second boil 

nethods of conducting the trials are de drums These gage glasses showed a er showed fuel ng of 20.68 per cent 
ribed and the particulars are tabulated striking tendency on the part of the water over the first The author suggests the 

1 
show to accumulate in the back end of the drums advantages 

e profile of the road, miles per hour, trom = which’ the 
full detail Interesting diagrams f more detailed study of 

team was drawn and steam engineerin ig apparatu and con 
team pressures, the fluctuations of horse- thus to lead to the Carrying over of slugs sic rs that such results as th e shown by 
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these boilers would justify considerable 
investigation in connection with either 

selection or design. 
In the discussion 

sidered that it was almost impossible to 
author 

con- 

Professor Kent con- 

which the 
considered He did 
sider that they could even be duplicated 

He 
the obtaining of a definite figure for the 

secure the conditions 
necessary. not 

on two successive days. considered 

efficiency to be no use, and did not regard 
the 

already in use. 
more 
Mr. 

Hitchcock considered a heat balance just 

the methods of paper as any 
exact than those 

as necessary in boiler tests as in 
Mr 

the paper a 

engine 
Barrus considered the title of ests 
misnomer, as it did not con- 

tain any suggestions for improving exist 
ine methods of making tests. He thought 
that the title of the paper should be 
changed in order to indicate its real pur 
pose, the suggestion of more complete 
methods of analysis. Mr. Cary consid 

that the boiler test 
ciety is ample to determine all the facts 

He considered it 

ered code of the so 

necessary or desirable. 
to be highly important to regard the boil 
er and furnace separately and to deter 

the The fur 
nace is a producer of heat, while the boil 
mine efficiencies of each. 

an absorber of heat. They are really er is 

two distinct pieces of apparatus, and one 
may have a high while the other has a 
low efficiency. The data for calculating 
these efficiencies can, however, be ob 

tained from tests made in accordance 
with the society's code He controverted 
the contentions of the paper that uni 
form conditions must be established. Pro 
fessor Jacobus did not consider the meth- 
ods proposed to be practicable—for one 
reason, because it is impossible to obtain 
the temperature of the escaping flue gases 
with sufficient accuracy. To carry out 
the methods proposed, it would also be 
necessary to obtain the radiation of heat 
from the boiler and the leakage of air 
into the setting, neither of which is feas- 
ible Professor Kent to be 
entirely impracticable to separate the effi 
ciency of the boiler from that of the fur 

considered it 

nace in many cases, and instanced condi 
tions in which the two were so inter 
related as to make their separation im 
possible He did not look with favor 
upon anv suggestion for increasing the 
complication of boiler tests, which are al 
ready complicated enough. In closing the 

discussion, the author disclaimed any in 

tention to criticise the societv’s code 

The last paper of the session and of the 

meeting was upon 

Tue Forcinc Capacity oF Fire TusBe 
BoIers.* 

By F. W. Dean 

This paper gives results of forcing 

tests of various types of boilers which are 

offered to controvert the common impres- 

*Copies of any of these papers may be had at 
small cost by addressing the Secretary of the 
Society at 12 West 3ist Street, New York. 
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sion that the water tube boiler has a 
greater forcing capacity than the fire tube 

type. The author disagrees on nearly 

every point in which the water tube type 

has been held to be superior as affecting 

steaming capacity. He gives the results 

of tests of two horizontal tubular boilers 

and of Manning vertical, Corliss vertical 

He 

regular performance of 

and gunboat boilers. also refers to 

the 

boilers, in comparison with which he says 

locomotive 

that “others are insignificant.” In con- 

cluding this paper he says: 

“In the 
' I believe, ample reasons for beli 

data here presented, there are 
ving that 

the fire tube type of boiler is fully equal to 

any demand that may be made upon it, and 
I am not aware of any evidence that the 
water tube type of boiler can surpass it in 
the respect which forms the subject of this 
paper = 

In the discussion Professor Carpenter, 
Mr. Eldridge and 
in complimentary terms of the paper and 

Professor Kent spoke 

of the position taken by its author. Pro 
fessor Kent remarked that almost any 
boiler can be forced to three times its 
normal capacity if the conditions are 
right. Mr. Hitchcock expressed a con 
stant surprise which he felt at the com 
bined high capacity and high efficiency of 
] locomotive boilers. He remarked that the 

vibrations to which locomotive 
subjected has often been sug- 

constant 
boilers are 
gested as an explanation for this, altho 
he neither approved nor disapproved of 
the As the hour was getting late, 
additional the pa- 
per was presented as read, to be incorpo- 

idea. 
written discussion of 

rated in the report as published in the 
Transactions. 

The finished, 
Jacobus, as the 
presented the “Preliminary Report of the 
Committee Appointed to Suggest a Stan 

Basis for 
neither 

papers being Professor 
chairman of committee, 

dard Refrigeration.” 
The 
cussed, but 

Tonnage 
report was read nor dis 

a motion was passed continu 
ing the committee 

The 
of Engines and Dynamos 

1891 

Committee on the Standardization 
which presented 

its report in then asked consent that 
the following be added to the report as an 
appendix and that authority be given to 
distribute the appendix with the original 

is called for report when the latter 

SHAFT REDUCTION BEYOND 

Fra 

‘To facilitate pressing the armature upon 

“Suggestion F 
\RMATURI 

the engine shaft, the engine builder should 
reduce the diameter of the shaft beyond 
the 
six thousandths of an inch,” 

\rmature Fit an amount not less than 

In order to carry out the request of the 
committee the following resolution was 
adopted : 

Resolved, That the recommendation of 
Messrs. J. B. Stanwood, W. M. McFar- 
land, A. L. Rohrer, Frank Ball and W. B. 
Forbes be treated as an appendix to the 
original report, and printed for circulation 
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with that report, and to members of the 
society, as the report shall be requested 
for future distribution. 

Ex-President Dodge then made an ex 
planation regarding the bronze bust of 
Captain Ericsson which the members had 
observed to grace the auditorium. This 
bust had been made in plaster by a sculptor 
who a personal friend of Captair 

The Captain 
was 

Ericsson. was very mucl 
of a recluse and decidedly averse to Sit 
ting for such a bust in a formal manner 

his friend it 
well pleased with 

in Mr. Dodge’ 
and in pre 

but had co-operated with 
the matter and was 

The bust had been 
own boyhood, 

result 
family since his 
senting it to the society a bronze cast had 
been made from the plaster bust in order 
to insure its permanence 

President-elect Freeman was then in 
vited to the platform by Retiring President 

The latter made some gracefu 
remarks upon retiring from his office, and 
Swasey 

the former was equally felicitous in ex 
pressing his appreciation of the honor con 

him in his election to the ferred upon 
presidency, and in expressing his deter- 
mination to do his utmost to deserve the 
honor. As a member of the council he 
had been very much impressed with the 
thorough manner in which the work of the 
society is carried on, and of the self-sacri 
ficing spirit with which the members of 
the council devote themselves to its inter 
ests and welfare 

The total 
guests numbered 822, the members alone 
registering 542. 
slightly below the record, but the registra 

registration of members and 

The total registration is 

tion of members surpasses the record 

Not 
proceedings 

part of the 
was to 

least interesting 
(to 

witness the air of complete innocence with 

the 

one who knew) 

which President Swasey in his address 
described things done by himself and by 
others in his own shop without the least 

that the 
the with 

which he, as President, accepted, on behalf 

sign of an intimation such was 
and_ especially coolness case, 

of the society, a splendid oil portrait of 
Professor Sweet without the least intima 
tion that he himself had given the portrait 
to the society. Practically no one seemed 
to know that to be the case If Mr. Hunt 

n making the presentation address knew 
of it he very eff. ctually ct ncealed the 

intendent of 

listened to 
wing to 

knowledge and even the 
the Warne r 
the 

super 
& Swasey sh ps 

addresses without kni whom 
the society is indebted for the portrait 

We 
nual 

have the Eighteenth 
the 

received \n- 
Report of Commissioner of 

Labor for 1903 dealing with “The Cost of 
the Retail Prices of Food.” 

[t is a vast collection of figures represent- 

Living and 

ing the work of many hands and—it is to 
be hoped—heads, and should be of value 
commensurate with the labor involved in 
its production, tho we doubt if such fig- 
ures are of any real value whatever. 
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Machinists in the Navy. 
The following is from the annual re 

port of Rear Admiral C. W. Rae, Chief 
f the Bureau of Steam Engineering: 
The grade of warrant machinist in the 

navy has now been authorized for a little 
1ore than five years, and the officers fill- 
ng this grade have fully established, by 
ard work and good service, their right t 
e placed upon the same footing in all re- 

as other warrant officers. The num pects 
r of these officers renders their service 
sea almost continuous, those employed 
shore duty being but a small fraction 

the whole. This naturally 
ntent among them, and 
1 as soon as 

The 
them, no 

possi 
fact that there is no 

commissioned grac for ince 
1S the 

e 

case with boatswains, gunners 
irpenters and sailmakers, is a distinction 

discontent, and which 
The fol 

hich also causes 
n easily be rectified lowing sug 

gestions are submitted for the considera 
m of the department, as it is believed 

that by their adoption all cause of discon- 
ent among this valuable body of subor 
linate officers would be removed, viz 

1. Increase the number of warrant 
that 

shore duty as is enjoyed by other warrant 
hinists, so the same proportion of 

fhcers may be possible with them 
2. After six years’ service make them 

eligible to promotion to chief rank—with 
but after, ensigns—as is the case with 
other warrant officers 

3. Change the titles of the different 
grades of machinists as follows, viz 
L'pon appointment to be called acting ma 
hinists; after warranting to be called ma 

after promotion to be called chief 
The titles of the enlisted ma 

hinists ; 
machinists 
hinist personnel to be chief machinist’s 
nates, machinist’s mates, first class, and 
machinist’s mates, second class, respec 
tively, instead of chief machinists, 
sts, first 
ass, as at 

machin 
and machinists, second class, 

present. This change would 
make the titles of the different grades of 
these officers and men correspond to the 
tles of the different grades of other war 

rant officers and men, and would place the 
title 

elongs, at the head of the grades 
officers be 

of chief machinist where it properly 

these given a commissioned 
erade, similar to other’ warrant officers 
he word warrant would nec rily have 

be dropped from the title, as mmis 
ed warrant officer is a self-contradic 

right to quarters among 
board ship 1 be ac officers 

date of 
arrant on 
rding to appointment, warrant 

case may be 
these 

commission, as the 
It is that 

hanges would render the position of 
believed lew imple 

ma 
hinist satisfactory in all respects and re 

ove all cause of discontent 

RATING 

that 
the department consider the question of a 
eadjustment of the ratings of the engi- 

[he Bureau respectfully requests 
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neer force, and recommends the following a vessel is newly umissioned, at least con 
as a much-needed reform: cne-half of the detail of engineer force be 

Establish the rating of chief boiler- men of some experience, even if it is 
maker at the pay of $70 per month, this necessary to take men from vessels in 
chief petty officer to be appointed under commission, their places to be filled by 
regulations similar to those which now ob recruits. A vesse ist going into con 
tain for other chief petty officers of the mission is more in need experienced 
engineer force men than any other, and tl vera 

Establish the rating of oiler, first class ses on record where the engineer dk 
at $45 per month, and oiler, second class, partments of \ ffered ma 
at $37 per month, in place of rating of terially on a nt of the u insuita 
oiler now existing bility and inexperience the 

It is considered that these changes in engin force It ded 
ratings are not to change the existing tl newly e1 | 
complements of vessels, but that in cases gs be si : 
where t boilermakers are allowed, one n opportunity offer 
ha he ( ef petty office l s that gy ( 

chief petty office of this 1 c ) ‘ 
signed t il] vessels oOo! oh powell e¢ Vil 

It is recommended that at least on phere ot 
fourth the complement of oilers be oilet est in their wor ! eX 
first class, and the remainder é seco! ent de 

class; also that all oilers now in the ser 
vice be made oilers, second class, eligibl Limit Gage Practise at the Works of Ludw 
for promotion to the new rating of oiler Loewe & Co 
first class, under the same regulations as We ext f 
now exist of gage p ( ps 

Chese changes ire neces ry ler to Be | 

Lat lin of hole vag 

| ar de = Sm width f jaws for - _ = i | 

E 0,02 — Sma ameter ol i ii | 
° oe 
Y 0, SSL Se 7 
rn rl i... Se I . / >~ 0.04} = Se ee Largest w i t 
A. 7 ——— ft _, = I 

“ ‘ — | 
Se 

0.08 Mi 
| uy 

th 

24 20K easeiah Mhoheits 
Diameter mm, 

LOEWE LIMIT GAGE PRACTISE 

give the men of these special abilitic ugmas } ( | { 

some opportunity tor promotion commen ustration lg griihe resen 
surate with the value of their service. Of tation of the differet twee eri 
the changes asked for, the establishment of shaft nd |} vl 1 to dit 
of the rating of chief boilermaker is the ferent iSS¢ f fit give 
most urgent. The boilermaker is a skilled — the ! () t 

] : 1; ~¢ +} + + 4 mechanic and directs the ving out < e 1 I | 
work and has general charge of boiler re ending line vl ‘ 
pair work on board ship Under present denote 
regulations there no chance of promo fit | 

for men holding this rate, there being _ th: e we find it rative 
) © < SS tor t ¢ ] | e 1s pur] 

+} t Pp cial incentive furn ed tor di ore ar f 

1 od worl é fp or mediocre the Loewe f 
, : receiving the S < compensatio t t 

and riviieges th n vho re ore ri 
cap ble By the chance I pro ) 1 
creased pay, d the pr leges ra f An | ‘ nsular 

petty officer better class of men w be Reports sav é ghest 1 of 
attracted for this rating, for which the those who aim at speed is to exceed a 
proper applicants are seemingly too few speed in knots greater than the square root 
for present needs and a quarter of the vessel engtl Che 

The lack of experienced men is felt in Atlantic liners cannot do it; motor boats 
a great many vessels, but 

enormous 
the 

such spe ed 1 
as shown by numer- and 

This 
Bureau earnestly recommends that when 

torpedo-boat destroyer can, 
cus reports received by this Bureau attainable only at 

extravagance 
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“Ability’’ as a Factor in Production. 

The proposition of Mr. Wallace Downey 
to institute a system of profit sharing in 
the shipyards of the Townsend-Downey 
Company is being variously commented 
upon, and some are asking if it is to be 

that the 
losses as well in case there are no profits 
expected workmen will share 

to divide This question seems to those 
who ask it to be pertinent in view of the 
fact that not very long ago these yards 
suspended operations and the reason given 
at the that the 
not be profitably carried on, and at the 

time was business could 

same time meet the demands of the vari- 
ous unions connected with the shipbuild 
ing industries. Needless to say, however, 
Mr. Downey looks deeper into the matter 
and expects the incentive of possible divi- 
dends that may be divided among the 
workmen to reduce labor costs and, of 
course, therefore, the costs arising from 
fixed charges. At any rate, he seems de- 
termined to try it, and if he does his ex- 
periment will be watched with much in- 
terest 

One feature of his plan is we think to 
be regretted, and that is his classification 

He 
proposes to first pay capital, ability and 
of factors contributing to production. 

labor at the prevailing rates and then div 
ide the remainder between them as profits. 
Now ability as a factor in the production 
of wealth has been invented by certain 
servile pseudo-economists for the purpose 
of justifying the enormous gains of pro- 
moters and others who do not contribute 

but 
scheme to make profits out of labor and 
to production in any way, simply 

capital devoted to industrial operation. 
The burglar may have ability, and some of 
them do have it; so have bank wreckers, 

wreckers and rascals of various 
But 

that should be rewarded, and usually is 

railroad 
kinds their ability is not of a kind 

not rewarded—voluntarily. Considering an 
industrial establishment, no ability, execu- 
tive or other, can be of the least service 
to it unless that ability is exerted to pro- 
mote the production of the establishment ; 
and as soon as it is so exerted it is labor, 
pure and simple. Labor in the broad sense 
does not mean muscular exertion; it may 
be mental as well, and in fact a great deal 
of manual labor is necessarily accompanied 

of 
the 

drafting room of a machinery-building es 

by mental exertion. Taking a group 
1] draftsmen all working together in 

tablishment, and usually some can be found 
whose work is almost entirely manual; 
others whose work is almost entirely men 
tal and between these extremes, those 
whose work consists in varying degrees 
and combinations of manual and mental 
exertion. To say where a man ceases to 

“labor” and begins to “exercise his ability” 

fortunately there is is impossible and 

no occasion to try, Anyone who renders 

service of value in or in connection with a 

manufacturing establishment works forthat 

establishment and he need not be ashamed 

to be classed as a worker. In fact, if he is 
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ashamed of it his services are likely to be 

There are only thr 
land 

materials), labor and 

of little or no value. 
factors in production: (which of 
course includes raw 
capital. Labor here means and is gener 
ally understood to mean useful exertio: 
of every kind. The invention of ‘‘ability 
or “executive ability” as a factor in pro 
duction was, we believe, inspired by ut 
worthy motives, and the use of the tern 
Is erroneous, or snobbish, or both. 

Awards at St. Louis. 

Charges and denials thereof are being 
bandied back and forth between World's 
Fair officials and those interested in the 
matter of awards, medals, etc., and it 
being insisted by some of the disputants 
that fraud has in some cases attended thx 
fixing of awards. However that may I. 
it seems pretty certain that so far 
manufacturers in America are concerned 
most of them attach very little import 
ance to awards made in exhibitions It 
is extremely difficult to imagine a buyet 

tool. judging 
of the relative merits of different tools by 
of a machine for instance, 

the number of awards received by their 
makers in various exhibitions Practi 
cally no buyers of machine tools select 

but rather o1 
their own judgment as to their intrinsi 
merits and of their adaptation to the pat 
ticular conditions under which they pro 

them on any such basis, 

pose to use them; after which it is a mat 
ter of price—and discounts. 

It must be very much the same in othe: 
lines of machinery. Naturally, a man who 
is going to invest considerable money in 
machinery either has knowledge himselt 
which enables him to make an intelligent 
selection or he in some way gets the bene 
fit of 

someone else, and no list of awards is go 
special knowledge possessed by 

ing to influence him to any great extent 
Manufacturers of machinery, we think 
generally take th's view of the matter 
and we believe that very few of them at 
tach much, if any, importance to awards 

An illustration of the way these things 
work is to be found in the case of the 
exhibits of the Pennsylvania and of the 
New York Central Railroad at St. Louis 
The Pennsylvania Railroad exhibit was re 
markable in many ways Few, if any 
exhibits in the World's Fair were any 
better, more interesting or more valuab! 
in the way of instruction. On the other 
hand, the exhibit of the other road_ re 
ferred to, while creditable and = show 
ing that the road is equipped with very 
good rolling stock. was essentially littl 
if any, more than that, and scarcely any 
one in his right senses would assume that 
the same award would fit both exhibits 
because as exhibits they were not in the 

Nevertheless. 
awards were first made, representatives of 
same class. when — the 

the New York Central Railroad, being 
dissatisfied with what had been given 

them, made a strong protest against it. 

and upon the strength of this protest 
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award was raised to the same grade 
the 

neir 
s that of Pennsylvania; thereby, of 

course, depriving the Pennsylvania ex 
ibit of much of the prominence it pos 
essed so far as the official records of the 
xhibition are concerned. This, of course 

es not affect the record made by the 
xhibit referred to in the minds of the 
housands who saw it and in the press ot 

ie =6country, which = ha ery properly 
ven it a prominent plac 
Trouble seems to 

f the e fact that national c 
ums the right to revise the action 

everal international juries Foreign ex 
hitors protest against this and say, very 

rroperly we think, that, th uries f 

ward having been composed of members 
ming from the various untries pal 
cipating and having been designedly so 

stituted in order to secure impartial ac 
it ought not to be possible for a 

uperior body composed exclu 
modify 

he action of such an international jury 
| ] they are entirelv neg In this is we think t ht 
ind that they would have been justified in 

the exposition if refusing to participate in 
known that 
They attach morte 

1 to medals, diplomas and 

might they had such a thine 
he done Mportance 

awards in Europ 
han we do here, and the foreign exhibitors 
ire entitled to scrupulously fair treatment 
Weec ther an afford to give them n 

The Pennsylvania Locomotive Testing Plant. 

Our readers will not fail to note the 
irticle which appears on another page de 
scribing the great testing plant which the 
Pennsylvania Railroad has had 

the St World's 
rticle is the first description of this plant 

n ¢ ype>ra 
tion at Louis Fait Our 

, which has appeared, the engravings having 
been made from a complete set of blue 
prints from the working drawings which 
vas made esnecially for us From what 
ever view point the plant is regarded, it 
wiil be and we found of decided interest, 
derive more than the usual amount. of 

ing it to our readers 

Employers as Savings Bankers. 

mercantile bus! a firm engaged in a 
make a practise of receiving money 

leposit from its employees, allowing 
without making 

New York 
State banking laws ? H. G 

Reply We are 
uld 
uld accept de posits 

in interest thereon, 
emselves amenable to tl 

of opinion that a firm 
net violate the banl law if it Ving 

from its employee 

ne and pay interest upon them, pro 
the depositors be not allowed to draw 

ks against the deposits for such use 
ordinarily made of checks.—/ournal 

(New York) Commerce 

] The coal production of the United 
States 1s now about 1.000.000 tons per 

lay, and the railroads consume about 40 
per cent. of it 
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Some New Things. 
GKLINDING AND POLISHING ATTACHMENT 
The illustration shows a grinding and 

polishing drum made by Charles H. Field, 
234 Chestnut street, Providence, R. | 

vetween centers on a il ‘ ne end oft 
( pindle May he LTipp. | 1 i chuck 

h nin the trat \fter being 
ised rw drut he gm : 

| 

i 

| 

AUTOMOBILE CYLINDER 

available for hand uss Phe drum is sold 
either with or witl e ad table table 
shown 
\UTOMOBILE CYLINDER BORING MACHINI 
The half-tone shows an upright boring 

machine with features which specially 

1 

} ) 

Laalf . 

—— =~ | L a 

_— =) a 

1 mc Machiniat 
RIN N ND POLISHING ATTACH MENT 

( drum ikes ill ' : < ery 

adapt it 
lers and 

to the boring of automobile cy 

work of similar character 

lin 
The 

i i\ 
1 ‘ ‘ 
inche | 

Means ; 

rearing ‘ 

ine I 
tm t sp 
I 

tapping, ane 
rward 

< ‘ 
1 CWs \ 

( ) te 
aL ‘ 

} CC ai 
Of t 

BORING 

doe Wn cry 

al 1 
imeter ind 
ends 

minute ( 
3 minutes 
crometer re 
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Tee d, twenty 
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castings to change from one bore to an- 
other, insuring absolute accuracy of posi- 
tion. It is claimed that with independent 
tylinders or with cylinders having open 
ends so that a lower guide for the bar could 
be used, the time given above could be 

FIG, I UNIVERSAL TOOL-HOLDER 

limit of tim The 
iowever, is not in the machine, but in the 
materially decreased 

vork, as there is always a point beyond 
vhich the heating of the cylinders and 
ilso the endurance of the cutters cannot 
he profitably carried. The spindle of the 
machine may be finished to order, but 
vhen not specified No. 5 Morse standard 
taper is adopted. 

APART rOOL-HOLDER TAKEN 

The machine is built by Baker Brothers, 
Toledo, Ohio. 

A UNIVERSAL TOOL-HOLDER. 

The illustrations show a universal tool 
designed by G. H. 

Corning, N. Y., for tool and model mak 
ers. The holder is made of tool steel, 

holder Palmer, of 

inch by about 6 inches long. A 
bolt, 

the he yider. 

inch by 1 
binding nut and wrench complete 

The tools (of which a few samples are 
shown in Fig. 3) are made of '4-inch 
drill 
holt is made, they are 

q ] & 

rod. Owing to the way the binding 
easily clamped in 

FIG, 3. \ FEW SAMPLE TOOLS. 

When 
once the holder is secured in the machine 
place and not likely to be marred. 

it is not necessary to remove it in order 
to change or adjust the tool. The holder 
is adapted to both turning and _ boring 
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operations on the lathe, or may be used 
on the planer or shaper. 

A NEW HAND PIPE THREADING MACHINE. 
The half-tone shows a new pipe thread- 

E. Wells & Son, 
machine 

ing machine made by F. 
Mass. The 

1 to 2 inches. It 
Greenfield, shown 
cuts pipe from weighs 

only about 45 pounds, so that it can be 
and attached to a 

an ordinary 
easily moved around 
bench in the same way as 
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ple strength. The “Economy” dies mad 
by F. E. Wells & Son are 
the machine, but any standard solid squar 

furnished wit] 

pipe die will fit. 

MOTOR GENERATORS. 
The accompanying half-tone represents 

line of 
Cabot 
Mass., 

use in charging storage bat 

a new 
Holtzer 
Brookline, 
espe cially for 

motor generators by the 

Electric Company, of 
which is intended more 

NEW HAND PIPE THREADING MACHINE. 

vise. The use of the gears enables one teries for launches and automobiles and 
man to cut with ease any pipes the ma- for private lighting plants, tho it is also 
chine will handle. The pipe to be cut is used in telegraphic work. The motor gen- 
clamped in the vise in the usual way. The erator is preferred to the dynamotor 
die is held in the 
threaded shank 

large gear which has a 
the same lead -1114- as 

for this class of work because of its great- 
of er flexibility to suit the conditions the 

MOTOR GENERATOR 

the pipe thread, so that the die in cutting 
travels on to the pipe correctly and cannot 
refuse to take hold. The gears are both 
machine cut and all the castings are mal- 
leable iron, to save weight and secure am- 

work. The voltage of the secondary may 
be regulated by a field rheostat, and if the 
fields of the generator are separately ex- 
cited from the motor circuit, the voltage 
f the secondary may vary from zero to 
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the full potential of the machine, the cur- 
rent output and stability of voltage being 
retained throughout the entire range 

The machines have but two bearings, 
the intermediate bearings being omitted 
The motor and generator cores are mount 
ed on a continuous common shaft which 
is sufficiently heavy to prevent vibration. 
The machines may be wound for any di- 
rect current circuit and to give any voltage 
from 20 to 250. The output ranges from 

] ; to 4% kilowatts. They are also made 
f the open construction 

NIVERSAI TABLE FOR HORIZONTAL BORING, 
DRILLING AND MILLING MACHINE, 

The half-tone illustrates one of the large 
lling ma- 

-hines built at the Niles shops of the Niles 
> Bement-Pond Company and equipped with 

orizontal boring, drilling and mi 

form of table enabling the operator to 
work on several sides of a piece without 

1 ti t 1e necessity of rechucking the work, The 
ipper table rotates in a complete circle by 
means of worm and worm-whieel, and is 
‘lamped in any desired position It is 
ilso adjustable thru the vertical plane for 
work to be machined at an angle, the ad 
justment of such work being by means of 
worm and worm-wheel which operates a 
pinion meshing with a rack attached di- 
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hight of 36%4 inches from the floor plate, § d ] 
and is provided with suitable slots for 
clamping work. 

\ NEW CONTROLLER FOR VARIABLE-SPEED 
MOTORS 

The accompanying illustration shows a 
new controller, called the Rheocrat, f 

1e product 
Control] 

two-wire systems which 
the American Electric and 
Company, of 12 Dey street, New \ 
The controller is applied to the ordin 
type of motor, taking 
ever speed variation may be provid 
field control and adding to it a rang 
val I f its owl The ¢ t g1\ 
by he Rheocrat is thr lature 
rent, but it is witl the fault f rhe 

tat mature t! \ Ss cs w& 

nown eads t ss of p ‘ | 

spring n the motor under v tol 

motor which Ss bar ed bv a ne 1 

the revolving interrupter shown just ab 

it This interrupter is constructed esset 
1 lv like a commutator as used on motor 

rr dvnamos, but s composed of three 
groups of copper bars “he first ore up 
consists f two wide bars vhich are d 
met cally opp Site eacl ther il d ire 

HORIZONTAL BORING, DRILLING AND MILLING MACHINE WITH UNIVERSAL WORK TAI 

ctly to the table Phe tota angular ecte ad wi el rick 
idjustment about the horizontal axis is go _ the hes give mentary impressed 
degrees. The table is moved across the 
loor plate by means of ratchet and lever 
perating a pinion engaging in a rack se 
ured in the floor plate Phe work sur 

with a Tace ot the table is 4 DY 5 feet, 

irmature of the motor 
The second set is composed of very nar 
row bars insulated from one another, the 
ifiice of which 1s t interrupt the current 
To do away with sparking as the current 

is interrupted, 
composed of 

plates s fore 
lett of the 

NEW 

e circuit I 
ed nN widtl 
p at the rig 

ipte! il l op 

le, thev are 
el with the vy 

nentioned, thet 
1 vidths to the w 

mpulse upon the 
edium width 

et gradually 

y ¢ ed 

, ton 
’ ] Y 

| 1 ( t ‘ 
so] es 

power Ti ( }? 
here exist 1 

, rate A ] re 
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ars 1s I 
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cordance with the latest and most accepted 

practise in that the device is timed and 
will not under instantaneous and 
incidental rises of current which generally 

operate 

exist, but will effectually open the circuit 
the soon as and the 

overload shows a tendency to unduly per 
save apparatus as 

sist Besides this the controller contains 
means for automatically connecting and 
disconnecting its own operating motor, al 
lowing this motor to remain in the circuit 
only during such portions of the total mo- 

as are made necessary by the 
fills ; 

means for the interrupter and, with some 

tor control 
function it also. special shunting 

varied forms or types of motor, means for 
changing the periodicity as well as the 
relative interval of open and closed circuit 
relation. Moreover, the controller is un 
der automatic control in case of rupture of 
the local ‘circuits independent of the over 
load 
overload release, and as impressed voltage 

cut-out mentioned, and has also an 

on the field is not changed the torque 1s 
maintained constant throughout the entire 
operation. 

In the most recent construction the mo 
tor and interrupter are mounted upon the 
same vertical shaft, thus doing away with 
the gearing and its attendant noise. 

POLISHING BUFFING MA 
CHINE 

COMBINATION AND 

These machines are designed for grind 
ing, polishing and buffing, and can be used 
in connection with belt polishing attach 
ments. They are built in five sizes and 
use wheels from 6 to 16 inches in diam 

COMBINATION BUFFING AND POLISHING MA 
CHINE 

cter and buffs to 12 inches in diameter 

The bearings are large, long and self-oil 

ing; the spindles are of steel, ground to 
size, and the pulleys and flanges are 
pressed on. They are built by J. G. Blount 
Company, Everett, Mass. 

{0 HORSE-POWER OIL ENGINE DIRECT CON- 

NECTED TO A DYNAMO, 
The illustration shows a 40 horse-power 

double-cylinder oil engine built by Mietz 
& Weiss, 138 Mott New 128 to street, 
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York. The cranks of this engine are set 
i80 degrees apart and each piston receives 
an impulse every revolution. The mixture 
used in this engine is air, steam and va- 
porized fuel oil. The steam is drawn from 
the water jacket of the engine, and mixes 
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running light and with the dynamo gener- 
ating 220 amperes at 121.5 volts. 

Fig. 2 is a sectional view of the engine. 
Steam is formed in the water jacket of the 
engine and passes up into the steam dome 
A, from there by the curved pipe Bb over 

FIG. I. 

the air during admission into the 
The oil is supplied by two pumps 

This 
oil 

with 
cylinder. 
actuated by the governor eccentric. 
governor the 
injected into the cylinder and consequently 

determines amount of 

40 HORSE-POWER OIL ENGINE DIRECT CONNECTED TO DYNAMO 

to the air port, where it is admitted with 
a certain quantity of air into the cylinder, 
when the piston is at the forward end of 

This charge is then compressed 
When the 

its stroke. 
‘by the piston. piston reaches 

Air Openings 

FIG. 2 SECTION 

the speed of the engine. An efficiency is 
claimed for the steam, air, oil mixture, of 
from 15 to 20 per cent. higher than for 
the air, oil mixture. While under test 
this engine showed a variation in speed 
of but six revolutions between the engine 

Air Duct <imericun Machinist 

OF OIL ENGINE, 

the correct position, a small quantity of oil 
is drawn by the oil pump G thru the pipe 
F from the oil tank E and delivered thru 
the pipe H to the opening C, where it falls 
upon the lip of the red-hot ignition ball D 
and is exploded along with the air and 
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dissociated steam and drives the piston f formulas for the velocity ratios of vari gciv Dy ‘ 2 
: niet : , P f R 

forward ous forms of link worl Many a designe ( 
CAM-CUTTING ATTACH MEN1 has found difficulty in working out sucl Hart proce e 

\ simple cam-cutting attachment, swing ratios from general principl fter fa . 
ng 12'4 inches diameter by 16 inches long his scho Wo! has suffered 
ind adapted for heavy work, is now mad pse of time e sect 

yy the Garvin Machine Company, of New cear te n genera pa aT I 
York The attachmet has hand feed, nad up date, thi t dow eC h vil ; 

1 Ip! tc 1 itself l can be sed 111\ ] le e to \ ‘ Wi d \ . 
] 1 , the \ \ 

nilling machin \ large fac S graph on the shelf, and it see Ip B 
provided for securing disk cams e spin ble to a ut of text ' ( d ide Ct 
dle is driven by a worm gear of a diametet he pressure earings duc \ 
equal to the largest work that can he tl involute forn f the tooth i Cl ee 

: | — I] ' wung in the cents ew yin ‘ ip rv cle y ‘ S 
wune out of gea s that ( Cal r »} press ( I} \\ | ] | ( IK 

be brought around quickly into position satisfactory one ss X 
The former pin bracket can be located on : : ‘ \ P 

a : Locks and Build Hardw B 
front or rear Che headstock cat set me : o \ 

; : Iienry R Pown 1.117 4x0 
around at right angles to the slide, the haa So x 

, : page protusely 1 t ri ] Wi 
vork overhanging the edge of ‘ ‘ ; : 

1 x“ Ss New York e §$ | 
ind giving Opportunity for swinging or 

1 1 } vthor } eX \ < disks | riner plat cal we Doited ft n Phi nN ' . , 1 \\ 

face of the worm geat he wor s kept OMIM E ee presid e Yale & 
up against the former pin by weight owne Manufacturing ¢ mpany, has pre ag: rm | g 
hung by two leather straps, \ pared a book whicl 

we | 
| “CaRvine* tury g 

: , tT \ ‘ 

i 

ete 
( f 

‘ { 
N \1 H MEN ) ) 

tached to the slide, and pass ov wo ens : ' 
rollers carried on l br i k I hed, i ( ( Nn 1 ; ( 
which is to be tached to the 1 er slide ects. to WwW ‘ 
on which the attachment is used ‘ tf desig ( ft ( 

——— e turn v ( I } ‘ 

Technical Publications. ~ vith a )] eid 
Elements of \iechanism.” B oLelr price #.. Cc 5 I ( T Var ( 
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pages Tlavct } ont 
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6xg-inch 
John 

man & Hall, | don. Price, $3 ‘chains 

Phe preface Or ti ook int . 
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the form of printed notes at t \I 
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chusetts Institute of Technology nd war o\R ‘ . = - ‘ be t Ot \ \\ \\ 
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room experience Not) mue f or 
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knighted by the King of England, in recog- 
nition of services rendered to the science 
of medicine and which field 
Dr. Sinclair has long been eminent. 

Chas. H. 
chief 

surgery, in 

Tucker, late designer and as- 
engineer with Pawling & 

Harnischfeger, of Milwaukee, has accepted 
the position of chief engineer with the 
Case Manufacturing Company, of Colum- 

bus, Ohio, engineers, designers and build- 

sistant 

ers of cranes and special machinery. 

Obituary. 

John Bertram, president of the Ber- 
Engine Works, Toronto, died No- 

vember 28, sixty-seven old. Mr. 
Scotland and went 

to Canada when a young man, locating in 

tram 
years 

Bertram was born in 

Peterboro, where he engaged in the hard- 
ware business. He removed to Toronto 
eighteen years ago, and later bought out 
the Doty 
ized it as the Bertram Engine Works 

Engine Company and reorgan 

We mentioned last week the death of J. 
H. Williams, founder of the drop-forging 
business of J. H. Williams & Co., Brook- 
lyn. Mr. Williams died suddenly of apo- 

He was born at Fort Plain, N. Y., 
ago. For about ten years 

ple xY¥. 
fifty 
he was a partner with his cousin, the late 
E. W. Bliss, in the firm of Bliss & Will- 
lams, the E. W. 
started the business which now bears his 

nine years 

now Bliss Company. He 

name in a small way at Flushing, L. I., in 
1882, under the firm name of Williams & 
Diamond. The business was moved to its 
present site in Brooklyn in 1884, the firm 

Williams & 
incorporated in 

name being changed to J. H. 
Co., the 
1895 and Mr. Williams becoming its pres- 

business being 

ident. The business has been continuously 
successful in a broader sense than merely 
financially, and its special features have 
several times been brought to the atten- 

Mr 
successful leader in industrial betterment, 
tion of our readers Williams was a 

with a happy avoidance of all savor of 
His treated as 

men, and he and they were mutually re- 
paternalism men were 

gardful of each other’s rights and helpful 
in promoting each other’s well being 

Business Items. 
The Westinghouse Electric & Manufactur- 

ing Company, thru its agents, G. & O. Bran- 
if & Co., of Mexico, has been awarded the 
contract for all the electrical apparatus to 
be installed at the El Oro Mining & Railway 
Company, El Oro, Mexico. This contract 
amounts to nearly $100,000. 

The Philadelphia Bourse has_ recently 
rented space in the exhibition department to 
the following firms: Philadelphia Gear 
Works (gears), Novelty Tool Manufacturing 
Company (combination tool, anvil, forge, 
pipe vise, drill and lathe), Murray Iron 
Works (300 horse-power, heavy-duty Corliss 
engine), N. C. Lane Company (Collins damp- 
er regulator, oil filter, oil system), J. H. 
Lake & Vaughn Bros. (gas and gasoline en- 
gines), FE. H. Godshalk Company (gas and 
gasoline engines). 

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company re- 
ceived early in December a cable for 705 tools 
from its London house, the Consolidated 
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Pneumatic Tool Company. Its business for 
the month of November, in the number of or- 
ders, far exceeds that of corresponding month 
last year and also previous month this year, 
and indications are that December will be 
equally as good, if not better. President 
Duntley, who is now in England, cables that 
demonstrations of the electric drills corre- 
sponding in sizes to its “Little Giant,’’ have 
proven a grand and inasmuch as 
there is a large field for drills of this kind, 
the company expects in time that its business 
in electric drills will exceed that of its pneu- 
matic drills. 

The Canadian Westinghouse Company, 
Limited, has sold to the Hamilton Cataract, 
Power, Light & Traction Company for use in 
its Victoria substation at Hamilton, Ontario, 
two motor-generator sets, each consisting of 
a synchronous motor and a _ direct-current 
generator. The motor-generator sets will be 
of the two-bearing type, the generators de- 
livering direct current at 550 volts to the 
railway system, and each being rated at 750 
kilowatts. The synchronous motors will take 
two-phase current at 8,000 alternations and 
2,400 volts, and will be rated at 1,380 horse- 
power. The excess of capacity in the mo- 
tors is provided so tuat they may be used for 
raising the power factor of the transmission 
system. Power is taken thru lowering trans- 
formers from the high tension transmission 

success, 

line from the De Cew Falls station of the 
company. These motor-generator sets will 
be built at the works of the Westinghouse 
Electric & Manufacturing Company at Last 
Pittsburg, Pa. 

Manufacturers. 
There is talk of a municipal electric light 

ing plant at Canandaigua, N. Y. 
A new shop is being built for Chas. Koegel 

& Son, machinists, Holyoke, Mass. 
It is stated at Bristol, Conn., that J. T. 

Case is excavating for a machine shop. 
The La Belle Iron Works, Steubenville, O., 

have begun the erection of a plate mill. 
Big shops of the 

near Trenton, N. J., 
The Clark 

Conn., will have an addition 
tory. 

The E. J. Manville Machine Company, 
Waterbury, Conn., has occupied its new plant 
there. 

Pennsylvania Railroad, 
are nearing completion. 

Plainville, 
to the fac- 

Caster Company, 
built 

The burned plant of the Decatur (IIl.) 
Malleable Iron Works Company is to be re 
built. 

The Toledo (O.) Pipe Threading Machine 
Company proposes to build a plant in the 
spring. 

It is reported that the Marshalltown (la.) 
Safe Company has been formed to make a 
farmers’ safe. 

An addition, 50x50 feet, is 
the Corp machine 
Hutchinson, Kan. 

being built at 
shops, Avenue B, west, 

An addition has been built to the plant of 
Harvey Hubbell, manufacturer of 
bridgeport, Conn. 

The Marshall Furniture 
shire, N. Y., is considering 
factory in the spring. 

tools, 

Lester- 
the 

Company, 
additions to 

Edwin L. Renzenbrink, brass founder, Can- 
ton, O., is rebuilding a foundry which was 
burned some time ago. 

The Hoxie Kells Machine Company will, it 
is understood, manufacture a patent railroad 
guard at Florence, Ala. 

The Winkler Bros. Manufacturing Com 
pany, South Bend, Ind., vehicles, ete., pro 
poses new factory buildings. 

Ground has been broken for an addition 
to a wheel foundry of the American Car & 
Foundry Company at Berwick, Pa. 
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A contract has been let to make additions 
to the factory of Charles P. Biggin & Co., 
builders’ ironwork, Philadelphia. 

reorganize the 
Milwaukee 

Efforts are being made to 
National Elastic Nut Company, 
Wis., and to erect a larger plant. 

The Welch Motor Car Company, Pontiac 
Mich., has leased a factory building 
will enable it to extend its business. 

The Stanley Works, hardware, New Brit 
ain, Conn., are rumored to have extensive ad 
ditions in view, but not before spring. 

which 

srink & Washer hope to move into thei 
new machine shop on Elm street, Brattle 
boro, Vt., before the close of December 

The main erecting room of the A. B. See 
Electric Elevator Company’s new 
Jersey City, N. J., has opened for work 

Wetherill Bros. Machine Company is 
the name of the firm hitherto James I 
Wetherill Machine Company, Chester, Pa 

The Illinois Steel Company 
building permit for a mill, 650 
Eighty-third street; estimated 

plant in 

now 

Chicage 
north of 
$25,000 

has a 
feet 
cost, 

A large factory will be built to be used by 
the American Electric Telephone Company 
now at 36 West Jackson Boulevard, Chicago 

It is stated that W. P. Snyder & Co., of 
Pittsburg, will expend over $2,000,000 in the 
erection of a 
ville 

sessemer steel plant at Sharps 

A foundry building is to be erected for 
Bridgman Bros. Company, plumbers’ sup 
plies, at 1426 Washington avenue, Philadel! 
phia. 

The Collins Company, of Collinsville 
Conn., manufacturer of axes and otuer edge 
tools, is building an addition to its forging 
department. 

The All Right Washing Machine Company 
has begun the manufacture of 
chines and attached wringers in North Tona 
wanda, N. Y. 

The Hart & Cooley Company, wrought stee 
hot air New Britain, Conn., 
probably two-story, 52x105-foot fac 
tory addition. 

washing ma 

registers, will 
erect a 

The Geo. Cutler Company, said to be a Chi 
cago corporation, is arranging in regard to a 
location at South Bend, Ind., to make electri 
cal applinaces. 

Wm. J. Harpel, who has been operating 
the Bernville (Pa.) Foundry & Machine 
Works under a 
a partition 

lease, has bought them under 
sale. 

It is understood that J. H. Sessions & Son, 
small hardware and_ trimmings, Bristol, 
Conn., will occupy new buildings with their 
plating department. 

The Singer Manufacturing Company, sew 
states in a 

that it 
ing machines, Elizabeth, N. J., 
petition for the closing of a street, 
proposes to enlarge its works. 

The Arneson & Kousek Foundry Company 
has been formed by Ole A. Arneson and 
Henry Kousek, of Racine, Wis., to operate 
the Lippert foundry at Kenosha. 

In the spring work will start on a new 
60x116-foot, four-story building at the works 
of the W. S. Tyler Company, wire cloth and 
ornamental metal, Cleveland, O. 

The directors of the United States Print 
ing Company, Cincinnati, O., have author 
ized the expenditure of $200,000 for new ma 
chinery and other improvements. 

The Imperial Enameling & Stamping Com 
pany is being organized at Barnesville, O., 
to build a plant. Among those interested are 
J. W. Bradfield and J. S. Harrison. 

J. H. Frenier & Son, manufacturers of sand 
pumps and sand-feeding machinery, Rutland, 
Vt., contemplate enlarging their plant next 
spring, but have not matured plans. 
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The Alden Specialty Company, of Dana Kk 
Alden, is expected soon to move its plant from 
Boston, Mass., to Bellaire, O., and enlarge its 
business. It makes salt-shakers, etc. 

The Day-Ward Company, Warren, O., bath 
tubs, etc., whose foundry has been burned, 
will at once rebuild and has secured a foun 
dry at Youngstown to use meanwhile. 

The Sterling Sugar Company has been 
formed, with head office in Denver, Colo., and 
the erection of a factory is projected. Chas. 
W. Waterman is one of the directors 

Walker & Ehrman Manufacturing Com 
has been 
factory 

$50,000. 

machine Chicago, Iill., 
permit for a. three-story 

feet, to 

pany, 
granted a 
building, 2381x52 

The Broomell, 
steam heating 
completing an 

screws, 

cost 
Schmidt 

supplies, etc., 
addition, 

& Steacy Company, 
York, Pa., is 

270x136 feet It 
will contain a very large gasoline crane 

The M. S. Benedict Manufacturing Com 
pany, silverware, East Syracuse, N. Y., is 
planning the erection of an addition for the 
manufacture of knives, forks and spoons 

The Bacon & Collins Supply Company, 
railroad and mill supplies, Albany, Ga., has 
begun work toward erecting new buildings 
for machine shop and foundry purposes 

that the Disston interests of 
arranged for the 

It is rumored 
Philadelphia 

$150.0vV0 
have erection 

fa Toronto, but what 
ine of work 

factory at 
will be pursued is not stated 

It is reported that F. A. Blackstrom, J. A 
Paul Bauknecht will 
Muskegon, Mich., to 

construction 

compose Babcock and 
ompany at 

foundry, now in the course of 
operate a 

have been let for a 172x307-foot 
Atlantie 

The 
detached 

Contracts 
factory building for the 
Company, Rochester, N. \ 
engine-room will be in a 

Stamping 
and 

building 
boiler 

The Indiana Bridge Company, Muncie, Ind., 
is procuring a new site at that place, and it 
is reported that the present buildings will 
be occupied by a boiler manufacturing estab 
lishment 

rhe 
uring 

Manufa¢ 
plumbers’ 

business of the Cowmeadow 
Company, bath 

Oswego, N. Y 
increased 

tubs, sup 
plies, etc secul requires the 
ing of facilities either there or 
elsewhere 

for enlarging the 
Belle 

those at 

rhe contract has been let 
Big Four Railway 
fontaine, O., and it 
Mattoon, Ill., and Brightwood, 
be enlarged 

The American 
Company, with a 
incorporated under the 

looking for a 
l’a., district 

machine shops at 
is reported that 

Ind., will also 

Steel Machinery 
$500,000, 

Improved 
capitalization of 

Indiana, has 
Scranton, 

laws of 
been location in the 

is said, be built 
Shipbuilding 

Extensive additions will, it 
to the plant of the American 
Company at Lorain, 0. The plans involve a 
partial concentration of the company’s plants 
at that point. 

result in 
size of the Krell-French 

Piano Company's Newcastle, Ind., 
to allow for the manufacture of-an automatic 
piano player. 

Plans are now on foot which may 
the doubling of the 

plant at 

The foundation is being put in for a two 
story brick and frame addition, 120x80 feet, 
to be erected at the factory of the Norton 
Grinding Company at Sarber’s Crossing, 
Worcester, Mass. 

A. E. Bingham, of the 
Men's Association, Janesville, Wis., is in com 
munication with an iron working or making 
concern which is considering that place as a 
ossible location 

secretary Business 

A manufactory for church, school, farm 
nd hand bells may be established at Shady- 

Bellaire, O Negotiations to that end 
ire being conducted by Theo. Neff, presum 

at man 

side, 

bly a local 
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A beam mill with a 
12,000 to 15,000 tons of 
shapes is to be added to the 
plant of the Illinois Steel 

$1,200,000 

monthly capacity of 
finished structural 

South Chicago 
Company, at a 

cost of 
The work of dismantling the Worthington 

Hydraulic Works, in Brooklyn, N. Y has 
been going on. The machine tools are be 
ing transported to the company’s new loca 
tion in New Jersey. 

A factory for monkey-wrenches, etec., may 
be located at Brazil, Ind A committee con 
sisting of J. C. Kidd, J. W. Lytle, R. L. Keith 
and H. B. McMillan 
look after the sale of the stock 

has been appointed to 

A representative of a metallic coffin com 
pany has visited Latrobe, Va., looking for a 
site for a factory. He was put in communi 
cation with the officials of the Superior Coal 
& Coke Company, of that place 

Two Cincinnati men have visited Ironton, 
Q., relative to the establishment of a horse 
shoe plant. Col. H. A. Marting, S. B. Steece 
and Thos. L. Collett, of the Business Men's 
Club, and other citizens met them 

Among factory buildings at St. Louis, Mo 
for which plans have been made are an 
eight-story structure for the Hamilton 

Shoe and buildings for the 
Woodenware 

Brown 
Crunden-Martin 

Company 
Company 

The Gerner Freezer & Manufacturing Com 
pany, capitalized at $50,000, which began 
business in Leechburg, Pa., has awarded a 
contract for the construction of a factory at 
Niagara Falls to employ about 150 men 

It is stated at Nebraska City, Neb., that 
G. B. Watkins (exact address not given) has 
patented a machine which will gather and 
husk corn as it stands in the tield and that 
a plant will be built to manufacture same 

The 
wood turner, is likely to remove to 
and there a building, 140x352 feet, 
two wings. Water power can be 

Bristol (Conn.) Specialty Corporation, 
rerryville 

erect with 
utilized. The 

company’s line of goods would be increased 

The Pattin Bros. Company, machinists 
Marietta, O., is understood to be purcuasing 
the plant of the Ohio Valley Supply Com 
pany The new plant will be known as the 
job department of the Vattin Bros. Company 

Manufacturing 
Building, Al 
manufacture 

The’ Electrical 
Company, 315 
lentown, Pa., is preparing to 
electrically lighted 
other electrical goods J. A. L 
the inventor 

Specialty 
Commonwealth 

and 
Iiorton is 

surgical apparatus 

was held at 
toward 

Port 
raising 

A citizens’ meeting 
Huron, Mich., to take 
stock subscriptions in aid of a 

shipbuilding plant A committee 
appointed to investigate a * 

man is chairman. 

steps 
proposed con 

solidated 
was She! 

Pawling & Harnischfeger, builders, 
Milwaukee, Wis., commenced the re 

machinery to their new plant. The 
main shop is 353x260 feet, two stories, with 

The other 
under roof. 

crane 
have 

moval of 

saw-tooth roof five buildings are 
already 

Toledo (O.) Construction & Supply Com 
pany holds patents on a portable asphalt 
paving machine, which is being manufactured 
under contract. ‘The stockholders are 
sidering whether to erect a plant for manu 
facture of the machines 

A. W. Taylor, Gainesville, Fla., con 
tract to plat out and survey a tract of land 
in La Fayette County, embracing 80,000 acres, 

con 

has a 

Michigan syndicate which 
and conduct 

for a 
erect 
naval 

proposes to 
several sawmills extensive 
stores establishments. 

Henry M. Whitney, of Boston, Mass., 
dent of the Newfoundland Timber 
Company, transferred to Sir 
Harmsworth & Bros., the 
lumber lands in Newfoundland, on which the 

presi 
Estates 
Alfred 

London publishers, 
has 

1091 

Harmsworths purpose establishing large pulp 
mills 

The president of the Brown-Corliss Engine 
Company, Corliss, Wis., has returned from 
an Eastern trip, having secured business 
amounting to $150,000 rhe recent fire has 
inconvenienced the concern litth Work has 
been some time in progress repairing the 
burned section 

The new six-story building of the Brown & 
Sharpe Manufacturing Company 
R. I., to be used in the er 

Providence, 
tion and shipping 

of macuine tools, is nearing ion It 
is an extension of No. 4 |! plans 
are being made for another! he old 
building 

A woman financier has lately been in Sioux 
City, la., arranging for a anch factory for 
machines to make gas from gasoline She is 
Mrs. M. M. Montgomery, of ¢ ago, and has 
the patent on the machine rhe name of the 
company is the International Gas Machine 
Company 

. 
The Board of Commerce Committee on 

Manufactures, Detroit, Mich., is in communi 
cation with a ompany which may uild a 
wood-working plant there ilso with an Eng 
lish machinery manufacturing company which 
desires to move to, or est s! i plant in 
the United States 

The Goubert Manufactu g Company, feed 
water heaters and separa s, New York city, 
will begin its new uuilding at its plant in 
Bayonne, N. J as soon as the decree is 
Signed regarding the railroad spur rossing 
it the Boulevard and Second street, if the 
decree is favorable 

The Keasey Pulley Company Foledo, O 
has purchased the plant and business of the 

manu 
isey people 

expect to mov he | I l lo this wit 
ter rhey will make a genera ne of powel 
transmitting app mMNces 

The Old Dominion Nail & Iron Works 
Richmond, Va which hay been in operation 
for a very great whilk ind were a main 
stay of the Confederacy in the production of 
guns and ordnance, are reported to have been 
purchased by Frank J. Gould, and it is sup 
posed that important improvements will fo 
low 

It is stated at Jackson, Mict that the 
Fuel Protector Company rganized for the 

the Green radiator 
has filed art 

county clerk 

manutacture 
and 

and sale of 
fuel economizer icles of as 

sociation with the Che office 
of the company is in Jackson ounty Jor 
dan H. Green, of Jackson, is a large stock 
holder 

The Simplex Motor Car Company, Misha 
waka, Ind writes that our information re 
garding it, as stated in a recent item, is in 
colrect The company's capital is $100,000 
and it will not manufacture in the Van 
Dinter factory, but will begin operations in 
a new factory, which will be erected in the 
near future 

According to 
Necaxa, Mex., a 
to the Riter-Conley Manufacturing 
of Pittsburg, VPa., for the 
hydraulic 
the Mexican Light & 
will involve the expenditure of 
000 for the steel work 

reports said to come from 
contract has been awarded 

Company, 
construction of a 

power plant, ete., at Necaxa, for 
which 

$1,000, 
Power Company 

over 

The St. Croix Paper ¢ 
tal of $2,500,000, 
Calais, Me Frank 

ompany, with a capi 
organized at 

Stephen, is 
been 

fodd, of St 
has 

president; Isaac B. Horsford, of New York 
city, vice-president and general manager; A. 
L. Hobson, of Boston, treasurer; B. Y. Cur- 
ran, of Calais, clerk The paper mill and 
pulp mills will be located at Sprague’s Falls, 
ten miles from Calais, and the plant will 
have a capacity of 100 tons of paper a day 
The company projects an electric railway 



New Catalogs. 
Westcott Chuck 

older “X," showing a 
Westcott chucks. 

Oneida, N. Y. 
and 

Company, 
number of types 

sizes of 

De Laval Steam Turbine Company, 74 
Cortlandt street, New York. Bulletin No. 8, 
with full deseription and illustration in de 
tail of De Laval steam turbine alternators 
Ox, pp. 24, paper 

Colburn Trolley Track Manufacturing Com 
pany, Holyoke, Mass. Illustrated 
Colburn track and equipment for the 
transportation of 

catalog of 
trolley 

pieces in the castings and 
foundry and the shop, including electric car 
riers and hoists. 6x9, pp. S, paper 

American Steel & Wire Company, Chicago, 
Il “Sulphate of Iron; What it is Good for 

‘und kHow to Use it.” This little booklet con 
ins considerable information on the use of 

sulphate of iron (copperas), which is one of 
the above company 

Louis, Mo 
Bearings” is the 

i products of 

Filter 
Bearings vs 

hramous Company, St. 
Smooth Rough 

title of a catalog issued by this company, 
Which gives much information on the “kam 
us” oil filters, their construction, use, tests, 

ete Illustrated, 6x9, pp. 16, paper. 
New 

catalog 
brown & Co., 71 Broadway, 

attractive 
number of interesting 

the plant of the Buffalo & Susquehanna 
at Buffalo, N. Y where 

Rogers, 
York, have sent out an 

views of 
Tron 

“Susque 

ntaining a 

fompany 
hanna” pig iron is produced Ox, pp. 20, 
paper 

Charles Hl. Besly & Co., Chicz Ill, Cata 
log and price list of Gardner grinders, Besly 
bund grinders and polishing machines, with 
accessories and supplies; also Ilelmet oil, oil 
cups, temper taps, die stocks, bronze sheet 
and wire and babbitt metal, ete Profusely 
iNustrated; full descriptions. 5',.x9, pp. 5 
paper 

The J. M 
Pawtucket, 
of tools for 

Die Company, 
pocket 

including 
stan 

Carpenter Tap «& 
R. I lilustrated 
cutting screw threads, 

catalog 

taps, dies, screw plates, die stocks, ete., 
and 
and 

card and svecial, with lists of sizes 
prices and a number of pages of tables 

useful to users of such tools Slax, 
po. 1538, paper 

Mass “A 
This, the 

biographies of 
be of 

Gordon, Worcester, 
Ilenry 

Wyman «& 
Story of Maudsley.” 

brief 
Siiort 
latest of the series of 

ineers and mechanics, should 
this 
many modern 

Maudsley 

icthous eng 
ecial interest to readers of paper, as 

Maudsley was the originator of 
achine tools, and a number of 

machines have been illustrated in 
ns 

Drill 
York “Driving 
the title of an 

sent out by this 

Company, 26 Cort 
the New 

attractive 

Ingersoll-Sergeant 
New 

Subway” is 
lnidt street, 
York 
puolication company It 

lls of the history, development and comple 
ti n of this great feat of engineering and 
slows some interesting views of the work. 
fhe most difficult problem faced by the con 
tractors was the driving of the subway thru 

«wk after block of solid rock. The part 
played by Ingersoll air compressors and rock 
av lls in solving this problem is graphically 
shown by many illustrations of the work at 
various stages of progress. Ox7, pp. 30, pa 
per 

Madison, Wis., 
Hlorizontal.” 

Gisholt Machine Company, 
Mills, Vertical and 

attractively arranged 
Loring 

This is an catalog 
showing a few representative sizes of the 
general line of boring mills made by this 
company The machines illustrated and 
briefly described are: 34-inch, with plain and 
swivel heads; 42-inch, with one turret head 
und two swivel heads; 52-, 60-, 64- and 72 
inch vertical boring mills, belt and motor 
driven: and horizontal boring mill, motor 
driven. The catalog is printed in three colors 
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the 
high 

full-page half-tone 
Sx10, pp. 

paper, and 
are of a 

on coated 
illustrations 
25, paper 

order. 

Miscellaneous Wants. 
tdvertisements will be inserted under this 

head at 25 cents a line each insertion. Copy 
should be sent to reach us not later than Sat 
urday morning for the ensuing week's issue 
tuswers addressed to our care will be for 
warded, 

free. Kk. G. Smith, Columbia, Pa 
Wal.M.Wks.,Waltham, Mass 

Joline 

Caliper cat 
Punches & dies 
Addressing machines for office use 

& Co., 125 Liberty St.. New York 
Will buy or pay royalty for good patented 

machine or tool. Box 282, AMER. Maci 
Light mach'y to order; model work: rub 

ber molds. J. W 
Mark your tools; a 

paid. J. L. Lueas, 
Light and fine mach’y to order; models and 

elec. work specialty. Ik. O. Chase, Newark, N. J 
Automatic designed and = con 

structed by the Wellman Sole Cutting Ma 
chine Co., Medford, Mass 

Auto. machinery of all kinds designed and 
built: hardened and ground work, flat or cir 
cular. Wiebking, Hlardinge & Co., Chicago 

The Canada Machinery Company, Limited, 
Sarnia, Canada, have the facilities and are 
open to manufacture, for patentees and others, 
machines and machinery for the Canadian 
market. 

Large machine shop and foundry, well 
equipped for light and heavy work, wishes to 
manufacture one or more staple articles in 
addition to present line; will not undertake 
the sale, but will manufacture on percentage 
or at a fixed price. Box 55, AMER. Macu 

The annual meeting of the stockholders of 
the Hill Publishing Company, for the election 
of five directors for the ensuing year and for 
the transaction of such other business as may 
properly come before the meeting, will be hela 
at the office of the company, in the Pulitzer 
Building, 63 Park Row, Borough of Manhat 
tan, New York City, N. Y., on Monday, Janu 
ary 9, 1905, at 12 o'clock noon. Dated, New 
York city, December, 5, 1904. 

~ R. Low, Secretary 

Business Opportunities. 

Cincinnati concern, 
machine tools for 

feels the need of an up-to 
business manager, willing to 
$10,000. Address Box 62, A. M 

For Sale. 
Whiton hand feed gear cutter; perfect con 

dition. EF. ittenhouse, Norristown, Va 

Weir, Bridgeport, Conn 
3-initial stamp, 50 cts., 

post Bridgeport, Conn 

machinery 

growing, 
patented 

A successful, 
manufacturing 
past ten years, 
date, hustling 
invest at least 

For Sale—One only 500 Ib. Schwartz melt 
ing furnace, in good condition. Address Lan 
ders, Frary & Clark, New Britain, Conn. 

For Sale—A going machine shop; been 
running 40 years; cause of sale, death of 

specialties, repair work, special ma partner ; 
chinery, ete W. L. Judson, New Ilaven, 
Conn. 

For Sale—1 Farrel Foundry hydraulic 
pump and press; SOO tons; cost S1.950: will 
sell for $1,200.00; perfect condition. Il. M 
Crowell Mfg. Co., 6th ave. and 13th st., New 
ark, N. J 

For Sale—Two 100 If.-I. return tubulat 
boilers; good for 100 Ibs. working pressure, 
“Hartford inspection.” Apply C. FE. Johnson 
& Co., S00) So 1th st... Philadelphia; or 
T. Frank Miller, Architect, Philadelphia 

I can sell your machine shop (or other 
business). with or without real estate, ho 
matter where it is or what it is worth. Send 
description, state price, and learn how W. 
M. Ostrander, 111 North American Bldg., 
Philadelphia 

For Sale—United States patent No, 71%, 
S54, 1903 for best water gage in the world; 
now giving splendid results on English mar 
ket; see description on page TSS, December 
issue of Power. Apply James Robinson, G 
P. O. Leeds, England 

For Sale—Four Watts-Campbell 
gines, 24x56; 400 horse-power at 
steam pressure; 70 revolutions per 
flywheel—-diameter 20 ft., face 46 in 

Corliss en 
100) Ibs. 
minute ; 

condi 
tion first class. One double Watts-Campbell 
Corliss engine, . 18x42; 250 horse-power at 
same pressure; 1 revolutions per minute; 
flywhee!l—diameter 16 ft... face 82. in One 
N. Y. Safety engine, 12x12; 75 horse-power 
at same pressure; 250 revolutions per min 
ute, 2 belt wheels, 4% ft diameter 17% in 
and 13 in. face. Will sell singly. Can be seen 
in New York city by addressing The United 
Electric Light & Power Company, 1170 
Broadway, New York city. 

December 15, 

Wants. 
Situation and Help 

1904 

idvertisements only in 
serted under this head. Rate 23 cents a line 
for each insertion. About sir words make a 
line, Vo advertisements under tivo lines ac 
cepted, and no advertisements abbreviated 
The cash and copy should be sent to reach 
us not later than Saturday morning for the 
ensuing week's issue {nsiwers addressed to 
our care will be forwarded. ipplicants may 
specify names to which their replies are not 
to be forwarded; but replies will not be 

forwarded they will be de 
Original letters of 

papers ol raaiite 

returned. If not 
stroyed without 
recommendation 01 

notice 
othe) 

should not be enclosed to unknown corres 
pondents. Only bona-fide situation want o 
help want advertisements inserted under th 
heading tyeney advertisements must 
placed under Miscellaneous Wants 

Situations Wanted. 

Classification indicates 
advertiser, nothing else 

present address 

ILLINOIS 
Open Shortly I:xperienced designer, build 

er printing presses. “Inter Nos,’ care A. M 
Broadly qualified machine works genera 

superintendent, desiring new location, invites 
particulars 

MACHINIST 
confidential 
“Conservant,”’ 

inquiries ; state 
care AMERICAN 

mechanic with company employ 
ing 7.500 men: 32 years old: practical ma 
chinist and patternmaker; technical gradu 
ate; special machinery, gas engines, refrige! 
ating machines: experience also as superin 
tendent. S. A. S.. care AMER. MACHINIS1 

Cost System Technical 
enced in shop drafting room, estimating and 
sales departments of engine and machine 
works, and familiar with the best cost-keep 
ing systems in use in such plants, desires an 

Assistant 

graduate, experi 

engagement with a concern wishing to place 
its cost department upon the most compre 
hensive and inexpensive — basis Address 
“Cost System.” care AMERICAN MACHINIS’ 

MASSACILUSETTS., 
Wishes position \ad 

MACHINIS1 
Mechanical draftsman 

Box 102, AMERICAN 
Toolmaker and draftsman wants work : sj 

cial and experimental machines a= specialty 
Box 72, AMERICAN MACHINIST. 

Position by experienced 
man; engine, machinery 
references tox 5, AMERICAN 

Mechanical 
automatic 

dress 

iron foundry ft 
building; first-class 

MACHINIS4 
draftsman, expert on jigs, 

machine design: have 
executive ability 

anywhere 

tools, also 
all-round shop experience, 
accept responsible position; go 
Box 98, AMERICAN MACHINIST. 

Position wanted by a mechanic in machine 
shop; jigs, tools, die maker or foreman fo 
light machinery and hardware: harden and 
temper in quantities; is a hustler: gives up 
position January 1, 1905, as superintendent 
of a manufacturing concern for 15) years 
Address P., care AMERICAN MACHINIS1 

MICHIGAN, 
wants to change; is ©. Ww 

Address Box 90, AMERICAN MACHINIST 
Mechanical draftsman, with 

and office experience, wishes 
SO, AMERICAN MACHINIST. 

Do you desire a man of 

Superintendent 

college shop, 
position tox 

wide experience as 
a tool and die maker to act as master me 
chanic or superintendent ; one you can trust 
to work out your ideas in detail and follow 
the same until satisfactory results have been 
accomplished? If you do, write to Box 87, 
AMERICAN MACHINIST. 

NEW JERSEY 
foreman wishes 

high-duty 
Pattern position: 20 

years’ experience on 
shop 

engines; | 
references. Box 97, AMERICAN MACHINIS' 

Technical graduate, 16 years’ practical ex 
perience in textile manufacturing, mill en 
gineering and construction, wants position 

mechanical 
MACHINIS1 

superintendent or 
AMER 

as assistant 
superintendent tox S86, 

NEW YORK 
Draftsman, long experience, seeks 

tox 95, AMERICAN MACHINIS1 
Position wanted as draftsman, in which 

advancement is possible, by young man, age 
21 tox SY, AMERICAN MACHINIS1 

German graduate M. E. wants position as 
draftsman; steam engines, boilers, cranes ;‘ 
East only. Box 79, AMERICAN MACHINIS1 

Mechanical draftsman; neat, rapid and ac 
curate; specialty, automatic machinery and 
electrical work tox 7S, AMER. MACHINIST. 

postition 

Wanted—Position as foreman with reliable 
coneern: varied experience: can handle help 
profitably and is a thorough mechanic tox 
4, AMERICAN MACHINIS1 
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The Edward R. Ladew Leather Belting Factory. 
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The machine ire pressed out of the hide 
then reverses, and on arriving at the start- 
ng position the clamps on the butt are re- 
eased. The other machine consists of a 
framework supporting a horizontal beam. 
Upon this beam is a reciprocating carriage 

this 
piece, and supported on rollers, is 

arrying a piece of brass Under 
ras 
1 table upon which the butt is placed. The 
butt is kept saturated with water, and the 
table is turned’round and round, while 
the reciprocating brass rubs the dirt out 
f the butt, much in the same way that a 
washerwoman her 
knuckles. This latter method is superior. 

The butt is then ‘‘tempered’”’—1. ¢., it is 
dried After 
stuffed with grease. 

rubs. clothes’ with 

being tempered it is 
“stuf- 

fing’ the leather is not, as one might sup- 

out. 
The object of 

pose, to make it heavy and thick, but to 
make it pliable 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 

width in a “chopping” machine, of which 
there are several in the Ladew factory. 
This machine is similar to a squaring 
shear. The blades of the machines I saw 
are 96 inches long, and they cut the leather 
very rapidly. 

These pieces are then sorted for thick 
and 

cementing. 
the ends are 

The laps then go to the store- 
th 

he laps are 

ness tape red ready for 

room, where they are served out to 
men who make the belts 
cemented together and then placed under 
a Watson & Stillman hydraulic [ 
which there are over one hundred in the 
belt-making department. 
mains on the lap while the 

At Fig. 3 is 
inch belt with the lap under 

press, ot 

The pressure re 
next lap is 
shown a 72 
a Watson & 

being cemented 

Stillman press. 
When the belts are narrow, a man can 

From make two at a time, side by side 

FIG. 3. MAKING 

The fibers of leather run in almost all 
lirections; in running over a pulley these 

43} ibers rub one against another and in time 
The stuffing of grease per 

the 
cut each other 

these fibers to slide one over muts 
ther, consequently lessening the tendency 

to cut and thus lengthening the life of the 
velit 

The butt is then ‘‘set out’ and rubbed 
th stones to make it flat, or, as the cur 

riers say, “get the pattern of the hide.” 
It is then jacked to close the pores and 
make the leather hard and firm 

The 
iprocating head of agate, brass or lignum 

The 
leather is then stretched and the grease is 

off so thick that it 
has to be scraped off, but technically it is 
called “run” off 

the 

jack is a machine carrying a re 

vitae, which rubs against the leather 

“run” The grease is 

When this operation is 
completed leather is “stripped” to 

\ 72-INCH BELT 

the belt the finishing 
This machine (Fig. 2) trims the 

cementing goes to 
machine, 
belt to 
each foot; stamps the trade-mark every so 

feet ; the belt, and 
roll. roll is 

revolving table 

width with round edges; stamps 

stretches winds 
The 
and the sides polished with 

many 
it ina then laid on a 

brushes. 
There is an Olsen testing 

t he belt-testing department 
tion test piece 1s 4 inches wide, 

width of 
The ulti- 

400 

one seems to know why this 
leather has been decided upon. 
mate strength of such a piece is from 2, 

the tensil 
from 2,500 to 4,000 pounds 

the 
me 
the 

to 3,500 pounds, e strength of 

leather being 
per square inch. In testing laps, 1. ¢ 

Mr. 
always 

cemented Grimm assured 
that the 
joint never 

parts, 
leather gives way, 

I must before closing go back to what 
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caused this fine factory to be erected. On 
January 12, 1903, the factory of Fayer 
weather & Ladew, situated at Housto: 
and Allen streets, New York, was burned 
At the time of the fire several peculiar 

\ heavy Watson & St 
man hydraulic press weighing several ton: 

the 
iron girder at the hight of the second story 
of the gutted building. Another 
thing was that a large tank for oil dressing 
belts 

things happened 

was found after fire balanced on 

strange 

(and to which the fierceness of the 

attributed) 
merely boiled 

found 
thick 

conflagration was 
with the 
having failed to take fire, altho the top was 

was 
oil down 

open and in direct contact with the flames 
Work was begun on the new site March 

1, 1903, and by November the factory was 
in full operation making leather belting 
THe credit for this quick piece of work is 
due to Mr. Edward R. Ladew in first se 
lecting the right man, Mr. Grimm, to da 
the job, and then giving him carte blanche 

Fig. 1 shows the factory. 
E. A.S 

to go ahead. 

A Machine Shop Fire. 
The following is from “Typical Fires 

and Their Lessons,” in J/nsurance Eng 
neering: 

Machine Shop. Peterboro, Ont. Sep 
tember 3, 1904. At 4.50 A. M. fire was 
discovered near finishing compound kettl 
by one of the workmen. An alarm was 
immediately given, and two streams wert 
brought into play from the yard hydrants 
The city department also responded 
promptly, and three additional stream 
were brought into use. With these fiv: 

The 
‘orrugated 

streams the fire was extinguished. 
roof of tl r the building was of 
ron on iron trusses, and a short time after 
completion had been covered over on the 
nside with 7g-inch wooden sheathing laid 
on 2-inch by 3-inch purlins. This sheath 
ing was entirely destroyed, and th 
mount of heat generated was sufficient t 

seriously warp the iron trusses, all ot 
which were more or less damaged, and 
considerable portion of the corrugated 
ron covering above was injured. The out 
side doors and window fr were de imes 

1 1 1 } 1] stroved, and the brick walls ymewhat 
damaged The machinery in the roon 
and the tools were more or less damaged 
lso finished stock and that in pre cess 

manufacture The shafting, belting and 
wooden pulleys were all destroyed. Thx 
cause of the fire was the boiling over 
the contents of the finishing kettle, whicl 
was set on fire by the heat from the fur 
nace below. The building was not equipped 

If it had been 
would have been small, 

with automatic sprinklers 
the damage 

\ table in the Electrical World and Ei 
gineer shows seventy-three works in Buf 
falo using power or light derived fron 

six have aban Niagara. 
doned steam power, 

Of these, 

works started in Buffalo and thirteen are 
7 T works moved to | 
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Handy Bulldozer Appurtenances. 
BY THOS. BEASLEY. 

The bulldozer or bending machine is at 
present found in almost every car, i 
road, bridge, and agricultural shop in the 

l ountry, and as a time saver and 
round tool for wrought-iron work it 
stands pre-eminent. My long 

ith this 
methods used in different shops has given 

experience 
machine and with the varied 

me opportunity to judge of the easiest and 
best methods for doing work on it 

A back plate, Fig. 1, 
shx ps 

is dispensed with 
this but 

unless it is ignorance of its utility, 
1 many using machine, 
why, 
I can’t see, as to me it is indispensable 
Having introduced it into several shops, I 
have noticed that it has always been re- 
tained, and the wonder then has been how 

It keeps 
the deal of 
gray iron, and it is much easier to fasten 

they got along without it before. 
work straight, saves a great 

—— 3 
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lowing them to slide easil Chis applies “< 
to the back plate as well. 

\ V-block, Fig 5, 
variety of 

serves for a great 
formers if properly made, as 

» 45 

work 
bent, and 

Che 
hardened 

but of 

iny angle degrees can be 
of.the 

block should be of tool 
A cast 
course wears 
should be 
5 and as wide as may be required for work 

the small V’s at the back 
The 

block is fastened on the back plate by two 

ci Id can be done 
steel, 

most 

results, 
Che 

of the dimensions given in Fig 

11 1 ; DIOCK @ives good 

much faster block 

done in the shop; 
are for lipping and turning gibs 

1%-inch studs screwed into the plate on 
the block, 

strap for a compression bar; Fig. 6 shows 
the arrangement. Holes for the block 
should be provided also on the operating 
side of the machine, about 

each side of with a 14-inch 

12 inches from 
the end of the plate, so that long work 

be done. Otherwise the head would 

FIG. —- — 
FIG. FL 

forms » 1t than to € ed of the 

iachine 

By making a divided apr it pat 

Fig. 3, its usefulness is increased 
for easier han- 

diing. The plate should be made plenty 
wide enough to take in the longest work 
lone on the machine and the face and 
pron should be planed perfectly true. A 
epressed fillet at A, Fig. 2, allows a 

former to always go up snug against the 
ick Tw » bolt slots in the back are bet 

ter than having to drill new holes to fasten 
he forms. The holes in the forms can be 
red to suit or drilled as desi 
The plate on the ram head is shown in 

tld have tongues cast to 
ad firmly, so that there will 

It should be about 
an the back plate. The 

hol 7%-inch bolts, al- 

no side movement 
2 Pe | cnes shorter tl 
It slots should be for 

HANDY BULLDOZER APPURTENANCES 

iron when the plunger was 
and g show samples of 

one cold with this simple device 
The plunger and socket are the next 

( I aerat nN | é ckKet V1 t 

Fig o. with the str r it The long 

slots are provided for raising or lowering 

the plung is th part needs a riabie 

idjustment Phe hould ¢ m 

chined so that it w e up at perfect 

gl iles with the crosshead 
The plunger can be simply a piece of 2 

nch square iron with a piece of tool steel 
welded into the working end for a nose 

wide enough to moda tne wide t 

I to be bent | e I shaper 

t 1 45-degre ngie on ¢ l le Phe 

point should be blunt and hardened, thi 
end in the socke eing trued so that 
ets pe rfectly snug hen the socket 1s 

pu d up rigl t Fig. 11 shows the fin- 
c} 1 t 

expensive provision for doing a wide range 
yf work, especially in which have 
tut lew pieces » bend at a mk t ol 
urse oC d I iny I! er alte¢ eing 

set, and is so easily changed for any other 
ingle or size of iron by backing off or by 
Inning the plate up, d it answer 

for rounds as we I 
A simple device f volt inks 

staples and hang n detail in 
Figs. 12, the arms; 13, rollers; 14. studs 
and 15, the plunger for | ts. The socket 
shown in Fig. 10 is used with this device 
also, and comes in extre y handy for 
other forms as well, and, like a few dol 
lars in one’s pocket, is a handy thing t 
have 

Flats can be as well as rounds by 
making rollers without concaves. The 
adjustment for different es is made by 

1 1 the eye-bolts on which the rollers turn 

I 

( ( a eS ee 
| rf 
7 7 ea =i 

=] | 4 

ig if I Ul rs¢ 
i } lape 
and ( ‘ vrought 

I t é Chen the 
workit ; f 

R l e the 

next essent for 1 ne here are 
; , ny me ent work is done 

\ forn with 
mucl ‘ é t plunger 
fort | I g. 18 would 
tear f I with 
a plunger torm that vould be imprac 
ticabl g t igs the 
work lone pertectly Fig. 19 shows a 
raller arm for the c1 —— lt made 

} 1 + | ; ‘ ] right and lef ie rollers, eye 

Its and threaded rod for adjustment 
cam he nend ‘ é | should 

be f rging ind mad te eavy, as they 
have sometime t nd verv heavy 



bolts 
used to fasten them to the cross- 

strain \t least two s-inch 
hould be 
ead. 
With this outfit on hand a great many 

ast forms are dispensed with. In some 
shops these become a positive nuisance, 
eing so numerous, and re presenting quite 
value in useless material 

The Development and Use of High-Speed Tool 
Steel—1.* 

BY J. M. GLEDHILI 

felt by 
a few years back that there was 

left to be the subject of 
crucible tool steel, and that something akin 

It would doubtless have been 
nany but 
little said on 

to finality had been arrived at in its manu- 
Probably 

when it is 
facture and general treatment 
such feeling was justifiable 
remembered that the making of steel in 
crucibles is by far the oldest method 
known, dating back from time immemo- 
rial, it being indeed impossible to accur- 
itely trace its origin and earliest develop- 
ment, but it seems certain that carbon 
steel was made and used thousands of 
years ago for cutting tools. Proof of 
this may be seen by the marvellous carv- 
ings and workings on the intensely hard 
tone work of the ancients, for it would 

be difficult to conceive by what means, 
other than with steel tools, such work 
could have been executed, and it is won- 
derful to contemplate that steel-cutting 
tools should have been used so long ago, 
while the principle of manufacturing them 

fusion of iron and charcoal that 1S, by 

n crucibles—was then in a measure on 
the same lines as we work on at the present 

that 
in crucibles long 

| day Achzologists have discovered 
the Chinese made steel 
before the Christian era. 

“Wootz”’ 
turies 

India 
ago was crucible steel, as 

Damascus steel, 
Toledo, 

steel furnishes yet another proof 

stecl fabricated In cen 
was also 

he celebrated 
it the 
this latter 

t produced 
forges of and, curiously, 

that ‘there is nothing new under the sun.” 
it is recorded that 

tained 
tor Damascus steel con 

certain percentages of tungsten, 
nickel, manganese, etc., some of the very 

in fact, 
high 

elements, contained in the present 
modern 
hy; n 

speed steel, so that a latent 
gh-speed steel may be said to have ex 

isted centuries ago, and all that was neces 
sary to bring out its inherent powers would 
have been the heating of it in a “para 

that is, to 
such a high degree of temperature as 
doxical” manner, so to speak; 

was 
long thought would impair or destroy the 

When, therefore, we 
ook back on the period for which crucible 
steel 

nature of such steel 

has been known to the world’s his- 
tory, some may not unnaturally think that 
there has been time enough to have fully 
fathomed its mysteries, leaving little more 

subject. It 
that a 
back, 

to be said on the is then all 
the remarkable 

but a 
has since revolutionized the treatment of 

more discovery, 
made few years and which 

*A paper read at the New York meeting of 
the British Iron and Steel Institute. 
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crucible tool steel, should have remained 
so long a hidden secret. 

A very 
thirty or 

important advance was made 
forty years ago, when Mushet, 

or self-hardening steel, was introduced. 
This was the valuable invention of Robert 
Mushet, who, after a long series of experi 
ments, made while he was manager of the 
Titanic Steel Company, succeeded in pro 

steel, and its introduc ducing a tungsten 
tion was a great advancement on the cut 
ting powers of ordinary crucible steel, and 
for many years Mushet steel held a fore 
most place among tool steels. 

It is now to America, however, that all 
honor must be given for the next great 

and led the 
advance 

step in having “set the pace” 
way in the 
ment in tool steel, and the author would 

to record that the credit 

is due to Messrs. Taylor & White, who, 
at the Bethlehem Steel Works, of Amer 
ica, initiated high-speed cutting, and at the 

Paris 

present remarkable 

greatest here like 

exhibit of their firm in some few 
years back, what were then considered to 
be astonishing results in speeds of cutting 
steel were publicly demonstrated. Since 
then still greater developments have been 
made by the author’s firm in high-speed 
steels, and with increased experience in 
its manufacture, treatment and application 
in our worksheps, results in cutting pow- 
ers far beyond expectation have been at 
tained 

In those 
world necessitating the use of tool steels in 

branches of the engineering 

course of manufacture of their products, 
there is probably no section of greater 
importance thereto than that of the appli 
cation and practical use of what is now 
known as “high-speed steel,’ and it may 
be said without doubt that no development 
in the annals of metallurgy has been more 
striking than the production of such steel, 

1 | while the alacrity with which users have 
up to now appreciated and adopted high 

steel said to be 
rapid powers 

speed cutting may be 
almost comparable with the 
of the steel itself! Perhaps this 1s not 

look 
years past, 

back and reflect 
to the 

urprising when we 
that for many previous 
idvent of high-speed steel, practically but 
little advance had been made in the cutting 
powers of tool steels, feeds and speeds 
remaining more or less in a normal con 
dition, and it must undoubtedly have often 

11 appeared to users generally that the cut 
ting powers of the ordinary tool steels 
were very slow, and that the turn-out of 

hanced and econ- 
mized if the cutting powers of tool steels 

could be 

research of 

work could be greatly en 

substantially improved by some 

the metallurgist. Time has 

eventually realized those hopes to a large 

extent, and hence the desire now on all 

sides to use high speed steel wherever pos 

When it’ is that, 

speed tools, be turned and 

sible seen with high 

steel can now 

machined at a rate up to 500 feet per min- 

ute, and gray iron drilled at 25 inches per 

be admitted that this is minute, it must 

an astonishing advancement on the cutting 
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feet minute with 
ordinary crucible steel 
speeds of 30 to 50 per 

The production of steel capable of such 
cutting powers has not been obtained with 
out exhaustive research and trial, and the 
author may state that experiments have 
been made by him extending over a period 
of four years, during which time som 
eighty different compositions of high 
speed steels were produced, and hundreds 
of trials made with them by actual cutting, 
and while some excellent results were ob 
tained with many of them, others gave but 
indifferent ones 

In the manufacture and production ot 
high-speed steels (the best being made by 
the crucible process) the author has proved 
conclusively that the most satisfactory re 
sults are obtained only by using the purest 
qualities of Swedish or Dannemora irons 

of their 
most 

which on account freedom from 
impurities render them suitable for 
producing tool steels that will best retain 
their cutting edges, and also the use of the 
highest qualities of the various alloys and 
other ingredients employed in the com 
position of the steel 

Special care is required in the melting 
and subsequent treatment of ingots ailoyed 
with high percentages of other metals s 
as to insure homogeneity and regularity 
of quality, which is one of the most im 
portant points to be considered, for no 
permanent advantage or economy can hi 
relied on if good results are obtained fron 
one bar of steel and inferior results fron 

] where atten the next, as will be the case 
tion and experience are not exercised 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS 

The high speed steels of the present day 
are combinations of iron and carbon with 

(1) Tungsten and chromium, 
(2) Molybdenum and chromium, 
(3) Tungsten, molybdenum and chro 

mium 

These present many interesting varieties 
field The 

author has made a large number of experi 
cutting 

ind offer a wide for research 

ments to ascertain comparative 
powers of steels produced by varying pro 
portions of these elements, and it may be 
interesting to briefly state the results of 
some of those investigations 

Influence of 
made 
Carbon \ number of too 

steels were with the carbon pet 
centage from 0.4 per cent. to 2.2 varying 
per cent., and the method of hardening 
was to heat the steel to the highest pos 
sible temperature without destroying the 
cutting edge, and then rapidly cooling in 
a strong air blast. By this simple method 
of hardening it was found that the greatest 
cutting efficiency is obtained 

© } 

and such steels are 

where the 
carbon ranges from cent. to 0.9 per 
per cent comparative 
ly tough Higher percentages are not de 

because sirable great difficulty is experi I 
enced in forging the steels, and the tools 
are inferior 
tents the 
a tendency to break 
termittent cutting 

With increasing carbon con 
steel is also very brittle, and has 

with unequal and in 
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Influence ( min Having thu: 
found the best rbot ntent to range 
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entagt vi g 1 pertorm ex 
ellent wor ‘ fte icties of stec 
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tt \\ mntent of 
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c ting efficrenc 
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the nature of the steel becomes very brit- 
tle, but at the same time the cutting effi- 
ciency is greatly increased, and about 16 
per cent. appeared to be the limit, as no 
better results were obtained by increasing 
the tungsten beyond this figure. Between 
18 and 27 per cent. it was found that the 
nature of the steel altered somewhat, and, 
instead of being brittle, it became softer 
and tougher, and while such tools have 
the property of cutting very cleanly, they 
do not stand up so well. 

Influence of Molybdenum.—The influ- 
ence of this element at the present time is 
under investigation, and our experiments 
with it have so far produced excellent 
results, and it is found that where a large 
percentage of tungsten is necessary to 
make a good rapid steel, a considerably 
less percentage of molybdenum will suffice. 
A peculiarity of these molybdenum steels 
is that in order to obtain the greatest effi- 
ciency they do not require such a high 
temperature in hardening as do the tung- 
sten steels, and if the temperature is in- 
creased above 1,000 degrees Cent. the tools 
are inferior, and the life shortened. 

Influence of Tungsten with Molybde- 
num.—It was found that the presence of 
from 0.5 to 3 per cent. molybdenum in a 
high tungsten steel slightly increased the 
cutting efficiency, but the advantage gained 
is altogether out of proportion to the cost 
of the added molybdenum. 

Influence of Silicon.—A number of rapid 
steels were made with silicon content vary- 
ing from a trace up to 4 per cent. Silicon 
sensibly hardens such steels, and the cut- 
ting efficiency on hard materials is in- 

creased by additions up to 3 per cent. By 
increasing the silicon above 3 per cent., 
however, the cutting efficiency begins to 
decline. Various experiments were made 
with other metals as alloys, but the results 
obtained were not sufficiently good by 
comparison with the above to call for com- 
ment. 

An analysis of one of the best qualities 
of rapid steels (“A. W.” steel) produced 
by the author’s firm is as follows: 

Carpon...cscccseces OSS per cent. 
Chromium......... 3.5 per cent. 
TORENER. .:06:0'0-000 198 per cent. 

What may be said to determine a high- 
speed steel, as compared to an ordinary 
tool steel, is its capability of withstanding 
the higher ten peratures produced by the 
greatly increased friction between the tool 
and the work due to the rapid cutting. 

An ordinary carbon steel containing, say, 
1.20 per cent. carbon when heated slightly 
ibove the critical point and rapidly cooled 
by quenching in water becomes intensely 
hard. Such a steel gradually loses this 
intense hardeness as the temperature of 
friction reaches, say, 500 degrees Fahr 
The lower the temperature is maintained 
the longer will be the life of the tool, so 
that the 

With rapid cutting steels the temperature 

cutting speed is very limited. 

of friction may be greatly extended, even 

up to 1,100 or 1,200 degrees Fahr., and it 
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has been proved by experience that the 
higher the temperature for hardening is 
raised above the critical point and then 
rapidly cooled, the higher will be the tem- 
perature of friction that the tool can with- 
stand beforé sensibly losing its hardness. 
The high degree of heating (almost to 
melting point, in fact) which is necessary 
for hardening high-speed steel forms an 
interesting study in thermal treatment and 
is indeed a curious paradox, quite invert- 
ing all theory and practise previously ex- 
isting. In the case of hardening ordinary 
carbon steels very rapid cooling is abso- 
lutely necessary, but with high-speed steels 
the rate of cooling may take a considerably 
longer period, the intensity of hardness be- 
ing increased with the quicker rate of 
cooling. 

In his admirable paper on ‘‘Rapid Steel 
for Tools,” * M. Le Chatelier states that: 
“Steel undergoes at 700 degrees Cent. a 
change of nature which has been studied 
in all its details by M. Osmond. This 
transformation, like a great number of 
chemical transformations, takes place with 
more or less considerable delay according 
to certain other When 
heating, the transformation will take place 
above 700 degrees Cent.—for example, 
from 750 to 800 degrees Cent., according 
to the rapidity of heating. JVhen cooling, 
below 700 degrees Cent. the quickness with 
which this transformation takes place at a 
given temperature, is governed by a gen- 
eral law of chemical phenomena, and this 
rapidity is so much the greater (1) as the 
absolute temperature in question is high- 
est; (2) as it is at its greatest distance 
from the point of transformation.” 

It may be added that the transforma- 
tion at the critical point takes only a very 
short time in the case of simple carbon 
steels, and the influence of such elements 
as chromium, tungsten, molybdenum, 
vanadium and manganese is to consider- 
ably retard this change. 

circumstances. 

HEAT TREATMENT. 

Turning now to points in the 
heat treatment of high-speed steel, one of 
the most important is the process of thor- 

into 

some 

working 
annealing is of 

oughly annealing it after 
bars. Accurate 
value in bringing the steel into a state of 

uniformity, 
internal strains that may have arisen, due 
to casting and tilting, and at the same 

annealing the suffi- 
ciently soft to enable it to be machined 
into any desired form for turning tools, 
milling cutters, drills, taps, 

much 

molecular thereby removing 

time renders steel 

screwing dies, 
etc. 

high-speed steel is 
muffle furnaces 

radiation only, a 

The annealing of 
best out in de- 

heating by 
carried 

signed for 
temperature of 1400 degrees Fahr., being 
maintained from twelve to eighteen hours, 
according to the section of the bars of 
steel dealt with. 

Further advantage also results from 

*Bulletin de la Société D' Encouragement 
L’ Industrie Nationale. 

pour 
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careful annealing by minimizing risks of 
cracking when the steel has to be re- 
heated for hardening. In cases of intri- 
cately shaped milling tools having sharp 
square bottom recesses, fine edges, or 
delicate projections, and on which un- 
equal expansion and contraction are liable 
to operate suddenly, annealing has a very 
beneficial effect towards reducing crack- 
ing to a minimum. 

Increased ductility is also imparted by 
annealing, and this ‘s especially requisite 
in tools that have to encounter sudden 
shocks due to intermittent cutting, such 
as planing and slotting tools, or others 
suddenly meeting projections or irregu- 
larities on the work operated on. 

The tensile tests of A. W. high-speed 
stecl in the hardened 
and hardened and then tempered staies 
given in Table 1, and also the half-tones 
of fractures and microscopic views, the 
latter magnified about eighty-five diame- 
ters, shown in Fig. 1, of steels in the 
states described, will be instructive as 
showing the effects of the best treatment. 

1 | normal, annealed, 

S wal Sa r a+ = = * Ag ec. a = 
= Es| $o/ S2/ €é x <i) CL @ =o =. » 
4 4 he wn Soi ee Re ‘ x Condition.) 22 | a¢ oo = =| marks 

- Se > =& SB & 2 
= Qo} e2|\ sa) 38 
“ =a| oo} & o & ~ go i S a z =| 5+ <i 

1 Normal. 111 

2 Annealed. 40.0 68.0 180 35.0 Fibrous 

3 Hardened ei ss 3 am | omewes 

( Hardened ) 
4 and Tem Set os | os | cones 
( pered. j . 

) 

TABLE I. TENSILE TESTS OF HIGH-SPEED 
STEEL. 

It will be observed that the ductility of 
the annealed specimen is very good, ren- 
dering the steel in a condition to with- 
stand the great pressures due to the 
forces thrown upon it when cutting. 

In preparing high-speed steel ready for 
use the process may be divided princi- 
pally into three stages—forging, harden- 
ing and grinding. 
desirable that high-speed steel should be 

maximum  effi- 

It is, of course, very 

capable of attaining its 
ciency and yet only require treatment of 

the simplest kind, so that an ordinarily 
skilled workman may easily deal with it, 

the 
comes an expensive and cosily matter, and 
otherwise preparation of tools be 

materially reduces the advantages result 
ing from its use. Fortunately, the treat 
ment of the rapid steel produced by the 
author's firm is of the simplest; simpler, 
in fact, than ordinary carbon steels or the 
old self-hardening steels, as great care had 
to be exercised in the heating of the lat- 
ter steels. for if either were heated above 
a blood-red heat, say 1,600 degrees Fahr. 
the danger of impairing their efficiency 
by burning was considerable; whereas 
with the high-speed steel, heating may be 

higher temperature carried to a much 
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even up to melting point, it being practi- 
cally impossible to injure it by burning. 
The steel may be raised to a yellow heat 
for forging, say 1,850 degrees Fahr., at 
which temperature it is soft and easily 
worked into any desired form, the forging 
proceeding until the temperature lowers 
to a good red heat, 
Fahr., when work on it should cease and 
the steel be reheated. 

say 1,500 degrees 

In heating a bar of high-speed steel pre 
paratory to forging (which heating is best 
lone in a clear coke fire) it is essential 
that the bar be heated thoroughly and uni- 
formly, so as to ensure that the heat has 
penetrated to the center of the bar, for if 
the bar be not uniformly heated, leaving 

cold and _ stiff, 
] l ll not le Steel Will 

the center comparatively 
vhile the outside is hot, t 
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gradually raised to a white melting heat, 
tho not melted; but 
should the point of the tool become to a 

necessarily even 

more or less extent fused or melted, no 
harm is done. The tool should then be 
immediately placed in an air blast and 
cooled down, after which it only requires 
grinding and is then ready for use. 
Another method which may be described 

of preparing the tools is as follows: 
Forge the tools as before, and when 

quite cold grind to shape on a dry stone 
or dry emery wheel, an operation which 
may be done with the tool fixed in a rest 
and fed against the stone or emery wheel 
by a screw, no harm resulting from any 
heat developed at this stage. The tool 
then requires heating to a white heat, but 
just short of melting, and afterward com 

MIR WG anmsTRONG |) 
a HITWORTHA&CIL® “" 

w 

FIG. 2. MUFFLE FURNACE AND 

lraw or spread out equally, and cracking 
vill probably result. 
nN 

A wise rule in heat 
g is to “hasten slowly.’ 
[t is not advisable to break pieces from 

the bar while cold, the effect of so doing 

tending to induce fine end cracks to de 
velop which ultimately may extend and 
give trouble, but the pieces should be cut 

ff while the bar is hot, then be reheated 

s before and forged to the shape required 
fter which the tool should be laid in a 

place until cold 
Che h temperature for hardening higl 

peed steel varies somewhat according t 
he class of tool being dealt with. 

When hardening turning, 
tting tools, and others of similar class, 

planing or 

he point or nose of tool only should be 

OIL BATH FOR HIGH-SPEED STEEI 

pletely cooling in the air blast. This method 
of first 
lends 

roughly grinding to shape also 
the 

which is specially efficient where the re 
itself to cooling tools in oil, 

tention of a sharp edge is a desideratum 
ry as in finishing tools, capstan and automatic 

lathe tools, brass-workers’ tools, et¢ 
In hardening where oi] cooling is used 

the tools should be first raised to a whit 
heat, but without melting, and then cooled 
down either by air blast or in the open t 
a bright red heat, say 1,700 degrees Fah 
when they should be instantly plunged 
into a bath of rape or whale oil, or a mix 

ture of both. 
the of grinding 

nothing has yet 

Referring to question 
tools been found so good 

sandstone for high speed steels as the wet 

1699 

and the tools ground thereon by hand 
pressure, but where it is desired to use 
emery wheels it is better to roughly grind 
the tools to shape on a dry emery wheel 
or dry stone before hardening. By so do 
ing the tools 
after hardening, and only slight frictional 

require but little grinding 

heating occurs, but not sufficient to draw 
the temper in any way, and thus their cut 

When the 
wheel 

ting efficiency is not impaired 
tools are ground on a wet emery 
and undue pressure is applied, the heat 
generated by the great friction between 
the tool and the emery wheel causes the 
steel to become hot, and water playing on 
the steel while in this heated condition 

tends to produce cracking. 

MUFFLE FURNACE 

With regard to the hardening and ten 
pering of specially formed tools of high 
speed steel, such as milling and gear cut 
ters, twist drills, taps, screwing dies, ream 
ers and other tools that do not permit ot 
being ground to shape after hardening 
and where any melting or fusing of the 
cutting edge must be prevented, the 
method of hardening 1s as tollows 

\ specially arranged muffle furnace 
shown in Fig. 2, heated either by gas o1 
oil, is employed, and consist of tw 
chambers lined with fireclay, the gas and 
air entering thru a series of burners at 
the back of the furnace, and so under con 
trol that a temperature up to 2,200 de 
grees Fahr. may be steadily maintained in 
the lower chamber, while the upper cham 
ber is kept at a much lower temperature 

Before placing the cutters in the fur 
nace it is advisable to fill up the hole and 
keyways with common fireclay to protect 

them. 
The mode of procedure is now as follow 

The cutters are first placed upon the toy 
of the furnace until they are warmed 
thru, after which they are placed in the 
upper chamber and thoroughly and uni 
formly heated to a temperature of about 
1,500 degrees Fahr., or, say, a medium 
red heat, when they are transferred into 
the lower chamber and allowed to remain 
therein until the cutter attains the same 
heat as the furnace itself, viz., about 2,200 
degrees Fahr., and the cutting edges be 
come a bright vellow heat, having an ap 
pearance of a glazed or greasy surface 
The cutt uld then be withdrawn while 
the edge é arp and uninjured, and 
revolved before n air blast until the red 
he ] passed away, and then while the 

cutter sti varm—that just permit 
ting of its being handled t should be 
plunged mto bat] f tallow it ibout 

200 deere | 1 the temp ture of 
the t \ h t ed t Out 520 
degre ] t on f which 

the cutter hould be mmediately with 
drawt Ip ged Id oil 

Of course there are various other way 
of tempering, a good method being by 
means of ecially arranged gas-and-ai 
tove int \ e articles to be tem 

pered are | ( he stove then heated 



» te emperature oft trot 500 to 600 

degree Faht vhen the gas shut off 
d the furnace ith its contents allowed 

"A cool down 

ELECTRI HEATIN( 

Another method ot heating too s by 
ectrical mean nd by which very reg 
ir and rapid heating is obtained, and 

vnere electric current 18 available l sys 
em of electric heating 1s quick elhable 
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and economical, and a briet description ot 
this kind of heating may be of interest 
One method adopted of electrically heat 

ing the points of tools and the arrange 

It 
suitable 

ment of apparatus is shown in Fig. 3. 
of of 

dimensions, strong 
consists a gray-iron tank, 

containing a solution 
of potassium carbonate together with a 
dynamo, the positive cable from which is 
connected to the metal clip holding the 

heated, while the negative cable 
The too! 

tool to be 

is connected direct on the tank 
to be hardened is held in a suitable clip 
to insure good contact Proceeding to 
harden the tool the action is as follows 

The current first switched on, and 1s 

then the tool is gently lowered into the 
ution to such a depth as is required t 
irden it The act of dipping the tool 

nto the alkaline solution completes the 
electric circuit and at once sets up intense 
eat on the immersed part When 
een that the tool is sufficiently heated the 
urrent is instantly switched off, and th 
ution then serves to rapidly chill and 
arden the point of the tor l. oO that 
Ir bla { 1 Nec ry 
Anotl nethod of he ng the point f 

0] ! neans f the electri 1 
eating ¢ t f wl h ilso very pid 
1 it tion The ene l irra rement 
nd fo f the apparatus here emp ed 
eing a trated in Fig. 4 
The tool under treatment and the posi 

tive electrode are placed on a bed of non 
conducting and non-combustible material 
ind the are started gradually at a low 

nd ane nereased as required, 

at, 

voltage steadily 
by controlling the shunt rheost care be 

ing taken not to obtain too great a heat 

and so fuse the end of the tool The 
source of power in this case is a motor 
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generator 
‘urrent shunt 
upled to a 

yvound dynamo 

Arcs from 10 

quarters in that 

t t 
oduced 

consisting 

wound 
continu 

it 
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mM 

from 
T,000 

and 

me 

Work Ready f a continuous 
tor at 220 volts, 
is-current shunt 
50 to 150 volts 

amperes are then 

mply and_ safely 

1) 
controlled by means of the shunt rheostat 

1 1 , The shaded portion of the tool show 

in the lower view shows the area of elec 
trical contact Vl negative electrode 

e Cable 

SvVite! 3 ee 
am _| s —— 

\ — 

aif _ SS? 

Shunt Regulator # o/ 2 
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the Naval Experimental 

Station. 
for 

Che following, from the annual rep: 
of the Chief of the Bureau of Steam | 
eineering of the United States Navy. 
an interesting account of the considet 

tions which determined the location of tl 

experimental station to be maintained 
the Naval Academy 

Annapolis and of the variety of lines 
connection with 

experiment waiting to be engaged in 

tHE ENPERIMENTAI STATION \l ANNAP( 
LIS 

lt 
erect the building for this purpose witht 

having been found impracticable 

the limits of the Naval Academy grounds 
the board appointed to select a site chos: 
an admirable one across the Severn Rivet 

half 
Santee wharf, where the building cat 

at a distance of only a mile fron 
the 
he erected within 200 yards of the dredge 

30-foot channel, and with very litt 
dredging water enough can be obtained 

approach within 5 allow a battleship t 
feet of the structure 

The advantages of having the building 
deep water are numerous and 
Vessels all 

tions will always be required at the Na 

close to 
vious of kinds and desert 

Tool 
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| 

\ 

/ 
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stance, the amount of coal which can be the subject addressed to every probable in best be done \ mparative test 

burned per square foot of grate with bidder. It is expected that at least one various typ ; ce ce de 

onomy in a boiler located in the hold ot suitable engin \ ( ‘btained at at made in « vt erve 

gunboat, with the usual contracted irly dat The full-power tt f sl how 
tcnes ind el tors 1 sked I | | ( ion c t ( d COl ‘ fit 

oats and bri o¢ creens, 1 . e fal es tro. ( S ft sup \ ( 
n could be urned in the ( one! ENnL111¢ ve beet WW r veal \ ‘ 

uted on shore n open b r-roo The pract diffi ; , ’ 

is not probable that experiment ed 1 and i perheaters Pp ffer 
vould show that in such case t woul n our naval vessels ( structio1 e f n and ( 
¢ more economical to run continuously the turbine 1s such that it, unlike tl conditiot t t I tiate any de 

with artificial draft reciprocating engine well adapted for ductions that may | to the cor 

Che efficiency of pumps with long su working with superheated steam here parative merits of t ; a ae 

n and delivery pipes fitted with numet remain only minor difficulties, such as the to make sufficiently m I trials would 
us bends, as they usually are when :: corrosion of the superheaters and the de be very costly | keep t ps fron 

talled in naval vessels, must be quite dii struction of the materials used for making he eg \ 
ferent from the rated efficiency of the steam joints. It appears highly probable he primary ( er test 1 
same pumps tested by the makers, and in that these obstacles can be removed and to discover not simply w her the one 
many cases it would be found that the Fy a series of tests the best form of super boiler under test superior to the other 
efficiency could be increased by slight heaters and steam joints determined different type under test, it to find 
hanges in the installation Such tests One of the subjects which urgently out exactly in what respect it 1s superio1 

being made by the Same corp of well need investigatiol by practi i] experi and to ascertall if this . in accidenta 

equipped and disinterested observers ments 1s the corrosion of metals on ship reature rt the particu I ’ er im ques 

would be most useful for purposes of oard This destruction goes on in the tion, or whether thr ip \ nherent 
comparison most erratic manner. causing machinery n that type 

Other advantages of proximity to deep te be put out of set for repair at n he Bur ntinually being urges 
vater will be the facility with which a nexpected du enient times t t ypt new inventio leged in 
arge stream of water can be supplied t ffects iron and steel boiler tubes, cop provement Untried appliance houl 

he tank for testing screw propellers; also per and brass condenser tubes, and pipes mot be use ps engaged in actua 

he water will be accessible for testing ci1 of all sorts in all parts of the ship The Service ind. ¢ the thet d he gov 

ulating pumps which do not have and art ction 1s undoubtedly chemical, assisted 
not required to have much lifting powet! perhaps by electr il currents, and must lr every useful invention or improvement 

but are designed for handling large quan ake place in accordance with the estab that appears on the market here is but 
tities. Vessels bringing heavy machinery lished laws of these sciences. A series of | One course to pursue, and 1 is, to have 
coal and other supplies can discharge their well-directed experiments, conducted i these inventions and improvements thor 
cargoes more readily the light of the many other experiments ough 

On shore close to this site a hill about made by various individuals in different he conditions as they exist on shipboard 
60 feet high rises abruptly, forming an parts of the civilized world, could hardly ind equipped \ 1 the nece iry ap] 
xcellent location for a fresh-water reset fail to disclose the law governing the inces for making tests that would be con 
ir, Which can be filled from wells Ni cases as they occur in practise and to pro clusive Worl { nd will furt 

ss than four wells have been sunk it vide 1 remedy ( t t that the ma nm nt employ ent 1 I er of ex 

andom in this vicinity, and at a depth of chinery in naval vess« iffers far mor perime rey y times over! 
om 15 to 30 feet good, fresh wate1 trom this cause thar n r machinery the ey expr ng th 
en found in every S¢ talled in er nd cost I inte ! fleet and wu 

sack trot the SI © tne 1d ( espe V pprop xpet re ing it ett I 

a a Cvs a oe | das ween | 
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An Electric Truck Test. 
BY W. S. TIMMIS. 

The electric truck for the delivery of 
merchandise has been in extensive use in 

and around the larger cities for the past 
four or five years. While there are many 
advocates of steam and gasoline machines, 
the fact remains that the electric is used 
much more extensively than all others for 
this purpose. 

With the view to ascertaining the exact 
working conditions, a test was made on 
three electric trucks of standard manufac- 
ture and used by a well-known firm in 
Manhaitan and Brooklyn. This test ex- 
tended over a period of four months, and 
thus the results represent actual condi- 
tions as found in ordinary practise. 

The trucks were run every working day 
when they were in condition. For the 
purposes of his article, the result of one 
truck, which is a representative average 
of the three trucks, will be given. The 
trucks were in use between Manhattan 
and Brooklyn, delivering merchandise 
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the reader to make some interesting de- 
ductions from the tabulated results given. 

The charging of the trucks is done on 
the owner’s premises from their own 
plant. A direct-current, 230-volt, three- 
wire system is used throughout the 
building, current being taken from the two 
outside wires for power at 230 volts, and 
from either outside wire and the neutral 
for lighting at 115 volts. The trucks are 
charged from the lighting circuit, and to 
avoid the danger of overloading one side 
of the line, a motor-generator balancing 
set, of sufficient capacity to take care of 
two trucks on either side of the line, was 

A specially designed charging 
built pro- 

four two-pole, 

installed. 

erected, 
with double-throw 

switches. Two of these are placed on one 
side of the neutral and two on the other. 
Four trucks simultan- 
eously and the double-throw switches en- 

switchboard was and 
vided 

can be charged 

able them all, or a portion of them, to be 
charged either at the shipping platforms 
or in the auto-house, and the arrange 

from Brooklyn to Manhattan, and thus ment avoids the possibility of more than 

ee AUTOMOBILE TEST SCHEDULE. vate Sept 16 0% 
st Weight Carried 

4OUR AM ERED TARE wer [CASES package } a. EXPENSES REMARKS 
cteaat | o.9) 10 | ay | S610 | 4000 | $19 
RETURN >. ‘ S410 4 1 1s r 

" vA CAUSE OF DELAY Bay “eM td 
| Works 3 Sr Ave ? a Ferry aA Jel ) 1 

10.4 rd { to 111 St. and 6th Delis tT] / 1 19 
11.10) 11th 1 6th Ae tu Gans 0 1a 9 | 1 
11.30 Gans to Yonkers Boat Piz 1% 
12.4 Youkers Boat to Pinner 30 
1.15) Dinner t ) Park vt. | Dinner 1 1 1 
1.40, Park St. to 45 Ros St. 20 Del 7 1 | 4 

2PM 45 Ros St. to S. Willians 30 ) 1 \1 
§. Williams to 87 Frankfort 1 Pi up 1 

2.49) 87 Frankfor’ te works Cr Ferra ) 30 
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FIG. I. ORIGINAL TEST OF A RUN. 

were under the rather hard usage incident 
to crossing ferries and Brooklyn’s bad 
streets. The condition of the streets is 
gradually improving, and as a result the 
tire expense should grow less, provided, 
however, the increased demand for rub- 
ber does not offset the better condition of 
the streets. 

The record of each test run was made 
up on a card, as seen in Table 1. Table 2 

result of the 
shown in Table 1, while Table 3 gives a 
summary of the test of one truck and an 

gives a condensed cards 

average of the cost of running one of the 
three trucks for one year. Table 4 gives 
the cost of keeping three two-horse trucks 
and comparative data on horse and elec- 
tric trucks. Inasmuch as the trucks have 
been run for about a year and a half, the 
cost figures are the result of actual ex 
perience. 
Two-horse trucks can be 

the vicinity at the rate of $5.50 per day 
and by the week of six days, at $30 
week, and it will be an easy matter for 

obtained in 

per 

two trucks being placed on one side of the 
neutral wire. The switchboard is pro- 
vided with I. T. E. overload and under- 
load circuit breakers, which precludes 
charging at too high a rate of amperage 

and also charging a run-down battery 
without sufficient resistance. Charging is 
done at night and takes about four hours. 
When trucks are required to make long 
runs they are charged at the shipping plat- 
forms during the time of loading. 

the 
and 

The expensive parts of electric 
truck are the batteries, 
The battery problem is of long standing 
and its difficulties 
placing it on a moving vehicle, 

tires gears. 

are not lessened by 

the vibra- 
tions of which cause the breaking down 
of the elements. Various forms of wood 
and rubber separators and plate envelopes 
have been tried, but a large success awaits 
an improved battery. The tire problem is 
receiving much attention, and dependable 

looked 
The gearing should undoubtedly be 

tires at a moderate price may be 
tor. 
enclosed and made dust-proof, besides the 
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arrangement of compound gearing should 
be made so that overhanging gears are 
supported. The gears could also be sold 
much cheaper with an advantage to the 
manufacturers of trucks. 

It will be seen that the cost to operate 

Duration of test, 4 months...........+.+. 120 days. 
Number of working days during test. ..109 days. 
Number of days truck was in opera- 

THOR ccccccccvess coccececsccccescoess 90 days. 
Percentage of days in commission..... 88.6 per ct 
Total miles run, going and coming....1,542 miles 
Average distance per day...............17.13 miles 
Actual running time per day......... . 3.766 hours 
Average miles per hour. ooo. -ccccscccce 4.53 miles 
AVGPARS TITIES POF CLIP. 0c cccccvcrcescece 10.28 miles 
BVCTRNO GEIS POF GAT. cc ccccccccscccooes 1.71. 
Total woight carried.....cccccoces ... 323 tons. 
Average net load when starting........ 3,915 lbs. 
Average net load carried per day..... .7,183 lbs 
Cost to operate per mile, going and 
abl otneces vere bestowineeees 49.5 cents. 

Cost per ton-mile, estimating 40 per 
cent. mileage as returning empty..35.5 cents. 

Cost to operate per day (effective ser- 
WEED) score cocescccdeceseccsevescncees $8 33 

Cost to operate POF FEAF ...0.ccccscccces $2,300 00 
Ab: ve cost is itemized as follows 

Interest and depreciation,, .$200 00 
Auto man, $15 per week...... TR0 00 
Charging 80c per day, 300 dys 240 00 
SOBs 6v.c06c000ds ceccccesverse 270 OO 
Motor TEPAIPS....cccccscccses 20 00 
Batteries, repairs and re 
ORs bn60bcsececcestveees 650 00 

PUMMING GOATS, 6. cccccsecvecs 140 00 
—— $2,300 00 

TABLE 3. SUMMARY OF TEST OF ONE 
FOUR-TON ELECTRIC TRUCK. 

an electric truck per ton-mile was 35.5 
cents. The cost per ton-mile on the Lake 
Shore & Michigan Southern Railroad fot 
the past six years has been 5.25 mills, 

margin in 
1a de 

which clearly shows a large 
favor of a smooth metal road anc 
pendable motive power. 

Under the conditions of load and char- 
acter of delivery it is thought that three 
two-horse trucks will be able to do the 
same amount of work as the three elec- 
tric trucks as shown up in the result of 
these tests. 

Table 4 was prepared from figures ob 
tained in the vicinity of the electric auto 
owners’ premises in Brooklyn, and which 

actually represent the cost as found in an 
experience extending over a period of 
seven years, with a stable of fourteen 
horses, comprising and double 
trucks, each truck making on an average 
two trips per day to New York, with an 

single 

Feed for7 horses at $16 each per month.. .$1,344 00 
Shoeing, $2 each per month,............00. 168 OO 
Services Of VOtOTINALY «cccccccccccsccccecess 50 00 
Drivers’ wages at $13 per week..... 2 (P28 OO 
Depreciation account on 

7 horses at $300 each, 15 per cent..$315 00 
3 trucks at $00 each, 10 per cent... 120 00 
7 sets harness $0 set, 10 per cent 28 00 

= 163 00 
Repairs to NANeEsS ......cecccccccces 100 00 
Repairs to wagons.... 1) 00 

POU crcccees ceendieeoseens wendy $4.253 00 

Cost to run one 2-horse trnek per year.... $1,417 66 
Cost to run one electric truck per year.... 2.500 00 
Cost to run one 2-horse truck per day 
allowing 300 days per year ......... ee 1 72 

Cost to run one electric truck per day 
allowing 300 days per year......... - i 6 

rABLE 4. SHOWING COST PER YEAR TO 
RUN THREE TWO-HORSE TRUCKS. 

average load on the double or two-horse 
trucks of from 2 to 4 tons. 

It will be that a 
amount has been written off for deprecia 

observed very small 

tion on the electrics, which is in part due 
to the fact that so much of the truck is 
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4633 | 
417 

2780 
4000 
3975 
4500 
5573 
8000 
1000 
4975 
4500 

2540 
6200 
7445 1737 

4750 
1000 
3172 
I0o 

7545 
2035 
7486 
6748 

No. of Cases, 

— 

MOOR ND 
iS) 

— 

n= wm 

on on 

92 

92 
92 

> 

go 
go 

go 
87 
92 
92 
g2 
go 

92 
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Time, Minu Actual Runni 

300) 50 

700, 160 
2100 20 

7000 105 

500 6 

600 225 

700 60 
3200 160 
737 160 

| 332 | 170 
79V0 | 235 
3227 1So 

TABLE 2. 
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DATE. 

February 16. 
18. 
Ig. 
Ig. 
20. 
23 . 
24. 
24. 
ss. 
2. 
26. 
27. 

i « « 

a 
3: Z 
2 23. 

24. 
24 
i 
25. 
26. 
28. 
25, 
2 . 
30. 
30 

Ge Ge 

ELECTRIC TRUCK TEST. 

Voltage at 10 Am- peres Starting 

IIo 
IIo 
IIo 
100 
110 
IIo 
IIo 
IIo 
Ilo 
100 
Ilo 
Ilo 
110 
IIo 
IIo 
110 
T1o 
110 
Ifo 

Ilo 
Ilo 
Ilo 
110 
104 
Ilo 
IIo 
IIo 
Ilo 
Ilo 

IIo 
IIo 
'@ re) 
110 
104 
IIo 
IIo 
104 
Ilo 
Ilo 
104 
1io 
IIo 
100 
110 
110 
IIo 
IIo 
Ilo 
Ilo 
Ilo 
IIo 
Ioo 
IIo 
Ilo 
11Io 
Ilo 
Ilo 

ITO 
IIo 
104 
Ilo 
Ilo 
Ilo 
Ilo 
Ilo 
10g 
102 
92 

IIo 
Ios 
Ilo 
[Ilo 
Ito 
Ilo 
IIo 

Net Load Going. 

3500 | 
J 
i) 

2162 
750 

1405 
1457 
8247 
6651 
5763 
6v0 

65v0 
5650 
4750 
Sc (x) 

5500 
7180 
6175 
360 

5784 
6378 
{O21 
1930 
7186 

1s 0 
6000 
2000 
SOOO 
475 
S000 
5467 
5476 
5476 
6342 
5600 
Sc 8) 
1S« 0 
7654 
4300 
1452 
5781 
1789 
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q 
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on 
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No 

4o 
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NN WM 

~ Ww I 
sy 

40 
46 

104 
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sv 

—6 
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92 
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gO 

94 
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wn 
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being constantly renewed No insurance 
in either case 

From the foregoing it will be seen that 
ich remains to be done before the elec 
ic tru will drive horses from the 

treet it any rate the horses used for 
lisiness purposes 

Over-Production of Engineers. 
The over-production of trained engi 
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Things That are Usually Wrong—V. 
BY JOHN E. SWEET 

There are certain things about shaping 
machines that were made in certain 
| 
been followed by every manufacturer from 
, 

Ways 
y the designer Nasmyth, which ways have 

of these is day until the present time 
things is the location of the guiding slides 

which are, in the 
So far 

le ram, Main, as 
as the guiding Fig. 24 

proposal is that all university-trained engi 

neers should organize, and by united ac 

minimum “lr 
Leader, 

tion make sure of at least a 
London wage.’ — Morning ing 

neers 1s already causing much alarm in feature is concerned, that location is as 
the profession in Berlin. The competi proper as any, but there is another feature 
tion, it 1s stated, has become so keen that and that is the “cocking” or setting overt 
fully-qualified engineers, equipped with of the tool-holder slide for planing at an 
the finest training the best technical uni angle, when, if turned to a slight angle, 
versities of modern times can give them, the tool-holder slide collides with the 
ire glad to accept appointments with a guides. If the guiding element were placed 

; 
NG 

\ 

a 

att ll 
Pia FIG, 2 

ee 
FIG. 24 

>— oimemieka ms 

. 

rIG. 26 

\ 

—a 

FIG. 27 
rHE RIGHT AND THE WRONG W 

-: £7 ($25 $35) a mon hown in Fig. 25 a cut atan grea 

geous to the country at r angle 1 be made and vet ( ‘ 
t ena ndividual wo ci pete 7 holds slid Cie | \ ) 

( ra lorergne who have npairing ( ould o fea re 

pay the ed engineers mucl rh Phe guiding rfaces of m and 
the protes cit ides are sure to weat n it t front 

l T¢ ( « ming wnpo rik id The reme ly ( prac i remedy s 
lr] ( det l eovel that cut away ( \¢ y laces t tl 

ne ( hed in order to swe ear, cutting away more and more as the 
he d ! nited ibility rear end is approached. Fig. 26 shows a 

pani and methods of self-preservation good and simple way to lay out the land 
ire eimng eoverly discussed Phe late by striking the diagonal a nd taking the 

listance below the line for the width of 
the lands and the distance above for the 

gaps. Making the cuts diagonal in on 
direction in the slide and in the opposite 
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insure eve 
but 

never needs correcting neve 

direction in the will 
This 

that 
works badly, while the 

guide 
wear. will cost work, the m: 
chine 

has to 
‘ars gets too ba 

one that 
overhauled every few ye 
to use before gets refitted 

Che ordinary method of making the ve 
the of t 
objection th 

slide of the knee on 
the 

post 
single post shaper has 
all the sliding surfaces are exposed to tl 
accumulation of dirt and sand from tl 
work and the guiding surfaces are an un 
necessary distance below the cutting too 
When 
slide 

not used as a moving 
feed, but is slacke: 

and 

the knee is 
for the vertical 

off when and 
fast for use, the dirt is liable to accumulat: 

mad raised low ered 

— 

FIG, 25 

i 

ime anus 

€ JO fact, this 1s practically wu 
ivoidable and bad, and when the knee 1 

ed f ( rt feed it will, if tl 
. irface S are tT equa engti ind made 
how hig. 27, maintain its fit so per 

rectly S » req e 4 sening or bin 
g, and the guiding surfaces can be ex 

ended Ip : gl s the op f the vise 
s show 1 Fig. 28, and thus bring th 

ting train directly against a surfac: 
t right angles with the pus To get the 
vearing surface at rig gles with the 
push, which is right, the leve n the cas 

f a crank planer should have the wearing 
work is done, o1 

in Fig. 29. Te 
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monstrate that this is right, a good way of the plant for both intermittent and  motor-driv 
this, as in most mechanical problems, continuous operation under either con and entirel; itomat \ 
to carry the wrong way to an extreme — stant or variable loads 

nd note the consequences, and it will be As to the cost of fuel: With natural gas _ tio1 F 
und that the right way has already been ct 8 cents per 1,000 cu feet, t hiet 
irried to the extreme in the right dire cngine¢ rf rge power s 

I , period of t ae 

. ost of gas was |e than 2 mills pet 
Gas Engines in Power Plants. watt-hour, or less that per bra 

The object of this paper is to call your horse-power per hour, and that the tot the 
ttention to the use of gas engines in COSt of fuel, labor, : waste and suppl d I Lhe 1 l ¢ 
ywer plants, to discuss some of their ad was 4 mills per kilowatt-hour, or 3 
intages, and to raise the question why Pe? Morse-powel hour hese figures aré considere 

hey are not more frequently used for the @!most equ led by tests of plants using — pens¢ 
reneration of power. From the testimony SUction gas generated 1 racite ¢ 
f many witnesses who have had practical @! 95 4 ton i a SSRs Pra 4 rea - 
xperience, it would seem to have been ®™ount of Tuel used und Be cor CK 

repeatedly demonstrated that the best tions hould not exceed 1 pounds of Wa 
modern gas engines have many advan oal per brake horse-power per hour, and upplied tt 
tages over other forms of prime movers the cost of the e should not exceed 3 | ¢ 

the production of power for the ger mills pel horse-power with coal at $4 ” erectricity 
‘ration of electricity, for the operation of tM. Not a few suction gas producet torage batter 
pumping machinery and for manufactur power plants have delivered 1 brake hors tl 
ng purposes. Among these may be noted POWeT for less than 1 pound of anthracite need have 1 tx 

the very low cost of the fuel consumed coal burned per brake horse-power pet . 

( 
‘ 

elt to simply an engil n oil res ce ed de ‘ f 
—— vol d pump nd when the price ot led ir c 

oil is t il, the cost of f reduced be ged 
to Ie than ce per per unit of ver th 
power the { luce! ( 

The che ipest pows pt duction that the produce a 
‘ | hi Ve heard ot t Be 1 l lex Cve ( 

v here ( ] s een d yW " 1O C1 ‘ 

a barre I 322 yin 1 «¢ pabl I Pp I 
b general ¢ id ce eT C e-p yer ( 

= / f ne hour for the combu ot Ie et ¢ 
tha I p und of « \t tl rate the « t ri cl \ ; 

if por s less thar er hors« enset 
‘ *yY ur for And er SI vet 

he « { \ | ( ( 
4) ‘ er horse-powe | \\ ! t 

* x einciencie eported $O pe \\ t FIG, 29 1 
rman M P ent ne case I erta Dic ri r one I ( | 

THE RIGHT WAY * stands to reason that the fuel consump e ne I 
n ve very much Ik ! s in 

° , ‘ , the I teal eng ( \ ere the vel | 
per unit of power generated, the low cos <6 ‘ : : 

. 1 ge fuel consumption 5 pounds ot coa power plant atter 
{t operation and maintenance, 1 sim ) ‘ ] 41 ] tT ? : Ga of 14,000 British er! units calorifi pr ( 

plicity of the equipment and the tacility ; i 
ee | value per horse-power pet ut rr Ity WI 
tor quick starting [here are no stand- 2 

' 1:1, 7... Sponding to an efficiency of 3.64 per cent., the tormer 
y losses to provide for; the light load . 
fheiencies are equal, if not superior, to : 

. . I eportec i Dp 1 e < ‘ I 
hose of the reciprocating steam engine; P . , 
. e ] ° 1 oO e-pow?e pet rresp nding 1 \ 
he waste heat of the jacket water and : 

’ - ’ ’ nh en ncy Of 18.18 | el f t . 
xhaust gases can be profitably utilized in | 

of the efficiency report f the Dies« fe 
anners similar to the various ways now 
use for utilizing exhaust steam; there 9 

no danger from steam boiler explosions; , : _ 
¢ : I c a o¢ t ‘ ( t 1 rere 

e excess of latent energy generated from ; 
e fuel during light loads can be stored : 

, . . . £2 ge \ u 1 he I 
the form of gas in the gas holder more , 

: 1 eng r ( ) r é {1 eC” n 
momically than in any other form or 

a on per u of pows put 
any other means; the largest p ble ? : 

5 , : | power plat c engine need y pe ed 
ts are not demanded in order to obtain 

. 1 i\ D re x ¢ ’ ‘ f wy 
reasonably large efficiency and economy | ° 6 ( pre T if g ( eng ( 
t, on the contrary, gas power lends it- 

> ‘ “ magnet r dvr t roduc go the ere t 
f to the generation of power in sma ; : 

. ? sat Soe current required tor the electric ignitior ea eat 
s; and, lastly, there is the reliability 2 : . 

; of the charge of air and fue nd a circu ted thar t 
\ paper, slightly abridged, read before the Ohio lating pump for the iacket water The air cause me ¢ he 
jety of Mechanical, Electrical and Steam En : . 1 

neers by Prof. Wm. T. Magruder. _. compressor in irge plants 1s usually < ising the gas engine gi e dit 
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cult to operate and maintain than a steam 
power plant 

When it comes to the starting of an en 
the gas engine 1S excelled only by gine, 

the air engine, as the time required for 
starting it and getting it up to speed 1s 
less than that required to start a water en 
gine or a steam engine. Lack of exper 
ence and observation with windmills pre 
vents my _ speaking positively as_ to 
whether the windmill has any advantage 
over the gas engine in speed of starting. 
\t any rate, no steam engineer would 
think for a moment of attempting to start 
up a cold steam engine in the 30 to 60 
seconds required to start a gas engine and 

get it up to speed at full load. After one 
las seen gas engines up to 1,000 horse- 
power started, and the full speed attained 
in 45 seconds by the watch, one begrudges 
the time necessary to warm up the cylin- 
ders of a steam engine of the same power 

The 
steam power plant sometimes reaches 10 

the 

maintained continuously. 

standby fuel consumption in a 

per cent. when pressure has to be 

In a gas power 
plant, using either oil or gas from a gen- 
eral main, the standby losses are entirely 
absent. In a gas blower plant which gen 
erates its gas in its own gas producers, 
the fuel consumption when the engine is 
not running should not exceed 10 pounds 
per hour for each producer, owing to the 
fact that the producer has no tall chimney 
to create such a draft as would cause the 
ordinary boiler dampers to leak badly. It 
is for these reasons that gas power has 
been chosen and is preferred to operate 
the fire pumps, not only of mills and fac 

A com tories, but also of city districts 
bination of advances along two similar 
paths may be seen in the recent introduc 
tion in Germany and England of gas- 
engine-driven automobile fire engines 
One can easily see how it might be pos 
sible to have the gas engines operate as 
an automobile engine in taking the ma 
chine to the fire, and by the proper use of 
friction clutches cause the engines to pro 
ceed immediately to operate the pumps, as 

oon as the hydrant connections have been 
made. 

The light load efficiencies of gas engines 
vary as much among them as do the effi 
ciencies of different classes of steam en- 
gines under similar conditions. Being sim- 
ilar in construction, it would seem reason- 
able to suppose that the costs of running 

would be about two light equal in the 
kinds of engines. Tests and experiments 
seem to confirm this supposition 

\s from 20 to 50 per cent. of the latent 
of the fuel used in a gas engine 1s 

the of the 
jacket water, it requires but little genius 

that this hot water be utilized 
in laundries, in dye-houses, hot 

As from 30 to 50 per cent 

heat 

carried away in sensible heat 

to suggest 
and for 

water heating. 
latent heat of 

passes off thru the exhaust pipe, it has 
of the the fuel usually 

been repeatedly suggested that this heat 
should be used by causing the hot exhaust 
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gases to pass over heating surfaces sur- 
rounding, or containing, either the hot 
jacket water or additional water which it 
might be desired to heat; or else that the 
heat be used in raising steam for use in 
steam engines or in steam heating, or for 
such other purposes as might be desired. 
These suggestions have been carried even 
to the extreme of constructing and oper- 
ating an engine, one end of whose cylin- 
der is used as a gas engine, and the other 
end of the same cylinder, acting as a 
steam engine, using the steam generated 
from the hot jacket water by the products 
of combustion of the f'el burned in the 

When it 
is remembered that the exhaust gases not 
infrequently leave the gas engine cylinder 
at a temperature of from 1,000 degrees to 
upward of 1,500 degrees Fahr., it is quite 
evident that such a scheme is perfectly 
possible. As the use of the fuel in a gas 
engine is more efficient than in a steam 
plant, there is of necessity a smaller waste 
of heat which can be utilized for hot water 
heating and the like, and for this reason 
gas power has no advantage over steam 
power as a system of heating, for the same 

gas engine end of the cylinder. 

reason that you “cannot eat your cake 
and have it, too.” 

So far as I know, it has never been 
claimed for gas engines that they are fool- 
froof, nor that it is impossible to wreck 
them. The frequent experiences of ignor- 

ant people would disprove such a state- 
ment. 
culiar to themselves, which only means 

They are subject to ailments pe- 

that they should be protected from such 
possibilities. Gas engines have been 
known to go to pieces in the same way 
that 
cut usually thru no inherent fault of the 

steam engines have gone to pieces 

engine. In any case, the damages done 
were not to be compared to those of a 
steam boiler explosion. 

In a steam plant, the power generated 
by the boiler usually lags behind the de- 
mand for power required of the engine 
A parallel case is to be found in the suc- 

gas the demand 
made upon the engine for power causes 
the governor to regulate the quantity of 

tion producer, where 

consumed at each 
the 

is consumed. In 

sucked in and gas 
stroke, and where gas is generated 
enly as fast as it pres 
sure gas producers the excess of gaseous 

piped to a gas- 
where it can be reserved for 

energy generated can be 
holder, use 
curing the times of heavy load and with- 
cut any loss from condensation, radiation 
or the like, and only at the cost of the in- 
terest on the investment and of wear and 
tear and depreciation. 

It is that the 
efficiencies of steam 

much 

commercial 
are 

large en 

known 
small 
than 

well 
engines 

those of very less 

gines. This is chiefly due to the extra 
first cost and to the cost of maintenance 

and of operation of the many auxiliaries 

by means of which the lesser steam con- 

sumption is obtained in those plants hav- 

ing large units. Such is not the case with 
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the gas engine to such a marked extent 
hence the gas engine lends itself to sub 
division, and as a result partakes of all th 
advantages due to isolated units whic 
are automatic. The ease with which ga 
and oil may be piped from a central sourc 
to the different engines, causes this systen 
of power transmission to have many ad 
vantages which are surpassed only by the 
transmission of power electrically. 

The reliability of a gas power plant is 
dependent upon the character of the in 
stallation and the ability of the engineer 
in charge to keep it up to its highest per 
fection of operation. In these regards the 
gas engine does not differ from the other 
prime movers, or from other machin 
ery. That gas engines are reliable when 
in proper hands can be easily proved 
by the numerous records of engines whicl 
have run continuously night and day for 
many months at a time. 

If the above are some of the arguments 
which can be properly adduced for the uss 
of the gas engine in power plants, I de 
sire to ask the question, What are the 
causes which so far have prevented thei: 
more general introduction? Is it becauss 
the first cost of a gas power plant may 
slightly exceed the cost of a steam powe: 

If so, the an 
swer is that the increase in saving of fue 
plant of the same capacity ? 

will more than pay for the difference un 
der the usual set of conditions. Few gen 
eral managers prefer to earn only 10 per 
cent. with an investment of $10,000 wher 
they could earn 20 per cent. with an invest- 
ment of $12,000 for the same purpose. If 
because the gas engine in large units i 
still something of a novelty, the reason i 
ignorance or prejudice, only study and 
personal experience will remove these dif 
ficulties, and it behooves us, for the sake 
of our own self-respect, to inquire int 
the subject, and see if there is not some 
thing in it for us. 

One of our contemporaries announce 
that, owing to the severe drought that ha 

prevailed in certain parts of the country 

railroad officers have in some cases ot 

dered that locomotives shall run twice the 

usual distance with one filling of the tank 

This is exceedingly interesting. Is one 

to infer from it that they are to use half 

the usual quantity of water per mile? If 

so, then of course they will use half the 

quantity of coal also, and if they can get 

along with half the quantity of coal 1 

times of drought, probably they will be 

asked to do it in times of abundant rain 
fall as well. 

At Scranton, Pa., 
in the D., L. & W. shops was the victim 
of an unusual accident. When taking off 
a brake cylinder head the spring within 
was released and he was struck in the face 

recently an apprentic« 

with great force. Besides the bruising and 
laceration of his face he was thrown 
against an engine frame and stunned. 
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Letters From Practical Men. 

A Swivel Block. 

Machinist Editor American 
\t page 1553, among t new things 

noticed a swivel block that looked to m 
bottom side up. I think if the conve 
member were on the top it would not over 
ang so much whet clined 

™~ > 
iF 

\ Z 
A \ / / Wa . ¥ 5 . 

J ) ( 20 Ts 

eee eS Smee ee a 
FiG, ime r J must 

A SWIVE 1 ¢ C} 

ingle a ( ttempt 1 t how 
ig. 2 herewitl It ems e that 

s construction would be better t Sé 
n¢ ection witn the ng ma ne, as 

cit vv ¢ ild ) hal t As un 
I t when « g gular work. It 

ea bett \ ym ) 

1 drill press, as the t st of drill 
r would not have so mu ch tend y to 

it over, and it might be possible t St 
n many ) vit] t b ng drill 

table at all 
\nother advantage | Fig 

that when th It e looset 

d the two p tog e up} part 

t Fig. 1 tends d » by gt t t 
tion of great clination, while in 

g. 2 the center of gravity of th pe 

rt quite close te enter of move 
t, so there would be vy y lit { det 

to move r its vn d when the 
It vere loosened rl . 1 make it 
sier to ttoa given ancl nd inci dent 

the greasy machinist that used it 

ld stand a much better chance of get 

g past Saint Peter without having to 

ver sO many embarrassing question 

‘ig. 2 is not without some disadvan- 

of 
to make 

which is that it would cost 

in quantiti The convex 
} mbers would have to be turned one at 

me, while the convex members of 

tyle shown in Fig. 1 could be turned two 

ime Another objectionable feature 
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with Fig 2 1s that the gI ire s 
placed as to be liable to get bruised with 
the wrench when bo ge the devic 
platen of a machine tool Phis 1 
avoide it yme extel \ ik ay < end 

igs on the base rath _ - ring 
he he d 1g Vay it 1 n < 
gradi i ed S Tac ) ; r¢ 

¢ vay 1 ) Ss al 
he ends it t pply t ling-down 
OltS » the ide iugs, wn at in¢ B, 
which could not very well be done in ig. 
1. If bolts thru short lugs at e ends 
were thought desirable, the graduations 
might be protected by a strip of sheet 
metal, shown dotted, held on by two 
screws. This would cover gradua 

bolt, 

them, 

tions in the neighborhood 
where it 1s never necessary to see 

11 Ut t would leave them expo whert 
they are read against t ndex ¢ I do 
not show the graduations finer than 5 de 
grec is the drawing ( led Wy 
lustrate a basi pru ple, ) speak 

WALTER GRIBBI 

Dimensions on Drawings 
~~ . . 
Edit American Machinist 

Che article at page 1570 by E. H. Fis 
reminds me of time w [ was serv 
ng n t ( ( e ma 
MNS which ] rep tory t 
] iking a on as draftsmar It ¢ 
nly necessary t "A 1 know t 

\ { S a piece ) put in ier t 
properly dimension it. With this mit 
we m I ie mely, to the mat 

t +} ‘ \ e piece ( 
L« ) é ] ( r t < é 
it ‘ ( 1 

+d ¢ 8 ichi < 

or s f t made \ £4 ? g 

( dog ‘ 
ov ' end f 

17T1\ ] + 
- ‘ 

B 
; i 
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eeeeee Lt — 1 - 

- l . = 

1 R 

( to remove st I iiter 
W the distance etw yrtet 

shi le can be turned The s le Opel 
| ] } ition ire then ( ( | nd as it 

is n been necessary for the machinist 
to add dimensions, all chances of error on 

his part are eliminate 
Now let us consider the lete In 

building a special n 1 t necessary 

ctly ; M | 
d e wou 

If the drawing 
ind the be yw 
inch reamer woul 
small, while if gray 
would probably b 

reference to. thre 
both indefinite 1 
posed to use 
“tight” and how 

Unless the thi 1 
{ Ss gene il y 
re 1 lat 1 ( 

dard Or ‘ 1¢ 
Samplk vary 
mber of t ds t 

If sample 

tight” 1 
1] St 

( n to ¢ 

( Ti 
. t ff 

Sharp Planer Reversal 
| a ia : x1 

" 
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f { Selle: 
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e te ¢ 

I irawing 
\ li 
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{ t w e too 
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A Critic of High-Speed Tool Steel. 
Editor American Machinist: 
We hear a great deal of talk about spe 

ial tool steel, the terrible work it is doing, 
ms and tons of red, white and 
With these tests it 1s 

are taken dry, and from 

; a 
aking oft 

generally 

s10n conveyed person might 
more than one man think it would be 

ould 
1 whee 

iway the chips with a do to carry 
lbarrow and keep the man and ma 

completely buried out of 
\\ ere 2 

om being thine ft 
flow of ight in a few hours 

water or oil used to prevent the edge of 
the tool getting too hot and turning over, 
there is no telling what might not be done 
The steam arising from such a cut might 
be used to help heat the shop or drive a 
pump, or be conveyed to the boiler 

I have used several of these new steels 
and can't ee where they are so much 
thead of the self-hardening steel I used 

remember twenty-two years ago. I can 
when Mushet steel was used in a shop 
where I worked for heavy surface cuts 
only. I had made a pair of angle tools 
for doing a dovetail job on the planer, 
ind the other fellows at that time could 
not understand how I made such good 
time on the job. I held the secret for a 
long time intil, in fact, by lending the 
tools to othe 

ther Mushe 
rs they found me out. I had 
¢ tools the other fellows didn’t 

have, and I received an increase in wages 
several times because I was able to mak 
better time on my work 

\ fellow would think also, to hear all 
the talk about this new steel, that castings 
and forgings came in great, shapeless 
chunks and were cut down to shape like 
cheese with a sharp knife Now, I think 
that in most well-conducted shops there is 

metal cut into chips as possible, 
tings or forgings will be pret 

that tool for 

demand 
ty close to size and often a 
cutting scale would more in 
Thi 
plow 

thing ef big cuts ripping thru like a 
» the 

all right on large forgings 1 
looks nice t mind’s eye very 

and may be 

a steel plant and on a few rough, unim 
but it don’t go on regula 

building I and [I 
\merican machinists will agree with 

portant 10bs, 

machine know, know 
other 
me, that it is more important in making 
good to rough out the work closely, tin 
as there is no telling how many cuts 
may require to finish a job square, straight, 
round and true 

Almost any fellow can throw on feed 
enough to take a big, heavy chip, but that 
is the least part of running a machin« 
tool. The greatest saving of time is made 

in knowing where to start a job, how to 

lay it out, to chuck, clamp and finish it 

The 

used 

with the least amount of handling. 

one or two high speed steel tools 

may sometimes be doing the smallest part 
iob. of the 

I have seen machines so speeded up for 
new steel that a man could not take a 
decent finishing cut. Some of the bosses 

don’t seem to know that a slow speed 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 

vibration to the tool and the 
] chattering and a ess 

gives less 
machine and hence 
smoother job nearer to size and requiring 
less hand work 

No matter what steel is used, it is the man 
behind it that counts. Some men can do 
more with a properly ground, tempered 
piece of tool steel than others could with 
the best air-hardening steel Chere is no 
doubt a lot of hot air as well as hot chips 
goes with this new steel (CAMERON 

A Clutch. 
\achinist 
shows a 

Editor American 
Che 

copied 
illustration 

was trom one built in Germany 

December 22, 1GO4 

drops into engagement with the teeth ot 
The 

to the pulley hub, 
ratchet C ratchet C is secured the 

and revolves with 
loosely upon the shaft A. It is 
that if the bolt F be 

obviou 

withdrawn from en 
gagement with the pawl LD, the pawl 
will engage with one of the teeth of th 
evolving ratchet, the pawl assuming the 

position shown by the dotted lines. (Th 
orma pos on ot the bolt nen 

gagemel vith the pawl LD, a spring 
ne used obt that result M4 

easily eel ha the ratchet dish ant 
paw revoly g 1 the direc 101 I thre 
arrow will cause the outer surface of the 

pawl H to strike the bolt F, wl 1 W 

F1G LP PLIC 

securely fastened to the The disk B is 

shaft 4. The pawl PD is pivoted on the 
stud E, which is screwed into the disk B 
Che bolt F slides in two bearings on the 
main frame of the machine and is at 
right angles to the disk B. The move 
ment of this bolt is sufficient to allow it 
to project over the disk B and engage the 
pawl D, or to be withdrawn (by motion 
of foot lever or other suitable means) 
enough to permit it to clear the pawl 
When in the latter position the point of 
the pawl, drawn by the tension spring G 

ATION OF THE CLUTCH 

] “E> tl ; ] ] 1 |] depress that end of the pawl PD and lift 

its point out of engagement with the 
the disk 

the shoul 

ratchet C, further movement of 
shaft be 

der K on the 
and ng prevented by 

pawl D Good points about 

this clutch are: Positive stop; the ratchet 
may have as many teeth as desired (con 

, thus little time is 
the 

patible with strength 

with 
The objec 

high speeds 

wasted, the pawl engaging 
ratchet almost immediately. 

found that at 
shoulder K of the pawl struck 
the disk B would rebound and 

tion I was 
when the 
the bolt F, 
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allow ‘the point of the pawl to rattle 
against the ends of the teeth of the 
ratchet. This could be overcome by a 

the disk. 
3y taking off the washer on the end of 
friction brake of some sort on 

slid off and he shaft, the pulley may be 
the clutch inspected DIXIE 

Stealing Men. 
Isditor American Machinist: 

Your editorial, “Stealing Met : it page 

110, suggests a hard nut to crack, at least 
nm some cases. Some years ago I was 
stolen,” if that is the proper term; at 

east I was offered an inducement to leave 
he employ of Mr. A and take a place with 
Mr. B. Mr. B said that he did not care 
vhether Mr. A liked it or not He told 
me how he was doing and what vante 

aaa 

> *4 ~ r ' 

CY 

fr y, 
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? A 
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FIG, 2 

ind | 
trouble for some of hi 

told him there would be 
He said that 

f his men could not work for me they 

ne to do, 

s men. 

work for him, and would have 
so | As I pre- 
there was Mr. 

) played the baby act, wanted to smooth 
Mr. A 

speak to him any 
wful bad about it.’ 

ould not 

» go; made the change. 
licted, “something doing.” 

recognize 
] ‘felt ie 
measure 

over, said would not 
more, and 
I took his 

nd resigned 
The little of 
lite welcome while it lasted. 

vacation four weeks was 
Then came 

e buying of a lot of tools, getting a loca- 
n mn, getting 
inges and installing the tools, together 

carpenters and making 

th answering the calls of men who came 

ad., “Machinists Want- 
lot 

answer to 
Then 

our 
I could see a of trouble 

> 
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ahead if I “‘stole’’ men regardless of whom 
When a came 

and told me that he was working for Mr. 
Smith 
could 

they worked for. man in 

I made note of his name, what he 
do, 

that he was working for Mr 
what he wanted for pay, and 

Smith. Now 
Smith was one of my old-time friends; we 

Not 
my 

’ 

served our apprenticeship together 
only was Tom Smith’s automobile at 
disposal, but also his name as endorser on 
my note at the bank, if I had not the ready 

ish. At one shop I would need some 
f their gray-iron casting at anothe 
me brass casting ita er the t I 

the patternmaker and at another th 
use of their steam hammer | cess t 
their stocl yom 1 pplie Hire ( 
men and then g | favor ‘Not 
t e Cour 1 \ ell et 

K 

~~ 

ae H 
z = \ 

Pa ’ 
ra \ A : \ 

j 

he 
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CLUTCH 

she does.” A little later on Mr. A com 
plained to one of the office men that I was 
hiring his men, and said that if I didn't 
stop two could play at that gam \ctu 
ally I did not hire one of Mr. A’s men, 
altho I could have taken on all I wanted 
and without increase of wages 

Now, Mr. A in speaking of his men 
usually says “my men,” with emphasis on 
the my, and in more than one instance has 
he told some of them how he has run the 
shop at a loss to keep them at work and 
out of the cold 
And yet Mr. A has no compunctions when 
he wants a man; in fact, he hired me from 
Mr. C. With Mr. A it makes quite a dif- 
ference as to whose ox is gored 

Very paternalistic indeed! 

The new shop was not fairly under way 
before the men with something to sell be 

gan 
Imsist 
ly up to date, and am 
prices from Tom Smith 
stance at least Tom Sm 
he pi | r 
ny eldi gy alk t 
Why | 

iring omith 
Sing i 
ifting and 

gains ny 

ent, 
* t Vy exp 

At page 14 \ 

f B ~ 

| ( 
' é 

( | 
é “~ 

] ; I i 

cet if t\ \\ 

rw tat 1B 
; lf | 

¢ 1) p \ | 
die nd r ew 

who know ‘ d 

s, and whose me V 
the next shake of ( 

Editor American Machin 
In following the discu 

tealing of men, I have nm 
of the question which ha 

hand to 

that what th 

attract attention, and that t 

cards 
Was sti 
ers | 
h one 

ed to 
r wa 

0 

\ ie 
1) I 

\ tep 

jenn 

LINED 

ibout 
one 

seciic d 
pha 

> wheth: 
or no the employer from whom the man 
stolen a rig to further servic: 
f the man 

For example, suppose A es B, B be 
g about a $2 man: bi \ sees hithert 

undeveloped ability in B and puts him 
work which is beyond h capacity unle 
he is constantly coached After a tim 
during which A ha n « t | 
monev, B become profi t at 
first earns his $2 and the vegins to mal 
up some f A’s ] The ( ne alor 
and hire B iv tT \ p e be 

tween $2 and \ ao wl 
calls C a thief 1 swe t he w 
never PQive anotl eT W 

Acs a matter of fact. ¢ getting withot 
effort o1 expens¢ enent f nart of tl 

increased value of B, while B benefiting 

from a better education without paying hi 

tuition. The direct effe that A is di 

couraged in his efforts to better his worl 

men, and incidentally himself, and his me 
all feel it; in fact, men all over the cou 

try feel it at all times; that they ar 

steady losers thru the lack of their en 
ployer’s faith in their stability And it 

oht has } ie 1 



undoubtedly true that men do not fully 
realize that they may be receiving 
their pay in the form of education as well 
iS 1n Ca h 

In this case A did not intend to give B 
inything; he intended to get | none 
back Probably he inte led ea t b 

many times over! P ly B may 
seen the same thing done before a 
thought that his employ eping 
too long on low pay after he began to earn 
his way. Th ypens up the ol d sto 
the question f what 1 
scale of wage for a given « ~ f worl 

Che only relief that I can see from thi 
ondition of affairs lies in the education 
f employees up to the point where they 

j can see that they are under obligations to 
an employer who outs them in a way to 

and better higher pay work, and where 

they can see that they are only hurting 
their 
by allowing themselves to be 

own and their neighbor's prospects 
stolen under 

such conditions 
The fact that men are stolen will have 

that it will 
him to keep 

a good effect on A, in show 
him that it not do for 
his trained men too long on too low pay 
to make up for his expenditure in educat 

As for C, the much-maligned 
seen too much of him in the 

will 

ing them 
thief, I have 
past ten years to believe that very man) 
of his class, knowing the obligations of B 
to his employer, would steal him at all 

E. H. Fisx 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute 

Tables of English-Metric Equiva'ents— Errata 

Editor American Machinist: 
I beg to point out what appear to be 

serious errors in the figures given in the 
table of equivalents at page 1510: 
(1) You give 

1 Rod = 194 inches, Log. = 2.28780 
should be 

= 198 inches, Log. 2 29667 

(2) You give ‘ 

1 km. = 0.001 inches, Log. = 3.00000 

should be 

= 39370 inches, Log. = 4.59517 
You also give 1 km 3280.83 feet, 

where as D. K. Clark gives it 3280.860 
feet 

I do not pretend to have checked the 
table, but noticed these points and thought 
your attention should be called to them 

Nottingham, Eng TuHos. WRIGHT 
{The table referred to contains many 

equivalents which are not to be found in 
the standard tables and their verification 

This 
assume 

involved recalculation 
we cannot undertake, but 
that in preparing such matter our contrib 

would have 
must 

itors understand the necessity for accura 
cy and act accordingly All such tables 

are proof-read twice and by different par 
ties in order to insure against typograph- 
ical errors and that is all that we can un 
dertake The value of the kilometer in 
feet as given in the table agrees with the 
value given in Kent’s Pocket Book. The 
table is the most useful in its form that 

may be of any length « 
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we have seen, and it will at least serve as 
a suggestion to our 

Ed. ] 
readers in preparing 

similar tables 

An Improved Single-End Cutter. 

Kditor American Machinist 
The sketch illustrates a device I made 

liminate unnecessary work, and_ for 
loing more accurate work with single-end 
‘utters I] think it 1s every 

old method of holding the 
superior in 

re spect to the 
utter with key and setting a cut 
hammer and punch. It consists of a ma 

| he hole B in th lock A to fit the hole Bb 1 he ine steel | 
ring bar C, having one 
shown in the sketch, 
t for receiving the square cutter 

msistent with 
ter of bar. Two set-screws EG, F for 
idjusting the cut, G for engaging a pin 

to lock the cutter D in position. In this 
20 pitch, give you 

oso to 
14-inch screws 

ye turn of the screw, almost mi 

\\ | = | 

| 

| 

/ | 
| “ 

| 

| 

a 

Bid iE 
wy 

. | 
Q - V L SB U 

imerwan Muchinis 
AN IMPROVED MORPHIDITE CALIPER 

‘rometer accuracy By the old method 
you do not know whether you are getting 
oor or .o50 when you take in consideration 
the spring of bar when struck with a ham 

Another 
can use a very short cutter, being econom- 
mer. good feature is that you 

ical with steel where it would be impos- 
sible to use the same piece with the old 
method Wma. S 

An Appeal for a ‘‘Fair Show.” 

American Machinist 
With your permission, I, a negro machin 

Editor 

ist, would like to say tew words to 
readers of your paper, believing that they 

nd broad-minded the most intelligent 
members of the craft, will grant to me the 
right to speak a word for myself and some 
itthers like me, who, being born into the 
world thru no choice of our own, find our 
selves under the necessity of living in it 
and of doing as wel! we in for our 
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selves and dependents, with due. regard 
ts of others 

sing to pp ( l l ] Lilip 
negro Lhey il trying ) na the 
vnea from the chatt ind Iter thirty 
vears of trying it has come light that 
he so-called “negro questi must be 
ettle vy the negro and the best thinking 

en 

\ negro with a trade 1s sort of cur 
sity, both the employe d to his fel 
mw enmpioyee Che <¢ ye-Dred negro 
ver fills t intermediate sphere of ac 

ion, but is always found in the highest o1 
n the lowest menial service, and the man 

position of trust is the most re olding a 
white black or 

men that are 
spected of men, be he 

[ have found two or three 
employing negro machinists These men 
will take all that can be gotten. It is true 
that they require capability, docility and 
teadiness as the predominant character 

istics, but that is but to shield themselves 
from the fraud and pretense of. un 
scrupulous persons. If every negro that 
laims the title of machinist could come 
o the standard set by myself, the country 
vould have its quota of negro mechanics 
'o me it is not a question of color or 

but it 
eloped moral and mental capabilities 

is one embodying the de 
To 

some men it is a question of social inter 

‘reed, 

Some men don’t care how many course 
negroes and foreigners are employed 
Other men won’t work with a “nigger,” 
ind just because they “‘ain’t got no biz 
ness in a shop; they orter be helpers.” 
One man said that I was a “damned good 
fellow to go out with,” but that he would 

nigger.”” When the 
f ] IC iLlOW 

“work with a 
put 

raised quite a stir 
pairing to do and told me to nail on some 
boards. Well, that a furore 
that I used carpenter’s tools only at home 
after dark 

\nd my father thought the brickyard 

not 
filing, the same 
The firm had some re 

me to 
1 IOSS 

made such 

at $1.50 to $1.80, was good enough for me 
One firm thought differently, and so | 
just went on being a machinist. I am not 
anywhere near Mr. Usher or Mr. Mark 
ham or Mr. Beale, but I read and “‘figger”’ 
as much as I can. and I can do the same 
iobs that the other fellows do. It makes 
me ashamed to see a colored chauffeur 
speeding along with nothing but a knowl 
edge of steering, fancy tricks and unlaw 
ful speed. Suppose his machine breaks 

It goes to the shop, and a 
Once last year a 

down large 
bill comes to the owner 
man went to a small place about eighteen 

The 
shop in that town wanted to try the job, 

The man sent to our 

miles from home and wanted repairs 

and at a large price 
shop and asked to have me spared for the 
afternoon. We fixed up in two hours, and 
left the villagers gaping at the “damn 

nigger.” I may add that 1 rankshaft 

was ground up from lack of o1 

The best gang I ever saw was 1 gang of 
| ld not ioit mon men "1 
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treated me all right The meanest man 
stole some of my tools and I ever saw 

then offered me $5 to show him the mean- 
ing of minutes (’) and seconds (”) in 
measuring the angle of tapers. Most of 
the men in all the shops I wis ever in 
gave me the glad hand after the first day 

Now, employers and employees, won't i 
you. give us colored fellows 
hance? As for me, I don’t wat y\ 

you or be in your social realm, but I do 
want a chance to get a comn e Y 

If your boss wants to give me a job, don’t 
o on a strike Wait till I have proved 

myself to be a man among men. I would 
like to communicate with some of the 

on the subject 
A Necro MACHINIST 

% vent? 

Die Practise for Accurate Forging. 
Machinist: 

The tendency of late years to 
Editor American 

turn out 
1 better class of forgings than formerly 

am glad to say, 
this 

is becoming general, | 
ind the adoption of machinery for 

of work is, | 
more than anything else for the 

desire to cut off 

‘lass suppose, accountable 
improve- 

work in the 
Be that 
and ac 

ment; the 
a factor machine shop being alsO 

is it may, the dies for such nic« 
curate work must first pass thru the ma 
chine shop. It is a pretty rough and scaly 

i , 

= 8 > oo 4 ~ 

' i" —_ — t 

\ 
a 

FIG. 2 re 
FIG. 3 
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TOOL STEEI ACCURATE FORGING DIES FOR 

job that from dies that have not 
been properly fitted up to match accurately 
ind with a smooth finish. 

In the of good 
metal 

comes 

work the 
made is of 

production 
the 

the first importance 

the 
soon batter and crush, and the scale from 
the hot the 
‘auses rough work unless they are 

Basic 
in improvement if the blow-holes could be 

dies 
While gray iron an 

of which are 

swers purpose for a time, such dies 

iron wears into surface and 
over 

hauled frequently steel would be 

eliminated, but it seems that few perfect 
this 

very < stly. but 
castings produced of material 
Tool 

are 
steel is from my 

long one 
it fully pays for 

experience (and it has been a 
n this class of forgings) 
ight dies where the forgings are standard 
ind got out in large numbers 

llowed tO save steel 
ind 

stock a 

The plan I have f 
inswers the purpose very nicely 
ikes 

] arily 

only 
about one-third the ordi 
used. Fig. 1 shows the blank stee 

tor the die face as shaped for the purpose 

Fig. 2 is a cast inder a steam hammer 
holder mm die fitting and keyed into the 
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anvil block as in ordinary practise. A 7g- taking dimensions from t n the 
inch steel win is driver to the cent f \\ ! 
deep el g g Q Q 

ibout I nch« ( | tl ) t ew r 
red d I r I t t ; 

to the steel ft es t f ing 

face to its pla | 
ne { t Date f \\ w. 9 

I e ari ( rT 
Fig. 3 é ‘ it 

I different sl é dd ing 
rem | S te ‘ n 

n machi x t 1 | , 
ve made I-32 it g t ( ! 
1s smoot! ‘raved wit shia 
water whe { r e 

to the forgings if the fur cle f - 
ty sulf \Tt ey 

() 1S very irgely ¢ y ft rorg 
ngs, and it certainly dos 1 \ | rt W t " 
eaves. the mn wit irtace “\ ¢ lip n 

es or scarred places, besides making _ the 
he iron easier to work and heating the elluloid t 

piece uniformly From mv_ experienc: most as we \\ 1AM Hl. Wart 
with oil for heating and wi el ¢ 

for the hamn r, I can say that there is , ee Templet for Dividing Circles 
no reason why forgings cannot be mad Editor Am« - Ww 
which will require practically no machi : 
vork and very little worl 

them fit their respective place to make 

Draftsmen’s Scales of Paper. 

Machinist 
diseu n on drafts 

litor American 
Anent the recent 

men’s scales in your columns, I wonder 
why so few draftsmen use the paper o1 
cardboard scales I first became acquaint 
ed with them some years ago on the draw 
ing board ( f an | nel sh enginee! who 
persuaded me to try them; and to know 

it least 
patent attorneys, “‘l 

them is to love the m—in my cas« 
In the words of thx 
‘laim for them” 

1. Their length, 18 inches, 
laid off 

ting. Owing to their flexibilitv, this length 

illows long 
with one set measurements to be 

s not a detriment when using for small rEMPLET FOI IN : 

work, as only a small space has to be clear 
oO! >» hoar ona) is flexibilit i] . n the board Again, th exibility w a oe for equ 
permit the scales to be bent around a curve er ae ; = , aistant | ( e circl CE \\ 1 

— oa se ] 1 irregular line and a fairly close mea 1 pointed tool in th oar e flange 
irement taken f | aia S acted ( em 1 Cl 

— eae ee el 7 S 1 lil | ‘ , ~ ‘ 2. Being subdivided full leng 1, a mea oe ree p eing found bs 
urement can be taken directly from th , ‘ neal f f th numbered 
end, in the same way as from an ordinary 1: —— 1, ; , steps; lines ( ( v1 yr the ra 
two-foot rule, instead of having tv look ot 4 a a ee , : 7 F . ul i AA \ ¢ ctl cig I prick 
first at one end for the feet and then at the cS hae ' ‘ ’ 5 4] radial punche ‘ ( e radial 
other for the fractions Then the cente 1 4] Bali in¢ Lilé { 
Tt the scale can be piace ] ona line of the 

7 : irate 
lrawing and distances laid off each sid ; 

; vo! e and 
vith the one setting : , eee ae 

‘ a ; I l 1-04 Incl 
3. Owing to the extreme thinne f the sige a a 

es, the end can readilv be slid unde 
3 < ¢ t tir Wi nte 

the edge of the triangle or straight-edg 
1 1 ‘ 1 ‘ 1 9 T ni 7, cs u ringing the zero mark tt ine with either . , 

; ; , f +] f al 
becoming a scale graduated from the 8% 

extreme end, as suggested by on of your (‘#¢ num . ; 
respondents, without having the disad the ' the metet gvreat and 

ntages of one really made t net 
1. Being made of pape the points of y 

lividers and mpasses are lulled DD H 



A Swaging-Die Trick. 
Editor American Machinist: 
The sketch, Fig. 1, shows a swaging die 

for tapering the end of tubing. Some of 
the difficulties I have experienced in mak- 
ing such dies and how I overcame them 
may interest your readers. 

My first experience with a die of this 
kind was filled with trouble; the making 
of the die was a simple matter, the dif 
ficulty was in the hardening. I tried every 
known way to keep the die straight, but it 

bend, as shown at A, about 1-16 
Mechanics | told 

did not have the proper fire, did not cool 
the di 

would 
inch consulted me | 

properly, did not dip it correctly, 
etc. One day, while studying over the die, 

| concluded to cut swaging grooves on 
both sides as in Fig. 2, not taking into 
consideration the hardening but to save 
teel, and to my surprise, after hardening, 
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If W. H. S. will use a neutral ink such 
as he can prepare by dissolving neutral 
aniline water (for instance, for 
black, water-soluble nigrosin) no chemical 

salts in 

action will occur and his fountain pen will 
be both ornamental and useful. 

Max Meyer. 

For the Abolition of Rivet Holes. 
Editor American Machinist: 

So far as I now know, the St. Louis Ex 
position will not in the retrospect be notable 
for any entirely novel exhibit of industrial 

think of anything achievement. I do not 
which has been mentioned of the vast as- 
semblage of the trophies of the productive 
arts so prominent and striking as to mark 
a new departure in any line of invention 
or to be the beginning of any new indus- 
trial epoch, altho many things indicated 
very satisfactory if not astonishing general 

When we look back at the St thi die was perfect progress 
\fter giving the first method a little Louis aggregation, say a quarter of a cen 

thought and study, it was easy to see the’ tury hence, we may then perhaps be abl 
cause of the trouble. Owing to the con- o discover the beginning or the first 
struction of the die, the grooved side promise of something which by that tim 

8 ‘ »%, 
} L 

| ‘A x. | - 

os 

1 
‘ * . FIG, 1 

Rel? 

| 

| | } \ } | 4 ~ 
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TWO SWAGING DIES. 

shrunk quicker than the opposite side, will have attained to dignity and import 
causing the bend as shown in the sketch. 

I make a number of dies of this kind 
and when it is not possible to make a 
double die I mill a groove as near like the 
working groove as the stock will allow. 

yD. G. 

The Trouble With the Aluminum Fountain 
Pen. 

Editor American Machinist: 
In reply to the question of W. H. S., at 

page 1541, about an aluminum fountain 
pen, I beg to say that the leakage of ink 
is due to the formation of gas produced 
by the of the fluid 
upon the aluminum (or aluminum alloy 
Al + Zn). Aluminum is 
strongly by hydrochloric acid, converting 

action chemicals in 

attacked very 

it into aluminic chloride and disengaging 
hydrogen, thus: 

Al. + 6HCI AlCle + He. 
Solutions of potash or soda also easily 

dissolve Al, forming the so-called alumi- 
nates, thus: 
6NaOH + Al, Al, (NaO). -f- He. 

It is well 
shabby and un 

ance and world-wide renown. 
to remember the very 
promising exhibition of electric traction 
which was made at Philadelphia in 1876. 
Surely no one then had any adequate idea 
of what it portended. 

If I might mention one of the exhibits 
at St. Louis most suggestive of vastly 
wider application, it would be that of a 
digester exhibited by the Continental Iron 
Works, of New York. 
g feet in diameter, 42 feet 9 inches long 

This digester was 

over all, 11-16 inch thick in the cylindri 
cal part and 34 inch thick at the ends, and 
the 
single and continuous piece of steel. 

exhibited was a 
The 

area of metal, as I figure it, was some 
the be 

entire structure as 

thing over 1,200 square feet. In 
ginning it of course consisted of several 
sheets which had been cut and shaped as 

and then had united by 
welding. That the welding 
practically continuous and homogeneous 

required been 
produced a 

whole is sufficiently evidenced by the use 
to which the digester is to be put. It 
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goes into a paper mill and reliably sus 
125 pounds to the 

square inch. The digester shown was not 
tains a pressure of 

an isolated example to show what is pos 
sible to be done at any cost and the up 

limit of the line 
which it represented. The digester was 
to-date possibility in 

only one of a number of similar ones 
Pe | Lil¢€ which are constantly being made by 

Continental Works to the 
the Pusey & Jones Company, Wilmingto: 
Del. The 
ried with it, 

Iron order 

single digester exhibited 
therefore, the assurance tl 

it represented a successfully established 
and reliable manufacture and als line ot 
that its production was not unprofitabl 
to its manufacturers and exhibitors 

Of the vast improvement in the p1 
the digester as formerly made of over ( 

number of sheets riveted together it see 
unnecessary to speak. 

and 
liter, 

quit For the same 
capacity strength it, of 
much lig and, by t 
holes throughout, 

without weak spots Every 
Strong as the re part is of course ‘“‘as 

and where any part is subjected to greatet 
strain than other parts, this can of course 
be computed and provided for in 

the the different 
parts, with no weakness anywhere as com 

appor 
tioning thicknesses of 

pared with other parts and no superfluous 
metal 

It happened that many years ago I was 
located where a_ great many “rotary 
bleachers,” as we called them, were built 

These, as I 
up to 8 feet 
Some 

remember them, were made 
in diameter and 30 feet long 

earlier ones were smaller. with 
hemispherical ends, these ends being made 

f riveted together, with of several sheets 
many seams, both longitudinal and circu 

lar, in the body. They were ugly things 
did 
and often gave out in use, sometimes with 

not carry as high pressures as now, 

most destructive effect Sheets were pro 
duced later large enough for the heads in 

the still 
shell weak 
the riveting 

a single piece, but heads were 
riveted in and the also was 
ened throughout by 

The seamless digesters seem to be pro- 
duced by what is practically a secret proc- 
ess, as I understand that the manufactur 

any information re 
We therefore do not 

as we should 
the 

ers decline to give 
garding their work 
know as much as we might, 
and as we doubtless will, of how work 

but we see and know enough to 
the 

is done; 
be very sure that field of application 

! of the sheet steel welding process is vastly 
greater than is now being exploited, and 
somebody is failing to get the manufac 
turing profit, and the mechanical world is 

failing to realize the practical profit which 

all might share. 
The riveted digesters which I saw 

manufactured years ago were many of 

them transported by being rolled off the 

dock into the river and then towed thru 

the canal or other waterway to destina- 

The 

course be treated in the same way, and it 

tion seamless digesters could of 
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them 
the 

is more than probable that some of 
handled. Why, then, is not 

canal 
ire so 
seamless boat, the seamless barge, 
the seamless ship easily possible? It is 

the experts in this line to tell us what 
s the limit in this direction. To the out 
ider it is only a question as to whether 

is the work or the fire 
If it is the 

which has to be 
inipulated former, there is 
course a limit, but if the latter, wha 

ructure 1s too big? It seems sel 
ithout a single addition to our present 

plate girders and othe1 ledge, that 
structural steel work 

ould not be weakened by rivet 
letails of bridge and 

that they imply TECUMSEH SWIF1 

A Prize for Denaturing Alcohol. 
\t page 1516 we presented some of the 

irguments for free alcohol for use in the 
rts, the 

the alcohol ; 
iturized.” 

tax on alcohol to be 
vhen 

(The nearest word to this tha 
ve find in our dicti denatural 
ed. ) 

il to be employed for the denaturing has 

maries S 

It seems that the process or mate 

ot yet been satisfactorily determined. The 
Russian Government offers a prize of $25, 
750 for a solution of the problem Phe 
equirements are specified as follows 
he substance employed must not 

he spirit unfit for technical use; it must 

ot produce caustic products nust not 
eave a residue after burnit g, so th 

; 1 , vick or metallic parts of a motor would 
injured or affected: must not be poisor 

us; must render the 
must not ‘onsumption ; 

dangerous sme] must be efficient 
mall quantities and of low cost: must he 

adily capable of 

f such nature that the denatured spit 
innot be renatured except at a prohibits 
st The term f presenting ‘ 1h 
inces ends July, 1905 len kilograms 

f the substance, with memoranda of test 
nd instructions are to be sent. and will be 
ihmitted to the thre laboratori f t] 

stry of finance, Odessa. St. Peter 
Moscow Phe ré sults of the irg and 

stigations will be vestigated hy n 
ttee of award If two compet 
udged equally tisfactory tl] pri 

te divided equally he process 
irded the Pp! e he ne the property f 
treasury 

of the Cincinnati Society of 
Mechanical Engineers. 

At a meeting of the Cin nati Sx \ 
Mechanical Engineers held Decembet 

Officers 

{ following nce we ected for 

ensuing year: President, T. A. Sperry 

e-president, Geo. H H 
y. S. M.. Ratliff treasurer, J. ( 

mm: librar ( Meie 
council, Er Richter. B. O. G oO 

ve issued an attractive booklet sett 
rt] the 

nanufacturing enterprises 
advantages of Jol et as a location 
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Steam vs. Air for Liquid Fuel and Oil Burners.” 

Ina 
stated that when burning oil as 
the aid of a 

previous paper on this subject | 

steam jet, I did not believe 
that air is required in any quantity what 
ever to aid the combustion of the oil, and 
that 
sufficient to 

the oxygen contained in the steam 
take care of con 

was taken to task by a few of the men 
hers for making thes« ssertions, whicl 
may appear rather startling Neverths 
ess they are true his fact h ng bee 
demonstrated by exp nent t \ \ 
Satistactiol i few vears Q 

For the benefit t those w did 
ive the opportunity t he ne e 4 

per, especially that part pertaining to the 
when burn 

ng oil with the aid of steam jet, I sl 
X¢ Ip portiol Tt thie Ty igall d 

ncidentally I might state that since thei 
| have found no re for changing \ 

Before commencing thi 
ead even more fully the reports of tes 
f liquid fuel and burners made by the 
hief of the bureau of steam engineering 
Rear Admiral Geo. W. Melville, U. S. N 

Of the fourteen tests made, I find that 
he best result obtained unde natur 
ratt was 1n test 3, v1 765 pounds of 

nour evaporating 14.43 pe | 
vater per pound of o1 nd maintaining 

high an efficiency, if t higher, tl 
test 8, in which 3.303 pounds of 

10.77 barrels) px were Use , 
reed draft This evap ted o1 10.77 

nis ere amoun 1 ( CD 
| smoke w ( 

hroughout the t dratt opening 
uring tl t¢ Cc] ( O42 i 

nches, while in te 2 the draft opening 
ntained only 124 s¢ ( es 
ulted higher eff , 

% were due t f f prov 
vtho ) t 1 \ 

‘ | t ‘ f d 

( ( ‘ 2; W SOO 1 
, R O84 « Fong the { 

( e amou | d pe 
$8,000 cul te | 

9,000 c tee The ] f 
Té er mm ; ‘ 

\ ( | itte r 0 
‘ + Wi ‘ 1 

| Wel I d \ 
IX v ti pplying ild 

. with | | ; 

1g tor combu N 1 
hers t] | i ee f 
, i ( 

WV he p ] , j 

IT ( t evap t¢ ¢ well iS 

yplying enough oxyg f ‘ 

] be eve itistact ré 1 ( 1 ( 

( p ] | The yvrea trouble \\ 

way remal v1 l etting the air in 

the rig place and a ust the rig time 

*From a paper by Ge G. Bennett read before 
l Ohio Society f Mechar i Ele ica nd 
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If past experiments prove anything, I am 
firmly convinced that the w e scheme 1s 
mpracticable ing steam as a means of 
omizing ‘ | to ¢ into the 

furnace in such quant is will produce 
he bes 1 doubt the 
ily rec r g liquid fuel 

It stands to re ustible so 
itile 11 does not 

eq ( a ( ( il 
Now ve } under 

pressurt 1 true ¢ good sup 
1 } nD ( decom 

ed the 
gases b \ yme 
tor tca effect the 

perience 1a ( ictually 
curs when e aid of 
eal Le t In 1 

pound oO.88Q9 pound of 
KV Re I oO ydrogen 

the <« plete 1 pound of 
» a i \ | id ot cat 

bo equire 07 Pp xygen \s 
the verag 1d vetroleum contains 
sant Ge wee cont cast nd about 12 
Der nt. hvdros +] ' wit t oxygen 

1 eft ymbustion 
_— 6- ok 69 pounds of 

oe t required 
{ , ell will be 

» > ) OAs | team Ol 
\\ 

Sty ( ent. hy 

gen O.S8O | en. One 
f vil O.S38O0 O.1T! 

8 poun P mbustion 
. hs O.111 72 

; t | i we 

c nly 1 
FR ' it i 

( ‘ | thie 
’ ‘ 1 hy 

ot ‘ 0.of 

‘ 
, ‘ 1 of 

, 0 
\ \ 

1 © | 
I I 

Wa » 
{ t { 

‘ ‘ 

W ] N it 

W \ 1 

i d | ( 
1 ci t I i 

valve ( t he 

ean t vhnen 
if ne 3 m of 

he we ha { g alt. 
, ump LUX ry which 

equire ex fuel l t only 
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this, but the amount of air required is ex 
traordinary. This is just where the trouble 
occurs, viz.: in not being able to distri- 
bute the air where it is required most, and 
the production of black smoke is the re 
sult. Those who have experimented with 
air will readily agree on this point. 

With the use of steam there can be no 
for complete combustion can 

There is no 
uncertainty, 
be maintained at all times. 
such thing as a smoky furnace, no trouble 
with the tubes or flues stopping up with 
soot, no air to regulate; the burner can 
be made automatic, and as long as the 
steam and oil supply is maintained at the 

further attention is 
Some of the advantages of 

form 

correct standard no 
necessary 
liquid fuel are: Its concentrated 
economy of handling, increased evapora 
tive efficiency, cleanliness, abatement of 
the smoke nuisance, reduction in depre 

reduction in repair ac ciation account, 
count, reduction in sundries account and 
efficiency in emergency. 

The efficiency of oil over that of our 
best coal, pound for pound, is from 30 to 
jo per cent. In regard to cleanliness it 

has no competitor; no dust or dirt from 
the handling of ashes or coal. There is 
also a large saving in paint, brooms, tube 
cleaners and waste. The great cost of in 
stalling smoke consumers in cities where 
the smoke nuisance is experienced may be 
ignored, because there will be no necessity 
for complying with the law. Smoky chim 

When 
burning oil a smoky chimney is good evi 

neys will be a thing of the past. 

dence of imperfect combustion 
The time required to convert a furnace 

from coal to oil burning, and vice versa, 
is very short, not over two hours at best 
The used in 
changing a furnace from coal to oil burn- 
ing are, to clean all the ashes and clinkers 
off the grate (it is not necessary to re 
move the grates). the 
with a layer of firebrick, over the firebrick 

methods I have always 

then cover grate 

spread a layer of ashes or sand (common 
clay will do if nothing better can be 
found), 2 or 3 inches in depth, which will 
be found sufficient. To change back t 
coal requires only a very few minutes. 

In regard to oil burners, there is reall) 

Near 
ly all the oil burners in the market at the 
no secret in making a good burner. 

present time give good results when prop 
erly installed and handled. In my experi 

found that the 
simplest form of burner gave the best re 
ments with oil burners, | 

sults, provided proper care was used in its 
construction \ burner that is very com 

that it 
enced person to operate it, will generally 
plicated, so requires an experi 

give more or less trouble and will Ib 
found unsatisfactory. The burner must bx 
so constructed that it will atomize the oi! 

before it enters the furnace. If this is not 

accomplished there is liable to be more or 

less waste of oil and a smoky furnace. 

who ar For the information of those 

not aware of the amount of oil used at the 

present time for fuel purposes, I will enu 
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merate a few of the large corporations 
who have adopted, or who are about to in- 
stall, oil burners. 1 believe California has 
made the greatest strides in this direction, 
due, I presume, to the scarcity of other 
kinds of fuel, while petroleum is very 
plentiful. In 1901 the city of San Fran- 
cisco alone spent $10,000,000 for coal, but 
at the present time this coal bill has been 
cut intwo. More than 250 establishments, 
or I might say large factories, have dis- 
carded coal and adopted oil. It is also 
used in a very large number of houses 
The fact of the California is 
using more oil to-day than the State pro- 
duced in 1901. 

In regard to the railroads, the Southern 

matter is, 

Pacific is burning oil in about 250 of its 
locomotives, and the company intends to 
equip its entire system for the use of oil 
The Santa Fé is the 
amount of oil used by the Southern Pa 

The Houston & Texas Central Rail 

burning double 

cific. 
road Company is using Beaumont oil for 
fuel. The Kansas City Southern Railroad 
Company is now equipping its locomotives 

The Trans-Caspian with oil burners 
Railroad is using oil on 1,600 miles of 
road. In Russia oil fuel holds full sway 
both on railways and steamships. Fort 
2,000 miles along the Volga, boats are 
propelled by means of oil. The amount of 
oil used in Russia is enormous, being 
about 800,000 tons a year. A fleet of 
nearly forty steamers, operating between 
London and Borneo, burn nothing but 

liquid fuel. 
In many shipyards, both in this country 

and Europe, steamships are being equipped 
All around New York 

ships, including battleships and cruisers 
The Dutch 

Steamship Company uses oil for fuel. The 

with oil burners. 

are to be found burning oil. 

Hamburg-American line has four steam 
ships using liquid fuel. The North Ger 
man Lloyd line also has two steamers 
burning oil; the East Asiatic Company 
has two; the China Mutual Company 
three. Several big ships, to run between 
New York and Hawaii, are to use oil for 
fuel 
being 

A fleet of steamships to use oil is 
built at Camden, N. J., for the 

California-Hawaii trade, and three iron 
steamers of Seattle will be converted into 
oil burners. I believe I have quoted 
enough to show that oil as fuel is coming 
into strong competition with coal, and in 
countries where coal is scarce liquid fuel 
will take its place. 

In a comparative test made of the Beau 
fuel oil by Prof. J. E. Denton in 

1902, there are points worthy of reproduc 

mont 

tion in. this paper Before making the 

test the boilers were allowed to cool for 
three days, the water in the boilers hav 
ing a temperature of 64 degrees Fahr 

The time taken to raise steam to 85 

pounds pressure was only 59 minutes 

when burning oil and under the same con- 

ditions 1 hour and 17 minutes was re 

quired when using coal. Throughout a 

range of from 112 to 220 horse-power the 
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total evaporation from and at 212 degrees 

Fahr. per pound of oil varied from 3.1 to 

When 

the 

4.8 per cent. of the boiler output. 

using coal under the same boilers, 

evaporation from and at 212 degrees per 

pound of coal was 9.17 and 8.94 pounds of 

water when developing 93 and 119 horse 

power, respectively. 

The number of barrels of oil equivalent 
ton, or 2,240 pounds of coal, is 4.23 

and the equivalent cost, allowing $3 per 
ton of 2,240 pounds for coal, is at the 
rate of 75 cents for 42 gallons of oil. The 
weight of a barrel of crude oil, containing 

322 pounds 

to I 

42 United States gallons, is 
The composition of the Beaumont oil is: 
Carbon, 85 per cent.; hydrogen, 12.30 per 

nitrogen, 0.92 per 
The number 

cent.; oxygen and 
cent.; sulfur, 1.75 per cent. 
of heat units contained in I pound is 19,- 
060 
0.920; the flash point, 142 degrees Fahr., 

181 degrees. A 

The specific gravity of this oil is 

and the burning point, 
gallon weighs about 7.66 pounds. 

One great objection urged against the 
use of oil as fuel is due to its inflammable 
and explosive qualities. This no doubt 
arises from lack of knowledge as to its 
nature, because those who have had ex 
perience with crude oil know differently 

The fact of the matter is, crude oil is very 
hard to ignite. As an illustration, I filled 
a water pail full of crude oil, and then 
threw into the pail a shovelful of red-hot 

The 
ing them into so much water. 
taken a handful of burning waste and a 
lighted pine torch, the results, however 
being the the live 
Even a red-hot bar of iron had no effect 
This proves that the oil is not as danger 

consider it to be. If 

similar to throw 
I have als« 

coals. result was 

same as with coals 

ous as you 
wish to put out an oil fire, do not attempt 

many 

to extinguish it with water, for water has 
a tendency to intensify the fame; it must 
be smothered out by earth 

Good Luck or Bad Luck? 

While Mrs. Levi Hull was visiting her 
husband at the mill of which he has charge 
in Ephrata, November 15, her 
dress caught on the shaft of the 
stones, and in his efforts to release her 
Mr. Hull also was caught, and both were 

the shaft. 
gling to escape pushed aside the hopper 

Pa., on 
mill 

whirled around and in strug 

which in turn threw an iron bar into the 
opening of the upper stone and stopped 
the machinery. The couple thus escaped 
immediate death, but received internal in 
juries and had their legs broken in three 
places, so that both are yet in a very crit 
ical condition Villers’ Review 

The Insurmountable Difficulties of the Metric 
System. 

Bacon—Where do you suppose that 203 
Metre Hill got its name?” 
Egbert—Oh, I guess that’s where the 

Port Arthur Gas Works located.— 
Yonkers Statesman 

are 
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Foundations and Foundation Drawings 

BY A. D. WILLIAM 

lhe general practise in making founda 
tion drawings, particularly when for a 
arge piece of work, leaves a great deal 
f work to the field man which could be 
lone much easier in the office, and the 
result is a great deal of unnecessary trou 
le, and sometimes additional expense. 
[he man who makes the drawings is very 

ly familiar rare with field work, and hence 
ranslate from 

foot for 
and add up long strings of 

the man on the job has to 
feet and inches to decimals of a 

is elevations 
figures to get his distances Dimensions 

small fractions of an inch 
brickwork 
chamfered 

ire given in 
Corners on 

tor 
o locate corners 
ire rounded and concrete 
r left sharp 
Where a large extent of ground is to be 

overed it is advisable to fix upon two base 
ines at right angles to each other and so 
ocated that they are clear from all ob 
tructions, and the corners of all buildings 

r the 
hould be i 

corner CC ylumns 
these lines If 

be so 
are positive 

centers of the 
cated from 

possible, these lines should located 
hat all dimensions The cen 

1] 1] ter lines of a important foundations 
located in this also, as 
their relation to the 

hould be manner 
vell as in buildings 

overing them 
Where an estab] 

it is well to use it as 
this 1s 

ished bench is available 
a basis for all eleva 

tions; when not the case, a base 
1s convenient 

be 
must be established, and as it 

this can 
100.0 ft 

to avoid negative elevations, 
done by calling the bench elev 
In fact, this is sometimes done when using 
in established datum. The bench and the 
two base lines furnish an accurate and 
convenient method of locating all impor 
tant points. 

Loca] ind the 
must be known to determine the 

conditions superstructure 
founda 

tions. The center of pressure should de- 
termine the center of the foundation; this 
is particularly the case where piling is re- 
quired. The size and shape depend upon 
the load and the shape of its base, the top 
of the foundation being made from 2 to 6 

than 
The sides 

nches or more larger on all sides 
} t he base of the superstructure 

ror re battered when of hight : con ome 
crete a uniform slope is usually employed; 
rrickwork is stepped out at header courses 

to conform to the slope. The amount of 
atter depends upon the hight of the foun 
dation and the bearing value of the ground 
\t the 

put in to 
bottom a footing course of concrete 

of the 
than 

level up the bottom 
1 slightly larger area 

When 
ve been determined an excavation plan 

xcavation, of 
foundation the foundations 

be laid out: this is a great « venience 
for the field force It should give th 

ncipal center lines, the locations of all 
corners of the pits either from the 

in base lines or substations, the depths 

d the elevations to which the excavation 
to be cari ed If piling necessary 

elevations at which thev are to be sawed 
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the 
ections 

all and 
off must be given, both on cross 
and plans; an outline of the foundation 
n red or watered inl d all important 

center lines are necessary. It ft 
S required, t should be it it 

r manne Piling can be finished off in 
two ways By laying heavy nber caps 
ong each row whicl re secured to the 
piles by drift bolts; upon these caps and 
drift-bolted to them is laid platform 
upon which the masonry is started. The 
drift bolts are usually 34- or 7¢-inch round 
ron driven in holes bored % inch smaller 
Square drift bolts are often used, but are 
not as good as the ind—they do not 
hold as well \ second and better method 
of finishing the piling is to excavate be 
tween the piles to the depth of about on 
foot; concrete then laid in which the 
tops of the piles are embedded. The thick 

( > 

ts 

D< D« 

B 

A 

’ 

iw wan & oe 

WASHER FOR FOUNDATION BOLT 

ness of the mat depends upon the load 
If the soft 
better to excavate about three or 
below the tops of the piles, then fill in 
around them with coarse gravel to within 
a foot of top, ““Ma 
sonry Construction,” Baker, 1s a 

bottom 1s and uncertain, it 1s 
four feet 

then concret« 
by Ira O 

good general treatise for those who wis 
to go further t 

In regard to dimensioning, the elevations 
should be given in fee 
foot, as level rods are divided on this sys- 
tem. Lineal and vertical distances should 

feet and inche or feet and 
Is, depending mainly on the work 

indations feet 
| and if 

can be supplied 

The 

For machine and building fot 
nd inches are usually employed, 

‘ Tie Id force 

tapes to this graduatior 

necessary the 

deci with 

\ wever, 1 nore con 
ent e f { and the 

€ erro! n be reduced by using 
ded with 

For cating ling-dow1 lt pat 
vy wh mber ot them come tn 

n¢ n 1 roller tables, their spacing 
should y t lt listance from the 
enter to check 

up the templet to set it, as the two sets 
f dimensions 1 t k h other. The 
ley 1 i t i ts should be 

given, as this enables the rod man to hold 
here and iccurate 
y without disturbing the templet This 

t appli re particularly to built-in 
volt When the bolts are to be set after 
he ompletio f tl foundation, bolt 

Xes OF pip ron pipe is con 

enient for 1 galvanized 
eet-iron pi et le by any tin 

bh f the Olt lhe upper foot 
or tw t t t d also be en 

ed in a pip lf ce |. wooden boxes 
rn he e ft 1 { é No box 

Te hould mui ller than 3 
che liametet liameter of bolt plus 2 

nches o 1 rule for proportioning 
It boxe WI! the ma ery bed plates 

e heer nd leveled up, these boxes 
filled witl nd very nearly to thetr 

p bet g ¢ 
In heavy e often built 

n thru whi the lower end f the bolts 
be 1: ft ex ve but de 
le He v bolt ré to build in 

solid, and w ‘ ff below the toy 

f the foundatior re tt miesome Dur 
ng construction e pipes, 1 matter how 
well looked aft e likely to have some 

thine fall into them, and the nut, if built 
n, may be badl ired in removing the 
pstt tor With tunnels and bolt pock 

ets such troubl in be largely avoided 

Ss the we t t put on till the bolt 

is placed. Bolts larger than three inche 

diamete | have their upper end 

tapped for an evebolt and a special sling 

hould be pr vided designed to pass thru 

the nut, with a sv el. so the bolts can be 

handled by a crar e chain bloc An 

id method was to use cross keys at th 

wel nd of bho the holts cost more 

ike tl t ded t | wher 

properly designed elon the full strengtl 

f the re thar 
the hott lod 

The dia ft wimeienns 
+} , + | ' 1 nd with this as 

iba I ving give satis 

f ( 

indatior 

! f (f g-inch 

t ror tI-ine 

{ d f 3 for 234-inch 



} width of nut or head across flats 4 
g inch to 3g inch (square nuts or 

heads usually used on lower ends 
of bolts) 

8 diam. of bolt 
0.375 & diam. of bolt (not over 1 in.) 

I 0.5 diam. of bolt 
Al] dimensions to be made to nearest 

erght of an inch 

A Country Machinist Away From Home — His 

Glimpse of Cincinnati. 

veryone, almost, knows that there is a 
ice called Cincinnati, on the map | 

new I was somewhere when I strayed 
railway dense way from the station in a 

Beginning with myself as a starting 
unt I knew where [ was, and where that 

1 tation was, and there my accurate knowl 
lige ended 
Having cut loose from mv accustomed 

a short time, I had determined 
- He 

morimng for 

top at Cincinnati on mV Way back 
there that v thing had any attraction 

me was the fact that it was said to 
ive within its borders some machine 
ops that were making an impression on 
e practise of the rest of the world. Time 

and | did not 
like other kinds of 

better all, 
was going to 

The first thing that I dis 
vered was that altho they 

monev, so thev sav. have 
ry much of it, but, 

than none at 
and 

oney, a little 
d I did have 

pend it 
one day, 

here 

have a “Union 
there is at least one railroad that yepot” 

es not belong to the union, and as that 
is the railroad that I wanted to get awav 

| thought it well to find where it was 
ted 

\fter prowling around in the fog for a 
1 

ile, and before I had found the place 
I was looking for, T had concluded that 
some rational way of marking the streets 

a city would be a time saver, at least 
r strangers, and while the markine w 

eing done it would be as well to hav 
me universal system of naming them 
don’t mean to say that the streets of 
neimnati are anv worse named or marked 
at the case in other places, but I was 

ire of a condition to realize the de 
t nd | not like to miss seeing a 

ichine shop for the sake of the time 
ent in bothering the atives im mv en 

irs to find mv way 
very important question in mv mind 
What hops hall | ry ft n l 

( 1 on the Lodg & Shiplev shops a 
( tt t a! thre | tT1¢ ] id at Cat 1V 
ane shoy down as the second Why 

chose them, do \ isl Why, you 
ee. we have a Lodge & Shipley lathe in 

hop, and it sn't the worst 
ve ind I thought if T told 

one we 
them I had 

e they might be more apt to let me in 
] want to lose ny time going 

I couldn't get in ‘hen they 
een telling about the nice new 

p thev had built, and showing a 
ture of it with the nice place for flow 

only the flowers were not there yet 
y they had been telling about the new 

direct from the 
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igh-speed lathe that was going to beat 
he steel if it could. I 

that 
ose from the way the other lathe builders 

could remember 
back when man Lodge sort of cut 

vere building lathes, years and years ago, 
| fashionable to do such 

got at it 
it was handy for the man that ran it, 

vhen it wasn’t 
thing, and just and made one 

ind I wanted to see if there weren’t some 
indv ways of doing work in his shop 

where he had cut loose, too 

Either I was thinking very hard or else 
h there, for 

shook 
with me guessed what I wanted 
being told. Said he, “You 

to see thru the shop, I suppose ?”’ 

hey have a mind reader out 
the man who came forward and 
hands 
without want 

just as 
tho he knew I had come tor that, and in 
i few minutes he had me out and was 
hunting around for the things that he 
thought might interest me. It wasn’t any 
trouble for him to find them, either 

I'm not going to tell all that I 
written for the purpose of 

the 

saw, as 
furnish 

ing information to man who doesn't 
how he will be treated if he ventures 

home, and I'm just going to way trom 
tell enough to let him know that I really 

did get away from home myself 
I saw a good example of one of the 

benefits of having only one driving pulley 
ona lathe. In one place there was a row 
f lathes rigged up with variable speed 
‘ounters and a single pulley on the lathe 
in place of the cone, and these lathes wer: 
standing at a right angle with the countet 

With 
pulling the lathes I 
doubts about the plan, but with the ampl 
widths provided by the single pulley meth 
od it looked all right 

shafts belts of the ordinary width 
would have had some 

“Take all the time you care to. Stop 

anywhere you wish, and if there 1s any 
thing you see that interests you that | 
verlook do not hesitate to ask questions 
Phat is the wav it was done Perhaps le 
d not know that he had a package of 

terrogation points to deal with when hx 

d that 
see you have a system here 'e 
Uling bovs to variou parts i 

vor] nd a room for keeping tools and 
res ! different kinds Do you do ill 

tool grinding here and have a ma 

think it is better for the men 
Men do not al 

a man that is using a too 

own tools 

vork alike, and 
‘an generally give if the hest touch 

npetent to do the work 

glad to find our 
t least one 
“Ves. 

grinder 
und and 
Wits py 

important line 

that is clean water running on 
We 
und, but think we get better 

used to pump the water 

letting it run This is wate 
city lines.’ 

about rustin “Does it not bother you y 
ip the machines and the work?” 

‘No 

is done, of course, 
We oil up the work as soon as it 

and you can see for 

yourself how the machine looks.” 
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As I want to get a variety for my time 
I tear myself away from what I feel to be 
a mechanical feast, and hearing that the 
Gray planer is made in an entirely different 
part of the town I change my plans so as 
to spread my time a littl 

been telling Schumacher & Boye have 
us things and here is a place where they do 
the work, and as the sign that tells where 
the office is means nothing to me I find a 
way into the shop. Fortunately, big met 
are good natured, or I might have fared 
badly when I finally ran up against the 
superintendent and told him | hadn't an 

appropriate al business in there except to 
the ideas that I could 

He at started 
office, and I began to think that he 

once with me for the 
might 

have ways of his own of getting rid of 
people that he did not want loose in his 
shop, but I soon found that he was one 

1 who understood human nature as well a 
machine shop practise, for what did he d 
but steer me up against an invitation te 
dinner at the Buck Avenue Club 

Poets and dreamers may not be willing 
o admit it, but the real center of the hu 
man race is not the heart but the stomacl 
I do not know how we can directly reacl 
“A Machinist’s Wife” and all 

that they are 
of her class 

but I know largely 
sible 

r¢ spon 

for the happenings in the shops, and 
they have the men’s stomachs i1 because 

their hands, so to speak 

As the Cincinnati Planer Company could 
irdly be considered a competitor, I know 

ict of consideration to introduce t was in 

me into it before dinnet \ good dinner 
might make some difference in a man’ 
powers of observation, but there was 

h to see even for a hungry man, and Nome r 0 
not the least was the willingness with 

which it was shown 
Planing and gear cutting seemed most 

n evidence, and while there was nothing 
slow about the rate at which the work was 
lone. the things that were receiving the 

st attention were those whic issured 
CX vy, and proved that it had 

tained. When it came to the final 
it wa uracy and not spe 1 that was 
the lead 

Dinner had been forgotten by e tin 
he call came, but that is a call that should 
always be attended promptly, for if. the 

spector of such work delays the work 
man does not receive fair treatment. You 

night as well treat at f | 

grinding to a dose of dilute acid as soo 
is was finished and | e for ai 
hour before being examined and_ ther 

lame tl sults m the man wh 

ground it 
Certainly the knowledge of the art of 

ooking could not be classed with the use 
1 Y 0d ss knowledge, and as a piece of 

vork the sample set forth by the gentle 

men of the Buck Avenue Club was a thing 
to be proud of. It was the work of thet 

wn hand It was certainly a pleasure 

to meet the kindred spirits who gathered 

there 
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It was plainly to be seen that Mr. Schu were two things which particularly im Micaceous sands are 1 good thi 

macher believed that they were doing good pressed me The one was the extent to both burn and w ish, wl Is « 

work, was thoroughly familiar with the which it was thought profitable to go in ng chalk or lime e apt to swe 

details of what they were doing, and will the way of providing fixtures of various “blow.” as the heated metal causes chet 

ig to have it looked over and criticised. kinds to save time. Jigs, templets, gages | changes in the lime particl 

lhe superintendent vied with him in show cutters and arbors apparently tor each Job, Very eX ewer 

ng methods and explaining shop practise until it seemed to me that a good-s ed and in the tor tiol f cellars and 

ligs and templets are used “from the top fortune was invested in these things alone lik en f san 

to the bottom,” and methods of testing I was given an insight, or at least got a the writer once saw pot t rea 

dopted that will insure parts being right hasty glance, into their svstem of running good brass sand open 1 out nu clay 

lhe afternoon is slipping away and ther hings thru in lots, and whil made m« y ! 9 te In 

at least one more place that I must se fear that they w uld not be willing t this parti ul 

| know nearly nothing about milling ex build me one special milling machine, and ecured fou ( 

pt by hearsay, and some of that sam rush it ahead of everything, eve f my mn, deliver G ( $2.50 

earsay tells some big storie ind [ an heller business were at tandstill ton he was paying 

ear the shop that makes the machine tor wat I it helped 1 e wh wed 

If they cannot show some of the most some people meant when they to 1 of be ! { mn 

lvanced practise I do not know where to ng able to te st whet ind sucl Be dd nd ‘ fit 1 

‘ok for it. I tear mvself away and start preces W suld be done and when they would he foundry attet fting tre 

for the works of the Cincinnati Milling e needed and when the machines they vent] yecul 

Machine Company vere going on would be done. Perhap ey pres 

I know by this time that all the met we been all thru tl corn-sheller bu \ selt titable t 

ho are engaged in the manufacture of ess and have graduated from it into bet vith careful blending tl | 

machine tools are gentlemen who are glad er practise f they glit ‘ | f much u i 

<ee visitors and I do not feel as timid visit me and sce it a little from my side work. Wher 

I did earlier in the day Yes, they f it hould be made t ecul 

illow visitors in their shops, and I am Several times during the day | w hed tions, and then thy 

soon in. “Only a little while to stay! Why hat I had come this way when I started gether 1 tratitied | vl 

urely, you did not expect to see Cine ut to spend what time | id instead of nd pa ed thru 

nati in one day, did you?” ming when I had only one day left. hh 

1 had to admit that it was like trying that case I think that I sl uuld not hav fter which t 

to buy a ten-course dinner for a quarter, ad so much to spend er plac h mes! 

hut still I thought a little to eat might I think that this will show my _ broth 

be better than othing, ind so a little see nachinists that 1f there ‘ 1 3] ps u thru nd ! 

ng might be, so if he would only kindly his section of the country that keep thi nds have 

steer me up against the most interesting doors locked, 1 have high board fene¢ nee. this mixing { 

and instructive things that could be seen round them I did 1 get S ‘ ’ oy of 

n the time at my disposal I would trv t dav I hope . eet back down there and se eedless t iN 

he content what the insides of some more of t shop ren 

That is a very interesting collection of look lik W. Ospornt \ lesser saving 

nieces. and I can recognize some of the = loor sting f 

howe nd 
pieces that have been illustrated in the Adapting Sands for Molding. e floor 

1 “eee sant . | KI Ww tha ry following by Walter ] \I iV il : , P ae AMERICAN MACHINIST, and 1 tie lg 
ou have been making some wonderfu 1] | , 

actical nemMne ndon, nay carry 

ime on them Now. it will be a great , ‘ 
2 n suggestions for American foundry 

isure for 1 to s doing ne 
7 P 

: ‘ The co f ‘ | ni s 

i 1 
} 

; 
matter in a 2 ' foundrie . 

You \ inderstand th ese piece ‘ , , 

no begin t represent ill of he Wo! p ° 
porte high price en ¢ vg 

do on the milling chi ‘ ) i 

ne made on them d nats ' os 
eT) ‘ 1 

r practise wh ( o ‘ : 

em chi S 
; 

XN | \ ] ] ‘ 1 | 
] ’ + 

I do not ‘ ‘ | : 5 
( | T { 

] ‘ } fi \ . 

( new tw | . _ 

‘ if p dine and 

“We. ¢ \\ \ ‘ Tre¢ 

r d ( | A ‘ i T - 

v find unde \\ : : : ge purp ( exc ( 1 

these pice ()} : g dhesiven¢ i ) id 
. — " , ne | 
W 1 ( ease the p ( t f 

es tl ” ved I , . e i meta . 

iiustrat ( | nd tor v 

[ am not going ll you \ { 1 t Si ri sand 11 1 ( tine 

time they did tl 1 ress, Pp uffici 

ey have NIC’ itt > es us matte t secu! ( ( go the | | ( ( 

more exact than my timing is likely operat of molding | Good \ ») ¢ 

ce , 
, 

tho I did a little bit of it nd does not unduly ! ( for g t f 

the milling that I saw. the 1or does it wasl ‘ g pouring xp 
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High-Speed Steel. 
There is no subject connected with ma 

chine shop management to-day that is of 
greater importance than high-speed steel, 
and its importance to American shop man- 

lessened by the fact that our 
stolen 

agers 1S not 
friends the Britishers seem to have 
a march on us in the rapid adoption of the 
steel in regular work. 

At pages 752 and 788 we published some 
before the 

J. M. 
Gledhill, the metallurgical engineer who 

extracts from a paper read 
Coventry Engineering Society by Mr 

has charge of this branch of work for Sir 
W. G. Armstrong, Whitworth & Co., and 
elsewhere in this issue we begin the pub 
lication of another paper read by Mr. Gled- 

hill New 
of the Institute 
entirely new and which gives illustrations 

before the recent York meeting 
Iron and Steel which is 

of the work done by this steel which, with 

a few exceptions, are new and which form 
the largest collection of data from shop 

The 
also gives more information regarding the 
experience that we have seen paper 

composition of these steels than we have 
is is not essential seen before and, while t] 

to their successful use, it is certainly highly 
There 

mechanic should not be as much interested 
interesting is no reason why the 

in the composition of these steels as he has 
always been in the carbon percentage of 
these with which he has always been 
familiar 

The author had present at the reading of 
the 
such of these as are capable of satisfactory 

paper many interesting exhibits and 

showing by engravings we shall show, but 
the 

substances which enter into the composi 
the 

of finished work, which no engraving can 
satisfactorily omitted. 
These latter were to many the most strik- 

others, such as samples of various 

tion of steels, together with samples 

show, we have 

ing of the exhibits, 
the 

as they entirely con- 
that 

high-speed steels are not suited to the pro 
\s a matter 

of fact, the degree of finish shown on work 
from which but one cut, and that in many 

been taken 

troverted common impression 

duction of finished surfaces 

cases a heavy one, had was a 
revelation to many. As a further illustra 
tion of the capacity of his steel to retain a 
sharp edge, the author instanced the mak- 
ing of razors therefrom and humorously 

the “high-speed suggests p ssibility of 

shaving,” but we express the hope that in 
this application the “depth of cut’? will not 
be unduly increased 

To our shop readers we do not doubt 
that those portions of the paper dealing 
with hardening and tempering tools of this 
steel will be read with special interest, and 
this would be doubly true if they could 

see the formed mill ne cutters vhich had 

been hardened by his process without a 

trace of the appearance of incipient fusion 

which is often looked upon as a necessary 

F heats em 

ployed 

The graceful compliment paid to Messrs 
Taylor and White will not be wverlooked 
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These gentlemen may almost be said to be 
‘A new illustrations of the old proverb, 

prophet is not without honor save in his 
for they 

course, received recognition here, 
true that their work has borne fai greate 

Britain than here. 

” “1 - own country, while have, 
*t 1s Stil 

fruit in Great 
Our readers will also not fail to note t 

reference to planing at cutting speeds vy 
to 80 with a return speed of 160 feet px 
minute on 7-foot planers fitted with th 
Mitchell planer drive which was illustrat 
by us at page 739 and which results sur 
pass anything in this country with whicl 
we are acquainted 

that the 
be read 

doubt 

results given in the paper will 
Possibly some of our 

In general we have no 

with great interest. 
machine-tool makers may wish the author 
had been a little less insistent on the neces 
sity for thorough redesigning of machine 
tools. We may well ask ourselves if the 
author’s instance of a 36-inch lathe fitted 
to apply and absorb 65 horse-power is an 
illustration of what we are coming to 

The Civic Federation. 

The meeting of the National Civic Fed 
York on December 15 was 

by 
eration in New 
a notable one in many ways—made so 
the number of notable men who, by their 

attendance and participation in the 
ceedings, gave evidence of their deep in 

the objects of the organization 
and their belief that 
to lessen the strife between employers and 

The Bel 
presidency of the federation 

pro 

terest in 
it can do something 

employed election of August 
mont to the 
will come, no doubt, as a surprise to very 
many who have known of him only as a 
man of very great wealth and whose ener 
gies are devoted mainly to getting more 
of it. 
ting it has been his habit to recognize the 

under his 

It seems, however, that in his get 

rights of the men who work 
administration and the completion of the 

New York 
time in which it was accomplished is cred 
new subways in within the 

ited largely to what is described as his 
broad-minded and fair methods of dealing 

labor questions. At rate, few 
for a more liberal or more en 

than he 

with any 
could ask 
lightened expression of views 
gave in his address, and it is altogether 
probable that his promise to give the af 
fairs of the federation his best efforts 

means very much. And certainly the fact 
that a man of such large wealth, one who 
is so busy and possesses such a large 
measure of administrative ability is willing 

talents to such 
Another si 

to devote his time and 

work is of itself significant 
nificant point in connection with it is that 
th he many prominent labor leaders who are 
members of the federation and who were 
present at the meeting and banquet very 
heartily endorsed Mr. Belmont’s nomina 

1 tion and election 

letter from President Roose Besides the 

most hearty sympathy 
there 

Carnegie, the 

velt, ¢ xpressing the 

with the objects of the federation, 
was an address by Andrew 
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most notable feature of which was a decla- 
ration of his belief that where differences 
arise between an employer and his em 
ployees it ought to be announced by the 
emplover that no effort would be made t 
get a w body of employees, but that 
operations would simply await the reason 
able settlement of the difficulties He ex 
pressed the conviction that workmen 
should not be subjected to the trial of 
seeing strange men put in to take jobs t 
which by long service more or less of 
title had been secured. He did not base 
his opinion with regard to this exclusively 
upon his interest in workingmen, however, 
but maintained that such an attitude would 
conduce to a speedy, peaceful and fait 
settlement of difficulties, and after their 
settlement the ¢ mployer would have a body 
of experienced, interested and carefully 
selected employees instead of a new and 
more or less heterog neous body 

John Mitchell made a manly and cle 
cut address, in which he said he was f 
industrial peace with nor, believed 
doing .everything possible to avoid strikes 
and lockouts, and hoped to see the day 

when these, together with the boycott and 
black-list, would be abolished as unnec 
sary, but expressed his conviction that the 
right to strike when necessary must. be 
maintained. “Tf,” said he, “the labor ques 

tion is to be settled at all, it must be set 
tled by men who will not stand upon tl 
supposed rights; it will not be settled by 
men who are unwilling to give credit to 
other men for honest purposes and un 
willing to concede to them what are thei 
just dues 

‘I hope the time will never come when 
men will surrender their right to strike 
or employers give up their right to close 
their mines or their mills, and I hope t 
live long enough to see the day when lock 
outs, strikes and boycotts will be unneces 
sary, and when the American Civic Feder 
ation will be the recognized tribunal of 
peace in the industrial affairs of America.” 

Mr. Belmont’s declaration to the effect 
that he had found face-to-face conferences 
the best and in fact a practical and satis 
factory means of avoiding or of settling 
labor difficulties was heartily endorsed by 
others, notably by Mr. James Kilbourne, 
if Columbus, Ohio, a manufacturer whi 
seems to have been able to remain upon 
entirely friendly terms with his emplovee 

throughout the troublous recent period 
ind who in his address gave the most 

emphatic testimony as to their faithfulnes 
and fairness when approached in the right 
spirit, and treated with the considerat 
to which he claimed Amet n citizet 

entitled 

onterence Of t} lepartm nt President Some New Things 

I f Harvard University was mad . OPEN .CH 
he head a cw ’ ta comn th 
f fiftec e g Q ( [t 
lepartme \ rot | 

Selign t ( { 
I f S PE pots \ eavy 

otit v Cc! \ ¢ ttt ¢ I 
N¢ he ? 1 ? ‘ val = 

nel f the fed y re ed 

tw egard ( est grow 
I ( ( I s etwec empiove 

nd employ the prof I fp 
nomy 1 made some of eir great 
ikes He I might CVe 

nen outst he strife d usually learn 
more I it natur , 

engaged in d hoped that he and others 

ke nselt ‘ render som 
service to e caus t lustrial peace 

first ¢ ning the ft r d 

E. C. Brown, tor of ee ee 

280 Broad y, Ne \ ( 
ken I prep t I | 

1iown a Phe of Am«¢ OW , 
1 which will b direct ) he 

re ¢ c o p 0 I ‘ uM) ‘ 

us eng cietic { ¢ O 
ae de ; . ‘ j lr] 9 

Océ . ] d , ' ne \ ‘ t ‘ ] T ( 4 ¢ 

worthy wor I ‘ ete t ) g tl r 

of all engineers ( \ ( I ' 
us societi ent 9 as ted ft , 

1 r the WOTK I eat isetu ( 
ae rger p ft [he 

‘ ke g le \ 1 
I know of no single ew 1 can oe 

. I : be ut 
be so significantly pointed t as typifving te 

the beneficent chievement of the present P : f —— 

Gay as tl f transp ition, which 1 i ae e steel 
i 

the engineering interest which unites the — cjeey, Automatic feeds mav be attached 

most completely all our various branches when desired Phe or built by Zeh 

civil, mechanical electrical, mining & Hahnemann, 213 Chestnut street, New 

metallurgical and marine Thus did = ark, N. J 

Aurora in her chariot well typify trans ROTARY PLANE! MN 
portation he winged steeds signifying Phe vS a 

its speed, the guiding reins indicating p ce 
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chucks are designed to hold columns up to. over and a second or third cut taken as at all times by means of the ball handle, 

24 inches diameter ,by 24 feet long, com- may be required. and can advance or return the saw at any 
mercial parallelism of the faces being se Referring to the photograph to the right, time whether the feed is on or off, without 
cured by reversing the pipe in the machine. notice the geared feed-nut and screw. If throwing out the feed. The feed is about 
The cutter head is 30 inches in diameter the nut and screw revolve together, there 1% inch per revolution of the saw; this feed 

should cut anything smaller than about 
3% inches without slipping the friction 

2 Anything larger than this causes the feed 
- ¢ friction to slip, automatically adjusting the 

q | fl 4 a i¢ed to the size of the piece being cut o1 

| bad to the dullness of the saw. 
The top of the column is filled with oil 

ind the cuttings fall into it; when full of 
chips it is cleaned out by drawing off the 
oil thru the pipe and removing the cover 
shown in the photograph on the left \ 

cutting-off saw is of a necessity somewhat 

sloppy, but this arrangement obviates a 
great deal of the sloppiness. The machine 
has automatic stops and quick return by 
power. The length gage is graduated, and 

~ s strong enough to resist considerable 

{'4-INCH CUT-OFF MACHINE humping One wrench fits all nuts and 

over the tools and is driven by a 10 horse 
power motor thru gearing and a steep pitch 
worm, the final drive being by a pinion 

(=uaes working on an internal gear on the fac 
plate. The head has four positive geared 
feeds and quick traverse in both directions 
The feed and quick traverse are by a 

\ : 

spiral pinion and rack which has been ' A, ol | Sees Se es — SS 
adopted to avoid the overhang and sag of A, . o re mene 
long screws fl 

ae / —_ 4 INCH CUT-OFF MACHINE 

: 

he illustration shows a 4%-inch cut 
off saw built by P. W. Post, Wausau, Wis 
The saw is driven by spur gears (ratio 

FIG, 2. INTERNAL MICROMETER thout 2114 to 1), allowing the machine to 

aint 5 screws on the machine All nuts are 
9 ; f +—_| hardened 

\ TF of! MEASURING MACHINE MODIFICATIONS—A ‘ i 
“ 2 NEW INTERNAL MICROMETER 

5 , ’ 1 
tz} At page 964, Vol. 26, we illustrated a 
41 : 1 1 , 
0 new measuring machine made by the New 

|] 2 all Engineering Company, of Warrington, 
| ; ‘ . . 

: — England, and in Fig. 1 we present a sec 
| ec 1 

t tional view of the headstock, showing a 
, Sey wanaieiaal <= 4 : , : 

een Bien 4 55 N recent modification which consists of an 
f h WW YY * automatic adjustment to the measuring t ' ) > a 
—adamn| | | | w screw obtained by means of a spring which 

nN ss / maintains a constant and even pressure 
==) - on the vital face of the screw and abo 

| 25 } ishes backl ish The whole we ig] t of the 
| 4 R : 
| ks screw is also supported on bearings work 
| |2 7 lain nart of the cnind! lit me | jz ng on a plain part of the spindle niting 

20 a 
i oh the work of the screw portion to its proper 
} ty 7 : 
foi function The spring presses the sliding 

ib 4 nut hich is kept from rotating | 1 li t, Which is kept Trom rotating Dy means 
=) Y O if a feather key on the angular face of the 

a J SCTEW keeping the flat fact . of the buttress 
} threads on the main nut and screw in con 
/ 

tant contact 
= Fig. 2 shows a new internal gage of the 

American Machinist P 1 a 1 ype used in this country in gaging the 

FIG. | MEASURING MACHINE HEADSTOCK bores of ordnance, in which application it 
s known as a star gage, but which in its 

‘ 1 11..1 _. — , “Ty - , - 
tand parallel to the line shaft of the will be no feed, but if the screw does not details and as a commercial product is 

works Mhe vise has hardened jaws and turn, the nut advances on the screw and new, the similarity scarcely extending be 
» saneh h y 1 7. > > Tr ° : ¢ opens S inches. Anything up to 4'4 inches the feed will work he screw is kept yond the three measuring points Ae > . _e ¥ . ar - re - _ : he , : diameter can be cut off at one cut. Larger from turning by a light contact friction. he construction of the gage is obvious 

thy: . -. she 199 he - . — . . ] , ' than this up to 8 inches must be turned The operator has full control of the saw from the illustration. the cone a serving to 
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and the connect the measuring rods with the mi means of lag screws tightening 
crometer dial from which readings are and loosening of the belt is accomplished 

made as with external micrometer calipers by means of the foot lever which engages 
A fine spring surrounds each measuring a rack at its lower end. The upper end « 
leg and serves to maintain gentle contact this foot lever is connected to the swing 
between it and the conical end of the img arm, which carries the shive whee 
spindle. They are built by J. G. Blount Company 

In use the instrument is supported in Fverett, Mass 
the hole to be gaged by two of the legs 

° , 1, ‘ AN EXPANDING MANDREI 
and is then rocked by alternately elevating : - + of | " ] | | e cut shows an expanding mandrel re and depressing the micrometer mble, 

. 1 1°17 ' 42] ‘ Vv 1 1 tee ) Ca g IX IX ( i which, meanwhile, is gently turned until 
ntact is felt It is easily possible, w 

re informed, for gagings to be repeated VeVeae 
, ; 1 \ \ | ij v different peopl th results varying 1 \\ | \ | 

1 1.1 | | 1\ } 
ess than a quarter of a thousandt f an iy} ie Sen | (eee UUW YI 

l | \\ ( op 1 ed l cg ime 

kets have p) he ¢ g ind 
1 1 ET it hence no ¢ ed eV 

it be screwed |] } eX \ r 
| ir differs ‘ itt - . . 

1} d nd ‘ vided having rang ct vy of t ' 
— t QO, O » EF 7 24 ‘ \\ 1 I ‘ G 

en t two a or the . . I 2 
er ] d ] A ¢ { 1 ~ r | re erTtec r 

t » 1 incl ‘ ‘ rf ‘ P 

FFING AND POLISHING MACH i ti Whig 
STRAPPING \CH MENT ‘ ; ' CUTIVE . 

Che e macl ‘ e d on lf wh < g t « \ Not o 

ishing, buffing and belt polis Q CN din the paten 

BUFFING AND POLISHING MACHINI WITH TRAPPING ATTACHMENT 

are built in two sizes. The spindles over bushing endwise while driving in the man 

hang and are provided with self-oiling  drel 
is fitted 
polish Phe 

hearings. One end of the spindle 
for buff 
ing or 

Whitman & Barnes 

Ill., 
of having an occasional banquet 

departments, and 

wheels and the other for Company, of 
shive wheels, the shive wheels t Chicago, seems to have adopted thi 

be used in connection with the belt-polish practise 
The base of this for the 

floor by on 
ing attachment shown foremen of its 
attachment is fastened to the December 8 such a_ banquet was 
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Livel it the Vendon Hote { ig 
the foremen of the thirtee epartmet 
of the West Pullman factory \l ers ot 
interes px ta Fe to tac \ | 
nanagement wel ) le é 
TCI 1 t ( : or | { 

A DOA g factory a dD 

Pennsylvania Railroad Awards at St. Louis 

Cs 
I> 

\ \ 
W 

( { \ “wy 

{ ( 

1 

\l | N 
|? x 

\] \ Ww. ¢ 
D 1 

T { 

Mr. F. D. ¢ p , 
R 1S 

Mr. | ) N ‘ t 

bP \ ‘ { npat 
\J k & Voc ; engine 

Per IR | ¢ pan 
Mr. G. L. W lire t t\ " 

R d Syste 

Prof. W. F. M. G Dean of Sel f 
ime ¢, Purdue | \ 

fayette, | 
Mr. J. E. Sagu ne in 

\mericar e | pany 
Mr. F. H. Clas ‘ endent 

power, ( wo, Burlingt & 
()) Ix d ¢ 1 

Mr ( Hl. Quereau 1 itendent 
ps, New York Central & Hud 

River R d Company 

motive ( ( icific R 

Mr. H. V. WV eC f tests, Bald 

\ | Worl 
Mr. J \. | \ ll. general iar 

ger, | & YY hire Rail 
\ i 

Technical Publications. 
‘High Lemp ture Measurements.’ Sec 

nd revised and enlarged edition By 
uard I Ie Chatelier ind ©) Boud 

[rat d nd enlarged by G. K. Bur 
gess 341 5X7-11 h page with 79 illus 
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ration Jo Wiley & Sons, New 
York; Chapn & Hall, London. Price, 
> 3.00 

Ri ce ve been made 
ecent n the measurement of high 

1 f ntific and ind 
( thie dvance eing 

( t vith industrial forms of pyt 
p ( o dete lin em 

F Soo and 1.500 deere 
t. t 10 degree d within the 
( ted 1 emp ( ed 

eC \ g degre 
ent., tl degre f ira eing cred 

ed to the Mor t gage Phe 00} 
nder not t yroug V ¢ 

t timely treat | di cu i tiie 1O 
n ( f temperatures and the norma 
thermometer, gas thermomete calo 
rimetric pyrometry, the electrical-resist 
ne the erm electric, the heat radia 
on, optical, expansion, contraction, fus 

ing point, dilution, transpiration and re 
ording pyrometers, the laws of radiation 

and the tandardization of pyrometers 
The properti limitations and degree of 
iccuracy f the various instruments are 
discussed n a strictly impartial and 
cientific standpoin the results of re 
irches by var Ivestizations being 

given in considerable fullness. Considered 
either as a a reference book 
for tho e eng: 
sear¢ he > OF 

igh temperature re 
the book is 

y TR 
ot 

merit and will take a high place 
measurements, 

great 
The transl: 
National 

itor is assistant physicist at the 
Bureau of Standards 

Industrial 
288 514x 

The 
Com 

and_ their 
By J. Wright. 

8'4-inch pages with 57 illustrations 
Norman W. Henley Publishing 

New York. Price $3 

The great increase in the use of electric 

“Electric Furnaces 
Application.” 

pany, 

furnaces during the past few years fur 
nishes ample occasion for the preparation 
of a treatise on them. The development 
of acetylene gas for illuminating purposes 
has resulted in a demand for calcium car 
bide which has made of the carbide indus 
try the largest branch of electric furnace 

The development of electric fin 
the fact that of the 

50,000 horse-power developed at the Niag 

work 
naces 1s shown by 

ara Falls power plant, by far the larger 
portion is utilized in electro-chemical and 

the 
furnaces in 

electro-metallurgical industries, while 
total 
1Qo00 18 

power used in electric 
estimated to have been 210,000 

horse-power. The history of electric fur 
naces begins with one described in 1853 by 
Pichon in the Practical Mechanic's 
nal, tho their employment on a 

dates from 
William Siemens in 
t 

Tow 

commer 
experiments by Sit 
8 79, 

| il scale 

187 the results of 
hese ¢ ‘Xperiments appearing in a paper 
vhich he r d a ISSO he fore the then So 
‘ety of Telegraph Engineers Electric 
furnacs re classified by the author into 
Arc and Resistance furnaces, these main 
class eing further subdivided \ccord 
Ing to the most recent determinations, the 
temp 1 ivatlable in furnaces of th 
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former type run up to 6512 degrees Faht 
[The book contains fourteen sections or 
chapter which describe are and resistance 
furnaces of various types and explain their 

’] ition to calcium carbide manufac 

ture n and steel production, phosphor 
us and glass manufacture I trolytic 
furnaces 1 processes, mis¢ ineous, lab 
ratory nd 1D I nace e also de 
cribed ( cluding ] iting 
to terminal connections and electrodes, ef 
ficient ind theoret nsid t nd 

( net f fun emperat 

An Inside-Connected Locomotive for Purdue 
University. 

ity to receive from 
Haven & Hartford 

“Daniel 
Iniversity 

nterested itself in securing from railways 
samples of such classes of locomotives as 
are now being superseded, its purpose being 
to preserve as museum exhibits types of 
design which were becoming extinct, and 

number of valuable relics are already 
upon its grounds. From the beginning 
of this movement an effort has been made 
to secure a representative of a type which 

New 
ago, namely, an eight-wheeled 

common. throughout England 
thirty years 
engine having cylinders inside the frames 

with the This ef 
been crowned success 

‘onnecting crank axle 
has with 

The “Daniel 
built in 1858 

fort now 
Nason” is said to have been 
It was exhibited in Chicago 

in 1893 and has since been held as a relic 
Mass 

ms, is complete with its tender, 
it Roxbury, The engine weighs 
about 25 t 
ind will be shipped to the university at 
Lafayette, Ind., 
The university is also to become the cus 

upon its own wheels 

todian, in behalf of the same railway, of 
a stage-coach passenger car which is said 
to have been placed in service in 1835. It 
consists of the body of a stage-coach sus 

simple railway truck by pended over a 
means of thorough braces. It will seat 
inside and on its top about twenty persons 

Personal. 

\.. Geier resigned as fore 
man of the Instrument Department of the 
Frankford Arsenal, Philadelphia, and re 

Philip has 

turned to his home in Cleveland to engage 
in business for himself 

Frank Ross, foreman of machine shops 
the Lafayette 

Stamping Company, West Lafayette, Ohio, 
the of that to 

iccept a as superintendent of the 

and departments of press 

leaves employ company 
position 

Wheeling Corrugating Company's new 
works at Martins Ferrv. Ohio 

Obituary. 

Gottfried, for 
ce-pre sident of 

1.4 , 
hrederick many vei 

Patterson, Gottfrie 
Limited, of 

per Montclair, N. J.. 
this city, died at Up 
| YEce mbe t 

inventor and 
iral implements, ? inufacturer of agricultt I 
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lied suddenly in Albany, N. Y., December 
17, sixty-six years old. He was celebrated 
for the large number of patents issued in 
his name and also for the number of patent 
litigations in v had_ be olved 

Business Items. 

An interesting feature of the recently ar 
nounced developments in the Baltimore ele 
tric power enterpris s the excelusiv adop 
tion Of steam turbines as th prim mover 
\ contract recently closed with the West 
inghouse Machine Company provides an in 
tial equipment of 4,000 kilowatts in tw 
gene n nits of 2.000 kilowatts each \ 
Westinghouse electrical equipment, complete 
ind modern in every particular, has also 
ven contracted for 

rhe California Gas & Electric Corpora 
tion, San Francisco, has just placed an orde1 
with the Crocker-Wheeler Company, Ampere 
N. J for three 4,000 kilowatts capacity 
three-phase, 13,200-volt, 25-cycle, 88 R. P. M 

field alternators, to 
horse-power gas 

revolving be driven by 
built by the 

These generators 
the 

and will furnish power 
San 

6.000 engines 
engine 

the 
driven by 

snow Company 
are largest in capacity in world 

gas engines 
all the 
vicinity 

street for operating 
and 

railways in 
Francisco 

rhe Williams Electric Machine Company 
has been organized at kron, Ohio, to place 
on the market a full line of electric clutches 
and electric stopping or safety devices to be 
used in stopping machinery in case of acci 
dent to the operator These clutches, ete 
are the invention of Mr. H. A. Williams, who 
is the general manager of the company. This 
concern is also placing on the market a full 
line of electrical apparatus, both alternating 
and direct current generators, motors 
switchboards, controllers, ete., and under 
takes the installation of complete transmis 

de 
switch 
pulleys, 
plants 

sion plants, embracing clutches, 
generators, engine 

line shafting and 
making a specialty of 

complete, all ready for operation 

satety 
vices, motors, 
boards, hangers, 
ete equinping 

Manufacturers. 
Julius Hauser, Los Angeles, Cal., 

a packing 
The 

erect 

may build 
house. 

Brazil (Ind.) 
a new plant. 

Electric Company may 

The Lenoir City (Tenn.) Car 
increasing its capacity. 

L. G. Doup, Omaha, Neb., will rebuild his 
burned mattress factory. 

Company is 

Louis Snyder, Faribault, Minn., is 
ested in a chair factory project. 

inter 

Fire has damaged the canning 
Thorndike & Hix, Rockland, Me 

The factory of the Red Wing ( Mich.) 
niture Company has been burned. 

A mill of the Penrod Walnut Corporation, 
Kansas City, Mo., has been burned. 

factory of 

Fur 

Klein & Martin, carriage and wagon build 
ers, Athens, Ga., will erect a new factory. 

A company has been organized in Toledo, 
©., for the manufacture of concrete shingles 

The Michigan Heater Company's plant, 
ig Rapids, Mich., has been damaged by fire 

The Board of Trade, Ashland, O., is in 
touch with a typewriter factory proposition. 

Goddard & Allen, Rockford, Ill, are econ 
sidering the manufacture of a pencil sharp 
ener 

rhe Knoxville (Tenn.) Traction Company 
is about starting to building a car shop and 
barn 

Contracts have been let for additions to 
the Detroit (Mich.) Lubricator Company's 
plant 
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The Pittsburg (Pa.) Plate Glass Company 
will probably build a plant at High Point 
 & 

Red Lion, Dallastown and Yor Pa ire 
nning to erect a plant to light tl ( 

wns 
The Knox Motor 1 | ympar S ng 

field, Mass., has let the contract for a nev 
uilding 
The ITIlarlan & Hollingsworth Compan 

Wilmington, Del nte s enlarging 
works 

A new f t vy I ling » be ] 
john Blood & ¢ manufa I \ 
Philadelphia 

A 56x70-foot addition is being 
wheel shop of the Ramap i I ] 
& Wheel Works 

i! Diamond Soap Company has 
ganized at Glen Rock, Ta ~ < Khrha 
will be manager 

The Light Manufacturing Foundry Con 
pany, Pottstown, Vla., is erecting a new build 
ng at its plant 
The American Iron & Steel Company, Leb 

anon, Pa., may build a nut works on Neville 
Island, at Pittsburg 

E. T. Wright & Co., the shoe manufactur 
ers, Rockland, Mass., intend to enlarge their 
factory in the spring 

The Commercial Club, Northfield, Minn., is 
in touch with the Continental Flax Company 
which may build there 

The Knoxville (Tenn.) Pottery Company 
organized by R. H 

Oakwood 
is being Cate and others 
to build near 

The contract has been awarded to build a 
pattern shop at 703 Hillen street, Baltimor 
Md., for Jesse L. Wilson 

Hamilton, N. Y., may secure a branch fac 
tory of the Oneida Knitting Company, whose 
headquarters are in Utica. 

A large factory and office building is to be 
constructed in Chicago, Ill., for the Troy 
Laundrv Machinery Company 

J. H. McConnell, Marietta, O., is establish 
ing a plant to manufacture a steam separato! 
and trap and other specialties. 

J. C. Hall & Co. have leased the McGowen 
building on Main street, Independence, Ia 
and will open a machine shop. 

plans are being considered 
the Pot 

It is said that 
for new Southern 
rero district of San 

Pacific shops in 
Francisco 

and 
con 

Chicago, IIl., iron 
understand, 

Miller Hall & Son, 
brass bedsteads, are, 
structing a new factory building 

we 

Perkins, Hardy & Co., shoe manufacturers 
West Derry, N. H., propose to 
factory, 400x40 feet, four stories 

erect a new 

The Illinois Envelope Company, Chicago 
and elsewhere, is understood to be starting to 
build a plant at Kalamazoo, Mich 

proprietor of the Shuman 
Rockland, Me., has 

new shop 

1. J. Shuman, 
Machine Company, 
installing machinery in 

been 
his 

Car repair shops are said to be being estab 
Colton, Cal., by the Fruit 

the Armour 
lished at Growers’ 
Express lines owned by interests 

manufacturers of 
Bristol, Conn 

A. H. Warner & Co., 
‘lectrical and bicycle supplies, 
expect to fit up a 60x100-foot, two-story bui d 
ing 

The Board of Trade, Stamford, Conn., is 
in touch with John McTammany, who is 
establishing a music vox manufacturing plant 
there 

The Michigan Alkali Company, Detroit, Is 
building a foundry and machine shop at its 
No. 2 plant, and is otherwise enlarging its 
works 
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A building at Wes Medway Mass l 
pied by the National! ¢ fe Iron Company and 
the Madden-Curtiss Shoe Cor ny} s beet 
surned 

I’ e Bros. w ‘ ‘ 
nd ! f f ( 0 t W 
Alexand 0 \ \ 

a 

\ ni s f Ss ] i 
Mor Minn t M gomery 
Manufacturing Compar promoted J. M 
Ss ( 

rhe Reed Mar I ( I 
rs nd « iva s Ka i M 

d ed i! i ding, 200 
0) T ‘ 

Ss l Li 7 v ( a) D Ses 
build I ( I 

nne I 
iperated 

I’ s hay ! 1 WwW i 
sha t RK ‘ N \ ) x-st \ 
shoe f ry lilding Meld & ( nm 
ha place 

The Utah Light & Railway Company, S 
Lake City, proposes extensive nprovements 
including a steam plan n wh $250,000 
is to be spent 

The De Loura Automobile Manufacturing 
Company, Fort Dodge, Ia is looking int 
the practicability of establishing a plant on 
the Pacific coast 

A wire fence factory may be brought to 
Logansport, Ind. J. C. Hadley and Secretary 
J. H. Reitemeier, of the Commercial Club, are 
said to be posted 

The city council, Woonsocket, R. I., has re 
ceived a factory proposition from Charles 
liberghien & Bro., worsted manufacturers, of 
roureoing, France 

The Denver (Colo Gas & Electric Com 
pany will make extensive plant improvements 
in connection with the manufacture of paint 
and other products 

W. G. Bartlett et al., of Sparta, Wis., want 
to get a factory established there by the Rock 
County Sugar Company, a concern of Janes 

1 ville or that vicinity 
have been drawn for a 60x300-foot 

five-story addition te 
the Henney B 
at its plant at 

The McElwain 
consideration the erection of another fac 

Manchester, N. H., to be devoted to 

Plans 
be erected in iv05 by 

Moline, Ill Company, of IggZy 
Ir eeport 

Shoe under Company has 

tory at 
the manufacture of heels 

A machine shop of the Henry H. Sheip 
Manufacturing Company, cigar boxes, Vhila 
delphia, Pa., has been burned, but the main 
part of the plant was saved 

The Simons Brick Company, Los Angeles 
Santa Monica 

manufacture of 
land near 

for the 
shingles 
nion, New 

communication with M 
Mass., relative to 

f a woolen mill 

Cal., has purchased 
put in plant 

tile and clay 
and will 
brick, 

The Progressive lt Orleans, La 
Cravens, of 
the 

is in 
Springfield, possibile 
establishment ¢ 

The Board of 
received a factory 

Philadelphia, ré 

Allentown, Va., has 
from J. EK. Pat 

the Stan 

Trade 
proposition 

erson, of presenting 
dard Flat Hook & Kye Company 

The New London, Conn Board of Trade 
is in communication with a large manufac 
turing concern that might locate a plant In 
that city It manufactures firearms 

There is talk of establishing a packing 
house at El Paso, Tex F. B. Stewart, prin 
cipal owner of the Union stockyards, is men 
tioned in connection with the pro 

The Howe Seale Company Rutland, \V 
has just li in add n and du g the cus 

i y holiday s low! 3 nstalling 
steam and air-compressing ] herein 

The plant f he New Y k Agricultura 

{ | ~ ‘ | 
sold I & 
( ‘ \ 

I | 
ve 

Ir r « 
1 

I In s 

Ar 

\I ’ 

\\ 

] \ VW \WV ] 
| 

\\ | \ 

I W \l ( 
I ed \W \\ 

ha nd Xx 
panded i 
plast« 

rhe | ‘ 
Broadw \ I] Ind i 
‘ ey nea ‘) 

I fue | i 
stock and build 

rhe New Yor lia Company 
Hagen & Ruefer, manufa ‘ f plano key 
cases, et eterbo N. u proposes > move 
thence to Middletown. N. ¥ d make com 
plete instrument 

John Struthe nd Frank H Brenton rf 
West Dittston I’ ve nvented a portal 
cribbing for graves ind = the Uy ed Sta 
Portable Cribbing Company is being organ 
t o manufacture 

There is talk of starting a plant to ipply 
power and light to different factories at 
Brightwood, Springfield, Mass Chas. J. Wet 
zel, of the Baush Machine Tool Company, Is 
reported as favoring it 

rhe plant of the Eatonton (Ga.) Manu 
facturing Company, a new concern making 
the Howard improved guano distributor, will 
probably be doubled before long if satisfac 
tory railroad facilities can be secured 

Thos. Lowry, of Minneapolis, Minn., has 
acquired car works property at West Duluth 
including a wood-working shop, foundry and 
rolling mill, and is negotiating for a box fac 
tory and other concerns to operate in it 

A new machine shop of John Bolton & 
Sons is being erected at South Lawrence 
Mass. The enterprise will be known as the 
Eagle Knife & Bar Company, and the prod 
ucts will be in the line of paper mill repairs 

Cc. G. King, of Providence, is Installing 
machinery at Pawtucket to make jewellers 
supplies His company will occupy the sec 
ond floor of the Slater Mill Building An 
other building will be erected for a forge 
room 

Moline, Il! rospect a new manufac has in p 
turing industry thru the incorporation of 
the Koob Dumping Wagon Company A. L 
Warner, superintendent of Williams, White 
& Co., Moline, may have information regard 
ing it 

The stock has been subscribed for the Con 
umers’ Box Board & Paper Company, and a 

building KOOKS feet ! ected at 
L.iti Pa Phe ce-pre ! ind enera 
manage l I I W l ‘ \) l I 
I nn 

I} I W ( ( who has 
n eds sé Ima oe nes is 

l » ©S ] Angele 
I he mpany 4 VI White 

ipita 



Early next spring the Beall Non-Pounding 
Frog & Crossing Company, South Bend, Ind., 
will begin the erection of a plant to manu- 
facture the Beall crossing frog and a line of 
railway supplies. J. W. Fitzgibbon is one of 
the principal stockholders. 

Charles B. Everdell and Charles E. Borden, 
owners of the Trenton Hardware Company, 
whose plant was recently destroyed by fire on 

beyond the city 
have broken 
Trenton 

Kast State 
rrenton, N. J., 

North 

street, 
ground for a 

foundry in 

Pearson & Co., 
New York 

city, the ice factory property at 
$15 to 325 East Ninety-seventh Hlis 
firm intends to alter the building and occupy 

searson, of S. P 
Monroe 

Samuel P. 
iron workers, 74 street, 

has bought 
street. 

iron works. it as a structural 

Minute Machine Com 
pany is organized in Moines, Ia., 
and it is expected that the factory will soon 
be opened. EB. S. Hutchins, the president, has 

the 

Washing 
Des 

The One 
being 

machine on a small seale at 
balance wheel 

making 
Audubon It 
been 

has a heavy 

Gq. L. Stuebner, manufacturer of iron work 
in Long Island City, Queens Borough, New 
York City, has begun the erection of a new 
plant. It is in Queens Borough, but we are 
not informed as to its exact location. His for 
mer site has been taken by a railroad com 
pany 

A company under the management of 
Charles Faerber, of Shreveport, La., has 
been established at Poplar Bluff, Mo., to 

furnace feed 
in conveying dust 
wood-working fac 

manufacture fans, blow pipes, 
ers and such devices used 
and shavings in mills and 
tories 

Iron Works 
engineers for the erection of a 

big sugar mill at the Oaxaquena plantation, 
Santa Luecrecia, in the State of Vera 

eruz, Mex., which belongs to the Tabasco 
Plantation Company, whose headquarters are 
in Minneapolis. 

rhe Honolulu are acting as 
consulting 

near 

The Sumter Foundry & Machine Works 
have been organized. Geo. D. Shore, C. G. 
Rowland and other are interested. Shops 
will be built at Sumter, 8S. C. They will do 
not only a general foundry and repair busi 
ness, but will from the first carry on a line 
of manufacturing. 

The Norstrom Lockout Telephone Company 
(capital stock, $600,000) has incorporated 
and will occupy a plant at Muncie, Ind., by 
January 1 The directors are: John Martin, 
of Chicago; George W. Beers, of Ft. Wayne, 
Ind.; Abbot L. Johnson, George A. Ball and 
J. H. Smith, of Muncie 

The Standard Safe Company, newly incor 
ported, thinks of establishing a plant at Buf 
falo, N. Y. The directors are Nathan Cohen, 
of Erie, Pa.; Mose Cohen, of Buffalo, and 
At.vorney Aaron Fybush, of Buffalo. The 

said to have a _ factory 
East. 

men interested are 
now working in the 

Electrical Manufacturing Com 
pany, Ltd., capitalized at $200,000, 
to manufacture the Simplex are 
Covington, La. Dr. KE. Y. Ames, of Coving 
ton, is Arnold Heller, of New 
York, vice-president, and E. J. Frederick, of 
Covington, 

Southern 
intends 

light at 

president ; 

secretary-treasurer. 

It is reported that C. G. Zug, of Zug & Co., 
the Pittsburg, Pa., mill firm, will locate a 
steel plant in New Pittsburg, Ohio. The Sable 
Iron Works, with which Mr. Zug has long 
been connected, may be forced to move owing 
to the sale of property: and the plant will 
likely also be taken to New Pittsburg. 

It is stated at Utica, N. Y., that the busi 
ness formerly conducted by the Central New 
York Manufacturing Company has _ been 
taken on by a new concern, to be known as 
the Standard Brass Manufacturing Com 

line, at’ 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 

pany. The goods manufactured are electri- 
cal and gas fixtures and plumbers’ supplies. 

An industry for the manufacture of caskets 
and burial supplies has been secured for 
Sioux City, Ia., thru the efforts of the Com 
mercial Club. Articles of incorporation for 
the Sioux City Casket Company have been 
filed. W. H. Antes, president of the Des 
Moines (Ia.) Casket Company, is interested. 

Cincinnati 
Otto Coke 

meeting in 
of the directors of Hamilton 
Company, in the Thoms & Brenne 
man, they decided to expend $200,000 in the 

Hamilton, 0., property 

that at a 
the 

offices of 

It is said 

improvement of its 
by the establishing of an electrical power 
plant at Coke Otto. A new 700,000-foot gas 
holder is to be erected in Hamilton and a 
new coke crusher installed 

Model 
firm 

new manufac 
Dayton, O., 

Foun 

Stoker Company is a 
recently located in 
with the Craig-Reynolds 
‘Lhe firm is composed of O. D 

turing 
in connection 
dry Company. 
Cotton, who is the managing partner, and 
Kk. J. Landor It is engaged in the manufac 
ture of an improved smokeless mechanical 
furnace for steam power boilers Until re 

has been located at Akron, O 
Pierce, Butler & Pierce 

Syracuse, N. Y., is 

cently the firm 

The 
Company, 
an addition to its 
the boiler and radiator department, it 
This ve confused with the report that a 
plant will be built there for the affiliated con 
cern, the John Cowmeadow Manufacturing 
Company, of maker of bath 
plumbers’ supplies, ete., which will 
move to Syracuse. Its capacity will 
quadrupled 

The bogs 
Frances, on the Rainy River, 

The Manitoba Peat Company, Ltd., 
organized in Winnipeg with a 

eapital of $200,000, includes the following 
men: President, Sir Daniel McMillan, lieu- 
tenant governor of Manitoba; directors, Will 
iam Whyte, second vice-president Canadian 
Pacific Railway; Robert Taylor, of the Hud- 

Manufacturing 
build 

an extension of 
about to 

works for 
is said 

may 

Oswego, tubs, 
probably 
be about 

town of Fort 
are to be de 

peat west of the 

veloped. 
now being 

son's ‘Bay Company, and Alex Dobson, of 
Beaverton, Ont 

New Catalogs. 
Ohio Brass Company, Mansfield, Ohio. 

Folder describing the “All Wire” rail bonds. 
Illustrated. 

Fort Wayne Electric Works, Fort Wayne, 
Ind. The commutator truing devices made by 
this company are fully described in Bulletin 
No. 1059. Illustrated. 

Clark Brothers, Belmont, N. Y. Illustrated 
catalog of sawmill machinery. There are also 
shown automatic vertical and _ horizontal 

engines built by this company. 6x9, 
paper. 

steam 
pp. 76, 

Miscellaneous Wants. 

Advertisements will be inserted under this 
head at 25 cents a line each insertion. Copy 
should be sent to reach us not later than Sat 
urday morning for the ensuing week’s issue. 
fnswers addressed to care 
warded. 

Caliper cat. free. E.G. Smith, Columbia, Pa. 
Punches & dies. Wal.M.Wks.,Waltham, Mass. 
Addressing machines for office use. Joline 

& Co., 123 Liberty St., New York. 
Mark your tools; a 3-initial stamp, 50 cts., 

post paid. J. L. Lucas, Bridgeport, Conn. 
Light mach’y to arder; model work; rub- 

ber molds. J. W. Weir, Bridgeport, Conn. 
Will buy or pay royalty for good patented 

machine or tool. Box 282, AMer. MACHINIST. 
Light and fine mach'y to order ; models and 

elec. work specialty. E. O. Chase, Newark, N. J. 
Automatic machinery designed and con 

structed by the Wellman Sole Cutting Ma 

our will be for 

chine Co., Medford, Mass. 
Auto. machinery of all kinds designed and 

December 22, 1904. 

built; hardened and ground work, flat or cir 
cular. Wiebking, Hardinge & Co., Chicago. 

The Canada Machinery Company, Limited, 
Sarnia, Canada, have the facilities and are 
open to manufacture, for patentees and others, 
machines and machinery for the Canadian 
market. 

Large machine shop and foundry, wel! 
equipped for light and heavy work, wishes to 
manufacture one or more staple articles in 
addition to present line: will not undertake 
the sale, but will manufacture on percentage 
or at a fixed price. Box 55, AMER. MACH. 

Wanted—A high-speed steel salesman 01 
agents to sell the Eclipse high-speed imported 
steel; this steel does not break in the ma 
chines and is much easier to work and to 
anneal ; cutting capacity unsurpassed. Address 
The New Metal Tool Steel 
AMERICAN MACHINIST. 

Le Progres Industriel, Ltd., 14 Rue 
Croisades, Brussels (Belgium), having d 
cided to erect new works for their machine 
tool manufacture and to considerably in 
crease their plant, would like to receive from 

Company, care 

American machine tool manufacturers, et« 
their catalogs concerning machine — tools 
working implements, special devices, materi 
als, ete., that might prove of interest for 
above company before purchasing their new 
machines and plant 

The annual meeting of the stockholders ot 
et the Hill Publishing Company, for the election 

and for 
may 

of five directors for the ensuing year 
the transaction of such other business as 
properly come before the meeting, will be held 
at the office of the company, in the Pulitzer 
Building, 63 Park Row, Borough of Manhat 
tan, New York City, N. Y., on Monday. Janu 

o'clock noon Dated, New 
1904 

t. Low, Secretary 

ary 9, 1905, at 12 
York city, December 5 

F 

Business Opportunities. 

Wanted—-A practical man in either foundry 
or machine shop, who wants a financial and 
working interest. T. J. Peden, 616 Ashland 
Blk., Chicago, Il. 

growing, 
patented 

Cincinnati concern, 
machine tools for 

past ten vears, feels the need of an up-to 
date, hustling business manager, willing to 
invest at least $10,000. Address Box 62, A. M 

A_ successful, 
manufacturing 

Wanted—-One experienced, up-to-date fac 
tory bookkeeper and general office man, be 
between the ages of 30 and 40 years, in a shop 
building steel plate work, cars, ete. ; one who 
can invest from $3,000 to $5,000 preferred ; 
give full information as to your experience 
in the details of manufacturing and costs of 
same; entire new shop in western Pennsyl 
vania. Aadress, stating amount of invest- 
ment, age and salary expected, to Box 106, 
AMERICAN MACHINIST. 

For Sale. 
Whiton hand feed gear cutter; perfect con 

dition. EF. Rittenhouse, Norristown, Pa 
A going machine shop with large 
been running Many years ; cause 

firm. W. D. Judson, New 

For Sale 
possibilities ; 
of sale, death in 
Haven, Conn. 

A Bargain.—Having quit business, will sell 
a lot of small drills, reamers, taps, collets and 
small tools in Al condition: send for list. Ad- 
dress “Bargain,” care AMERICAN MACHINIST. 

For Sale—1 
pump and press: 

Foundry hydraulic 
cost $1,950; will 

Farrel 
800 tons; 

sell for $1,200.00; perfect condition If. M. 
Crowell Mfg. Co., 6th ave. and 13th st., New 
ark, N. J. 

For Sale—Two 100 H.-P. return tubular 
boilers; good for 100 Ibs. working pressure, 

Apply C. Ek. Johnson “Hartford inspection.” \ 
Philadelphia; or & Co., 509 So. 10th st., 

T. Frank Miller, Architect, Philadelphia 
I can sell your machine shop (or other 

business), with or without real estate, no 
matter where it is or what it is worth. Send 
description, state price and learn how Ww. 
M. Ostrander, 111 North American Bldg., 
Philadelphia. 

For Sale—United States patent No. 719,- 
854, 1903, for best water gage in the world; 
now giving splendid results on English mar 
ket; see description on page 788, December 
issue of Power. Apply James Robinson, G 
P. O. Leeds, England. 

For Sale—10 in. lathe patterns, drawings, 
jigs, templets, special tools and everything 
else necessary to manufacture the best 10 in. 
engine lathe on the market: no experiment; 
easy terms. Address The R. K. Le Blond 
Machine Jool Co., Cincinnati, O. 

For Sale—State rights to manufacture a 
machine that is in demand in all sections of 
the country; will furnish tools, jigs and all 


